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ABSTRACT 

Today's complex environmental and organizational pressures lead to business 

teams distributed along the dimensions of space, time, and computmg resources. 

Distributed teams often need to collaborate to solve complex problems together. Many 

information systems support simple information sharing, however group research has 

shown that productive problem solving extends far beyond this. Group Suppon 

Systems (GSS) researchers and product reviewers suggest that simple discussion tools 

fall short of supporting additional phases of group problem solving. Research into 

distributed collaboration is needed to understand this complex domain. 

This dissenation describes an investigation into distributed collaboration to 

design, develop, implement, evaluate, and iteratively refine a prototype World-Wide-

Web (Web) based distributed GSS. The research addresses requirements derivation, 

architecture design, prototype implementation, evaluation, iterative refinement, and 

the nature of roles played by panicipants. 

The literature review examines the areas of meeting analysis, hypertext, the 

Web, GSS, distributed GSS, collaborative interface design, group facilitation and 

systems engineering. The systems development research method is applied according 

to the following stages; Conceptual Framework Development. Requirements 

Identification, Sy^-tems Architecture Development, Systems Design. Systems 

Implementation and Systems Evaluation. An evolutionary prototyping approach 

incorporates evaiuator suggestions and evolving technology into the system. 
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Systems requirements are derived from the literature review, interviews with 

dozens of GSS researchers, practitioners and developers and hundreds of users from 

around the world. The initial specification employs the data model and interface 

design of an existing face-to-face GSS. A Distributed GSS architecture, consisting of a 

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)/JavaScript client interface and a centralized 

HyperText Transport Protocol (HTTP)/Conunon Graphical Interface (CGI) server, is 

proposed, designed, and implemented. The logical data model is extended for 

distributed collaboration through identification of relevant data entities and 

relationships. The interface is extended through iterative prototyping based on 

observations, user feedback and technical enhancements. Prototype systems 

functionality is extended based on lab and field observations and direct feedback from 

users. 

Research contributions include a new distributed architecture, knowledge 

about distributed GSS interfaces, functionality, facilitation, leadership and 

participation, a prototype for additional research, and knowledge about the processes 

and group dynamics for distributed teams. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

"Let no man say that I have said nothing new: 
the arrangement of the material is new. 

Just as the same words differently arranged 
form different thoughts." 

Blaise Pascal 

Organizations are becoming increasingly complex and dispersed, as a result 

responsibility for organizational strategy is becoming increasingly diffuse and more 

decisions are being made with input from two or more individuals or from large 

groups [5, 57, 79, 84, 138, 175, 312.] Concomitantly increasing global competition, 

shortening product cycles, rapidly changing technology, interconnected world events, 

telecommuting, organizational flattening, downsizing or rightsizing and a plethora of 

other factors are changing the nature of business itself and leading to an increased 

need for distributed business teams to perform complex tasks which involve strategic, 

managerial, and operational levels within and between organizations [5, 20, 33, 63, 

138, 139, 141, 186, 187.] These factors help to explain why organizations are 

increasingly interested in distributed collaboration as a means of improving team 

productivity. 

Drastic productivity increases have resulted from over a decade of extensive 

research and development in face-to-face GSS [52, 54, 68, 101, 122, 135, 167, 169, 

171, 213, 214, 224, 227 230, 231, 232, 233, 247, 251, 307.] With the above 

organizational and environmental factors in mind, it is easy to understand why those 
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who have benefited from successes with face-to-face GSS think it important to extend 

this technology to distributed teams. Turoff et al. [296] state thatDistributed Group 

Support Systems are likely to be widely used in the future as a means for dispersed 

groups of people to work together through computer networks." Many researchers 

have suggested that GSS research is moving toward providing any-time/any-place 

suppon for decision making and communication for groups of any size [12, 120, 206, 

223, 296.] 

The aforementioned organizational and environmental complexities combined 

with emerging technology for collaborative group support make distributed GSS 

worthy of investigation. Distributed GSS is an extremely important research area in 

MIS because it may provide practical solutions to complex business problems that 

cannot be solved without such research and development. 

1.1 Domain and Problem Deflnition 

"I think there is a world market for maybe five computers." 
Thomas J. Watson, Sr., 

Chairman, IBM Corporation, 1943 

This section describes technology changes that are making distributed 

collaboration possible, highlights limitations of current technology, explains how the 

GSS concept provides process structure and support which existing tools lack, and 
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finally expresses the need to design and develop GSS architectures and systems 

specifically for distributed groups. 

Since the 1950s information technology (IT) has advanced a movement away 

from the need for a physical workptece and towards the potential for a virtual 

workspace (See Figure 1.1) [120, 229, 297.] In 1956 IT in the physical workplace 

consisted of the telephone, mail, copiers, typewriters, slide rules, and stand-alone data 

processing. 

1.1.1 Movement from a WorkPlace to a Workspace 

Figure 1.1 From Work-Place to Work-Space 

There has been a Steady Movement 
From a Work-Ptocg » To a Work-5pflcg 

Physical 
Location-Based » 

Work-/*/acg 

Virtual 
Electronic-Based 
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Telephone/Tie Lines/Teletype 
Mail/Paper Memos 
Typewriter/Carbon Paper 
Copier 
Calculator/Slide Rule 

Personal Computers 
E-mail/Fax/Voice Mail 
Video Teleconferencing 
Enterprise-wide Integrated 

Commwiication 
LANs/WANs/In temet 
Discussions/Forums/News 
Collaborative Computing 

In the physical workplace, round-the-clock work demands two or three shifts at 

the same location and that some individuals work the graveyard shift. (See Figure 1.2.) 
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Figure 1.2. Same Place, Different Time Three Shifts 
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Everyone reports to a physical location and meetings are scheduled around 

both the physical and temporal constraints of those invited. If remote individuals are 

involved, they must travel to attend sessions. Material left at the home office must be 

mailed overnight or communicated verbally via telephone. Items for review by all 

team members must be physically routed amongst the entire group. This may take 

weeks or even months and eventually a scribe must summarize the content, remove 

redundancies, and format a final version. There are several disadvantages to this 

physical routing; first, there are opportunities for discussion are minimal or 

nonexistent; second, multiple passes within the review process are not common or 

infeasible due to time constraints, and finally measurement of consensus or agreement 

is practically impossible. This physical workplace has many disadvantages and 

indirect costs associated with accomplishing group work, which may lead to 
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incomplete analysis and limited involvement of personnel in problem solving and 

decision making and potentially unproductive work processes. 

In 1998, some people may not need to travel to a physical work location, but 

may work from wherever they find themselves [229, 260, 297.] They share electronic 

workspaces in which FT consists of enterprise-wide integrated communication, e-mail, 

messaging, discussion databases, online calendars, and collaborative software. (See 

Figure LI) Many executives want to reduce time spent interacting face-to-face and 

aspire to having any-time/any-place collaborative activities with groups whose 

members are scattered throughout the world. This would enable round-the-clock work 

to chase the sun across the globe as workers in one time zone hand off tasks at the end 

of their day to those in another time zone who continue the work. 

Verifone is an example of a virtual global corporation with offices scattered 

across the globe [205.] At Verifone, workers in the U. S. hand off work to those in 

India, who in turn pass it on to those in Europe. Each location works a first shift and 

no one is required to work overnight. This enables Verifone to take advantage of a 

twenty-four hour workday without requiring anyone to work a second or third shift. 

(See Figure 1.3.) 
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Figure 1.3. Different Place Different Time Zones Work Handoffs 
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In such a virtual workspace, it may be possible for work to be accomplished 

independent of any participant's specific temporal or physical constraints. This 

provides for simultaneous and asynchronous interaction of local and remote groups as 

well as acquisition of rapid feedback on routed material and documents to be reviewed 

by every member of the group and it may afford opportunities to review and comment 

on others contributions. Additional collaboration support may allow for deliberation 

and polling for consensus to ensure buy-in from all members. Today, only a handful 

of virtual companies work the way Verifone does [297]. The technology exists, 

however integrating it effectively and using it to enable teams to work together 

productively to solve complex problems may not be as easy as it appears on the 

surface [12, 206, 229, 296.] 
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1.1.2 The Elusive Virtual Workspace 

Is such a virtual workspace feasible in mainstream corporations? Today 

products such as Lotus Notes, CollabraShare, and many early Web-based tools [49, 

158, 200] address several related issues, such as data and document sharing, but there 

may be much more involved in interacting collaboratively. To accomplish shared 

goals and solve complex problems, groups may need processes and structures to guide 

their interactions. Researchers in Cognitive Psychology, [9, 262] and GSS [118, 220] 

suggest that structures such as an agenda, one form of schemata, or tools for voting 

and organizing ideas may aid perception by facilitating selective allocation of 

attention. 

In distributed interactions, structure and process are extremely important, 

because without them chaos may ensue [218.] Unstructured interactions (i.e. 

application sharing and document sharing, discussion databases and news groups) may 

suffer from at least two serious problems. First a lack of focus, which may lead to 

disjointed ideas, separate and perhaps hidden agendas, and information overload. 

Second a lack of convergence, which may result in no conclusions nor decisions, no 

business outcome results, no consensus, and no shared understandings [229, 259, 260.] 

Eric Lundquist [159,] a Groupware columnist for PC Week Magazine, stated his 

thoughts on unstructured interactions as follows: "Somewhere around your SCf'' 



response to a response to a response in Notes, you start to wonder where all this 

group discussion leads." 

Simple discussion and data sharing tools may not be nearly enough to support 

the problem-solving and decision-making processes that distributed groups may 

require to work together productively towards mutual goals [164, 229, 260.] What 

may be needed is a collaborative environment much like that provided by face-to-face 

GSS. Over a decade of research demonstrates that groups need integrated software 

tool suites, which provide software modules to support specific group activities like 

idea generation, idea categorization and voting. [57, 95, 127, 164, 218, 225, 227, 

298.] These GSS tool suites provide support for small or large groups working 

interactively on a single problem or a number of related problems [57, 59, 96, 127, 

214.] Most experience and research with GSS is in face-to-face electronic meetings 

[77, 224, 296.] It is possible, and even desirable in some instances, to use GSS tools 

for groups with members that are spread across different places and different times 

[50, 140, 222, 229. 245, 258, 293, 296.] 

1.1.3 The Need to Design and Develop Distributed GSS Systems 

Several reviews of GSS research [54, 65, 77, 245,] reveal that most of the 

research involves face-to-face sessions. There is a need to design and develop GSS 

systems to provide the necessary support for groups to collaborate when they are 
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distributed along the dimensions of space and time. Additionally, the advent of the 

Intemet and the Web adds the dimension of multiple operating system and hardware 

platforms. Little research has been done to design and implement GSS architectures 

to support multiple computer hardware and software platforms. Systems architectures 

need to be designed that enable team members scattered across the globe in different 

time zones and with different computing resources to effectively and efficiently work 

together to solve complex problems and make decisions. Systems specifically 

designed for distributed group support need to be developed and employed in order to 

discover the relevant issues and concepts that contrast with those of the long-studied 

face-to-face GSS environment. 

1.2 Purpose and Significance of the Research 

"Benjamin Franklin's reply to a lady who queried 
the usefulness of his work on electricity: 
"Madam, what use is a newborn baby?" 

Arthur Koestler [148] 

The purpose of this dissertation is to describe an investigation into the domain 

of distributed GSS through systems development and user experiences to discover 

how the data models, systems architecture, interface, and functionality may need to be 

adapted to better serve groups distributed along the dimensions of space, time and 

computing resources, and how the roles played by those involved may need to change. 

In order to do this effectively, a distributed GSS architecture and data model are 

defined and then implemented into a prototype software system that is iteratively 
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evaluated and modified based on observation and user feedback. This prototype 

provides some of the necessary support for teams working in distributed modes. 

Designing and developing the prototype system leads to knowledge and understanding 

that could otherwise not have been discovered. Conclusions and lessons learned are 

drawn about the domain, and future research areas are identified. 

The proposed prototype potentially serves as a specification for future 

distributed GSS environments and as an experimental platform within which to 

investigate additional research topics. Practical benefits arise from the potential to 

enhance the productivity of distributed teams within and across organizations and to 

allow teams that otherwise could not work together to do so in a productive fashion. 

On the whole, this research contributes to the knowledge in the domain of distributed 

collaboration in terms of systems architecture and functionality, interface design, and 

group facilitation. 

1.3 Research Questions 

"You have to gain experience to ask the right questions." 
Jay F. Nunamaker, Jr. [228J 

The overarching question addressed by this research is: "What changes in 

GSS technology and group processes will be required to support collaboration for 

groups distributed along the dimensions of time, space, and computing resources ?" 
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This is a complex problem that can be decomposed into sub-areas that may be 

more practically addressed. Requirements determination for such a system 

necessitates a distributed systems architecture, a data model, and an operations model. 

Alavi and Wetherbe [6] found that designers that proceeded prototype development 

with data modeling required fewer iterations and designed more efficient systems than 

those using prototyping alone. A distributed systems architecture is designed and 

implemented within the scope of this dissertation. The data model starts with that of an 

existing GSS, and this is extended to support distributed collaboration based on 

observations and user feedback. An operations model is developed to assist with 

activity level implementation. Finally the user interface is designed based initially on 

that of an existing face-to-face GSS; then extended and refined for distributed 

collaboration based on observations and user feedback. 

The broader research question above leads to the following more explicit questions: 
1. What are the requirements for a distributed GSS, that extend beyond those used 
in face-to-face systems, in terms of data content, interface presentation, and 
operational functionality? 

2. How do the roles of facilitators, group leaders, and participants in distributed 
settings change from those in face-to-face settings? 

3. Can a systems architecture to support such extensions be successfully 
implemented in a prototype Internet Web-based system? 

4. What additional modifications are needed to enable the prototype system to 
successfully support its intended users? 
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1.4 Organization of the Dissertation 

"Organized complexities are phenomena 
which are composed of a very large number of parts 

which interact in a nonsimple way. 

However, this interaction of the parts 
is arranged or organized into an orderly scheme 

and is guided by a purpose." 
Schoderbek [263] 

This dissertation is organized into eight chapters as follows: 

1. Introduction 
2. Meeting Analysis: Meetings in Context 
3. Literature Review 
4. Research Method 
5. Prototype Development 
6. Prototype Implementation 
7. System Evaluation 
8. Conclusions 

Chapter Two reviews relevant literature and statistics about meetings including 

purposes, costs, problems, justification for the addition of technology, and the trend 

towards team telework. Chapter Three reviews background literature on hypertext and 

the Web, GSS, distributed GSS, collaborative interface design, and group facilitation. 

Chapter Four defines the research method and justifies its suitability for this study. 

Within Chapter Four, a conceptual framework for the research is developed, which 

details the application of the method to the domain. Chapter Five describes the 

analysis, design, and implementation process in terms of Requirements Derivation, 

Systems Architecture Development, Systems Design Specification, and Prototype 

Environment Selection and Development. Chapter Six details the systems interface 

and systems functionality. Chapter Seven details the system evaluation in terms of 
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process, results, and conclusions. Chapter Eight summarizes the research and 

discusses Lessons Learned, Contributions, Limitations and suggests areas for future 

study. The purpose is to document the entire multi-methodological research method 

undertaken within the scope of the study to explore distributed GSS. 
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2. MEETING ANALYSIS: MEETINGS IN CONTEXT 

"Almost every time there is a genuinely important decision 
to be made in an organization, a group is assigned to make it — 

or at least to counsel and advise the individual who must make it." 
Hackman [106] 

Meeting analysis, that is the study of meeting expenses, productivity, 

processes, and outcomes, is relevant to this research for several reasons. Many 

reviews and surveys [1, 2, 11, 74, 100, 184, 189, 193, 257, 273] reveal that meetings 

dominate workers' and managers' time and yet are considered to be costly, 

unproductive and dissatisfying. 

Studies [61, 184, 189. 192, 193] show that meetings are essential and that the 

number of meetings and their duration has been steadily increasing. Studies of 

Managers and knowledge workers [2, 61, 100, 182, 184, 189, 237, 257, 267, 290, 291, 

304] reveal that they spend between twenty-five and eighty percent (25%-80%) of 

their time in meetings, suggesting that meetings are an important part of one's 

working life. Estimates of meeting expenses [2, 61, 144, 189] range from costs of S30 

Million to over 100 Million per year to losses between $54 Million and 3.7 Billion 

Annually! Self estimates of meeting productivity [74, 100, 189, 257] by managers in 

many different functional areas range from Thirty-three to forty-seven percent (33% -

47%.) 
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These studies reveal that meetings are indeed costly and unproductive, yet 

essential and increasing in number and duration underscore the need for meeting 

productivity research. Studying the purpose of group meetings and common meeting 

problems provides insights into which types of group support may improve meeting 

productivity. Finally, the increasing trend toward telework [24, 85, 152, 208] justifies 

the need for research into virtual meeting support. It is important to understand how 

we meet and collaborate today before we can begin to design effective new methods 

for the future. This chapter reviews in detail decades of "meeting analysis" research 

which reveals that meetings are costly and unproductive on the one hand, yet essential 

and increasing in number and duration on the other. Then it defines meetings within 

the context of this dissertation and reviews literature on typical meetings, why groups 

meet, purposes for holding meetings, monetary and temporal meeting expenses, size 

and location of meetings, meeting problems, addition of technology to meetings, and 

finally the rise of telework and virtual meetings. 

2.1 Meeting: A Definition 

"A meeting is a gathering where people speak up, 
say nothing, and then all disagree." 

Kayser [143] 

To explore complex human interactions such as meetings one needs to 

understand them and their components in detail. There is value in defining meetings 

as the definition reveals the variety of purposes they serve and the specific techniques 

required for each to bring about the greatest return on investment [11.] 
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Several sources offer meeting definitions. Webster [315] defines a meeting as 

"an act or process of coming together" that may be "a chance or a planned 

encounter." Tiiis definition incorporates the concepts formality level and joint 

process or action; however it is somewhat imprecise and inexplicit. Goffman [89] is 

more explicit in defining a meeting as that which "occurs when people effectively 

agree to sustain for a time a single focus of cognitive and visual attention. " Hildreth 

[116] adds the concept of a shared goal to define a meeting as a ""communication 

encounter between ... persons for a common purpose." Nunamaker et. al. [218] 

incorporate the concepts of physical and temporal dispersion and define a meeting as 

"any activity where people come together, whether at the same place at the same time, 

or in different places at different times." 

The definition of meeting in this dissertation combines elements of all those 

found in the literature: "a focused interaction of cognitive attention, planned or 

chance, where people agree to come together for a common purpose, whether at the 

same time and the same place, or at different times in different places." This definition 

includes several important dimensions of meetings: focused interactions; groups of 

people; a common purpose; level of formality; and temporal and physical dispersion. 

Each of these dimensions may affect the meeting itself and the support required to 

improve group productivity. 
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2.1.1 Typical Meetings 

"A meeting is an interaction 
where the unwilling, selected from the uninformed, 
led by the unsuitable, to discuss the unnecessary, 

are required to write a report about the unimportant." 
Thomas Kayser [143] 

While each meeting is a unique event, some studies attempt to define a typical 

or average meeting. The 3M Meeting Effectiveness Study (3M Study) developed a 

profile for the typical meeting in Corporate America based on a survey of over 900 

meetings (See Figure 2.1.) 

Figure 2.1. ProHIe of the Typical Meeting in Corporate America [184] 
The typical meeting in this study has the following characteristics: 

(Percentages based on 903 meetings surveyed, MF = Most frequently reported value) 

• Staff Meeting (45%) 
• Held in Company Conference Room (74%) 
• Starting at 11:00 AM (MF) 
• Lasts 1 hour and 30 minutes (MF) 
• Involves 9 people (2 managers, 4 coworkers, 2 subordinates, & 1 outsider) 

(MF) 
• Two hours prior warning (MF) 
• No advance written agenda (63%) 
• Somewhat or very informal (76%) 
• Most or all present actively participate (72%) 
• Uses handouts (47%) 
• Completely covers agenda only one-half of the time (53%) 
• Eleven percent of the time is spent discussing irrelevant issues. (MF) 

Kayser [143, 144] developed two typical meeting profiles based on related 

1989 and 1995 studies of Xerox's 24,000 person Manufacturing and Development 

group. These two profiles differed only in terms of average cost (See Figure 2.2.) 
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Figure 2.2 Average Meeting for Xerox Manufacturing and Development Group 
[143,144] 

Average Meeting Composition: 
Seven People 
Organizationally equivalent to 

Four Senior Engineers 
Two Project Managers 
One Second-Level Manager 

Average Lengtii: 
60 Minutes 

Average Cost: (Accounting for fully loaded Salaries) 
1989:$337.00 

1995: $427.00 

While defining the "average" or "typical" meeting provides some insight, 

additional analysis may provide deeper understanding. The following sections will 

explore meetings in more depth and review studies from the literature. 

2.2 Why Do Groups Work Together in Meetings? 

"We meet because people holding different jobs have to cooperate to get a 
specific task done. We meet because the knowledge and experience needed in 

a specific situation are not available in one head, but have to be pieced 
together out of the knowledge and experience of several people." 

Peter Drucker [62] 

"A Meeting is indispensable 
when you don't want to get anything done." 

Thomas Kayser [143] 

Belief in the adage "two heads are better than one" may be found in the 

widespread employ of meetings in many societies; for example committees, boards, 

councils, and the use of juries within many legal systems [117, 264]. Research shows 

that group performance may often exceed individual performance. Perhaps the best 

iaiown evidence comes from Hall's [107] research with the 'Lost on the Moon' 

problem. Hall found that '"When a group's final decision is compared to the 
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independent points of view that the members held before entering the group, the 

group's effort is almost always an improvement over its average individual resource, 

and often it is better than even the best individual contribution." 

Hill [117] analyzed experimental comparisons of groups and individuals on 

four dimensions: task, process, individual differences, and methodology. The overall 

results of the review and analysis showed that "group performance was generally 

qualitatively and quantitatively superior to the performance of the average 

individual." [117] Workers express the desire to work together in groups. Hall [108] 

found in a three year survey of ten thousand two hundred and seventy-seven U.S. 

workers from all levels of employment that ninety-seven percent (97%) reported they 

need conditions that encourage collaboration to do their best work. 

2.3 Meeting Purposes 

"A meeting is a place where 
you keep the minutes 

and throw away the hours." 
Thomas Kayser [143] 

Meetings bring together a number of people that share a definite purpose and 

value stems from that definite purpose [11]. The literature shows that groups meet for 

many different reasons. Figure 2.3 provides some examples. 
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Figure 2.3 Examples from the Literature of Why Groups Meet [189,192, 218] 
Make Decisions Avoid Decisions 
Socialize Build Trust 
Review Share Visions 
Synergy Build Consensus 
Solve Problems Surface Perspectives 
Share work Build Teams 
Long Range Planning Handling Emergencies 
Education Training 
Information Exchange Information Exchange 
Sales Reorganization 

Table 2.1 shows meeting purposes by percentage from the 3M Study [184]. 

Almost two thirds (66%) of the meetings involved a complex group process: reconcile 

conflict (29%); reach a group judgement or decision (26%); solve a problem (11%). 

Table 2.1. Meeting Purposes by Percentage [184] 
% Meeting Purpose 

29 Reconcile conflict 

26 Reach a group judgement or decision 
II Solve a problem 
II Ensure that everyone understands 
5 Facilitate staff communication 
4 Gain support for a program 
4 Explore new ideas and concepts 
2 Accept reports 
2 Demonstrate a project or system 
(Percentages based on 903 Meetings) 

Much literature (i.e. [14, 109, 157, 250, 318] ) identifies numerous different 

types of meetings. Figure 2.4 and Table 2.2 show some examples based on surveys 

[11, 184], each designed for a different purpose, which determines the goals and 

procedures of the meeting. 
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Figure 2.4 Six Different Meeting Types [11] 
• Staff Meetings 
• Information Meetings 
• Fact Finding Meetings 
• Problem-Solving and Decision Making Meetings 
• Committee Meetings 
• Major Sales Meetings 

Table 2.2 Types of Meetings in Corporate America by Percentage [184] 
% Meeting Type 

45% Staff 

22% Task Force 
21% Information Sharing 
5% Brainstorming 
2% Ceremonial 
5% Other 

(Percentages based on 903 Meetings) 

2.4 Meeting Expenses: Time and Money 

"Time and Money, money and time, with respect to meetings they intertwine. 
And, when all the costs are added up, it blows your mind." 

Thomas Kayser [144] 

Kayser [143] asserts that there is no such thing as a free meeting. According to 

Kayser, when one attends a meeting their actions send a clear message: "''This meeting 

is so important that I am willing to set aside everything else that I could be doing to 

join with the other attendees" [143.] This section is not intended to mislead the reader 

nor to overwhelm them with statistics, but rather to emphasize the exceedingly high 

costs associated with meetings. 
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2.4.1 Time Spent Meeting 

"Ask any group of managers in any country in the world 
to list their three most time-consuming activities. 

Invariably, 'meetings' will appear among the three. 
I have asked this question of more than 200 groups, 

and in every case but three, more than three quarters of each group 
indicated that half their time spent in meetings is wasted" 

McKenzie [174] 

Meeting time studies have gone on since the 1960s, when Tillman's [288] 

early benchmark s tudy found on average execut ives  spent  three and one-half  (3  Vz)  

hours weekly in planned meetings and more time in informal meetings. 1970's surveys 

show increases in numbers of meetings [189]. Rice [257] found that of six hundred 

executives (600), the average participated in six to seven (6-7) meetings weekly, or 

almost twice as many as Tillman [288] found, and that one-half (1/2) reported they 

attended more meetings than in the past. Mintzberg's [182] study of six CEOs over a 

five week period suggests managers spend up to seventy percent (70%) of their time in 

meetings (60% scheduled 10% unscheduled (see Table 2.3,) and on average attend 

eight (8) meetings per day. Van de Ven [304] found that program managers spent as 

much as eighty percent (80%) of their time in meetings. Tubbs [291] reports that in a 

1978 survey the average executive at a large Insurance company spent approximately 

seven hundred (700) hours annually or almost two out of five days in meetings. Many 

middle managers reported spending as many as three or four full days a week in 

meetings and some reported spending eight straight hours in one meeting [189]. These 
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1970's studies reveal a general trend toward business professionals at all levels in 

small and large companies spending increasing amounts of time in meetings [189]. 

Table 2.3 

Manaeerial Activity % Hours 
Scheduled Meetings 59% 
Desk Work 22% 
Unscheduled Meetings 10% 
Telephone Calls 6% 
Tours 3% 

Studies in the 1980's also show increases in numbers of meetings. Mosvick 

[190, 191] conducted two related studies of nine hundred and fifty (950) managers and 

technical professionals in large-scale technology-intensive industries ranging from 

junior to senior management in both the U.S. and abroad over a five year period. 

Major findings were "a notable shift toward an increase in the number and length of 

meetings with an increasingly high level of dissatisfaction with meetings" (See Table 

2.4) [189]. 

Table 2.4 Average Number and Length of Reported Meetings Each Week 
[190,191,189] 

Survey I (1981-1982) 
(N=230) 

Survey H (1983-1986) 
(N=720) 

Types of Meetings Number Length (min.) Number Length (min.) Increase 
Staff 1.5 57 2.0 62 9% 
Policy 0.7 48 1.0 56 17% 
Problem Solving 2.3 50 3.5 54 8% 
Interdepartmental 1.5 60 2.1 61 2% 
Total on the job 6.0 5.4 Hours. 8.6 8.3 Hours. 54% 
After hours or Business lunch 0.8 59 1.2 67 14% 
Total Meetings 6.8 6.2 Hours 9.8 9.6 Hours 55% 
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Professionals in the first survey [190] report attending seven (7) weekly 

meetings with three or more participants, six at work and one after-hours, accounting 

for nearly six hours [190] (See table 2.4 Survey I). Respondents in the second survey 

report an increase of 2.5 meetings to a weekly average of 9.5, 8.5 at work and one 

after-hours, which consumed nearly twenty-five percent (25% or 10 hours) of their 

work week [191] (See table 2.4 Survey II). This translates into a 55% increase in total 

meeting hours. Results also indicate a slight increase in meeting length [191] (See 

table 2.4 Survey II.) 

In a more detailed value analysis of all managers and technical professionals at 

one location within one major company, Mosvick and Nelson [189, 191] found that 

7000 managers at all levels spend on average 8.4 hours per week in meetings (See 

Table 2.5.) 

Table 2.5. Time Spent in Meetings per Week in a 

Level # Employees Hours 

Senior 1000 9.7 

Middle 2000 9.0 

Junior 4000 7.8 

Mean 7000 8.4 

Table 2.6 presents meeting lengths reported in the 3M Study [184.] The range 

was from five minutes (1%) to eleven hours (1%) and the median one hour and thirty 
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minutes. Over one-half (51%) of the more than nine hundred respondents reported 

that meetings were thirty minutes to one and one-half hours in length. [184.] 

Table 2.6. Reported Length of Actual Meetings in Corporate America [184] 
Length % 

0-30 min. 0.9% 

31-61 min. 26.0% 

1-1.5 hrs. 25.0% 

1.5-2 hrs. 16.0% 
2-4 hrs. 13.0% 
> 4 hrs. 10.0% 

(Percentages based on 903 Meetings) 

Panko [236] found in a survey of twenty-two (22) executive MBA students 

with full time managerial or professional positions that most meetings are brief. Table 

2.7 shows that by percent of time almost three-quarters (73%) of the 436 reported oral 

communication events were thirty minutes or less in length, while only three percent 

(3%) lasted longer than 2 hours. The table also shows that by percent of events brief 

meetings of fifteen minutes or less account for only twelve percent (12%) of face-to-

face meeting time, while the longest meetings of two or more hours account for one-

half of the time. 
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Table 2.7. Reported Length of Oral Communication [238] 
Length % Events % Time 

5 min. 28% 3% 

10 min. 12% 3% 

15 min. 14% 6% 

30 niin. 19% 15% 
45 min. 6% 8% 

1 hr. 9% 18% 
2 hrs. 9% 29% 

> 2 hrs. 3% 21% 
(Percentages based on 436 Oral Communication Events) 

The 3M Study [184] found that almost one-third of the respondents (31%) 

spend one or more hours attending meetings with three or more people daily, while 

another third spends fifteen minutes or less attending meetings (See Table 2.8) [184.] 

Table 2.8 Amount of Time Spent in Meetings Daily [184] 
Length % 

0-15 min. 35% 

15-30 min. 14% 

30-60 min. 21% 

1-2 hrs. 13% 
2-4 hrs. 11% 
> 4 hrs. 7% 

(Percentages based on 903 Meetings) 

Several Surveys by Tropman [290] showed that more than fifty percent (50%) 

of an active managers official work-time is spent in meetings. A survey of 2000 

business leaders by Harrison-Hofstra showed that they spend twenty-five to seventy 

percent (25-70%) of their day in meetings [48, 192, 267.] A survey of one thousand 

(1000) [100] executives found that seven out of ten (71.9%) spend more time in 

meetings than they did five years prior and that eighty-seven percent (87%) spend at 

least the same amount of time in meetings as they did five years earlier (see Table 
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2.9.) The same survey found that almost one-half (49.3%) expect to spend even more 

time in meetings and that almost eighty-five (85%) expect to spend at least as much 

time in meetings five years in the future [100] (See Table 2.10.) 

Table 2.9. Time Spent in Meetings Compared to Five Years Earlier [100] 
Time Spent % of Respondents 

More 71.9% 

Same 14.8% 

Less 10.9% 

No Opinion 3.2% 
(Percentages based on 1000 executives) 

Table 2.10. Expected Time Spent in Meetings Five Years in the Future [100] 
Expected Time % of Respondents 

More 49.3% 

Same 35.1% 

Less 12.5% 

No Opinion 3.1% 
(Percentages based on 1000 executives) 

The 3M Study [184] found that twenty-five to eighty percent (25-80%) of a 

typical managers time is spent in meetings. Doyle [61] found that typical middle 

managers spend around thirty-five percent (35%) of their work week in meetings and 

top mangers may spend as much as fifty percent (50%) of their time in meetings. 

Mosvick and Nelson [189] found that the average technical professional or manager 

spends almost one-fourth (1/4) of their work week in meetings, top and middle 

managers may spend as much as two full days a week in meetings, and executive 

managers may spend four days a week in meetings. 
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Panko [236] found that as much as twenty percent (20%) of a manager's 

workday is spent in conference room meetings. In another study Panko [237] found 

that managers spend approximately twenty percent (20%) of their work day in five-

person or larger formal meetings and as much as eighty-five percent (85%) of their 

time communicating. 

If one takes a very conservative estimate of four hours of meetings per week 

the average person would spend over 9,000 hours or 365 days in meeting during their 

lifetime. [61] Mosvick and Nelson [189] estimate that many companies are losing the 

"equivalent of 30 man-days and 240 man-hours a year for every person who 

participates in business conferences," due to poor meeting preparation, ad hoc 

scheduling, and lack of training in meeting management. The 3M Meeting 

Management Team [2] conservatively estimates that middle managers spend 4.4 

million hours in meetings annually. 

Table 2.11. Summary of Time Spent in Meetings Literature 
Yr. Study Population #/Units/Time Cite 

I960 Executives Ave 3 Vi hrs/week in planned meetings [288] 
1973 600 Executives 6-7 meetings/week [257] 
1973 '/i of 600 Executives Report more meetings than ever [257] 
1973 6 CEOs Up to 70% of time in meetings 

60% scheduled, 10% unscheduled [182] 
1973 6 CEOs On average attend 8 meetings per day [182] 
1973 Program managers Up to 80% of time in meetings [304] 
1978 Ave. Executive 700 hrs/yr or 2 days/week in meetings [291] 
1982 Managers 9000 hrs or 365days/Lifetime in meetings [61] 
1982 Middle managers 35%/work week in meetings [61] 
1982 Middle managers 50%/work week in meetings [61] 
1982 Ave. mgr. or tech prof. 6 hrs/week in meetings [190] 
1985 Managers >50%/ worktime in meetings 1290] 
1986 Ave. mgr. or tech prof. -10 hrs/week in meetings [191] 
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1987 Ave. mgr. or tech prof. up to 50%/time in meetings [189] 
1987 7000 managers Ave. 8.4 hrs/week in meetings [1891 
1987 Ave. mgr. or tech prof. - '/4/work week in meetings [1891 
1987 Middle managers Up to 4 full days/week in meetings [189] 
1987 Middle managers 8 straight hrs in one meeting [1891 
1989 2000 business leaders 25-70%/day in meetings [267] 
1989 1000 Executives 71.9% spend more time meeting than 5 yrs ago [1001 
1989 1000 Executives 49.3% expect to spend more time in meetings five 

years from now [1001 
1989 Typical Managers 25-80%/time in meetings [1841 
1989 1/3 of 903 managers 1 or more hrs/day in 3 or larger meetings [1841 
1989 1/3 of 903 managers 15 minVday or less in meetings [1841 
1994 Middle Managers 4.4 Million hours/year [2] 
1994 Managers 85%/time Communicating [2371 
1994 Managers 25%/workday in conference room meetings [237] 

2.4.2 Number of Meetings 

"There are meetings, 
and meetings about meetings, 
and meetings to plan reports, 

and meetings to review the status of reports. 
And what these meetings are about 

is people just trying to figure out what they are doing." 
Paul Strassmann 

Several studies [61, 184, 189,193] show that meeting frequency is growing. In 

1988, United States Fortune 500 companies are estimated to have held between 

""eleven and fifteen million" formal meetings daily and between "three and four 

billion" meetings yearly [61, 184]. Results of the 1998 Meeting Professionals 

International/American Socicty of Association Executives (MPI/ASAE) Seventh 

Annual Meetings Outlook Survey [193] indicate that the need for meetings will 

increase in the future. Twenty-four percent (24%) of respondents expect to hold more 

meetings in 1998. Eighteen percent (18%) expect to hold more regional meetings, 

while eighty-two percent plan to hold at least the same number. Twenty-one (21%) 
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percent expect to hold more national meetings. Fourteen percent (14%) expect to hold 

more international meetings. Only fifteen percent (15%) predict they will hold shorter 

meetings [193]. 

2.4.3 Economic Costs of Meetings 

"Unproductive meeting time translates into a $37 billion annual 
waste." 

Harrison-Hofstra Survey [267] 

Research shows that although figures vary, most organizations spend between 

seven and fifteen percent (7-15%) of their personnel budget on meetings [61, 184.] 

One California company with a 350 million dollar personnel budget estimates that 

they spend $30 million annually on meetings [61]. Mosvick and Nelson performed a 

detailed value analysis of seven thousand (7000) managers and technical professionals 

at one location within a major company that revealed an over $54 million annual loss 

due to ineffectively planned and conducted meetings [189, 191] (see Table 2.12.) 

Table 2.12. Annual Cost of Meetings and Estimated Loss in a 
High-Technology Corporation by Management Level [189,191] 

Level # Employees Hours Estimated 
Burden Rate 

Cost of time in 
Meetings 

Senior 1000 9.7 $50 $485,000 

Middle 2000 9.0 $40 $720,000 

Junior 4000 7.8 $30 $936,000 

Weekly Cost of Meetings $2,141,000 

Annual Cost of Meetings ($2,141,000 x 48 Weeks) 

$102,768,000 
Estimated Meeting Efficiency (47% of Annual Cost) 

$48,300,000 
Loss Due to InefTective Meetings $54,468,000 

(Meeting hours and burden rate drawn from one company in the J986 Mosvick Study) 
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Mosvick and Nelson [189, 191] conducted a similar cost analysis of a larger 

population of managers and technical professionals working for a larger multinational 

firm. This second analysis, using actual company reports of time spent in meetings, 

estimates of meetings , and the company's burden rates, yielded a conservative 

estimate of losses in group productivity of $71 million per year [189, 227]. 

The 3M Meeting Management Team [2] conservatively estimates that 

meetings involving middle managers within 3M corporation cost the company $78.8 

million annually. Kayser [143, 144] found that the average cost of a one hour 

meeting, accounting for fully loaded salaries, within Xerox's 24,000 person 

Manufacturing and Development group rose from $337.00 in 1989 to $427.00 in 

1995. When multiplied by a conservative estimate of 4,500 meetings per week and 52 

weeks per year the annualized cost increase was $22.3 million (28.5%) from $78.9 

million in 1989 to $100.4 million in 1995. 

Table 2.13. Summary of Economic Costs/Losses of Meeting S tudies 
Year Study Population $ Cite 
1982 CA corp. $350 m/yr. personnel budget 30 Million (cost) [61] 
1986 7000+ mgrs. in hi tech firm 54 Million (loss) fl89] 
1986 7000+ managers in high tech firm 71 Million (loss) [189] 
1989 24,000 Man. & Dev. Group in Xerox 78.9 Million (cost) [1431 
1994 3M middle managers 78.8 Million(cost) [2J 
1995 24,000 Man. & Dev. Group in Xerox 100.4 Million (cost) [144] 
1989 3000 Business Leaders S37 BillionA'ear (waste) [144] 
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2.4.3.1 Determining the Direct Cost of Meetings 

The 3M Meeting management institute suggests that the following factors 

should come into play when calculating the cost of a meeting: 

• Hourly wages and/or salaries (including benefits ) for ail attendees 
• Wages and salaries for meeting perparation (including attendees, secretaries, set up crew, etc.) 
• Cost of materials used for the meeting (handouts, visuals, etc.) 
• Overhead costs for the facilities for length of meeting 
• Cost of speaker or facilitator, if applicable 
• Cost of travel, lodging, meals, etc. if meeting is held out of office 
• Cost of any additional miscellaneous expenses incurred due to holding the meeting 

They suggest that these factors are often difficult to measure, and therefore 

developed a formula that estimates meeting costs at twice the salary costs for all 

attendees. Table 2.14 shows an example of how costly meetings may be with only a 

few participants in attendance. 

Table 2.14 Estimated Hourly Meeting Costs [2] 
Ave. Annual Salary Hourl! f Cost of Meeting in! 

$75,(XX) 150 300 450 600 750 1500 
$62.5(X) 125 250 375 500 625 1250 
$50,000 100 200 300 400 500 1000 
$37,500 75 150 225 300 375 750 
S25.000 50 100 150 200 250 500 
SI 2,500 25 50 75 100 125 250 

2 4 6 8 10 20 
Number of Attendees 
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2.4.3.2 Indirect Meeting Costs 

"Many meetings create a ripple effect. 
A meeting of fifteen people can affect how three hundred people work 

— or don't work - for the rest of the day or week or even permanently." 
Michael Doyle and Peter Strauss [61] 

Unproductive meetings may cost organizations more than wasted dollars; time 

may be lost, morale may decline, and productivity may be reduced [2.] There are a 

number of hidden costs associated with unsuccessful meetings, for example time 

wasted cooling off due to frustration and anger and griping to others. Doyle and 

Strauss [61] estimate that the time lost after ineffective meetings may cost $800,000 

per 1000 employees. Doyle and Strauss [61] call this the "'Meeting Recovery 

Syndrome.'" While direct meeting costs, such as time and money, are obvious, there is 

also the cost of Host opportunities'' to work on other more productive tasks [143.] 

2.5 Meeting Size and Composition 

"The best meeting is a group of three 
with one person sick and another out of town." 

Kayser [144] 

2.5.1 Having the Right People Attend Meetings 

When meetings are required one must decide who it is appropriate to invite 

[61,144], Oppenheim [234] found that not having the "'right" people is one of the 

leading causes of unproductive meetings. More than a third (34%) of 3M Study [184] 

participants report only a few (4%) or some (30%) relevant people attended meetings 
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(See Table 2.15.) Several researchers offer guidelines for who to invite to meetings 

(See Table 2.16 for a summary.) 

Table 2.15. Relevance of People Attending Meetings [184] 
Statement % 
No Relevant People 0% 
A Few Relevant Peopie 4% 
Some Relevant People 30% 
All Relevant People 66% 

(Based on 903 Meetings) 

Table 2.16. Summary of Guidelines for Who to Invite to Meetings 
Guideline Cite 
Those with the relevant expertise rn,6i .  144] 
Those who must be in on this decision r i l .61.  144] 
Those that are crucial to the implementation [611 
Those most affected by the problem being addressed or their representative [2,61, 1441 
Those with direct responsibility and authority over the topic of discussion r2, 11, 144, 189] 
Those responsible to resolve or implement decisions [2. 11, 144, 1891 
Those with enough knowledge to contribute meaningfully f21 
Those with require information unavailable elsewhere f l l .  1891 

2.5.2 Number of People Attending Meetings 

"Just why an executive already having four subordinates should hesitate 
before adding a fifth member to the group which he controls directly, 

becomes clear if it is realized that the addition not only brings twenty new 
relationships with him, but adds nine more relationships to each of his 

colleagues. 
The total is raised from 44 to 100 possible relationships for the unit, 

an increase in complexity of 127percent 
in return for a 20 percent increase in working capacity." 

V. A. Graicunas [11] 

2.5.2.1 Early Studies of Group Size and Performance 

Questions about the effects of group size on performance have been of interest 

to researchers since the first experimental studies of groups in the late 1890s and early 

1900s [112, 269, 284, 289.] Taylor [284] observed that steel workers would slow their 
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individual pace to match that of a group norm when working with others. James [134] 

found that larger groups are less stable than smaller groups. Several studies [13, 38, 

47, 87] found that larger groups inhibit individual participation and have more 

difficulties in conmiunication than smaller groups. Both Gibb [87] and Elice [256] 

found that larger groups create more stress than smaller ones. Two studies [277, 313] 

found larger groups were more successful than smaller groups with certain tasks due 

to the greater number of skills present; however four studies [111, 166, 277, 283] 

found that large groups are less efficient or productive at many other tasks. Slater 

[270] found that members of groups of six or smaller never felt their group was too 

large and that members of groups of four or larger never felt their group was too small. 

Both Bales [14] and Slater [270] found that five appjears to be the optimum group 

size. 

Table 2.17. Summary of Early Meeting Size Studies 
Year Finding Cite 
1903 Slowed pace when other present to match ^oup norm [2841 
1927-28 Larger groups more successful with certain tasks due to 

additional resources 
[277.313] 

1934-51 Larger groups inhibit individual participation and have more 
communication difficulties than smaller ones 

[13,38. 47, 87] 

1951 Larger groups less stable than smaller ones [134] 
1951 Larger groups create more stress than smaller ones [87, 256] 
1927-52 Large groups are less efficient and productive than small groups 

at many tasks 
[111, 166, 267,283] 

1954-58 Five appears to be the optimum group size [14, 270] 
1958 Members of groups of 6 or less never felt group was too large [270] 
1958 Members of groups of 4+ never felt group was too small [270] 

2.5.2.2 Meeting Size Guidelines 
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Meeting literature suggests both that meetings should be as small as possible 

[11, 144, 189] and that they should have as many points of view as possible to avoid 

groupthink [11, 61, 121.] Mosvick and Nelson [189] suggest that studies have 

shown the ideal size to be an uneven number, to prevent deadlocks, of five to seven 

(5-7) members. They suggest that groups smaller than five lack the broad mix of 

expertise required to efficiently handle tasks. They also suggest that groups of more 

than seven have complicated group dynamics: a few members dominate and 

participation becomes unequal; factions may form; and people may have less 

commitment to tasks. Doyle and Strauss [61] suggest that the larger the group the 

more structure meetings require. 

Doyle and Strauss [61] suggest guidelines for appropriate meeting sizes for 

different meeting purposes based on four arbitrary divisions (2-7, 7-15, 15-30, and 

above 30) around the boundaries of which they believe meeting dynamics seem to 

change. Each of these is discussed in the following sections. 

2.5.2.2.1 Meetings of Two to Seven Participants 

Many meetings have two to seven (2-7) participants, specifically staff meetings of 

managers and subordinates [61]. The question of how many to invite to a staff meeting 

is rarely raised, because the number is often assumed to be determined by the number 

of people at the next hierarchical level [61]. Doyle and Strauss [61] suggest that this 

size assumption may not always be valid and that for certain issues one may want and 
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need to include other organizational members. They present several potential 

advantages of such meetings: groups assemble quickly; sessions are informal and 

flexible; any meeting type may be used; detailed technical and logistical problems 

may be efficiently addressed; and finally it is relatively easy to manage the group 

dynamics. They suggest two main disadvantages: first, only a few viewpoints are 

represented, which may lead to decisions of lower quality and impact than might be 

achieved with larger groups; and second, the small group may not have the critical 

mass needed to achieve the best creative problem-solving [61]. 

2.5.2.2.2 Meetings of Seven to Fifteen Participants 

Doyle and Strauss [61] suggest that this size is ideal for decision-making and 

problem-solving meetings. They suggest several advantages: all participants may 

easily be involved; everyone's thoughts may be communicated; it is small enough to 

be informal and spontaneous and also large enough to allow for a facilitator and a 

scribe; and it seems to be the size which best creates synergy. They point out two 

disadvantages: first, complexity is such that clear structure is required; and second that 

a recorder and facilitator are both required, but there are high costs in terms of time to 

record everything. 

2.5.2.2.3 Meetings of Fifteen to Thirty Participants 

Doyle and Strauss [61] suggest that "^most meetings should not have more than 

fifteen participants," because the group dynamics become very complex and often 

professional facilitation is required. They suggest that the disadvantages include the 
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need to impose rules of order, increased formality over smaller meetings, decreased 

spontaneity, and the need for facilitation to achieve constructive participation. 

2.5.2.2.4 Meetings of Thirty or More Participants 

Doyle and Strauss [61] suggest that groups of thirty or more work well for 

lectures, panel discussions, formal debates, and voting, but much beyond, thirty 

participation requires a clear set of rules such as parliamentary procedure. They also 

suggest that large numbers can be involved in the planning process. 

The 3M Meeting Management Team [2] also suggest that the number of 

participants should vary according to meeting type (See Table 2.18.) 

Tab e 2.18. Optimal Meeting Sizes [2] 
Meeting Type Max. # of Participants Comments 
Problem Solving 5 Recommend 5 or fewer 
Decision Making 5 Recommend 5 or fewer 
Problem Identification 10 More may bog down the process 
Training Seminar 15 Especially for hands-on 
Informational 30 To promote interaction 
Review or Presentation 30 To promote interaction 
Motivational No Limit The more the better 

2.5.2.3 Meeting Size and Composition Surveys 

Several studies analyzed meeting size and three of those also looked at meeting 

composition: Mintzberg's [182] executive observations; the Harrison-Hofstra Study 

[100]; the 3M Study [184] Kayser's two Xerox Surveys [143, 144]; and Panko's [238] 

Executive MBA Survey. 

2.5.2.3.1 Average Meeting Size and Composition 
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Five studies [100, 143, 144, 184, 238] report an ''"average" meeting size, 

however the one common finding is that there is no "rypicar meeting size. Seventy 

percent (70%) of the respondents in the Harrison-Hofstra Study [100] reported that the 

typical meeting size was fifteen participants or less. The 3M Study [184] found that 

the median number of meeting attendees is nine and consists of two managers, four 

coworkers, two subordinates, and one outsider. The Two Xerox Surveys [143, 144] 

found the average meeting involves seven participants and is composed of four 

senior engineers, two project managers, and one second-level manager. Panko [238] 

argues that dyads are the dominant meeting size, however this survey defined 

meetings as any oral communication. 

Table 2.19. Summary of Average Meeting Size 
Year Study Population Finding Cite 
1989 1000 Executives Typical size 15 or fewer riooi 
1989 903 Managers Median size is 9 [1841 
1990 Xerox 24.000 group Average meeting involves 7 r i43] 
1995 Xerox 24,000 group Average meeting involves 7 ri44i 
1995 22 Executive MBA - Managers Groups of two dominate [2381 

2.5.2.3.2 Meeting Sizes Across Studies 

Mintzberg [182] found that for twenty-two CEOs observed, forty-three percent 

(43%) of scheduled meetings involved three or more participants, while fifty-seven 

(57%) involved dyads. Panko's Executive MBA Survey [238] found that most oral 

communication events were dyadic, however it should be noted that the design of the 

survey excluded data on many larger meetings (see Table 2.20.) Sixty-five percent 

(65%) of meeting events were dyadic and thirty percent (30%) had from three to ten 

participants. Panko [238] also suggests that meetings with four to seven participants, 
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which account for thirteen percent (13%), are fairly common. In total meetings of ten 

participants or less accounted for ninety percent (90%) of all oral communication 

events [238.] 

Table 2.20. Oral Communication Episode Size by Percent [238] 
Size % 

2 65% 
3 12% 
4 4% 
5 2% 
6 4% 
7 3% 
8 1% 
9 2% 

10 1% 
>10 5% 

(Based on 436 Oral Communication Episodes) 
Table 2.21 presents data from the 3M study on the number of participants in 

meetings. Twenty percent (20%) of the meetings had fewer than six (6) participants, 

almost one-fourth (1/4) had sixteen (16) or more participants, forty-one percent (41%) 

had between six and ten (6-10) participants, and The median number of participants 

was nine (9) [184.] 

Table 2.21. Meeting Size by Percentage [184] 
Size % # 

1-5 20% 180 
6-10 41% 361 

11-15 \1% 152 
16-25 9% 84 
26-90 10% 87 

> 9 0  3% 24 
(Based on 903 Meetings) 
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Table 2.22. Summary of Meeting Size 
Year Study Population Finding Cite 
1973 22 CEOs of Large Organizations 43% of meetings had 3 or more 

participants 
[182] 

1989 1000 Executives 70% said typical size was 15 or fewer [100] 
1989 903 Managers 41% of meetings had between 6 and 10 [184] 
1989 903 Managers 78% of meetings had 15 or fewer 

participants 
[184] 

1995 22 Executive MBAs 65% oral communication events dyads [238] 

2.6 Meeting Location 

"Where people meet is a crucial as why and when. The choice of a meeting 
room has a significant impact on the overall quality of the meeting. 

Among other things, a meeting room can enhance or inhibit productivity, 
encourage or discourage communication, promote or stifle creativity, 

and make participants feel relaxed or tense." 
3M Meeting Management Team [2] 

The literature discusses a number of different locations where meetings take 

place within business organizations (see table 2.23.) The 3M Meeting Management 

Team [2] suggests that great care be taken in selection and setup of a meeting 

location, because it plays a very important role in meeting productivity. 

Table 2.23 Meeting Locations [100,184,238 
Conference rooms (On-site/Off-site ) 
Hallways 
Restaurants/Company Cafeterias 
Offices (Own/coworkers) 
Breakout rooms 

Respondents in the Harrison-Hofstra Survey [100] ranked physical 

environment high in terms of importance; nearly eighty-five percent (85%) said that it 

is important that meetings are conducted in the proper physical environment. 

Respondents said that off-site meetings are more effective than on-site ones by a factor 
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of ten to one [100.] The 3M Study [184] found that almost two-thirds (74%) of 

meetings took place in company conference rooms, while all other locations 

individually accounted from between two and ten percent (2-10%) (see Table 2.24.) 

Table 2.24. Meeting Locations by Percentage [184] 
Meeting Location % 
Firm's conference room 74% 
This person's office 3% 
Coworker's office 10% 
Client's conference room 2% 
Outside this firm 5% 
Other 6% 

(Based on 903 Meetings) 

Panko [238] looked at meeting location from two perspectives, percentage of 

events and percentage of time. In terms of 'events', office meetings account for half 

(50%) of all meeting events and conference room meetings up one quarter (25%). In 

terms of "amount of time" the situation is reversed, such that conference room 

meetings account for over half (54%) of all face-to-face meeting time and office 

meetings. One interesting finding is that hallway meetings were much less prevalent 

than one might expect (see Table 2.25.) The difference in the results of these two 

studies [ 184, 238] might be due to the fact that the 3M study did not consider dyads, 

while Panko's study did. 

Table 2.25. Meeting Location by Percentage Event & Percentage Time [238] 
Meeting Location % Event % Time 
Conference room 26% 54% 
Office 50% 28% 
Restaurant 7% 8% 
Hallway 4% 1% 
Other 13% 9% 

(Based on 446 oral communication episodes) 
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2.7 Group Work Problems 

"Even in a highly controlled meeting, there is a lot... going on -
bonding, rituals, glances, innuendoes, and so forth." 

Terrence E. Deal 

2.1.1 Meeting Productivity: EfHciency and Effectiveness 

"One either meets or one works. 
One cannot do both at the same time." 

[62] 

Rice [257] found that of 600 CEOs surveyed one-third (l/3)felt that meetings 

were not worth the time and of only marginal value and seventy-three percent (73%) 

questioned meeting effectiveness in terms of lack of planning, discussions on 

irrelevant topics, or excessive meeting length. 3M Study respondents reported that 

between eleven and twenty-five percent (11-25%) of meeting time is spent on 

irrelevant issues [184]. The Harrison-Hofstra Survey [100] found that overall 

respondents concluded that one-third (33.4%) of time they spend in meetings is 

unproductive and that twelve percent (12%) of respondents felt that over fifty percent 

(50%) of the time they spend in meetings is unproductive. A recent survey of 

executives found that respondents felt twenty to thirty percent (20-30%) of meetings 

were unnecessary [74.] 

Table 2.26. Sununary of Meeting Productivity Studies 
Year Study Population Findinss Cite 
1973 600 CEOs 73% questioned meeting effectiveness due to lack of 

planning, irrelevant topics, & excessive length 
[257] 

1989 900 Managers 11-25% of time spent on irrelevant issues [184] 
1991 1000 Executives 1/3 (33.4%) of meeting time is unproductive [100] 
1991 1000 Executives 12% felt over 50% of meeting time is unproductive [100] 
1998 Executives Majority concluded 20-30% of meetings unneeded [74] 
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2.7.2 Attitudes Toward Meetings 

"Decision makers find themselves faced with more and more 
lengthy meetings required to discuss information-laden issues, 

but they are starting to resist attending these meetings " 
[127] 

Executives surveyed by Tillman [288] in 1960 expressed positive attitudes 

about committee work with between fifty-five and eighty percent reporting they felt 

that committees promote coordination, creativity, and informed decision making. In 

contrast only eight percent wanted to eliminate committees if given the chance. 

However, by the mid seventies there was a growing dissatisfaction with meetings 

[189.] Both Rice [257] and Goldhaber [90] found an overall negative attitude 

regarding meetings. In the 3M Study [184] one third of meeting participants complain 

they have little or no influence on the outcome of meetings. A 1989 study of 200 

corporate vice presidents found that forty percent (40%) admitted to falling asleep or 

dozing off during a meeting presentation and they reported that they found more than 

forty-three (43%) percent of business meetings "^boring" [184.] A recent survey of 

executives found that forty-three percent (43%) of them admitted dozing off at least 

once during a meeting [74.] 
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Table 2.27. Summary of Attitudes Toward Meetings 
Year Study Population Findings Cite 
I960 Executives 55-85% felt committees promote coordination, 

creativity, & informed decision making 
[288] 

1960 Executives 8% would eliminate committees if they could [288] 
1973 600 CEOs 1/3 felt meetings not worth time and of only 

marginal value 
[257] 

1989 900 Managers 1/3 complain they have little or nor influence 
over meeting outcomes 

[184] 

1989 200 Corp. VPs 40% admit falling asleep or dozing off in 
meetings 

[184] 

1989 200 Corp. VPs More than 43% of business meetings were boring [184] 
1998 Executives 43% admitted dozing off during a meeting [74] 

2.7.3 Specific Meeting Problems 

"Phenomenon of Collective Incompetence" 
"Very wise individuals can still compose very foolish groups" 

George Kieffer [147] 

"Groups of individuals are far more likely to err than individuals" 
T. B. Macaulay 

"Anyone taken as an individual is tolerably sensible and reasonable, but as 
a member of a crowd he at once becomes a blockhecui" 

Friedrich Schiller 

"The collective intelligence of the group turns out to be 
less than the sum of its members' IQs." 

3M Meeting Management Team [2J 

Researchers [184, 189, 227, 266] have explored many potential problems that 

may impede progress when people work together. In two related studies managers and 

professionals were asked to list the two most personally bothersome problems that 

take place in meetings. The 1,305 responses were organized into specific categories; 

table 2.28 shows some of the reported problems [189.] 
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Table 2.28 Reported Meeting Problems [189] 
{N= 1305) 

Rank Type of Problem # 
1 Getting off the subject 204 
2 No goals or agenda 190 
3 Too lengthv 187 
4 Poor or inadequate preparation 94 
5 Inconclusive 88 
6 Disorganized 86 
7 Ineffective leadership/lack of control 38 
8 Irrelevance of information discussed 37 
9 Time wasted during meetings 37 
10 Starting late 36 
11 Not effective for making decisions 31 
12 Interruptions from within and without 30 
13 Individuals dominate/aggrandize discussion 29 
14 Rambling, redundant, or digressive discussion 27 
15 No published results or follow up actions 25 
16 No pre-meeting orientation/cancelled or postponed meetings 20 
17 Meetings too large/too many people 13 
18 Ineffective speakers/communication problems 13 
19 Too much information presented 12 
20 Poor attitudes or effort by participants 10 
21 Lack of participation 8 
22 Participants have no decision authority 8 

Source: Data combined from 1190,191} 

Nunamaker et. al. [218] reviewed the literature on group processes and 

described process gains and losses. Table 2.29 lists some potential sources of process 

losses and processes gains, but is by no means exhaustive. 

Table 2.29. Group Process Gains and Losses [218] 
Sources of Process Gains Sources of Process Losses 
More information Air Time Fragmentation 
Synergy Production Blocking 
More Objective Evaluation Attenuation Blocking 
Stimulation Concentration Blocking 
Learning Attention blocking 

Failure to Remember 
Conformance apprehension 
Evaluation apprehension 
Free Riding 
Cognitive Inertia 
Socializing 
Domination 
Information Overload 
Coordination Problems 
Incomplete Use of Information 
Incomplete Task Analysis 
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The 3M Study [184] suggests several common reasons for meeting failures and 

presents statistics from their study. These are described in the following sections. 

2.7.3.1 Lack of Preparation 

2.7.3.1.1 Lack of Notification 

The 3M Study [184] found that seven percent of respondents reported they 

had no prior notification of a meeting and eighteen percent reported that they had less 

than one day's notice (See table 2.30) 

Table 2.30 Amount of Meeting Notification [184] 
Notice Percent 

No notice 1% 

0-1 hr. A% 

1 hr. - 1 day 14% 

1 - 5 days 24% 
5 - 7  d a y s  18% 

7 - 3 0  d a y s  25% 
> 30 days 5% 

2.7.3.1.2 Preparation Time for Meetings 

The 3M Study [184] found that one-third (33%) of respondents spent no time 

preparing for meetings, forty-four percent spent one hour or less, and only twenty-five 

percent spent more than one hour [184] (See Table 2.31). 
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Table 2.31. Amount oi Time Spent Preparing for Meetings [184] 
Prep Time Percent 

No notice 33% 

1-60 min. 44% 

1 hr. - 1 day 19% 

1 - 5 days 4% 
5 - 7 days 0% 

7 - 3 0  d a y s  2% 
> 30 days 1% 

2.7.3.1.3 Perceived Level of Self-Preparation for Meetings 

Although more than seventy-five percent of the respondents in the 3M Study 

[184] report they spent one hour or less preparing for a meeting, when asked how 

prepared they thought they are personally, more than three-quarters (3/4) said they 

were prepared (54%) or very prepared (25%) (See Table 2.32). Five percent stated 

they were unprepared, while only one percent very unprepared. This presents 

somewhat of a paradox and may suggest that people either overestimate their level of 

preparedness or underestimate the time needed to prepare for meetings. 

Table 2.32 Perceived Level of Self-Preparation for Meetings [184] 
Preparation Level % 

Very Prepared 25% 

Prepared 54% 

Somewhat Unprepared 15% 

Unprepared 5% 
Very Unprepared 1% 

2.7.3.2 Agenda Problems 

Agendas are considered to be essential framing devices for meetings and the 

lack of one suggests inadequate planning [189,184]. The best predictor of the success 

of a meeting may be a written agenda distributed in advance [2]. Although agendas 
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are considered important or even essential to the success of meetings, meeting surveys 

presented in this section show that they are often not used or not communicated prior 

to meetings. 

2.7.3.2.1 Lack of an Agenda 

No goals or agenda was the second most commonly reported meeting problem 

in Mosvick and Nelson's [189] survey of 950 managers and professionals. In the 

Harrison-Hofstra [36, 267] survey nearly one-half of the meetings did not have a 

written agenda; however seventy-three percent of the respondents felt that an agenda 

is "essential" for a productive meeting. The 3M Study [184] found that almost one-

third (32%) of respondents reported that their meetings had no stated agenda. Less 

than one-third (29%) have written agendas distributed prior to meetings and another 

17% have verbal agendas stated in advance. 9% of the meetings have written agendas 

distributed at the start of the meeting (See Table 2.33.) 

Table 2.33 How a Meeting Agenda is communicated [184] 
Agenda Communicated Percent 

No Stated Agenda 32% 

Written Distributed Before 29% 

Written Distributed at start 8% 

Verbal to all before 17% 
Verbal to some before 2% 
Verbal to some before, not me 4% 
Other 1% 
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IJ3.1.1 Hidden Agendas 

The 3M Study [184] found that even when a written agenda is distributed 

before a meeting there may still be underlying issues present which are not stated on 

the agenda. Nearly two-thirds (63%) of respondents indicated they felt underlying 

issues were present in meetings. Nearly one-third (30%) reported the presence of 

underlying issues to a small extent; twenty-one percent reported their presence to 

some extent; and twelve percent reported their presence to a great extent (See Table 

2.34.) 

Table 2.34. Presence of Underlying Issues Outside the Official Agenda [184] 
Underlying Issues Percent 

Not Present at All 38% 

Present to a Small Extent 30% 

Present to Some Extent 21% 

Present to a Great Extent 12% 

2.7.3.3 Lack of Control 

The Harrison-Hofstra Study found that participants clearly understand what 

they are supposed to do in only one out of four meetings [267.] The 3M Study [184] 

and Mosvick and Nelson [189] report that almost fifty percent of the time spent in 

meetings is wasted due to information loss, information distortion, sub-optimal 

decision making, and meeting mismanagement. The Harrison-Hofstra Survey found 

that management experience does not appreciably improve the ability to hold 

productive meetings [267.] Chairmen, CEOs and Presidents with an average of twenty 

years of meeting experience report that twenty-eight percent of time they spend in 

meetings in nonproductive, while middle managers report that thirty-five percent of 
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their meeting time is nonproductive [267.] Table 2.35 shows reported percentages of 

nonproductive meeting time by managerial function. 

Table 2.35. Percentage of Nonproductive Meeting Time by Managerial Function 
[267,100] 

Management Function % Unproductive Time 
General Management 29.7 
Human Resources 31.9 
Sales/Marketing 33.6 
Manufacturing 34.9 
Finance 38.7 
Overall Average 33.4 

2.8 Why Add technology to meetings? 

There are several reasons why adding technology to meetings may improve 

productivity. First, research shows that meetings dominate most workers time. 

Second, workers anticipate technological changes in meetings. Third, a variety of 

augmented meeting support (AMS) technologies [177, 178] exist that may improve 

productivity including 3-Dimensional multi-imaging [154,] Video teleconferencing 

[261,] television/film, both technology and actual content [255] and automated group 

support systems [213, 273.] Finally, technological innovations have been shown to 

improve productivity in both lab and field settings. 

Previous sections of this chapter present data from meeting surveys and use of 

time studies that show that meetings increasingly dominate knowledge work. Panko 

and Kinney [238] argue that given the amount of time knowledge workers spend in 
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meetings attention is justified in the area of teclinoiogy support for meetings. The 

1998 MPI/ASAE Survey found that at fifty-two percent (52%) technology is the most 

significant anticipated area of change within meetings [162, 193.] 

Substantial improvements in meeting productivity through IT have been 

demonstrated through research at Claremont University, Georgia Institute of 

Technology, London School of Economics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

University of Georgia, University of Indiana, University of Arizona, University of 

Michigan, University of Minnesota, New Jersey Institute of Technology, and many 

other institutions [59, 77, 118, 215, 231, 244, 301, 310.] Additionally several major 

corporations have invested significantly in GSS technology including American 

Airlines, American Express, Boeing, Dupont, EDS, The Internal Revenue Service, 

IBM, and Procter and Gamble [53, 101, 122, 135, 167, 170, 221, 231, 251, 307.] 

Smith [273] points out that use of GSS technology at IBM resulted in a fifty-six 

percent (56%) savings in the number of man-hours. 
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2.9 Telework, Telecommuting and Virtual Meetings 

"Teleworking: 
ANY form of substitution of information technologies 

(such as telecommunications and computers) for work related travel." 
Jack miles [208] 

"Telecommuting: 
moving the work to the workers instead of moving workers to work; 

periodic work out of a central office, one or more days per week 
either at home or in a telework center." 

JackNilles [208] 

Remote or ""telework" was most likely invented in 1857 by J. Edgar Thompson 

of Penn Railroad, when he used private telegraph lines to manage remote divisions 

[85, 152.] Jack Nilles [208] coined the term "telecommuting" in the early 1970s. 

Since the Mid 1950's US manufacturing employment has steadily declined [208]. As 

of 1990 less than 1 in 3.7 workers held jobs in manufacturing or repair trades and less 

than 1 in 54 Americans worked on farms. At the same time sixty to eighty percent (60-

80%) of the workforce was comprised of information or knowledge workers, whose 

work involves the creation, collation, manipulation, transformation, and/or 

dissemination of information or from their operation of IT [189, 208.] Nilles [208] 

estimates that seventy percent (70% or -50 million in 1994) of the U.S. information 

workforce could work remotely at least part of the time, however he points out that 

today only 3.5% of the total workforce works outside the traditional office. 
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Panko [236] suggests that stand-alone computer support dominated in the 

1980's due to technology limits and lack of critical mass of technology users, not due 

to a lack of need or interest in interacting. Studies [113, 278] have shown that 

computers have penetrated over eighty percent (80%) of desktops. In 1993 most 

telecommuters were home-based only part of the time and estimates of the number 

ranged from 3 million to 20 million, with about 600,000 in Southern California alone. 

[208] It has been estimated over sixty (60) million Americans will work at home by 

the year 2000 [226]. (See Table 2.36.) Link Resources, a New York City-based 

research company, estimates that the sixty (60) million mark will be achieved by the 

end of 1998, which would be an increase of thirty-six percent (35%) over 1994 figures 

[24.] 

Table 2.36 estimates of Telecommuters 
[226] 

Year Millions Work Conditions 
199? 4.2 Telework full time 
1995 39.0 Work part-time at home 
2000 60.0 Will work at home 

Unofficial telework, that is uncompensated overtime work done at home, may 

be widespread, as evidenced by a survey by Modem Office Technology magazine 

which found that ninety-five percent of readers that responded reported that they 

sometimes work overtime at home and thirty-nine percent do so every week [152]. 
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2.10 Meeting Analysis Summary 

This chapter has illustrated that several decades of studies reveal meetings are 

indeed very costly in both terms money and time. Studies also reveal that in general 

meetings are unproductive and wasteful. Studies find that meetings suffer from a 

myriad of problems, making managers and workers alike dissatisfied with the process 

and the outcomes in many cases. These same studies reveal that meetings are essential 

to accomplish tasks that individuals cannot complete by themselves. Finally the 

review suggests that both telework and distributed collaboration support are increasing 

in frequency and importance. 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

"The world is not made up of empirical facts 
with the addition of the laws of nature: 

what we call the laws of nature are conceptual devices 
by which we organize our empirical knowledge and predict the future" 

R. B. Braithwaite 

This research draws from the areas of hypertext, the Web, meeting analysis, 

GSS, group facilitation, and collaborative interface design. Relevant Uterature from 

each domain is presented and summarized. The purpose is fourfold: First, to review 

relevant research in the area of distributed GSS; second to discuss the areas of 

systems design and development that are relevant and applicable to the design and 

implementation of the prototype system; third to identify areas where additional 

research is required; and fourth to provide insight into appropriate research questions, 

objectives and methods. 

3.1 Hypertext 

Hypertext is "a combination of natural language text 
with the computers capacity for interactive branching, 

or dynamic display....of a nonlinear text.... 
which cannot be printed on a conventional page." 

Theodor Nelson [199] 

Prior research and development in hypertext is relevant to this research for two 

reasons. First, it establishes the underlying concepts for design and development of the 

prototype systems architecture, design and implementation. Second, it provides the 

foundation for the Web, which provides the network infrastructure for the prototype 

system. 
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3.1.1 Hypertext - A Deflnition 

Nelson [199] coined the term hypertext to mean "non-sequential writing." A 

more complete definition may be nonlinear, multipath structuring of information to allow 

flexible search, restructuring, and presentation of ideas in text building on links to allow 

associative indexing [43, 199, 253.] 

3.1.2 Hypertext - An Historical Frame of Reference: 

Hypertext has a rich and varied history [43]. There are many documents in which 

associative references to other sections of the document itself, or even to other works, 

comprise the majority of the texts. Examples include the Talmud, with its' annotations 

and nested commentaries, and Aristotle's famous writings, that depend heavily on 

references to other works [43.] 

Bush [37] first described machine supported nonlinear text in his landmark article 

"As We May Think." Engelbart [73] envisions a new era in human evolution that 

incorporates the computer as a symbiotic partner for man and thereby amplifies human 

intelligence. Bush and Engelbart help set the stage for hypertext and the Web. [43, 73, 

199, 239.] 

Nelson [199], envisions a world wide literary system that contains all of man's 

collective written works. Called Xanadu, after the legendary "magic place of literary 

memory" from Coleridge's poem "Kubla Khan." The system represents a "docuverse" 
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{document universe) , wherein "everything should be available to everyone. Any user 

should be able to follow origins and links of material across boundaries of documents, 

servers, networks, and individual implementations. There should be a unified 

environment available to everyone providing access to this whole space" [199.] The 

similarities between Nelson's docuverse and the Web are compelling. Nelson's early 

work in hypertext is critical to future developments in the area. 

3.1.3 Applications of Hypertext: 

Conklin [43] identifies four broad hypertext applications: Macro Literary 

Systems, Problem Exploration Tools, Browsing Systems, and General Hypertext 

Technology. Macro Literary Systems support large online libraries with inter-document 

links. Publishing, reading, collaboration, and criticism occur within this hypertext 

network. Problem Exploration Tools support early unstructured thinking, such as early 

outlining, authoring, problem solving, programming and designing. Browsing Systems 

are similar to macro literary systems, but smaller in size and are used when ease of use is 

crucial, such as for teaching, reference and public information. Additional technology 

designed to allow experimentation with a range of applications is categorized together as 

General Hypertext Technology [43.] 

3.1.4 Advantages of Hypertext 

Conklin [43] states that the real importance of hypertext is the machine supported 

referencing capability and lists the following advantages: 
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• Ease of tracing references: All references are equally easy to trace forward or backward 
• Ease of creating new references: User's can establish their own network as they traverse 

through the document 
• Information structuring: Organization can be both hierarchical and nonhierarchical at the 

same time, and multiple hierarchies can be employed to organize the same matenal 
• Global views: Global and local page views can be effectively mixed 
• Customized documents; A document can serve multiple functions as text segments can 

be mapp^ together in many different ways 
• Modularity of information: Ideas are expressed with a minimum of duplication, as the 

same text can be referenced from multiple places 
• Consistency of information: References are embedded in their text, so that even if a text 

is moved to another document the link mformation will still provide direct referential 
access 

3.1.5 Disadvantages of Hypertext 

The usefulness of hypertext may be limited by three problems endemic to 

nonlinear text: disorientation; cognitive overload; and inexperience with learning from 

browsers [43, 78.] 

Disorientation, referred to as "getting lost in hyperspace", is a tendency to lose 

one's sense of direction and location, which usually arises due to unfamiliarity with the 

systems' structure and conceptual organization. [43, 78.] Examples include retrieval 

failure, navigation trouble, and uncertainty about the extent of networks' size or how 

much relevant material has been covered. 

Hypertext may be difficult for users due to the additional cognitive effort 

necessary to maintain several tasks or trails simultaneously [43.] Users must make many 

metalevel decisions as to which links to follow and which to ignore [43.] This is referred 

to as the embedded digression problem, because readers may be confronted with so 

many interesting choices that their attention is distracted away from their main task [78.] 
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Users may have difficulties remembering, consolidating, and understanding the 

semantic content of previously examined information [43.] This is referred to as the art 

museum phenomenon, which is manifested by a lack of detailed memory for any 

particular item that is examined and the inability to summarize what is learned fi-om a 

browsing session [78.] 

3.1.6 Hypertext: A Hybrid of Traditional Computer Systems Concepts 

Conceptually hypertext may be thought of as a hybrid of several traditional 

computer system concepts including database management systems, semantic networks, 

and interface modalities. As a database management system, hypertext provides direct 

access to information and the ability to connect separate pieces of information through 

associative links in a way that is very different from traditional database queries. 

Hypertext is also a representational scheme, or semantic network, that combines informal 

textual material with formal operations and processes. It is also an interface modality 

that features "control buttons" or "links" which may be arbitrarily embedded within the 

context material. Hypertext and the Web at their most sophisticated levels, are 

functionally a synthesis of all three of these system concepts, that serve as a software 

environment for collaborative work, communication, and knowledge acquisition [43, 75, 

309.] 
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Hypertext may be a promising group interface because it serves to assist 

collaborators in maintaining a sense of continuity among messages or contributions to 

a group-developed document [16, 321.] Further it may provide a means for ready 

retrieval of previous contributions on user specified criteria through a common 

network of many conceptual links, which are maintained among diverse items of 

information [16, 321.] 

3.2 The World Wide Web 

The Web is a "distributed heterogeneous collaborative 
multimedia information system." 

[309] 

Prior research and development in the area of the Web is relevant to this 

research for two reasons. First, the Web provides one alternative for the network 

infrastructure necessary for the development of the prototype. Second, prior research 

and development provides support for its use as a collaboration medium for the 

prototype. 

The Web started as a networked information project at CERN, the European 

Laboratory for Particle Physics, where Tim Bemers-Lee developed a vision of the 

project [309.] The Web consists of a body of software and a set of protocols and 

conventions and uses hypertext as the method of presentation [309.] On the Web, links 

can lead from all or part of a document to all or part of another document and 
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documents may be embedded in Web-based applications tiiat reside within a Web 

browser. Documents need not be text and may contain graphics, video or audio, so the 

term "hypermedia", meaning "multimedia hypertext" may apply very well to the 

Web [309.] 

The Web begins to offer what Johnson [142] terms a 'Network Utility,' that is 

an invisible technical infrastructure that consists of a myriad of devices, connections, 

signals, protocols and applications that presents users with accesses to information, 

while maintaining the illusion of simplicity. The Web may be defined as follows: 

"'The World Wide Web (known as "WWW, "Web" or "W3") is the universe of network-

accessible information, the embodiment of human knowledge" [309.] It may be useful 

to think of the Web as "A computer based medium for thinking and communication" 

[309.] By these definitions one can infer that the Web begins to offer the ability to 

''electronically communicate anything (voice, data, image, video), anytime, anywhere 

in the world'' [142.] 

Joel Snyder [274] highlights the need for a clear goal and purpose for each 

Web site. He points out that lack of a goal may often lead to vague, ill-defined, and 

most likely confusing Web sites. Snyder states that the very non-linear nature of the 

Web requires navigational aids on every single "node" in a Web site. 
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Finally, Fjermestad and Hiltz [77] argue thai most GSS research has been done 

with "'outmoded'' technology and that future research should use Web-based GSS to 

replicate previous studies and to determine if the newer systems are more effective 

than the older ones. 

The literature on hypertext and the Web suggests that together they provide a 

potentially rich environment for collaborative work, communication, and knowledge 

acquisition, within which to design and develop distributed GSS. However, this same 

literature also suggests that the design and development of such systems must take into 

account the potential problems associated with non-linear navigation. The literature 

does not offer specific requirements for hypertext applications in general let alone for 

complex collaborative applications like Web-based GSS. Thus it points to a need to 

derive and document such requirements. Finally, the literature suggests that the 

increasingly pervasive nature of the Web and hypertext and hypermedia systems 

embedded therein offers opportunities to replicate earlier studies with 'state-of-the-art' 

technology and to explore new systems interfaces and architectures to compare them 

to older "outdated systems. 

3.3 Group Support Systems 

Prior GSS research and development is directly relevant to this research. First, 

an understanding of existing GSS advances the primary research goal to discover what 

group process and technology changes are required for distributed GSS. This section 
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discusses how the GSS concept grew out of decision support systems (DSS), several 

related fields of inquiry, GSS research findings and limitations, GSS system 

requirements, and finally examples of existing face-to-face GSS. The purpose is to 

gain insights relevant to research, systems design and development issues. 

3.3.1 The GSS Concept Grew Out of Decision Support Systems 

"GDSS efforts initially grew out of a desire to expand 
the concept of decision support systems (DSSs) 

to encompass group decision making." 
Kraemer and King [151] 

GSS grew from the DSS concept articulated by Gerrity [86] as effective 

blend of human intelligence, information technology and software which interact 

closely to solve complex problems" [21, 57, 126, 151.] Most early DSS 

implementations were for single users, however theoretically the concept applies 

equally well to groups [57.] 

3.3.2 GSS A Deflnition 

"A GSS is comprised of techniques and technology 
to capture intellectual capital and focus attention." 

Jay. F. Nunamaker, Jr. 

GSS is defined as a computer-based information system to support intellectual 

collaborative work that consists of networked computers, special software, and 

typically a public screen [137, 218.] GSS provides techniques, software, and 
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technology designed to focus and enhance communications, deliberations, problem-

solving and decision-making processes of groups [228.] 

3.3.3 Group Support Systems: A Synthesis of Related Fields of Inquiry 

"GSS research is conducted under the names Group Decision Support 
Systems, 

Electronic Meeting Systems, Computer-Supported Collaborative Work, 
Computer-Mediated Communication, and Group Negotiation Support 

Systems" 
Jessup and Valacich [137] 

In the early 1980's computer-supported teamwork became technologically and 

economically feasible on a widespread scale and the term Group Decision Support 

System (GDSS) was suggested [57, 94, 127, 153, 138.] GDSS is an interactive 

computer-based system of hardware, software, people and procedures to facilitate 

unstructured problem solving by decision makers working together as a group [50, 57, 

127.] During this same period, the term Computer Supported Cooperative Work 

(CSCW) emerged to describe support for a broader range of group tasks [187.] 

GDSS systems generally provide support for a group to solve problems or make 

decisions, while CSCW systems support efficient group communications and 

accomplishment of goals such as jointly creating or critiquing a document [50.] 

The boundaries between CSCW and GDSS are unclear and the two system 

types may eventually overlap as to be indistinguishable from one another [50,218]. 

Dennis et. al. [50] coined the term Electronic Meeting Systems (EMS) to refer to all IT 
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designed lo support teamwork. The EMS concept originated in work to support 

systems development teams for the PLEXSYS project [149, 150.] 

3.3.4 Face-to-face GSS Productivity Gains 

"Teams using GSS reduced their project hours an average of 50% and 
reduced the number of calendar days from the beginning to the end of the 

project an average of 90%." 
[225] 

Nearly two decades of research and development has shown that groups may 

use GSS to become far more productive than might otherwise be possible [52, 54, 77, 

81, 83, 224, 227, 244, 314.] This is supported by published research studies and 

industry reports [42, 52, 56, 68, 101, 122, 135, 167, 169, 171, 213, 214, 224, 227, 230, 

231,232,247,251,307] 

3.3.5 Artiflcial Groups may lead to low External Validity 

"Use of artificial groups seriously questions 
the validity of much of the research." 

Broome and Chen [33] 

For the most part experimental GSS research has been conducted with artificial 

groups, which are significantly different from real groups in several ways including in 

terms of problem ownership, motivation to resolve problems, and group history [33.] 

Fjermestad and Hiltz [77] found that only 5 of 164 (4%) GSS studies used established 

as opposed to ad-hoc groups and that over 90% of these studies involved student 

participants. There may be advantages to using student groups, for example the 
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relative participant homogeneity may limit uncontrolled variance and students 

generally have computer skills and may not require extensive training to use GSS and 

researchers [254,128,28] have argued successfully that students may be adequate 

surrogates for business managers or executives; "'However, their motivation to 

maximize effort and quality of decision is questionable, and they may 'put up' with 

things that 'real' subjects would never tolerate, because they are used to doing as they 

are told by their teachers" [77.] The use of artificial groups may be a severe threat to 

the external validity/generalizeability of much GSS research. [33, 77] There is need 

for future GSS research to use non-student groups [77.] This literature suggests that 

field studies with established groups may increase the ability to generalize the findings 

to and across populations, settings, and times. 

3.3.6 GSS System Requirements 

"The purpose of group decision support systems 
is to increase the effectiveness of decision groups 

by facilitating the interactive sharing and use of information 
among the group members and also between the group and the computer." 

George P. Huber [127] 

Little literature specifically discusses how a GSS interface should appear, or 

what features, functions, and tools a GSS should have [164, 217, 295, 300]; however 

the literature does provide some generic high-level guidelines. This section presents 

literature on high level GSS requirements. 
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Kerr and Hiltz [146] discuss characteristics common to all computer-mediated 

communication (CMC) systems, including atmosphere, communications, text 

processing, and specialized support software. They emphasize "^the most fundamental, 

in terms of their effect upon human interaction, are that communication takes place by 

typing and reading, and that sending and receiving may occur at different times 

because the computer stores the text" [146] (See Table 3.1.) 

Table 3.1. Computer-Mediated Communication System Factors [146] 
Atmosphere: 

• Sense of Community: The ability of the system to provide features, such as membership 
and interest directories, which allow users to form communities of interests as needed. 

• Evolution: Ability of the system to change through feedback from its user community. 
• Human Help: Ability of the system to provide human help directly to other users. 

Communications: 
• Communication Richness: The richness of the communications options offered, such as 

conferences, messages, and document access, and the variety of communication features 
associated with the options, such as confirmations of deliveries, notifications of access, 
use of pen names, status reports of readership, footnote and commenting or voting 
features. 

• Special-purpose communication structures: Ability of the system to supply or be 
adapted to supply special-purpose communications structures for activities such as 
facilitating, providing protection from information overload by filtering, allowing 
participation by very large groups through rules of order, incorporating systems such as 
personalized cdendars which allow direct or indirect communications among the users. 

• Indirect communication channels: Ability to set up indirect communication linkages 
among individuals and groups, such as informing a group of authors what the readers are 
looking for and not finding in keyword searches. 

• Document Distribution: Features which allow for the distribution of documents to 
interested parties. 

• Voting: Provision of voting scales which may be associated with items for responses by 
others, with feedback to participants. 

Text Processing: 
• Text Editing: Direct modification of text during the composition process. 
• Text Formatting: Ability to have the computer set up the formats for text such as 

paragraphing, tables, spacing, margins, etc. 
• Document Formatting: Ability to format a document by paging and incorporating such 

things as headings. 
• Text Mobilit>': Ability to move text around the system, such a from a message to a 

personal notebook. 
• Text Retrieval and Linkages: The relationships, indexes and linkages set up to relate 

items of text to one another, and the possibilities of dealing with nonlinear document 
types, as in "hypertext." 

• Virtual Text Referencing: Ability to reference and incorporate existing text items in new 
text items in a virtual manner. 

• Active and Adaptive Text: Ability of text to incorporate programs or functions that are 
executed as part of the delivery mechanism to readers. 

Specialized Support software: 
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• Integrated Data Structures: Ability for users to communicate data in other than free text 
and the ability of the computer to recognize data items and who authored them. It is 
usually assumed that such structures maintain the identity of the creators or suppliers of 
the data and allow authorship control over the segments of the data structures the user is 
responsible for. An example of this might be a budget planning system. 

• User Simulations: Ability of the system to develop tailored programs to simulate aspects 
of users' communication behavior, and thereby augment their communication capabilities 
by acting as an intermediary. A simple example would be a background task to carry out 
a search while the user is off line. 

• Marketplace Structure: Software designed top facilitate payments based on the 
provision and use of information. For example, the ability of a user to advertise and price 
information and to collect revenues for its use. 

• Privileges and Protection: Ability of the system to preserve the access privilege structure 
provid^ by the author of the material and to deal with read, write, edit, and utilize access 
both on the part of the sender and the receiver. 

Huber [127] discusses three major GSS design issues; I. System capabilities, 

2. System delivery modes, and 3. System design strategies. Specific system 

capabilities are not suggested, rather the need for GSS to support a wide range of 

group tasks is emphasized, suggesting that the number and 'nature' of GSS 

capabilities should be large, varied, and useful for performing many different tasks. 

Huber discusses three GSS delivery modes: 1. permanently installed customer sites, 2. 

portable on-call rental systems, and 3. Vender-site installations. He suggests that 

portable on call systems will be the most likely to survive over time. Huber compares 

and contrasts technique-driven, task-driven, and activity-driven GSS design strategies, 

and surmises from the literature that an "activity-driven" strategy is superior. His 

analysis of literature on group activities revels that textual and relational information 

may be relatively more important than numeric information for GSS [127.] 
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One area often overlooked in GSS design is network communications and 

performance. 'T/ie network operating system is arguably the most significant factor in 

determining network performance in interactive EMS environments" [51.] The 

network operating system may not have such a great impact on performance in 

distributed environments and it may be that network hardware speed may play a more 

crucial role [51.] Connectivity to other networks that contain distributed corporate and 

external databases may become increasingly important in the future [51.] 

Structure and process are extremely important within GSS, because without 

them chaos may ensue [218, 229.] Unstructured interactions (i.e. document sharing, 

discussion and news groups) may suffer from two serious problems: First a lack of 

focus, leading to disjointed ideas, separate often hidden agendas, and information 

overload; and second a lack of convergence, resulting in no conclusions nor decisions, 

no business outcome results, no consensus, and no shared understandings. 

Consequently, systems which support such unstructured interactions may increase the 

amount of data available yet fail to manage it as information. The data generated by 

many GroupWare systems may consist of unstructured, unevaluated facts with little or 

no meaning and potentially little organization or usefulness. Schoderbek [263] states 

that '7r is only when data are applied to a specific problem (evaluated) that they 

become information." Information here refers to data that is structured with respect to 

the problem, the user, the time, and the place. Perhaps a term such as Information 
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Management might be useful and inclusive to describe the set of processes associated 

with GSS [224.] 

GSS may empower groups through anonymity, equal participation, reduced 

domination, structured processes and group memory capabilities, which may directly 

effect processes and outcomes [218, 224, 229.] These features are often missing or 

severely limited in many other types of GroupWare [217, 224, 229.] 

Collaboration may require rich tool sets, structures, and support to assist the 

human interactions needed to accomplish goals and complete work [27, 59, 69, 98, 

127, 164, 218, 260.] Team members may need to organize and synthesize ideas, 

generate and evaluate proposed altematives, plan a course of action and carry out that 

plan in order to accomplish their shared goals [59, 98, 218.] Due to the volume of 

information and the dynamic and complex nature of tasks. Groups may need a 

knowledge management process (See Figure 3.1) and an integrated environment to 

support that process [59, 98, 218, 259.] GSS environments may also need to support 

meta-information like date-and-time stamps, authorship, and ownership so that users 

have contexts for information within a session [59, 98, 218, 259.] 
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Figure 3.1 GSS Knowledge Management Process 
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GSS may provide process and task structure and process and task support to 

create an environment designed to directly impact and change the behavior of groups 

to improve their effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction [218.] These four 

mechanisms can act in concert to provide the support and structure that may be needed 

to guide groups through complex processes to accomplish shared goals. 

Process structure refers to process techniques or rules that direct the pattern, 

timing or content of an interaction [218.] Nominal Group Technique (NGT) and a 

shared agenda are familiar examples [119, 218.] Process structure may improve group 

performance by reducing or eliminating many sources of process losses and increasing 

or providing opportunities for many sources of process gains. While applicable in any 

situation, GSS can provide an environment into which process structure is integrated 

and yet flexible enough to support a wide variety of techniques and tools [98.] It may 
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be this integration of process structure into the environment which adds value and 

enhances team productivity. 

Task structure refers to techniques, rules, or models for analyzing task related 

information to gain new insights [218.] Computer model rule sets and decision support 

system rule sets are examples. Task structure may assist groups in performing more 

thorough task information analyses and in developing clearer and more explicit shared 

understandings. Task structure may also improve group performance by increasing 

process gains and reducing process losses. Problem modeling, multi-criteria decision 

making, stakeholder analysis, and the value chain technique are examples [218.] It 

may be that what makes GSS especially useful in providing task structure is the fact 

that it is integrated into the environment such that it becomes an inherent part of the 

group process [98.] This integration of task structure may allow tasks to be 

decomposed into small manageable chunks that allow teams to focus effort and 

reduces information overload [218.] 

Process support refers to the infrastructure, media, channels, and devices, that 

facilitate communication among members [218.] Electronic communication channels 

and whiteboards are two common examples. Process support can be integrated into 

GSS in special ways which may enhance team productivity [59,98, 218.] Three 

potential methods of process support integration include parallel communication. 
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group memory, and anonymity [218.] It may be this integration of process support 

techniques within GSS environments that helps to reduce certain process losses and 

increase certain process gains, thus making groups more efficient and effective at 

performing tasks together as a team [59,98, 218.] 

Task support refers to the information and communication infrastructure for 

task related activities [218.] Access to external information and support for 

computation or decision making are examples. Task support may encourage using 

more information and enable issues to be explored more fully than would otherwise be 

possible. Task support may allow information from previous sessions to be easily 

accessed and brought to bear on current problems. GSS may provide built in 

mechanisms to incorporate such support tools into sessions via shared agendas or 

within a set of tools [59, 98, 218.] It may be the integration of task support into the 

environment that adds value by making it easily accessible and tailorable within the 

context of a specific session [59, 98, 218.] 

While GSS helps groups improve the efficiency, effectiveness, and quality of 

outcomes for normal meeting tasks, complexity may pose additional demands on 

groups [33.] Group processes and tasks for problem solving may be quite complex 

and involve much more than simple discussion and information sharing [33, 105, 172, 

229.] The next generation of GSS may need to provide additional support for complex 

problem situations. Five areas where GSS may be able to assist groups with complex 
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problems are 1. Move beyond group problem solving status quo, 2. Develop greater 

focus on shared meaning, 3. Adopt a new view of human rationality, 4. Balance 

behavioral demands of group work with technology, and 5. Place emphasis on both 

group and individual learning [33.] While useful and interesting, these abstract high 

level guidelines are limited in terms of their usefulness for design and development of 

specific GSS systems 

Mandviwalla and Olfman [164] perform a multidisciplinary literature analysis 

to identify important work group characteristics, which leads them to discuss 

limitations which suggest that "current groupware systems do not fully match the work 

life of organizational work groups" and then propose a ''generic set of groupware 

requirements.' Limitations of current GroupWare systems include group interaction 

only support, single-user perspective, simplified view of groups, temporal and 

locational variations, piecemeal group support, and an implicit prescriptive world view 

in design. The requirements identified include the need to support multiple work tasks 

and methods, group development, interchangeable interactions, multiple behaviors, 

and permeable boundaries and contexts. They conclude that "developers need to 

invent interoperable groupware that provides interchangeable and customizable 

features through new design metaphors and database structures" [164.] 

Grudin [102, 104] offers a more general analysis of GroupWare limitations and 

based on developer experiences, descriptions of short-lived products and research 
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prototypes, and experimental and modeling studies from the literature, identifies eight 

major problems which arise due to the social dynamics of groups. Table 3.2 shows 

the eight challenges for GroupWare developers. These challenges call for a more 

thorough understanding of group work environments and for developers to make 

adjustments to system designs and implementations accordingly. 

Table 3.2 Eight challenges for GroupWare developers [102,104] 
1. Disparity in work and benefit GroupWare applications often require additional work from individuals 
who do not perceive a direct benefit from the use of the application. 
2. Critical mass and Prisoner's dilemma problems. GroupWare may not enlist the "critical mass" of 
users required to be useful, or can fail because it is never to anyone individual's advantage to use it. 
3. Disruption of social processes. GroupWare can lead to activity 
4. Exception handling. GroupWare may not accommodate the wide range of exception handling and 
improvisation that characterizes much group activity. 
5. Unobtrusive accessibility. Features that support group processes are used relatively infi-equently, 
requiring unobtrusive accessibility and integration with more heavily used features. 
6. Difficulty of evaluation, the almost insurmountable obstacles to meaningful, generalizeable analysis and 
evaluation of GroupWare prevent us from learning from experience. 
7. Failure of intuition. Intuitions in product development environments are especially poor for multi-user 
applications, resulting in bad management decisions and an error-prone design process. 
8. The adoption process. GroupWare requires more careful implementation (introduction) in the 
workplace than product developers have confronted. 

Nunamaker et al. [232] argue that groups need ""general purpose" software 

that comprehensively covers a broad range of group tasks and stress that emphasis 

should be placed on flexibility that supports groups, yet does not constrain them. GSS 

research [59, 163, 218, 232] has demonstrated what Huber [127] speculated early on: 

"'integrated software tool kits that provide software modules to support specific group 

activities (for example, idea generation, voting) are more effective than systems 

designed to support entire tasks (such as negotiation)." Turoff et. al. [296] argue 

that computer systems to support geographically distributed teams will need to support 
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a full range of tasks involved in project work, including planning, sharing information, 

conflict resolution, and decision making. 

This literature on GSS requirements offers many useful high level guidelines, 

but does not address specific requirements in terms of features, functions, and tools. 

Rather, the literature emphasizes how little is known about what specific type of FT 

support all groups need when working together in GSS environments. There are 

common themes within the literature that can server as design guides for developers. 

Activity-based design strategies is frequently mentioned. Processes, structures, and 

tools for coordination are also a common theme within the literature on GSS 

requirements. Finally the literature emphasizes the complex nature of group processes 

and tasks and suggest that groups require tools that provide support that extends 

beyond simple information sharing and discussion. 

3.3.7 Face-to-Face Group Support System Implementations 

Existing GSS provide support to reduce or eliminate communication barriers 

and minimize '"noise''' and uncertainty from group decision processes [58,218]. Many 

systems have been implemented to support some subset of the many possible features 

a GSS may include. Most systems were designed specifically for complex group 

problem solving and decision-making [58.] 
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Four face-to-face GSS implementations are presented in terms of interface, 

functionality and physical environment. Each is based on research from theoretical, 

conceptual and systems development perspectives. They represent the most highly 

advanced GSS and each has been used extensively for GSS academic research and 

applied by real world business groups. 

3.3.7.1 Claremont GSS Support Environment (CGSE) 

The Claremont GSS Support Environment (CGSE) is designed to support both 

individual and group tasks, high and low levels of synchronization, and typical 

meeting functions such as communication and information sharing [98.] The system 

provides a "meta-environmenr allowing users to move easily among activities and 

perform individual or group tasks. Customization, such as special menu item labels, 

makes the system more transparent to the users, so they focus on meeting content and 

not system particulars [198, 163.] 

User Environment 

Figure 3.2 shows features of the CGSE user environment, that may be 

customized in various combinations [98, 163.] 

1. A multi-application windowing environment 
2. A menu customized for the particular meeting at hand 
3. Access to the following functions: 

• Meeting data 
• Mainframe connection 
• Electronic Mail 
• Personal Data Files 
• Individual Work Applications 
• Data files and Group Work 
• Tools to manage group and individual networked applications 

4. Meeting Minutes 
5. On-line help 
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Figure 3.2. Claremont GSS Support Environment: 
A GDSS Facility at Claremont University. [98] 

Menus 

The CGSE main menu contains the following six choices [98] (See Figure 
3.3.) 

• Meeting - Information about the current meeting and its participants 
• Information - Access to information associated with the current meeting 
• Group Tools - Tools to support Group Interaction 
• Personal - Tools to manage individual and group work 
• Tools - Tools available during this meeting 
• Help - Access to on-line help 
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Figure 3.3 Claremont GSS Support Environment: 
Main Menu and Submenu commands for a typical Meeting [98] 
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Meeting: 

Each meeting has an agenda, action items, and minutes associated with it [98]. The Meeting 
menu contains the following commands (See Figure 3.4): 

• Current Meeting (Date, time, objective, schedule participants, and seating map) 
• Agenda 
• Previous Meetings (Minutes, participants, information) 
• Future Meetings 
• Minutes 
• Action Items 
• Groups (Select, Edit, and Create groups in the system) 
• Meetings (Select. Edit, and Create meetings) 

Figure 3.4 Claremont GSS Support Environment: 
Preparing for a Meeting. [98] 
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Information Package 

The system has an "'information package" designed to group files together by 

context and provide easy access to files created in different formats [98]. The meeting 

planner sets up the information packages and provides names for the submenu items. 

Files in an information package may be displayed in a dialog box, an independent 

window or within an associated application. 

Group Interactions 

CGSE provides four group interaction tools [98]: 

• Message and File Sending: Messages are sent to other participants or broadcast to the entire 
^oup. One or more files may be included within a message. This is designed to replace the 
inconvenient practices of passing notes and diskettes between group members. 

• Voting: Enables participants to propose a vote and send it out to the group. The vote then 
appears in each participant's Groupbox and they may ignore it or respond to it. A time limit 
may be set on a vote if so desired. The vote originator receives the results and can then send 
them back out to the group. 

• Bulletin Board: Serves as an anonymous suggestion box or mood meter. 
• Groupbox: This is a public mailbox that contains all the transactions (proposed motions) for 

a meeting. There is a unique Groupbox for each participant for each meeting. 

Personal Menu: 

The personal menu helps users manage group interaction and individual and 

group work [98]. The primary tool is the inbox, which serves the function of a 

personal desktop inbox and helps the user manage their interactions and work. 

Tools Menu: 

The tools menu allows users to access application packages the meeting 

planner makes available. 
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CGSE extends GSS capabilities beyond those of most existing systems in four 

specific ways [98]: 

1.Work with several applications simultaneously in a windowing environment, not only m a 
single GSS package. 

2. Access and make use of their own applications and files as well as those contained within 
the GSS itself. 

3.Work with the group in synchronization or alone out of synchronization. 
4.0btain access to information specific to the current meeting within the context of an 

information package. 

3.3.7.2 CoLab (Collaborative Laboratory) 

CoLab was developed at Xerox Palo-Alto Research Center (PARC) as an 

experimental lab to support face-to-face meetings among small groups of two to five 

members [279, 280.] CoLab employs a dedicated room with three networked 

workstations around a large wall mounted public display. A video network allows 

output from any display to be projected onto display in the room. [279, 280] (See 

figure 3.5.) 
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CoLab is the first ''"'What You See Is What I See" (WYSIWIS) face-to-face 

electronic meeting system [279, 280.] WYSIWIS allows private and public editing 

windows and each user to place their public windows wherever they like on their 

personal display [44, 279, 280.] CoLab provides support for various types of meetings 

with three meeting support tools: Boardnoter; Argnoter; and Cognoter [279, 280.] 

Boardnoter is a free-style sketching tool with user pens, erasers and 

telepointers, designed to imitate a real chalk board [279, 280.] The goal is to make 

Boardnoter as simple to use as a traditional chalkboard [279, 280.] Figure 3.6 Shows 

the layout of Boardnoter. 

Figure 3.6 Boardnoter Screen Capture [279] 
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Boardnoter has a large writing area, and a "'chalk tray" with ""implements" 

including: chalk, an eraser, a pointer, and a keyboard [279, 280.] Any action taken by 

users on the board is replicated on all displays. 

Argnoter is an "Argumentation Spreadsheet" for proposal organization and 

evaluation [279, 280.] Users articulate arguments related to their positions and enter 

explicit unstated assumptions behind those arguments. Several hypotheses may be 

simultaneously maintained, which reduces problems related to individual idea 

ownership [279, 280.] 

Cognoter allows users to develop annotated document outlines [279, 280.]. 

Ideas are entered into a shared window and then organized by moving, clustering, and 

linking them together with arrows that represent relationships among them. [72, 279, 

280, 282] Figure 3.7 shows brainstorming in Cognoter. 
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Figure 3.7 Brainstorming in Cognoter [279] 
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3.3.7.3 GroupSystems 

GroupSystems grew out of the PLEXSYS System developed from work in the 

late I960's and 70's on Integrated Development Environments (DDEs), which consist 

of "a complete and unified set of techniques, tools, transformations, and models 

which supports the entire development process" [ 149, 150, 212.] The first prototype 

of the Program Statement Language/Program Statement Analyzer (PSL/PSA) was 

built in 1968 [210, 232.] 

Work in this area continued on the Information Systems Design and 

Optimization System (ISDOS) Project at Case Institute of Technology and later at the 
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University of Michigan [211, 286.] ISDOS was a project to aid analysts in the 

definition, development, and maintenance of information systems [149, 150, 212.] 

ISDOS and later PLEXSYS began with assumptions that system requirements are 

known and an individual or group to build a system can clearly and concisely state 

those requirements [149, 150, 212.] As the process was employed, it became evident 

that either requirements were not ioiown by users or could not be clearly and concisely 

stated by design teams; therefore the PlexCenter electronic meeting environment was 

designed (See Figure 3.8), to support requirements elicitation [212.] 

Figure 3.8 The Arizona PlexCenter. Circa 1985. 

GroupSystems was originally developed in the MIS department at the 

University of Arizona and is now commercially available through Ventana 

Corporation [305.] Ventana has released several versions of GroupSystems. The first 

was a suite of integrated software tools to improve group dynamics, which refined and 
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extended the PLEXSYS System [150.] The second release called GroupSystems 4.0, 

was employed in academia, and in many pioneering conmiercial and governmental 

organizations including IBM, Bellcore, and Boeing [167, 171, 221, 227, 231, 305, 

307.] GroupSystems was also resold under the name TeamFocus by IBM [68.] The 

third major release called GroupSystems V included an interface for distributed 

meetings called GroupLink [305.] The latest release is GroupSystems for Windows 

[305.] 

The GroupSystems framework, originally called the Meeting Manager, grew 

out of the EMS framework developed at the University of Arizona [50, 298.] It 

provides an environment in which to run GroupSystems tools and resources as well as 

add-on tools. The framework supports user logins, report generation and agenda-

building [305.] 

The framework contains the following resources [305] : 

• Folders store information related to an ongoing project or meeting. Only invited members 
and the owner may access the information in a specific folder. (See Figure 3.9.) 

• Agenda serves as the control panel for scheduling and running all activities in a 
GroupSystems Session. (See Figure 3.10.) 

• People maintains a roster of members for all folders. 
• Whiteboard is a group-enabled drawing tool which can be used like a physical whiteboard: 

to make notes or illustrate points during a discussion — or to annotate an image. 
• Handouts is a list of reference materials for group viewing such as a report, agenda, or 

spreadsheet file. Participants can view but not alter the files. 
• Opinion Meter, a simpler version of the Vote tool, is an informal means of gauging the 

opinions of a group using Yes/No, Agree/Disagree, or 10-Point Scale votes. 
• Briefcase allows you to access commonly-used applications and utilities, such as a calculator 

or word processor. Several utilities are included by default, but you can also add your own. 
• Personal Log allows group members to make personal notes. You can also log automatically 

a copy of the ideas and comments you enter into GroupSystems activities. 
• Event Monitor is a notification system which guides you to new activities and new 

information entered into existing activities. This is especially useful in distributed meetings. 
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Figure 3.9 GroupSystems Folders Screen, 
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Many tools have been developed for use with GroupSystems, each designed to 

focus the attention of groups in different ways [50, 218, 224, 298, 305.] Following is 

a list of tools that have been present in at least one version of GroupSystems: 

• Electronic Brainstorming (EBS) allows rapid generation of a free flow of ideas. EBS 
promotes participants to diverge from old thinking patterns to create as many unique ideas as 
possible through creative and far reaching discussions. 

• Idea Organizer provides structured methods for generating, synthesizing, and categorizing 
ideas. Encourages convergent thinking, surfaces key issues from large, unstructured texts like 
those created in Electronic Brainstorming 

• Categorizer is a second generation idea Organizing tool. It helps groups generate a list of 
ideas and supporting comments. You then create categories for the ideas and easily sort the 
ideas and comments into the desired categories. (See Figure 3.11.) 

• Vote is a tool for evaluating ideas, measuring consensus, and making choices using seven 
voting methods. Vote provides a visual representation of differences in group preferences. 
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which serves as focal point for continued discussion. The results of a vote can be displayed 
in either a statistical or graphic format. 

• Topic Commenter offers participants the opportunity to comment on a list of topics and 
explore them in depth. If offers a more structured format for idea generation than Electronic 
Brainstorming, but less structured than Group Oudiner. (See Figure 3.12.) 

• Alternative Evaluation is a formal quasi-rational method for comparing a set of alternatives 
against a set of group-developed ideas. 

• Policy Formation is a tool to facilitate the process of developing consensus statements and 
action plans. 

• Stakeholder Identiflcation helps the group to analyze the impact of actions or policies on 
identified stocicholders and on fundamental assumptions. 

• Questionnaire allows the group to respond to a questionnaire 
• Group Matrix: supports analysis of interrelationships between information sets. 
• Group Outiiner: ^lows the group to create and comment on a multi-level list of topics and 

thus explore issues and develop action plans using the tree or outline structure. Levels of 
subordination are represented by structure lines, bullets, or a legal numbenng format. 

• Group Writer: supports collaborative preparation of a single document. 
• Group Dictionary: allows the group to develop common definitions for critical concepts 
• Briefcase Incorporates: a set of resident utilities, including calendar. File reader. Notepad, 

Calculator, Clipboard and Quick Vote. 

Figure 3.11 GroupSystems Categorizer Screen. 
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Figure 3.12 GroupSystems Topic Commenter Screen. 
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Following is a list of additional tools developed outside the framework [50, 
218, 224, 298, 305:] 

• Team Graphics enables the group to work in a large virtual space of 2500 screens. Groups 
can jointly work on process charts or reengineering of systems or business processes. 

• Survey is a second generation Questionnaire tool. Survey can help organizations to gather, 
tabulate and analyze information critical to their business. Survey can be used in a meeting 
room or distributed to participants' desktops over a local area network or the Web. 

• Alternative Analysis allows groups to rate a list of alternatives against a list of criteria using 
a matrix (or spreadsheet) format. The results of the evaluation can be viewed in a variety of 
formats, including scatter plots, bar charts, pie charts, vote-spread tables, and text reports. 
Additionally, the group can test "What if scenarios by adjusting the weighting of each 
criteria. 

• Activity Modeler is a team-based modeling tool that allows users to describe their business 
processes verbally in terms of activities and the connections (ICOMs) between activities. 
The intelligent graphical engine automatically draws all diagrams. The system incorporates 
fields for improvement ideas, activity based accounting data, and other custom defined 
information. Activity Modeler Checks for errors and problem areas in your model and 
presents red flags to point out these problems for real-time reconciliation. 

3.3.7.4 Software-Aided Meeting Management (SAMM) 

SAMM grew out of group decision making research at the University of 

Minnesota and Lakehead University [59, 81.] Brent Gallupe [81] initially 

programmed a prototype GDSS and tested it in a problem finding environment. Figure 

3.13 shows a Minnesota GDSS Decision Room. 

-a ^ A- • ** 
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Next the Computer-Aided Meeting (CAM) was developed to reduce process 

losses in groups and to support group communication needs especially in problem 

solving [59.] 

CAM had nine system features [59:] 
1. Problem definition 
2. Input of alternatives 
3. Input of decision criteria 
4. Rating 
5. Ranking 
6. Voting 
7. Public messaging 
8. Public spreadsheet 
9. Solution definition 

The CAM system was redesigned, expanded and renamed SAMM [59.] The 

name SAMM is purposefully human-like and reflects behavioral features incorporated 

into the system to support behaviors seen in non-GDSS environments [59.] 

SAMM is specifically designed to be user-driven, that is "the entire power of 

the system resides in the hands of each user (at each workstation )" [59.] The idea is 

to empower groups to create their own structures from a set of techniques and tools. 

Dickson et. al. [59] suggest that this user-driven design enables group members to 

share or rotate responsibility for actions that take place during meetings. 

SAMM has three "first lever divisions. Agenda, Options, and Utilities [59.] 

Figure 3.14 lists all features and tools of SAMM: 
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Figure 3.14 Structure of the SAMM Program Provided to Each Team Member 
[59] 

3.3.8 Distributed Group Support Systems 

"The virtual workspace will require systems integration of the various 
components to provide an environment for total collaboration." 

Jay F. Nunamaker, Jr. 

Previous research and development in distributed GSS is directly relevant to 

this dissertation. First, an understanding of previous studies provides insight 

necessary to understand the research problems, formulate meaningful research 

questions and set appropriate research objectives. Second, the literature often reveals 

areas that have not been adequately explored and may provide focus for the 

investigation. Third, an understanding of existing Web-based GSS systems provides 

one possible source for requirements derivation and interface design options. Finally, 

an understanding of previous research and development provides a context within 

which to explain the results of the present study. This section discusses literature on 
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distributed GSS including case studies and experiments and then provides examples of 

two early Web-based distributed GSS systems. It also highlights the areas where there 

are gaps in the research. 

3.3.8.1 Limited Distributed Processes and Tectinology Support Research 

"Little is known about what changes may be required 
of either the technology or the way the technology is used 

in order to effectively support distributed groups" 
Aytes et. al. [12] 

Over a decade of research has shown that computer-assisted environments may 

drastically change group performance and process but ""the conditions under which 

these technologies will be successful ... are not yet well understood' [303.] Little 

research has been performed to discover what issues come into play for distributed 

GSS [12.] Fjermestad and Hiltz' [77] assessment of GSS research revealed that much 

of the GSS literature is based on face-to-face experiences and that "'there have been no 

published experiments utilizing 'anytime/anyplace' systems: the use of combined 

modes used by task groups, over a period of time'' [77.] Fjermestad and Hiltz [77] 

state that "'despite well over 100 experiments, there are whole domains of GSS that 

have been left unexplored.'' This literature highlights that little research has been done 

to explore the technical and process requirements for distributed GSS. 
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3.3.8.2 Distributed GSS Dimensions: 

"Distributed has several meanings: 
temporal, spatial, technologicaL " 

Hiltz and Turqff [120] 

Several GSS frameworks [16, 50, 58, 138, 218, 296] propose distribution or 

proximity as an important issue and articulate associated dimensions. It may be useful 

to view modes of GSS interactions along temporal and spatial dimensions, because 

group members may need to work at different times and in different places [16, 50, 58, 

138.] The dimension of group communication within a GSS is referred to as 

concurrency [16.] Figure 3.15 shows a simple model of the GSS concurrency 

dimensions along with the dimension of group size. 

Figure 3.15 GSS Concurrency Dimensions [58,50,138] 
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Morrison et. al. [186] suggest that group members may collaborate 

asynchronously or synchronously and may move between these two temporal modes 

during different phases of an ongoing project. Figure 3.16 shows an example of how a 
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group might move among the different GSS concurrency dimensions over the life of a 

project. 

Figure 3.16 Group Movement Among GSS Concurrency dimensions 
Morrison [187] 
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This literature shows that concurrency in GSS sessions and projects is an 

important area; however it may be incomplete as it does not consider the technology 

dimension suggested by Hiltz and Turoff [120.] Few if any studies have explored 

designing architectures to allows for "technological distribution,''' that is multiple 

software and hardware platforms. 

3.3.8.3 Distributed GSS Coordination and Communication: 

Hiltz et. al. [119] suggest that coordination support for asynchronous groups 

can be provided in three different ways: through an explicit agenda or structured 

process; through a human facilitator, moderator, leader, or chauffeur; and through 

GSS tools such as voting. Further they argue that without specialized structures (i.e. 
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rules and tools) groups that interact only in an online fashion, whether synchronously 

or asynchronously, may lack the necessary cues and mechanisms to coordinate their 

interactions. Aytes et al. [12] assert that participant to participant communication may 

be an important issue in distributed GSS meetings. Valacich et. al. [303] assert that 

GSS participants may be "socially aware" and that this may affect both group 

processes and outcomes. Aytes et al. [12] suggest that for distributed groups social 

awareness may be diminished such that the motivation for group members to 

participate may be reduced. This literature suggests that coordination and 

communication in distributed GSS may be important and difficult due to a lack of both 

cues and motivation. 

3.3.8.4 Distributed GSS Studies 

GSS researchers [12, 77, 96] have suggested there is a paucity of distributed 

GSS studies, possibly because it is scattered among the dimensions described above 

and the many different research areas including: computer-mediated communication; 

computer-supported cooperative work; collaborative drawing and writing; and 

computer conferencing. A thorough literature review reveals that there have been a 

number of papers discussing the topic and several case and experimental studies on 

distributed GSS. 

Distributed GSS studies explore several different variables and have mixed 

findings, which may be in part due to the fact that they employ different tasks, 
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different temporal process structures, and different GSS. The high level variables that 

have been explored include user satisfaction, group performance, group behaviors, and 

group facilitation and leadership. Another potential problem is that the 

operationalization of these variables differs across different studies. The complex 

nature of distributed GSS sessions makes experimental findings difficult to generalize 

and compare. 

3.3.8.4.1 User Satisfaction 

Several studies explore user satisfaction with the process, the outcome, and the 

GSS system itself. Four suggest that dispersed groups are less satisfied than face-to-

face groups [35, 39, 82,3 281.] However, Valacich and Schwenk [302] found that 

satisfaction among members of face-to-face groups was rated lower than among 

members of computer-mediated groups, but found no difference for outcome 

satisfaction. Burke and Chidambaram [35] specifically found that face-to-face groups 

reported greater satisfaction with the interface than did the distributed groups. Dufner 

et. al. [66] found distributed groups, trained in and using simple list and vote GDSS 

tools, self report they feel the system is more useful, perceive the medium as richer, 

enjoy participation more, think the discussion has a higher quality, and are more likely 

to recommend the system than distributed groups that did not use GDSS tools. 

Some of the reasons the researchers posited to explain these differences in user 

satisfaction show that the GSS used were either not easy to use or not specifically 
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designed for distributed interactions. Cass et. al. [39] suggest that the findings 

regarding satisfaction may have as much to do with the nature of the GSS as with 

whether the groups were distributed or face-to-face. They point out that among GDSS 

participants in their study "a common complaint concerned the difficulty in 

transferring information from a subject's private screen to the public screen" and that 

the ^''interface is not as sophisticated as the user interfaces found in many popular 

software packages" and that ''Subjects seemed to expect more user-friendly features." 

This literature suggests that there are several factors which affect satisfaction 

with distributed GSS and that the GSS itself has a large impact on user satisfaction 

with the process and the outcome. Further, it suggests that more effort in developing 

interfaces and tools specifically designed for distributed collaboration may lead to 

greater satisfaction. 

3.3.8.4.2 Group Performance 

There are mixed findings in regards to the performance of distributed groups 

compared to face-to-face groups. Smith and Vanacek [271] found that distributed 

groups interacting via an asynchronous computer conferencing system, with no special 

tools nor process structures, shared less information, perceived less progress toward 

decision goals, and made poorer decisions than face-to-face groups. Valacich et. al. 

[299, 303] found that for a synchronous idea generation task, distributed groups 

generated more unique ideas, ideas of higher quality, and more high quality ideas than 
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proximate groups. They posit that dispersed groups were less distracted and more 

focused on the task than face-to-face groups due to group member isolation. They 

theorize that this is due to individuals perceiving differing levels of social presence, 

such that distributed group members tend to focus on their private selves, which are 

covert, hidden and inaccessible to others, while proximate group members tend to 

focus on their public selves and are thus concerned with their relationships to others 

and may ignore task critical cues. Valacich and Schwenk [302] found that computer-

mediated-groups considered slightly more alternatives than face-to-face groups. They 

also found that there was no difference in decision quality between computer-mediated 

groups and face-to-face groups. 

These different findings in terms of performance are not surprising when one 

considers that both the nature of the tasks performed, idea generation vs. decision 

making, and the temporal process, synchronous vs. asynchronous, were different. This 

literature suggests comparisons of distributed to face-to-face meetings do not lead to 

exceptional research findings and that more direct exploration into distributed GSS 

may be required. 

3.3.8.4.3 Task Type vs. Performance 

Hollingshead et. al. [123] found that in their longitudinal study face-to-face 

groups performed better than computer-mediated groups on negotiation and 

intellective tasks, but that for ideation and decision making tasks there were no 
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differences. Their results also indicate that groups may adjust to the richness of the 

communication media and that this may reduce performance differences over time. 

3.3.8.4.4 Behaviors 

Hiltz et. al. [118] explored anonymity in computer conferences for group 

decision making for tasks involving choice dilemmas in a corporate field setting with 

cohesive task-oriented managerial groups. Contrary to their expectations, they found 

that disinhibited behavior was no more likely in pen name (anonymous) conferences 

than in real name (identified) conferences. They suggest that the disinhibited 

behavior, expressed in the form of comments, was more likely to express "disloyar 

opinions in the pen name conferences than in the real name conferences. They found 

that within the true corporate setting of their study, flaming did not occur. The posit 

that the lack of disinhibited behavior and flaming may be due to the homogeneity and 

conservatism of the groups, which they assert supports the idea that the social context 

for group interaction may have a greater effect on process and outcome than any 

technical intervention. Gallupe and McKeen [82] found that members of dispersed 

groups were more likely to change their decision preferences (choice shift) than those 

in face-to-face groups. 

3.3.8.4.5 Leadership and Facilitation 

Burke and Chidambaram [34] found face-to-face groups experienced more 

effective leadership and coordination competence over time than distributed groups. 

However, in the same study, there was no difference in terms of cohesiveness and 
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participation equality between face-to-face and distributed groups. They posit that 

leadership and coordination are dependent on meeting environment characteristics. 

Further they assert that their results suggest that the higher the capacity for full and 

timely information exchange a meeting environment exhibits, the more effectively 

coordination and leadership functions will be served, initially at least. Additionally 

they assert that their results indicate that perceptions of social presence may be 

independent of the meeting environment. They conclude that disuibuted meeting 

modes, in spite of channel capacity restrictions, can convey - in certain contexts -

information that is rich enough to facilitate task oriented communication among group 

members. [34] They assert that leadership and coordination functions are best served 

by a rich communications environment that supports a wide variety of messages. 

They also suggest that it may be that coordination and leadership functions become 

less critical as a project develops. This leads them to conclude that early in a project a 

versatile and perhaps more expensive meeting environment will be required, while 

later in a project a more limited and less expensive environment might be adequate. 

[34] They suggest that as they saw no differences in terms of cohesiveness, social 

presence, and performance in their study, one can expect groups, provided with 

adequate training and time, to be able to perform effectively in distributed meeting 

environments. 

Burke and Chidambaram [35] compared three interaction conditions, face-to-

face, distributed synchronous, and distributed asynchronous to examine perceptions of 
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groups using GSS in terms of communication richness and effectiveness of the media. 

They assert that social presence theory and media richness theory suggest that 

distributed computer-mediated groups will encounter greater impediments to 

communication than face-to-face computer-mediated groups. They further assert that 

these impediments in distributed groups will likely lead to the group members 

perceiving their interactions as less immediate, less rich, and lower in social presence 

than those of face-to-face groups. 

In their study, face-to-face groups reported greater social presence, and 

communication effectiveness, and satisfaction with the interface than did the 

distributed groups. They suggest this can be interpreted to mean "'bandwidth does 

make a difference: richer interaction environments elicit perceptions of greater social 

presence and communication effectiveness than more restrictive environments." They 

stress that what is of real importance is the practical differences in terms of 

performance. They assert that their performance results suggest that at least in some 

contexts and for some tasks, richer media may not be more productive than less rich 

media. 

In their study the face-to-face groups did not perform as well as the distributed 

groups. They posit that perhaps in the face-to-face groups the richer communications 

media enabled participants to spend time on relational issues which precluded 
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concentration on task issues. They assert that not only can distributed groups perform 

well in spite of the limited capacity of the communications media, but they may also 

be more productive than face-to-face groups. They suggest that distributed media may 

limit unnecessary and possibly distracting social interactions, which results in 

improved task focus [35.] 

Dufner et. al. [66] assess "'the effectiveness of a set of GDSS tools called 'List' 

and 'Vote', and of alternative interaction management procedures, as mechanisms for 

coordinating distributed groups using a computer conferencing system."" Their results 

show that groups trained in GDSS tools self report they felt the system was more 

useful, perceive the medium as richer, enjoy participation more, and think there was a 

higher quality discussion, and are more likely to recommend such a system for future 

meetings than the groups that did not use the GDSS Tools. They did not find 

significant differences between the tools and no-tools groups for the frequency of 

feeling the following: distracted by mechanics, constrained in the type of 

communications one could make, able to express ones views, nor overloaded with 

information. 
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3.3.8.5 Existing Web-Based Distributed GSS 

"I'm wondering if simple 'discussion' software can survive. In my mind it 
doesn't save people time and money like 'decision support' software," 

Rajat Bhargava 
President and CEO of Net.Genesis 

[317] 

A search of the Web shows that there are an ever increasing number of Web-

based "GroupWare' tools available, however software reviewers point out the 

limitations of many of these tools. The first wave of Web-based ""collaborative"' 

tools, such as net.Thread [200,] Work Group Web Forum, and Web Crossing [158,] 

were described in PC magazine as follows: "TTie Web-based products we tested 

did not prove to be as mature in power and ease of use as their legacy brethren, 

though they were fine as basic discussion tools'''' [246.] There are at least two existing 

Web-based GSS systems. These systems were under development at the same time 

that the prototype for this dissertation was being developed. These will be briefly 

described in the following section. 

3.3.8.5.1 TCB Works 

TCBWorks [285] is a Web-based GroupWare system developed at the 

University of Georgia Terry College of Business by Dr. Alan Dennis and colleagues. 

TCBWorks is designed to be used any place, any time, whether participants meet 

together in a meeting room or work across the Web [285.] Figure 3.17 shows the 

TCBWorks Entry Screen. 
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Fi^re 3.17 TCBWorks Entry Screen [285] 
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TCBWorks supports three user types. An Administrator, responsible for 

systems operations, creates and deletes users and has full access to all projects. 

Organizers create projects and manage user access levels. Users may only access 

projects they have been granted rights to by an organizer [285.] 

TCBWorks structures information in three levels: Projects, Topics, and 

Comments. Projects are the highest level and contain topics. Projects may be 

hierarchical, such that each project may have sub-projects. An agenda may be built 

using projects as the agenda and sub-projects as agenda items. Each project has 

options allowing owners to control various aspects, such as which users may access 

the project and what actions users may perform. Sub-projects inherit options from 

parent projects. Each project may contain many Topics. Figure 3.18 shows a sample 

TCBWorks Project Screen. 
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Figure 3.18 TCBWorks Project Screen [285] 
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Topics define specific aspects of a project. Topics are hierarchical and may 

have sub-topics. Each topic may contain many comments. Comments are user 

entered text that may include HTML links to graphics or Web pages [285.] Figures 

3.19 and 3.20 shows sample TCBWorks Topic Screens. 

Figure 3.19 TCBWorks Topics Screen 
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Figure 3.20 TCBWorks Topic Screen 
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TCBWorks allows voting on topics. Voting is done with a matrix of columns 

as criteria. The organizer or the users define criteria, which can be changed. Votes 

may be changed at all times. Results can be displayed in a variety of different ways. 

Only one vote is permitted for each user-name, so if more than one person is using the 

same user-name, votes will not be calculated correctly. 

Projects, topics, comments, and voting all have a variety of options. An 

organizer can use options to select which users are permitted to access a project, 

participate or only view the project, what specific actions they can perform (add, 

delete, modify, change options, etc.), and whether discussions are identified or 

anonymous. 

TCBWorks requires Netscape 1.1 or above, as Microsoft's Internet Explorer 

does not follow the HTML standard for forms processing and cannot be used. The 

Web page [285] suggests that the system works best if you have a great deal of screen 
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space, so users may want to change the browser's options not to display the page 

location, toolbar, and/or directory buttons. 

TCBWorks is a University prototype designed for research. The software has 

been acquired by SoftBicycIe Company [275] of Washington DC, which now markets 

a new version called Consensus @nyWARE®. This system is described in the next 

section. 

3.3.8.5.2 Consensus @nyWARE® 

Consensus @nyWARE® is described as "'social software for electronic meetings" 

by the Soft Bicycle Company [275,] which acquired TCBWorks and developed it into 

this commercial system. It is said to provide a forum where teams can meet, 

brainstorm, solve problems, form consensus and vote, anytime, anyplace, 

"@nyWARE®" [275.] The system is described as a series of Web-based Java-enabled 

tools which allow teams to conduct on-line meetings, planning, visioning and decision 

support sessions. 

Like its predecessor TCBWorks, Consensus @nyWARE® supports three user 

types. An administrator, with command over all system functions including security, 

folder maintenance and access privileges. Organizers control project maintenance and 

access privileges, as well as identity. Participants are assigned user codes and 
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passwords for each and every folder in the system [275.] Figure 3.21 shows a folder 

screen. Figure 3.22 a discussion screen, and Figure 3.23 a vote screen. 

Figure 3.21 Consensus @nyWARE® Folder Screen 

Figure 3.22 Consensus @nyWARE® discussion screen 
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Figure 3.23 Consensus @nyWARE® voting screen 
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3.4 Facilitation, Leadership, and Participation Roles in GSS Sessions 

"The promise of technology will always rest within people, not within the 
machine... At a very fundamental level, it is our propensity to develop relationships 

with inanimate technological artifacts that explains why the interdependence 
between social and technical systems in organizations requires careful attention" 

[241] 

3.4.1 The importance of GSS Facilitation 

Previous research into roles played by facilitators, team leaders, and 

participants is directly relevant to this dissertation. First, the manner of support 

provided to users may have a critical impact on the effectiveness of a GSS and 

problems associated with groups often require facilitative support for sessions to be 

productive [22, 41, 60, 155, 230, 314.] Second, First-time GSS users may need 

facilitative assistance with the tools and the process [60, 80, 218.] Third, facilitation 

may improve group performance by encouraging effective task and relational 

behaviors [22.] Finally, McGoff and Ambrose [171] in discussing use of GSS at IBM 

in over 900 sessions stated that ""although the technology has matured to the point 
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where it is easy to use by almost anyone, our experience continues to confirm that the 

quality of the group session is predominantly dependent on the facilitator. " 

3.4.2 Roles Played in GSS Sessions 

Many different roles for face-to-face facilitators have been defined [22, 41, 80, 

218] and in order to study how these roles may change in distributed settings an 

understanding is needed. Human roles, and the computer support of human roles may 

be key factors in the success of group activities in computer-mediated communication 

systems [292, 294.] Technology may not be a comprehensive substitute for 

leadership. 

Face-to-face GSS sessions generally involve three different high level roles, 

facilitators, team leaders, and participants [218]. Each role may be broken down into 

several additional sub-roles [22, 41, 80, 218.] The following sections discuss each 

role. 

3.4.2.1 Facilitation Roles 

One key factor in the effectiveness of GSS may be the manner of support 

provided to users during their use of the technology [60.] There are two problems 

that first-time GSS users may have to overcome: 1. The mystique of the technology; 

2. The potential for an inadequate decision process [60.] One key role a facilitator may 

have to play is to '^reduce the mystique of the GDSS technology for users" [60.] 
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Three types of GSS facilitative support have been defined [60.] Facilitator-

driven support is defined as direction from the facilitator to the group members as to 

which features to use and when to use them during the session. In this case both task 

and process support is provided. User-driven support is defined as a situation in which 

there is no facilitative support. In this case each user has full access to all system 

features, which they may use in any way and in any order they choose. Finally, 

chauffeur-driven support is defined as when an individual, at the direction of the group 

members, executes features of the system for the group but does not assist them with 

the process [60.] 

Dickson et. al. [60] found that chauffeur-driven facilitation has advantages 

over facilitator-driven facilitative support, and their findings suggest that the manner 

by which groups new to GDSS technology receive support during their interaction 

affects performance. They also suggest that the benefits from GDSS technology will 

not be fully realized until a great deal more work in the area of "support" is done [60.] 

Fuller & Trower, [80] identified eighteen different socio-technical roles that a 

facilitator may assume (See Table 3.3). 
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Table 3.3 Fuller & Trower's facilitator roles [80] 
ROLE DESCRIPTION 

Initiator/contributor Recommend novel ideas, new approaches, possible solutions 
Information Seeker Finds facts, requests background information 
Opinion seeker Asks attitudes, values, feelings 
Information giver Provides facts and expertise 
Elaborator Gives examples, rephrases, implications of points raised by others 
Coordinator Shows relevance of ideas to goal attainment 
Orienter Re-focuses discussion on topic when necessary 
Evaluator/critic .Appraises quality of logic, practicality, methods 
Energizer Stimulates group to continued effon when discussion lags 
Procedural technician Manages operational details, technology, materials, etc. 
Recorder Provides secretarial functions 
Encourager Rewards others through agreement, warmth and praise. 
Harmonizer Mediates conflicts within the group 
Compromizer Shifts own positions in order to reduce conflict 
Gatekeeper Establishes smooth communication procedures, ensures participation 
Standard setter Evaluates and discusses quality of group processes 
Observer/Commenter Points out positives/negatives of group dynamics, calls for change if necessary 
Follower Accepts ideas offered by others, serves as an audience for the group 

Clawson et al. [41] found 1444 different characteristics of effective and 

ineffective behaviors in an empirical study of facilitation. Table 3.4 shows the 16 

different dimensions and the total number of behaviors and the relative percentage out 

of 1444 for each. 
Table 3.4 Facilitator Role Dimensions [41] 

1.Promotes ownership and Encourages Group Responsibility (58, 4 % )  -  The facilitator helps a group take 
responsibility for and ownership of meeting outcomes and results, stays out of their content; turns the 
floor over to the others. 

2.Demonstrates self - awareness and Self- Expression (82. 6 %) - The facilitator recognizes and deals 
with own behavior and feelings; is comfortable being self; keeps personal ego out of the way of the 
group. 

3.Appropriate Selects and Prepares Technology (32, I %) - The facilitator appropriately matches 
computer-based tools to the task(s) and outcome(s) the group wants to accomplish; selects tools that fit 
group makeup. 

4. Listens to. Clarifies, and Integrates Information (177, 8 %) - The facilitator really listens to what the 
group is saying and makes an effon to make sense out of it; clarifies goals, agenda, terms and 
defmitions with group 

5.Develops and asks the "right" Questions (42. 3 %) - The facilitator considers how to word and ask the 
"best" questions; ask questions that encourage thought and participation. 

6. Keeps Group Focused on Outcome/Task (86, 6%) - The facilitator clearly communicates outcomes to 
the group up front; makes outcome visible to the group; keeps group focused on and moving toward its 
outcome. 

7.Creates Comfort With and Promotes Understanding of the Technology and Technology Outputs (99, 7 
%) - The facilitator carefully introduces and explains technology to group; directly addresses negative 
comments and inconveniences caused by technology. 

8.Creates and Reinforces and Open, Positive and Participative Environment (111. 8 %) - The facilitator 
draws out individuals by asking questions, uses activities and technology to get people involved early 
on; handles dominant people to ensure equal participation. 

9.Actively Builds Rapport and Relationship (191, 13 %) - The facilitator demonstrates responsiveness 
and respect for people, is sensitive to emotions; helps develop constructive relationships with and 
among members; greets and mingles with group. 
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lO.Presents information to Group (41, 3 %) - The facilitator gives clear and explicit instructions; uses 
clear and concise language in presenting ideas; eives group written information. 

n .Demonstrates Flexioility (75, 5 %) - The factlitator thinks on feet; adapts agenda or meeting activities 
on the spot as needed; can do more than one thing at a time. 

12.Plans and Designs the Meeting Process (197, 44 %) - The facilitator plans the meeting ahead of time; 
directly includes meeting leader/initiator in planning; develops clear meeting outcomes; designs 
agenda and activities based on outcome, time frame, and group characteristics. 

•.Manages conflict and Negative Emotions Constructively (47, 3 %) - facilitator provides techniques to 
help group deal with conflict; uses technology to gather and check group conflict; uses technology to 
gather and check group opinions and agreement level in disputes. 

14.Understands Technology and The capabilities (64, 5 %)- The facilitator knows how to operate the 
system; clearly understands the tools and their functions and capabilities; figures out and solves 
common technical difficulties. 

15.Encourages / Supports Multiple perspectives (42, 3%)- The facilitator encourages looking at issues 
from different point of views; uses techniques, metaphors, stories, examples to set the group to consider 
different frames of reference. 

16.Directs and Manages the Meetings (169. 12 %) - The facilitator uses the agenda to guide the group; 
uses technology effectively to manage the group; sets the stage for meeting and each activity; sets time 
limits, enforces roles and ground rules. 

Their results were very similar both for traditional and electronic facilitation 

roles. They defined only three dimensions as directly related to the technology (3, 7. & 

14) as GSS facilitator dimensions, while they suggest that the other dimensions are 

important both for traditional and GSS facilitators. They assert that the most important 

dimension in the study is the facilitators skill to plan and design meetings. They also 

found that good communication skills are important, as 35 % of the characteristics 

where classified into dimensions concerning communication (4, 5, 6, 7, & 8). They 

assert that the ability to be flexible and to select and prepare the appropriate 

technology is also an extremely important skill for GSS facilitators. 

3.4.2.2 Team Leadership Roles 

Team leaders or meeting owners have several responsibilities. Usually they set 

the goals for the outcome of the session and the initial agenda. They also spend time 

pre-planning with the facilitator to map the technology to the meeting process and the 

desired outcomes. There is very little written about this role, except that several 
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researchers [227, 306] have staled that preplanning is critically important for the 

success of GSS sessions. 

3.4.2.3 Participant Roles 

Little if anything has been written about the roles that participants play in GSS 

sessions. Generally these roles are directed by the facilitator in face-to-face sessions 

through task and process structure. Users are told when to do what as a group and 

have clear directions given to them. 

3.4.3 Distributed Facilitation 

Distributed GSS facilitation is relevant to this research for several reasons. 

First, because little research has been done in this area and this points to a need for 

further study. Second, because research has suggested that facilitation is one possible 

cause of difficulties and failures seen in distributed sessions. Third, because 

facilitation may be the critical factor which determines both the success of the process 

and the outcomes in GSS sessions. 

Williams [319] discusses early experiments involving comparisons of face-to-

face groups with mediated groups including one in which the findings indicated that 

the intemal group structure and hierarchy that emerges in face-to-face meetings may 

not emerge so clearly in mediated communication in which the participants are each in 

separate locations. Specifically he asserts that role differentiation was less 
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pronounced (Leaders did not emerge) and more unstable in mediated conditions than 

in face-to-face conditions and behavioral measures of frequency and duration of 

interaction correlated less strongly with opinion measures in the mediated compared to 

the face-to-face conditions. Aytes et al. [12] assert that lack of visual and auditory 

cues may make it difficult for facilitators to gauge member involvement in distributed 

groups. They suggest that not only is it more difficult to "read" the group in 

distributed sessions, but it is also more difficult to "guide" the group. 

Niederman et. al. [206] Suggest that face-to-face facilitators generally gain 

experience in running sessions through a combination of participative observation, 

both formal and informal training, and practice. "It is not clear to what extent skills 

that are necessary or appropriate in the face-to-face setting are also required in the 

distributed setting; nor is it clear what additional skills may be required in the 

distributed setting that are not important in the face-to-face setting''' [206.] Niederman 

et al. interviewed thirty face-to-face GSS facilitators of varying degrees of to answer 

the following questions: "VVTiar concerns do facilitators of face-to-face meetings have 

in moving to a distributed environment?" and '^What benefits would they hope to gain 

from the distributed environment?" [206] (Note: the focus is different-place same-

time sessions or synchronous sessions.) The responses into five high level issue 

categories: process, technology, facilitator, task, and organizational. Figure 3.24. 

shows these issues in detail. 
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Figure 3.24 Process Technology, facilitator, task and organizational issues 

Process Issues: 
Restriction of facilitator capabilities: 

Non verbal cues missing or changed 
Inability to provide meaningful feedback 
Inability to act as a point of central reference 

Results due to restricted capabilities: 
Narrower range of information channels will restrict abilities 

Resolving Conflict 
Gaining Consensus 
Handling politics 
Gaining Commitment 

Fewer opportunities to build trust and rapport 
Fear of inability to manage participation 

Encourage free riders/Discourage dominators 
Confusion about session process structure 

Difficult to express need for structure changes 
Limited flexibility to quickly add/remove complexity 
Potential for increased unrelated "side conversations" 

Concerns resulting from multiple sites: 
Control and coordination among multiple sites would be difficult 

Could slow down the process 
Minimize leverage to move forward 

Facilitator location may affect group dynamics 
Concern that forming subgroups will be challenging 

Other Possible Impacts: 
Higher demand for participant discipline, restraint, and responsibility 
Greater level of session structure 
Changes in patterns of influence 

More influential writers may exert more influence 
Technology Issues: 

Reliability 
Rapid change and improvement of infirastructure 
Insufficient standardization at remote sites 

Maintaining Task Focus 
Technology would become central group focus 

Distracting/inappropriate use 
All communication is technology mediated 

Transmission Quality 
Slower feedback 
Diminished ability to communicate 
Less opportunity for language variety 
Transmission delays 

Cost/Benefit Ratio 
HW/SW/Personnel/Procedures 
May see a dramatic increase in total number of meetings 

Dubs and Hayne [65] proposed a framework, in the form of a meeting model, 

to define what they see as the many activities surrounding group work and describe a 

prototype facilitation system to support distributed teamwork. They assume all 
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participants have data and audio links, and thus are dealing specifically with 

synchronous sessions. They state that their model is a comprehensive list of the 

activities which could occur in any type of meeting" [65.] They recommend which 

facilitation functions should be included in their system and the relative priorities 

amongst them. This model is an incorporation of previous work done on facilitation 

[22, 41] presented in a new format. The model does not take into account many of the 

important roles Fuller [80] asserts that facilitators need to play. Finally they suggest 

that all participants should have all facilitator functions available to them at their 

workstation at all times during a session. By distributed facilitation they are referring 

to distributing facilitation functions among all the session participants in a sort of free-

for-all [65.] There is a strong possibility that this could lead to chaos and confusion in 

distributed sessions [229.] 

The literature on distributed facilitation demonstrates that little has been 

published on the observation of the facilitation of distributed sessions. It does suggest 

that facilitation is a complex issue, especially for distributed sessions. It points to a 

need to observe real distributed sessions in order to gain experience and leam both 

from failures as well as successes. Additionally the literature provides possible 

benefits and threats to distributed facilitation that should be considered within the 

scope of a study. It offers predictions that can be compared to observational findings. 
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The literature also shows that few if any studies have looked at different-time 

different-place sessions which are asynchronous. 

3.S GSS User/System Interface 

"Although each GSS that is developed attempts to create a 
simple, consistent, easy-to-use interface for the software modules included, 
little systematic research has been done on GSS software interfaces." [98] 

3.5.1 Importance of the User/System Interface 

Moran [185] states that "'except for occasional examples of inspired design, 

users find most of the systems they use to be arcane, idiosyncratic, inconsistent, and 

seemingly much more difficult to learn and to use than necessary." This may still true 

today for many novice computer users and for new versions of many existing 

applications that have seemingly hundreds of new features and buttons. Moran [185] 

goes on to say that "f/ie most important part (although by no means the only part) of 

the task structure in human-computer interaction is the systems user interface." He 

asserted that for users of a computer-based system, the interface is the system. 

Bennett [18] asserts that business people using decision support systems are 

discretionary computer users for which system designers must provide directly 

relevant presentations and active control over interactions in order to support the 

application of their judgment toward obtaining results and to capture and maintain 

their interest. He also posits that direct interactive use of computer systems by 

discretionary users depends upon the designers' ability to provide an interface that 

users are willing to use. [18] He states that the challenge is to design a User/System 
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interface wtiich the members of business teams can easily interpret and effectively 

control to produce useful and valuable results [18.] 

3.5.2 The User/System Interface - A Communication Approach 

Bennett suggests that the User/System interface is any part of the system the 

user makes contact with, either physically, perceptually, or conceptually (cognitively) 

[18.] Bennett [18] and Briggs [27] both stated that users must communicate, with a 

system in order to accomplish their goals and achieve useful and valuable results. 

Briggs [27] posited that '^''Communication requires attention (cognitive effort over 

time)". Briggs [27] proposed a model of the interpersonal communication process, 

shown in Figure 3.25, which focuses on the details of communication that consume 

attention. Briggs' [27] model frames communication as a dynamic multi-participant 

process, rather than a one-way process with an active sender and a passive receiver. 

Figure 3.25. Briggs' Model of the Communication Process [27] 
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Similar to Briggs' [27] model of interpersonal communication, Bennett [18] 

proposed a schematic representation of a User/System interface that illustrates the 
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system as separate from the mind of the user to emphasize where designers may 

accommodate discretionary users. Figure 3.26 shows an extended version of 

Bennett's [18] schematic representation of a User/System interface, which focuses on 

the details that consume the users' attention. 

Bennett [18] explains that information the system displays on the screen (in the 

Presentation Language) moves across the interface to the user, while actions taken by 

the user (via the Action Language) move across the interface to the system. He also 

asserts that both the user and the system each have a processor {mind) that participates 

in the communication between the two. The term "'Dialogue" is often used by 

researchers [99,114,183] to describe human-computer interactions and section 10 of 

the ISO 9241 [133], which deals with interface design, is entitled "Dialogue 

Figure 3.26. Schematic Representation of a User/System Interface 
Bennett [18] 
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Principles." Briggs [27] and Bennett [18] both assert that the user and the system are 

both targets of communication and senders of communication. 

Bennett [18] suggests that when the user starts up the system (i.e. logs on) the 

system presents some initial display content. Bennett [18] and Briggs [27] both 

suggest that the system, acting based upon the designers' implementation, chooses 

some combination of communication elements - words, images, behaviors, objects -

and frames them into the medium of the hardware display and presents them on the 

screen. 

Bennett [18] and Briggs [27] also suggest that the user perceives the observed 

content presented by the system through the presentation language with their senses, 

and through cognition interprets the displayed data. Further Bennett [18] suggests that 

the user then decides on an action and communicates this back to the system through 

the action language and the dialogue continues. 

Both Bennett [18] and Briggs [27] suggest that the entire observed content, 

including the display medium, impacts how the user perceives the communication. For 

example, a full color photographic image displayed on a 21" color monitor may be 

interpreted differently than a textual description displayed on 13" monochrome 

monitor. Both Briggs [27] and Bennett [18] assert that significance is applied to all 
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aspects of the observed content. Further they assert that users form a mental model of 

what they think the system is trying to communicate, and that this understanding is 

influenced by both the task being performed and the users' knowledge of the computer 

system [18, 27.] They also posit that the user interpretation of the communication 

may or may not match that intended by the system [18,27.] 

Bennett [18] asserts that "a person can use intelligence and memory in sensing 

a context for interaction, can adapt to the context, can respond to the requirements of 

the environment, and thereby (within limits) can change the environment - If the 

person knows how to interpret what is seen." Bennett [18] suggests that the challenge 

is "ro provide a presentation language which the user finds appropriate to the task 

being carried out and which the user can interpret with a minimum of extraneous 

thought" and "to provide an action language through which the user conveys 

instructions to the system as naturally (minimal steps, minimal 'translate for system,' 

easily remembered, and not leading to user error) as the available equipment 

permits." 

3.5.2.1 Attention as a Limited Resource 

Many researchers [8, 27, 29, 88, 195, 198, 243] have posited the idea that 

humans have limited attention resources and developed models to explain why. Some 

models explain attention in terms of cognitive effort [88.] Other attention models [8, 

195] posit that there are different resource pools of attention available for different 
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activities (e.g. motor effort, cognitive effort, perceptive effort) Researchers [8, 27, 

195] suggest that attention may be thought of as effort exerted to focus on 

accomplishing a particular activity. Researchers [8, 27, 195] have also noted that there 

is a temporal component to attention, that is to say that people do not exert huge 

amounts of effort instantaneously, therefore Attention can Ije defined as effort over 

time. It has been suggested by researchers [9, 262] that structures such as an agenda, 

one form of schemata, may aid perception by facilitating selective allocation of 

attention . 

Authors [18, 27, 37] have long suggested that when using a User/System 

interface users must divide their attention among perception, cognition, and physical 

action. However I would assert that these three types of effort are not mutually 

exclusive, as many perceptive efforts may involve actions (e.g. eye movement) and 

cognition (e.g. thinking about a target pattern while searching through a list) and many 

physical efforts may also involve perceptive and cognitive efforts. Researchers [18, 

27] have also suggested that performing any one of these three attention-consuming 

tasks well precludes performing the other two. 

There are at least two schools of thought as to why human attention may be 

limited among tasks: first, some [29, 198] claim that the human mind, like any kind of 

container, has limited attention resources both in general and in the specific; second, is 
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the claim that the limitations are function-based due to competition among various 

processes for the same attention resource [8.] In either case, the result is the same, 

performing one attention-consuming task at a high level of performance may limit the 

ability to simultaneously perform others at an equally high performance level. Many 

researchers [8, 15, 23, 27, 29, 88, 198, 243] have suggested that the problem is that 

even though humans can perform more than one activity simultaneously, these 

activities will interfere with one another. 

This literature on Attention as a limited resource suggests that interfaces 

should be designed to minimize the competition for attention among cognitive, 

perceptual, and physical activities, if they are to allow for productive user interaction. 

It also suggests that users simultaneously perform several types of activities and that 

this may lead to interference. This suggests that minimizing cognitive, perceptual, and 

physical activities should help to minimize the interference and should improve both 

user productivity and satisfaction. 

3.5.3 User/System Interface General Guidelines 

Past research and literature on general guidelines for User/System interface 

design is relevant to this research because issues which relate to good interface design 

for single user applications apply equally well to GSS interfaces. Smith [272] asserts 

that collections of usability guidelines for systems development may have on the order 

of one thousand rules, and that this is intimidating for developers and ridiculous 
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overkill for rapid prototype development. He also points out that others have offered 

less daunting sets of guidelines for interface design. Shneiderman [268] offered eight 

golden rules of dialogue design, which are shown in table 3.5 He also stressed that 

these eight underlying principles should be interpreted, refined, and extended for each 

system environment. 

Table 3.5 Eight golden rules of dialogue design. [268] 
1 • Strive for consistency 
2. Enable frequent users to use shortcuts 
3. Offer informative feedback 
4. Design dialogs to yield closure 
5. Offer simple error handling 
6. Permit easy reversal of actions 
7. Support internal locus of control 
8. Reduce short term memory load 

In addition to these eight golden rules, Shneiderman [268] also provided 

principles designed to increase the productivity of users by providing displays which 

are comprehensible, simple data entry methods, and feedback that is both rapid and 

informative so as to increase feelings of mastery, competence, and control over the 

system (See Tables 3.6 and 3.7.) 

1. Consistency of the data display Terminology, abbreviations, formats etc. should be 
standardized and controlled. 

2. Efficient information assimilation by the user Familiar format which is related to the task to be 
performed on the data 

3. Minimal memory load on user Do not require users to remember information from 
previous screens. Minimize number of steps to 
complete a task. Provide labels and common format 
for novice and intermittent users 

4. Compatibility of data display with data entry Clearly link format of data display with that of data 
entry 

5. Rexibility for user control of data display Allows users to get the data in the format that is most 
convenient for them 
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Table 3.7 Data Entry Guidelines [268,272] 
1. Consistency of data entry transactions Use similar sequences of actions for all situations 
2. Minimal input actions by users Fewer input actions mean greater user productivity and 

less chance for error 
3. Minimal Memory load on user Reduce the need for the user to remember codes and 

syntactic command lists. 
4. Compatibility of data entry with data display Closely link format of data entry with that of data 

display 
5. Flexibility for user control of data entry Allow for user control of data entry sequences, but use 

caution as this goes against consistency 

Molich and Nielsen [183, 207] posit that most people likely perform heuristic 

evaluations based on personal intuition and common sense, rather than using long 

laundry lists of guidelines. They propose that a smaller set of principles seems more 

appropriate for basic heuristic evaluations, and point to the nine basic usability 

principles shown in table 3.8. 

Table 3.8 Nine basic usability principles. [183,207] 
Simple and Naturzil Dialogue 
Speak the User's Language 
Minimize User Memory Load 
Be Consistent 
Provide Feedback 
Provide Clearly Marked Exits 
Provide Shortcuts 
Good Error Messages 
Prevent Errors 

The literature on User/System interface general guidelines suggests interface 

design should be driven by overarching guiding principles and not long lists of 

exacting specific details. It also suggests that each designer must adapt the 

overarching principles to the specific development environment. Further it points out 

that complex evaluations of user interfaces are intimidating at least and overkill for 
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prototyping, and most people opt for heuristic evaluations based on common sense and 

intuition. 

3.5.4 Group User/System Interface Issues 

Benbasat and Lim [16] suggest that the group Interface may be defined in 

terms of Malone's [161] definition of the organizational interface: '"the parts of a 

computer system that connect human users to each other and to the capabilities 

provided by computers." Briggs [25] asserts that issues which relate to good interface 

design for single-user applications — low error rates, rapid task performance, high user 

satisfaction, etc. proposed by [268] - are equally critical for group tools; however he 

goes on to posit that "'groups face special constraints not experienced by single users." 

Researchers [16, 25] have suggested that systems to support collaborative work 

require additional interface features and communication channels that are not found in 

single-user systems, because collaboration involves a combination of communication, 

coordination, and deliberation. 

Gray et. al. [98] state that many of the issues that have been explored for GSS 

interface design deal with only the face-to-face, same-place same-time, mode. 

Additionally they point out that "^little systematic research has been done on GSS 

software interfaces." 
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3.5.5 Minimizing Perception, Cognition and Physical Action 

"Ambiguity in vocabulary leads to confusion of thought" 
Aldus Huxley 

Bennett [18] proposed that a useful analysis of human-computer interaction 

would involve the following three questions: 

1 ."What does the user see (or sense) at the terminal as a context for interaction?" This 
questions mainly concerns itself with perceptual load, but also considers cognitive 
and physical load as well. This concerns the visual (or other perceptual) context 
established on the screen (or by other means) and how well it matches past user 
experience. The closer the visual context matches past user experience the more 
likely the user is to recognize the information that is displayed and know what 
actions to perform. Additionally a cluttered interface with a great many objects will 
require searching or scanning for the correct one. this is actually a combination of 
perceptual and physical loading. 

2. "What must the user know about what is seen (or sensed) in order to interpret its 
meaning?" This question is concerned mainly with cognitive load. Users must 
know both the task to be performed and the operations of the system. The less the 
user knows about either the task or the systems operations the more time they will 
have to spend thinking about what to do or how to do it. 

3."What can (or must) the user do with the system in order to accomplish the purpose 
of using the system?" This question is concerned with physical load. This deals 
with the functionality of the system and the sequence of interactions required to 
complete a task., as well as how easy help can be accessed when it is not clear what 
action the user should take next. Additionally this deals with having to perform 
physical activity that does not direcdy apply to task completion, such as moving the 
cursor with the mouse. 

Bennett [18] also proposed three Principles for user-oriented design of a DSS 

to support decision making, which are also applicable to other types of computer 

systems. 

I .Presentation Guides User Action: Arrange interface components on each 
presentation to establish an explicit context for user action. That is design the 
context presented to the user at each interaction point so as to suggest the actions 
which a user may take upon that context. (JIT) 

2.Representations Provide a Focus for Design: When user process is not known in 
advance, concentrate on displayable data representations; then design operations to 
act upon these representations. When user processes are not determined in advance, 
focus design on displayable data representations. Here Bennett explains that he 
means schematic shapes and structures, such as tables, maps, and graphs, which can 
be understood on sight by users. 

3.The System Provides an Explicit Framework for Representations to Promote 
User Control: The framework gives a uniformity of structure within which the user 
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can synthesize problem solutions. This framework can be developed even though 
the problems themselves are unstructured. Provide cm explicit framework ( 
uniformity of structure ) to promote effective user control over the system. 

Bennett [18] suggests that following these principles can lead to the design of a 

DSS that '"becomes a general purpose tool for the user, a framework for presenting, 

analyzing, and manipulating information during decision making." These principles 

were applied during the design and implementation of the prototype. 

Briggs [26] explains that even if two GSS systems offer the same 

functionality, one system may be implemented with an elegantly simple interface that 

poses almost no perceptual nor cognitive load on the users, while another might offer 

the same utility with an ill-conceived interface that is distracting and difficult to use. 

This suggests that GSS systems interfaces need to be carefully designed such that they 

minimize distractions and allow users to focus on the task at hand. 

3.5.6 Increasing Likelihood of a Valid User Interpretation 

Bennett [18] suggests that one critical area for interface design is the user 

interpretation of both the presentation and action language of the system. He explains 

that a computer system, through graphic display, can only suggest possible courses of 

action for the user and that users, who are unable to expect the system to perform in a 

"Do What I Mean" manner, have to provide conmiands that the system will interpret 

literally. He stresses that designers of computer system interfaces for interaction with 

users must compensate for the technological limitations of the system, that is the 

inability of the system to interpret conmiands other than literally, by careful and 

explicit design of the input and output languages for communication. He states that the 
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goal is to ease the interpretation demands placed on the users. Several researchers 

offer suggestions for how to improve presentation and action languages to increase the 

likelihood of a valid interpretation by the user including: providing familiar 

metaphors; providing for flexibility of use; providing for explicimess; and ensuring 

consistency. The literature illustrates that these conceptual design principles are 

interrelated and that providing for one of them may also provide for another. 

3.5.6.1 Familiar Metaphors 

Bennett suggests that users can easily see and interact with familiar 

representations because they may stimulate user recall of knowledge, lead to creation 

of solutions, and serve as a basis for choice among alternatives. Shneiderman [268] 

suggests that efficient information assimilation by the user can be achieved through a 

familiar format which is related to the task to be performed on the data. Gray et. al. 

[98] suggest that designing systems so they "mimic" commonly used interfaces, such 

as MS Windows, provides a familiar context for the user to interpret many of the 

actions required to use the system. Marcus [165] explains that a windowing system 

manages screen space and input devices, and in graphical user interfaces servers as a 

front end to the operating system by shielding end-users from the abstract and 

frequently confusing vocabulary and syntax of keyboard-oriented command 

languages. 
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3.5.6.2 FlexibUity of Use 

Benbasat and [16] Lim suggest that collaborative interfaces must be flexible to 

accommodate different individual, subgroup, and group styles of interaction, 

preferences, and task requirements. Bennett [18] states that "flexibility of use is clearly 

needed because we cannot predict the decision process" Shneiderman [268] suggests 

allowing users to view information in the format that is most convenient for them. 

3.5.6.3 Explicitness 

Bennett [18] suggests Arrange interface components on each presentation to 

establish an explicit context for user action. That is design the context presented to the 

user at each interaction point so as to suggest the actions which a user can take upon 

that context. Nielsen and Molich [207] suggest providing 

clearly marked exits, feedback to the users, and a Simple and natural dialogue. 

3.5.6.4 Interface Consistency 

Several [103, 207, 268] authors stress the need for use interface consistency. 

Gray et. al. explain that since most GSS systems are integrated suites of tools, 

interface consistency is directly relevant. Grudin [103] describes three different types 

of interface consistency. Internal Consistency deals with consistency of interface 

attributes within the application ,such as object names, screen layout and selection 

technique. Analogic Metaphoric Consistency deals with correspondence of interface 

features to familiar features beyond the world of computing of objects, attributes, or 

relationships in the application to the world outside the computer application. External 
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Consistency deals with features of one interface that correspond to features of another 

interface known to the users. Gray et. al. [98] propose that one approach to achieve a 

reasonable level of consistency is to design all new systems so that they ""mimic" 

commonly used interfaces, such as MS Windows or the Macintosh operating system. 

3.6 Summary and Conclusions 

The literature on GSS shows that the majority of research is in the face-to-face 

mode. It also shows that there are a myriad of factors which may affect the outcomes 

of GSS supported group work, many of which have not yet been fully explored. This 

suggests there is a need for additional research into modes of GSS other than face-to-

face and involving additional variables such as technological concurrency and 

heterogeneity. 

A review of Web-based "GroupWare" applications reveals that most of them 

are discussion tools and generally fail to follow interface guidelines or provide 

familiar metaphors such as the now popular GUI windowing interfaces. The product 

review did find two Web-based GSS tools under development at the time this research 

was being conducted. It is important to note that both systems were developed by 

researchers and practitioners with direct affiliations to the University of Arizona and 

the GroupSystems software [50, 55, 169, 170, 218, 307;] however it is interesting to 

note that neither implementation attempts to provide a familiar metaphor for the 

interface and rather reinvents the interface within the limitations of the Web. They 
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both take a one-tool-fits-all approach and their interface offers little if any process 

structure or process support. This review reveals that no previous systems specifically 

designed for distributed GSS have been designed or built that take into account 

Huber's early predictions and the long string of research that propose that suites of 

tools and process structure and process support are critical for GSS success. 

The literature on distributed facilitation demonstrates that little has been 

published on the observation of facilitation and participation in lab or field distributed 

sessions. It does suggest that facilitation is a complex issue, especially for distributed 

sessions. The literature provides possible benefits and threats to distributed facilitation 

that should be considered within the scope of a study. It offers predictions that can 

and should be compared to actual observational findings. It points to a need to observe 

real distributed sessions in order to gain experience and leam both from failures as 

well as successes. 

The literature on the User/System interface as a communication process 

suggests several opportunities for designers to acconmiodate discretionary users and 

thereby increase their productivity and satisfaction with the system. It directly 

suggests that minimization of perceptual, cognitive and physical loading may improve 

both performance and satisfaction. Another method to improve performance suggested 
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by the literature is to increase the probability of a valid interpretation of what users 

see. 

The literature on group User/System interface issues suggests issues group 

interfaces designers need to consider special constraints not faced by single users and 

that collaborative interfaces require additional interface features and communication 

channels that are not found in single-user systems. The literature suggests that GSS 

interface issues have not be systematically researched. Finally, it suggests that if two 

GSS systems provide the same functionality, one may offer a simple interface which 

limits physical, perceptual and cognitive load on users and therefore be easy to use, 

while the second may offer an interface that is distracting in terms of physical, 

cognitive and perceptual load and therefore more difficult to use. This suggests that 

GSS systems interfaces need to be carefully designed such that they minimize 

distractions and allow users to focus on the task at hand. 

The literature on face-to-face GSS implementations suggests that there are 

several common elements among them that may be important for designers to 

consider. First, there are a large number of tools or capabilities within tools and 

resources present within each GSS, to allow for comprehensive yet flexible group 

support. This supports Huber's early ideas about tools kits and research into suites of 

tools. Second, these GSSs each provide a framework or meta-environment within 

which the tools and resources reside. Third, tools within each GSS are presented to 
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users in a methodology-independent way. Fourth, each GSS provides tools to capture 

the essence of the group and provide some sense of community and cohesion. These 

common threads suggest that future GSS systems will very likely require at least 

similar types of tools and resources in order to be effective and useful. 

The literature on evolutionary design suggests that interactive systems 

designed for cognitive group work, such as decision-making and problem-solving, 

may be best designed and implemented through an evolutionary approach that 

involves users throughout the process. Further it suggests that evolutionary design 

may be the only way to achieve human-computer systems that are satisfactory to end 

users. Finally it offers evidence that designers of software systems are more efficient 

and effective when they use an evolutionary approach than when they follow a 

traditional one. 

3.7 Relevance to the Research Objectives and Questions 

The literature review confirms what Aytes et. al. [12] suggest, that what is 

missing is research to discover "what changes may be required of either the 

technology or the way the technology is used in order to effectively support distributed 

groups." The review reveals that most distributed studies employed GSS systems that 

were originally designed for face-to-face interactions or were based on such systems 

and did not explore how the requirements for distributed GSS differ from those of 
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face-lo-face systems. The literature also suggests that the best way to learn about 

future systems is to prototype them and observe their use. The review reveals that only 

one distributed GSS field study has been published [118,] emphasizing the need to 

additional work in this area. 

The literature suggests that technological components for distributed GSS exist 

today and that the challenge is to logically integrate them to add value for distributed 

teams solving problems when they interact. It also suggests that the keys to success 

lie in research and development of the core components and interfaces needed for their 

integration and coordination. Finally, it suggests that the computer supported group 

workspace will require systems integration of the various components to provide an 

environment for total collaboration. 

None of the literature discusses how the data models, systems architecture, 

interface, tools and resources may need to be adapted to better serve teams distributed 

along the dimensions of space, time and computing resources. The literature is lacking 

in the area of the development of architectures to support groups that are distributed 

along the dimension of software and hardware platforms. The literature reveals that 

distributed groups often have heterogeneous computing system resources, yet the 

majority of the research into distributed GSS fails to consider this important 

dimension. 
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Distributed systems architectures to support multiple computing platforms and 

Internet-based connectivity have not been explored. Adoption and diffusion is a 

critical issue in GSS research, yet few researchers have developed systems with ''thin 

client" architectures which enable users to log in and join a session with minimal or no 

installation required. 

None of the literature develops functional requirements for distributed GSS, 

nor the underlying data and operations models that can then serve as specifications for 

future systems. The literature review overall shows that although systems designers 

and GSS researchers have begun to explore distributed collaboration there are several 

areas which have not been adequately addressed that this dissertation was designed to 

investigate those areas from an exploratory perspective. 

Little if any research into the development of usable and easy-to-use Web-

based applications and interfaces has been published. Most Web-based applications 

take several steps backwards in terms of interface design and system functionality. 

Few if any Web-based applications follow the familiar metaphor of windowing 

environments that all the major operating systems incorporate in one form or another. 
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While the literature does discuss collaborative hypertext systems, few of them 

offer any distributed support and little research and development has been focused on 

the integration of hypertext technology and GSS. 

Distributed facilitation has been discussed, but observation of actual 

distributed teams has not been pursued. Facilitation techniques have not been explored 

and developed. Specifically the roles played by facilitators, participants and group 

leaders that are not the session facilitators, have not been explored. Predictions have 

been made as to how distributed sessions will differ from face-to-face sessions, but 

only one study observed groups working in the field. 

Little if any research has explored distributed interface design for GSS and 

how to extend the tools and resources to support teams distributed in space and time 

through building systems and observing users. Much of the work has involved using 

existing face-to-face GSS systems and students groups, and is thus very unrealistic and 

provides results that are contextually irrelevant. This research explored connecting 

teams that are distributed along the dimensions of time, proximity, and computer 

platforms. 

Although much has been written to advocate evolutionary design and 

prototyping few projects are done this way. The literature emphasizes the importance 
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of designer/developer - user links; however few studies describe systems designed and 

built in a truly evolutionary fashion that incorporates both user feedback and changing 

technology throughout the process. 
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4. RESEARCH METHOD 

"The way to understand the future 
is to prototype alternatives and experience them, 

especially in areas such as group decision-making." 
Murray Turojf [297] 

The research method for this dissertation is "systems (software) development" 

through '"Evolutionary Prototyping." Systems development is here considered to be 

part of the larger process of "Software Engineering." This chapter defines Systems 

Development in the context of this dissertation, explains the rationale and justification 

for using a systems development research method and an evolutionary prototyping 

approach, details the specific method used, explains why field studies are employed 

for the observation and evaluation of the system, and explains how the method is 

applied to the domain of distributed GSS. 

4.1 Systems Development Defined 

"Systems Development: A Process that begins with requirements analysis 
and includes systems design, implementation, and documentation." IBM 

[130] 

Before the systems development research method is justified it must be 

explicitly defined in terms of steps and products. Within this dissertation "Systems 

Development" is considered to be part of the larger process of "Software Engineering" 

described by Eliason [70] and shown in figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 The Systems Development Process within Systems Enaneering [70] 

Systems 
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Systems 
Analysis 

Maintenance 

Systems Development 

Systems development is here defined as consisting of the three stages of Analysis, 

Design, and Implementation of computer-based information systems for business. As 

figure 4.1 shows, the process products are a Logical and a Technical Design 

Specification and Usable Software. This definition provides an explicit and clear 

understanding of the steps involved and the products of each step in the process. With 

this definition in mind the next section explains the rationale and justification for using 

this research method. 

4.2 Rationale and Justiflcation for the Systems Development Research Method 

The systems development method is useful and appropriate for building systems, 

but is it a useful and appropriate research method for exploring the domain of 

distributed GSS? This section will review the scientific method and relate it to 

systems development to illustrate how it is useful for MIS research in general and 
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Distributed GSS research specifically. Further it explains why exploratory studies are 

useful and appropriate for the area of distributed GSS. 

4.2.1 Empirical Science and Systems Development 

To understand how systems development may be employed for scientific research 

it is important to recognize how the steps in this process map to the goals of the 

empirical scientific method. This section reviews goals and types of empirical 

scientific research, describes types of IS research and relates them to the goals of 

empirical scientific method, presents detailed steps for systems development used in 

this dissertation and relates them to the types of IS research to illustrate the 

appropriateness of the method. 

Hempel [115] argues ±at it is generally recognized and accepted that empirical 

science attempts to do three things: 

1: Identify and Describe a Phenomenon (Explore/Describe) 
2: Explain/Predict the Phenomenon (Explain/Build Theory) 
3: Test the Theory (UnderstandA^alidate/Experiment) 

From these three goals arise three familiar types of inquiry: Exploratory 

Research; Descriptive Research; and Explanatory Research. Each represents an 

equally valid research approach and in many cases exploratory and descriptive 

research must be done before theories are built to help to explain the observed 

phenomenon or experiments run to test proposed hypotheses. 
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The three research types are at a high of a level of abstraction that makes it 

difficult to relate them easily to the systems development steps. There are however IS 

research types that map directly to systems development including: formulative, 

evaluative, descriptive, and developmental IS research. Each of these are defined and 

then related to the three high level research types. 

Formulative IS research includes research question identification and objects 

for investigation, hypothesizing about and testing for the existence of relationships, 

and presenting and interpreting the results. [64, 187, 216] This type of research is a 

prerequisite to the development and refinement of theories, frameworks and 

paradigms. [64, 187, 216] Formulative research is a combination of exploratory and 

descriptive research. 

Evaluative IS research involves model or theory generation or observation 

followed by hypothesis generation and testing [3, 188.] Evaluative research is both 

descriptive and explanatory. 

Descriptive IS research involves developing models and theories to provide 

inputs for development of the units of a theory, as well as the laws of interaction, 

system states, and model boundaries of the model of theory [187.] It involves both 

descriptive and explanatory research. 
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Developmental research involves producing knowledge which is 

generalizeable for solving or explaining problems [3.] This includes exploratory, 

descriptive, and explanatory research. 

Each of these IS research types involves one or more of the three research 

types used to achieve the goals of the scientific method and are therefore appropriate 

methods for conducting research. Systems development in this research is a five step 

multi-methodological process described by Nunamaker et. al. [216.] Each step 

involves one or more of the four types of IS research. The steps in the method are 

presented along with the type of IS research that each involves and the research issues 

involved. 

4.2.1.1 Systems Development Research Method Steps: 

A: Construct a Conceptual Model: (formulative) 
Methodology or framework development and refinement through literature reviews, 
interviews, and modeling techniques. It leads to and precedes theory building. 

Research Issues include; 
• State meaningful research questions 
• Investigate system functionalities and requirements 
• Understand system building processes/procedures 
• Study relevant disciplines for new approaches and ideas 

This is a combination of exploratory and descriptive research. 

B: Develop a Systems Architecture: (developmental) 
Designing a road map for the systems building process, 
that is high-level, generalizeable, and applicable to multiple environments. 

The systems architecture puts system components into perspective, specifies system 
functionalities, and defines structural relationships and dynamic interactions among system 
components. 

Research Issues include: 
• Develop unique architecture design for extensibility, modularity, etc.. 
• Define functionalities of system components and interrelationships among them 
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This involves exploratory, descriptive and/or explanatory research. 

C: Analyze and Design the System: (formulative, descriptive) 
Design is rooted in engineering and involves: understanding the studied domain; application 
of relevant scientific knowledge; creation of various alternatives; and synthesis and 
evaluation of proposed alternatives. The design should be based on theory and abstraction 
(modeling.) 

Research Issues Include; 
• Design database/knowledgebase schema and process to carry out system functions 
• Develop alternative solutions and choose one 

This involves exploratory and descriptive research. 

D: Implement the (Prototype) System: {formulative. descriptive, developmental) 
Many researchers conduct studies by building a prototype. To test the system in a real 
world setting the prototype must be further developed. Implementation is used to 
demonstrate the design feasibility and functional usability. 

Research Issues include: 
• Learn about concepts, framework, and design through system building 

process 
• Gain insight about the problems and complexities of the system 

This involves exploratory, descriptive and/or explanatory research. 

E: Observe and Evaluate the System: (formulative, evaluative) 
Once the system is built researchers test its performance and 
usability as stated in the requirements definition phase, as well as 
observe its impacts on individuals, groups, or organizations. 
This may involve case or field studies or experimental evaluations aimed at system 
enhancement and evolution. 

Research Issues Include: 
• Observe use of the system through case and field studies 
• Evaluate system by lab or field experiments 
• Develop new theories/models based on observation and experimentation of 

system's usage 
• Consolidate experiences learned 

This involves exploratory, descriptive and/or explanatory research. 

The steps in the systems development method just described employ all of the 

IS research methods and thus support all three of the goals of empirical science. This 

type of multi-methodological systems development research provides multiple sources 

of information that lead toward achieving the goals of empirical scientific research and 

is therefore an appropriate and reasonable method for conducting IS research. 
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4.2.1.2 Exploratory MIS and GSS Research 

"We do not yet have overarching theories 
that let us predict well in advance 

how a system should look, 
how it should be developed, 

and what effects it will have." 
Jay F. Nunamaker, Jr. [219] 

This section explains why exploratory studies are appropriate for MIS research 

in general and GSS research specifically. The MIS field emerged in the early 1970s 

and is therefore relatively young compared to other business disciplines and the 

physical or social sciences. Since MIS is a young field, many of the central research 

issues are still being identified and described. Young fields like MIS lack robust and 

overarching explanatory and predictive theories and require '''exploratory" research to 

identify and describe phenomenon at a level of detail that later enables theory 

building, and eventually leads to theory testing through experimentation. 

The study of face-to-face GSS is a relatively recent phenomenon, with a little 

over a decade of research and development [77, 227.] Fjermestad and Hiltz [77] 

found in their assessment of GSS studies that 87% of the 163 papers were published in 

1990 or later. Although a great deal of research has been done in the area of GSS little 

theory development has taken place. Valacich et. al. [300] offer some insight into why 

this may be the case. 
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"Ai of yet, no general guiding theory of GSS has emerged. The difficulty in 
developing a comprehensive theory results from the multitude of dimensions in which 
these systems can be configured and used. For example .... group size, member 
proximity (and/ whether communication is synchronous or asynchronous. Other 
aspects of the system can include the degree of structure of the group process, the 
amount of electronic communication, which communication channels are utilized, the 
physical layout of the room, types of user interfaces, hardware platforms, and so on 
.... Subtle differences may have profound effects." 

Today there are not any overarching GSS theories that enable us to predict how 

a GSS interface should appear, what features and functions a GSS should have, how it 

should be developed, and what specific impacts it may have on organizations, teams, 

and individuals that use it [216, 300.] This lack of theory is not because such theories 

are not possible, but rather because researchers have not yet accumulated sufficient 

experience and evidence to synthesize high quality theories that explain the complex 

nature of GSS [216, 300.] Several current GSS and group theories, such as Adaptive 

Structuration Theory (AST) [248,] Time, Interaction, and Performance Theory (TIP) 

[173,] and the various Input-Process-Output (IPO) models [17, 76, 176, 218,] are 

descriptive in nature, and have not yet advanced to the stage of being predictive nor 

explanatory, therefore it is important to continue exploratory studies that will gamer 

additional evidence and experience that will lead to causal understandings. Broome 

and Chen state the situation as follows: Although computer assistance is increasingly 

applied to group work, often with an enthusiastic response from participants, GDSS 

applications are still in the early stages of development and evaluation" [33.] 

Distributed GSS is a very new phenomenon and therefore it stands to reason 

that the issues are even less well understood than those in MIS or face-to-face GSS 
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research. This suggests that exploratory research into distributed GSS is needed to 

gain insight into the relevant research issues and describe the phenomenon more fully 

before theory development and theory testing can be undertaken. For this research an 

exploratory study consisting of evolutionary prototyping and field observations of 

groups using a Web-based distributed group support system is used. 

4.2.1.3 Systems Development 

"MIS Researchers must build systems, 
robust systems that people use to accomplish real work." 

Jay F. Nunamaker, Jr. [219] 

Systems and how people use them are the very '"objects" of MIS 

investigations. Systems are the tools that enable the phenomenon being studied, in 

this research the dynamics of distributed group support. In order to be useful, MIS 

theories should dictate or at least suggest how to build better systems. The systems 

that are built become the embodiment of the theory for the users, so it stands to reason 

that an understanding of system building is required to develop and apply theories for 

MIS research. 

Building systems is a useful way to surface issues within MIS and specifically 

GSS research. This method was employed to develop several different systems to 

support face-to-face group meetings during the early 1980s. Several independent 

researchers [59, 163, 298] working from different theoretical and conceptual 

frameworks developed GSS at the same time, to discover whether the technology 

would perform as predicted, to enable groups to use it as expected, and to leam if 
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groups would benefit from using it. Lab and field tests resulted in refinement of both 

the systems themselves and development of underlying theoretical and conceptual 

frameworks. The result of the development of these systems has led to commercially 

viable GSS (i.e. GroupSystems [305]) and a rich understanding of how groups work 

with and through information technology; an example is Adaptive Structuration 

Theory, [248, 249] which describes how groups interact with GSS. In order for 

researchers to learn about GSS and develop theories and practical applications of the 

technology they built systems that teams applied to problem-solving and decision

making situations and then observed the use of such systems and evaluated their 

effectiveness [216, 300.] 

The progression of the IS field is dependent upon new systems concepts which 

arise in the imaginations of researchers, such as GSS, executive information systems, 

concurrent engineering, and systems to support competitive advantage [219.] The 

innovative ideas MIS pioneers develop illustrate how research at the '"basic" or 

"'concept" level provides the impetus for streams of research from which many large 

practical investigations may arise. By themselves such basic level concepts cannot 

survive over time; therefore systems must be developed to demonstrate the usefulness 

and practicality of the concepts within a business context and further to allow 

researchers to test and measure their value explicitly [216, 228.] 
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4.2.1.4 Distributed GSS Systems Development 

"little is known about what changes may be required of either the technology or 
the way the technology is used in order to effectively support distributed 

groups." 
Aytes et. aL [12] 

Distributed GSS is a new area of inquiry in which little is known and there is 

little if any theory to guide investigations of system use, system design, nor system 

implementation. Turoff et. al. [296,] in sunmiarizing five case studies of different 

distributed GSS, assert that the results "''demonstrate that design requirements and the 

associated research issues for group support systems can be very different in the 

distributed environment as compared to the decision room approach." Aytes et al. 

[12] point out that little research has been performed to discover what issues come into 

play for distributed GSS. So how then can one go about exploring the research 

domain to gain the insights that will surface the issues? 

This research will follow the approach taken in the early 1980's by face-to-face 

GSS researchers and use systems development to surface issues and gather evidence 

that may lead to theory development, system requirements for the domain, and new 

knowledge about the use of the system. 

4.2.1.5 Systems Development Approaches 

There are two well known approaches to systems development, the Systems 

Life Cycle Approach and the Systems Prototyping Approach.[70] The Systems Life 
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Cycle Approach is used when a "/«//>• functionar system that includes all of the 

functionality required by users is to be developed. Since the system is to be fully 

developed it is expected to need only minimal modification or enhancement after 

implementation. The Systems Prototyping Approach on the other hand, is used when 

a technology is very novel, and the options for alternative features and capabilities 

very numerous [146.] With this approach the system is built with an a priori 

understanding that the resulting prototype will need to be refined and possibly rebuilt 

after feedback, evaluation, and incremental implementation of new functions [70, 146] 

4.2.1.6 Systems Prototyping Deflned 

This research will employ the systems prototyping approach to systems 

development, which is here defined as a process which consists of the four stages 

shown in figure 4.2. 
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This approach uses an "interactive development cycle." One noticeable 

difference from the life cycle approach is that requirements identification is now a part 

of the systems development cycle and is called '''^Requirement Analysis." The result of 

this step is a logical statement of the system design requirements. The process is also 

illustrated as iterative in nature, such that after evaluation the prototype is modified 

and enhanced and then the cycle starts over again repetitively. 

4.3 Rationale and Justification for an Evolutionary Prototyping Approach 

Naumann and Jenkins [194] state that prototyping will be most useful for 

applications that involve activities which are fairly unstructured, and decisions which 

are open and not easily programmable. They state that systems to support tasks such 

as planning, problem-solving, and decision-making are among the most promising 
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candidates for the prototyping paradigm [194.] Additionally they assert that when 

uncertainty is high, with regards to the chances of a successful implementation, then a 

prototyping approach may be the most effective method. Additionally they suggest 

that systems which require advanced technology and involve the integration of 

multiple discrete applications, processes, databases, and organizational units are 

appropriate candidates for the prototyping approach. 

The system designed and implemented within the scope of this dissertation 

meets many of the criteria suggested by Naumann and Jenkins [194] and therefore is a 

good candidate for the prototyping approach. First, the system is specifically intended 

to support unstructured tasks such as group problem-solving, decision-making and 

planning, which the literature review illustrates are open and difficult to program. 

Second, the system is designed using very new and advanced technology that changes 

rapidly during the design and implementation process, thus making certainty about the 

success low from the outset of the project. Finally, the system is intended to support 

users from multiple locations and multiple organizations and to allow for the 

integration of multiple GSS applications (tools) and extemal data to support various 

group processes. Based on these criteria the system is a good candidate for the 

prototyping approach to systems development. 
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Further at the start of this research there was little understanding about the user 

requirements for face-to-face GSS, and even less for Distributed GSS. For any system 

user requirements can only be partially defined, because users often do not know what 

they want a system to do until they have it in front of them and being to make use of it. 

Once a prototype is provided for users to experience they can more explicitly specify 

their needs and wants. 

4.3.1 Evoiutionary Design Through Software Engineering 

Alexander [7] posits that good fit cannot be directly defined nor designed; it is 

the absence of misfit achieved by iterative or evolutionary design. Brooks [32] in a 

series of observations, pointed out that the work of building tools for others to use is 

much more like engineering than science. He asserts that the engineer studies in order 

to build; the scientist builds (lab apparatus) in order to study, to discover facts and 

laws. Further he states that the software engineer tests a system design by its 

usefulness; he asserts that software engineering progress is evaluated on the basis of 

user success. Brooks [32] explains that there is no direct way to derive form from a 

set of user requirements; and so he asserts that satisfactory human-computer systems 

will always be the result of evolutionary design. 

Kerr [146] defines "'Evolution" as the idea that interactive systems may grow 

by developing an initially simple system, and then obtaining user feedback that guides 

enhancement and extension of the system through iterative design. Walker [311] 
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states that the evolutionary approach is more typical for interactive systems that offer 

cognitive support rather than those that offer routine data retrieval. Kerr [146] 

suggests that when a technology is very novel, and the options for alternative features 

and capabilities very numerous, an approach using feedback, evaluation, and 

incremental implementation of new functions is desirable. Kerr also suggests that this 

evolutionary technique may also be employed when users cannot sufficiently 

comprehend what they could or should do with a new technology until they have 

actually made use of it. 

Kerr and Hiltz [146] presented the following examples of computer-mediated 

communication systems that used this evolutionary approach and provided comments 

by the designers themselves: PANALOG'S [265] designers state that system evolution 

was "fundamental"; HUB [156] was designed largely through user feedback and went 

through at least three iterations; A designer of WYLBUR MAIL [160] stated that 

"some of our best ideas have come from users"; and Pames, a designer of the 

CONFER [240] system, says that the system is "constantly maturing because of user-

input actively solicited" by the designers. 

Alavi and Henderson [4] describe an evolutionary approach for implementing 

a DSS that calls for high user involvement and adapting to lessons learned in previous 

iterations. Their approach utilizes an iterative user/designer learning process as a 

means to generate more appropriate system requirements than could be attained from a 
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traditional approach. They hypothesized that the evolutionary approach would be more 

effective than a traditional approach in terms of usage of the system and end user 

satisfaction. Their findings supported the hypothesis that the evolutionary strategy was 

more effective than a traditional one. 

4.3.2 The Applied Systems Engineering Methodology 

Based on the concepts of evolutionary design and prototyping and the systems 

development method presented by Nunamaker et. al. [216] an applied systems 

development method, depicted in figure 30, is employed to design, build, and evaluate 

the prototype for this dissertation. 

Fig;ure 4.3 An Applied Systems Development Method 
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Within this method researchers identify important research problems. If no 

theory has yet been developed then the researchers develop a prototype system to 

explore the domain and gain an understanding of the relevant issues and concepts. If 

existing theory is in question then they formulate research objectives and questions 

that will help to resolve these issues. In turn the research objectives and questions 

guide the development of a conceptual framework, the specification of systems 

requirements, a systems architecture, and a systems design, all of which contribute to 

systems implementation. The systems design is implemented as a software prototype, 

which is then iteratively evaluated through applied use in both the lab and the field. 

Based on observations and user feedback the prototype is enhanced, refined 

and extended. Practical contributions of the approach include: A system specification 

that can be used to guide future implementations; and a prototype system which may 

serve as a platform for additional research. Potential conceptual contributions of the 

approach include: New theory; refutation or confirmation of existing theory; New 

domain knowledge about the research questions, objectives, and problems specific to 

the study (in this case distributed GSS); and New generalizeable systems design and 

development knowledge and experience which can be applied in future research and 

development projects. 
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4.4 Application of tiie Methodology to the Research Domain 

One primary objective of this dissertation is to determine some of the 

requirements for distributed GSS that extend beyond and differ from those of face-to-

face GSS. The systems development method for information systems research 

provides an excellent approach for achieving this objective, as well as several of the 

other primary and secondary research objectives. The following sections describe 

how the systems development research method is applied within the domain of 

distributed GSS in terms of Construction of a conceptual model, systems requirements 

gathering, development of a systems architecture, analysis and design of the system, 

implementation of the prototype system, and observation and evaluation of the 

system. 

4.4.1 Construction of a Conceptual Model 

Construction of a conceptual framework is typically done through a literature 

review of the various related disciplines [216.] Figure 4.4 displays the relevant 

literature domains. Applicable literature is divided into two categories: Conceptual 

Literature and Systems Engineering Literature. The relevant Conceptual Literature is 

further subdivided into the following areas: A: Technical (Including Hypertext, Web, 

Database, and Interfaces); B: Dynamics: (Including Individual {with Tasks and 

Participation} and Group {with Tasks, Processes, Facilitation, and Participation}); and 

C: Collaborative Computing: (with Face-to-face {with History, DSS Origins, GDSS 

and CSCW merging into EMS, which is then included in GSS} and Distributed {with 

History and Studies}). The relevant Systems Engineering Literature is subdivided into 
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four areas: A: Existing Systems: (with Earliest GSS, Face-to-Face GSS, and Web-

Based GSS); B: Requirements Deflnition; C: Usability; and D: Evolutionary 

Prototyping. 

Figure 4.4 Web-Based GSS Literature Domains 
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The literature review over these domains in Chapter 2 and the earlier 

discussions in this chapter confirm the importance of the overarching research 

question and illustrate that the underlying specific research questions have not yet 

been addressed by previous investigations. 

4.4.2 Systems Requirements Gathering and Deflnition 

Systems requirements are derived from the literature review, interviews and 

meetings with dozens of GSS researchers, practitioners and developers and hundreds 

of users from around the world through user-designer/developer links as suggested by 

Kiel and Carmel [145] and through data modeling. Once requirements are derived 
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they are defined in terms of the data integration model for the system. The 

fundamental underlying construct of the distributed GSS prototype is a data repository 

through which users can not only share information but also manipulate it in ways that 

help them work together to solve problems and accomplish work; therefore the system 

requirements definition will be approached from a data modeling perspective, 

following the example provided by Morrison [187.] Results of a study by Alavi and 

Wetherbe [6] illustrate that designers who perform data modeling before prototype 

development require fewer iterations and design more efficient systems than those that 

only use prototyping. System requirements were defined using the original three 

classes from Peter Chen's [40] Entity-Relationship (ER) model, which are Entities, 

Attributes, and Relationships, and a fourth, suggested by Morrison [187,] Data 

Operations. 

In Chen's [40] ER model, entities are objects about which information is 

stored; Attributes are the properties that describe entities; and Relationships are 

associations among one or more entities. Data Operations may be thought of as either 

(a) operations performed by a user to store, retrieve, or modify entities, attributes, or 

relationships stored within the system; or (b) operations performed by the system to 

ensure data integrity and system security [187.] These four classes were used to 

develop the data model for the prototype system. 

4.4.3 Systems Architecture 

The systems architecture serves to place system components in an appropriate 

perceptive, identify the functionalities of system components, and define both the 
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dynamic interactions and structural relations among system components [216.] In this 

dissertation, the system architecture was developed based on a review of existing GSS 

architectures in terms of both the conceptual framework and the specified system 

requirements. Chapter five describes the options and selections for the various 

components within the system architecture and explains why they are selected over the 

other potential candidates. Chapter five also presents graphical and textual 

descriptions of the distributed GSS systems architecture. 

4.4.4 System Design 

System design consists of developing a data model that represents a system's 

entities, attributes, and relationships, as well as specifying applications that will 

perform the necessary operations on the data [187.] The data model and the 

accompanying specification are developed taking into account both the newly 

developed systems architecture and the derived systems requirements. The next two 

sections describe the data modeling and operations specification procedures which 

were employed. 

4.4.4.1 System Data Modeling 

Brodie [30] states that "^data models are essential to information systems" and 

that they "provide the conceptual basis for thinking about data-intensive applications 

and they provide a formal basis for tools and techniques used in developing and using 

information systems." Brodie [30] (page 20) defines a data model as" a collection of 
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mathematically well defined concepts that help one to consider and express the static 

and dynamic properties of data intensive applications." Date [46] and Brodie [30] 

describe two phases in the development of a data model: the conceptual or logical 

phase, which includes requirements investigation, identification, and modeling using 

either traditional or semantic data models; and the physical phase, that extends the 

conceptual model into a specification which can be implemented. 

Hull and King [129] assert that semantic data models provide a higher level of 

abstraction for data modeling, than the traditional hierarchical, network, and relational 

data models, and thus they allow "''designers to think of data in ways which correlate 

more directly to how data arise in the real world." Further they assert that unlike the 

traditional data models, semantic models ""naturally support a top down, modular view 

of the schema, thus simplifying both schema design and database usage" [129.] Ram 

and Storey [252] explain that semantic models attempt to capture not only the meaning 

of the data but also it's structure and behavior, in order to construct models at an 

appropriate level of detail. Hull and King [129] point out that several semantic models 

have been proposed and extended since their introduction. 

For this dissertation the Logical Relational Design Methodology (LDRM), an 

approach developed by Teorey et. al. [287] and based on Chen's [40] ER Model and 

some of its extended constructs, is used to model domain objects and their attributes, 

relationships among those objects, and to develop the physical data model. Morrison 
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[187] successfully used this approach to design the data model for a prototype system 

to support team and organizational memory. 

4.4.4.2 System Data Operations Speciflcation 

Brodie and Ridjanovic [31] explain that at the conceptual level behavior 

modeling "^involves the identification, design, and specification of actions for each 

object." Actions are identified based on the system requirements definitions. The 

system data operations are designed and specified with a technique for behavior 

modeling, which is part of the Extended Semantic Hierarchy Model (SHM+), 

developed by Brodie and Ridjanovic [31.] Brodie and Ridjanovic [31] explain that 

SHM+ provides for only one structural concept, the object, and four types of data 

abstraction for representing relationships among a system's objects: classification, 

aggregation, generalization, and association. Their technique of behavioral modeling 

allows for definition and refinement of both the structure and behavior of a system's 

data relationships [31.] 

Brodie and Ridjanovic's [31] technique for behavioral modeling employs 

"'three forms of control abstraction with which to compose application-oriented 

operations, and two forms of procedural abstraction: actions for conceptual modeling 

and transactions for transaction modeling.''' They state that objects are related to one 

another through the three forms of control abstraction (sequential/parallel, choice, and 

repetition), which are analogous to the three fundamental forms of data abstraction 
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(aggregation, generalization, and association) [31.] The model uses behavior schemes 

that serve as explicit graphical representations of the properties of an individual action 

or transaction and the associated objects [31.] Within this model actions represent 

application-oriented operations that correspond to a specific object, while transactions 

represent combinations of actions which modify one or a set of objects [31.] 

Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 show the notation employed to represent a sequential 

transaction, a choice transaction and a repetition transaction respectively. 

Figure 4.5 Representation of a Sequential Transaction [31] 
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Figure 4.6 Representation of a Choice Transaction [31] 
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Figure 4.7 Representation of a Repetition Transaction [31] 
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Brodie and Ridjanovic [31] suggest that conceptual and transaction modeling 

are very highly inter-related and that both processes are iterative in nature. For this 

reason they suggest that designers first develop a set of preliminary data transactions 

and then iteratively refine them by adding details. This suggestion was followed for 

the development of the prototype for this dissertation. During the initial design phase 

only general transactions and behavioral specifications were identified, defined, and 

specified, then additional details were added to the data model as both the design and 

prototype were more comprehensively specified during the final design and system 

implementation phases. Morrison [187] successfully used this approach to specify the 

data operations for a system to support team and organizational memory. 

4.4.5 System Implementation 

System implementation is guided by the systems requirements, systems 

architecture, and systems design developed in the early stages of the project, and it 

follows an evolutionary prototyping paradigm, such as that described by Naumann and 
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Jenkins [194.] Naumann and Jenkins [194] suggest that a prototyping development 

environment should make use of high level languages and other interactive 

development tools to expedite development. Chapter 4 describes the prototype 

environment selection and chapter 5 provides a description of the implementation 

process. 

4.4.6 Prototype System Evaluation 

Nunamaker, Chen and Purdin [216] state that one objective of the systems 

development research methodology is that newly developed systems be testable in 

terms of stated research requirements and objectives. Nielsen and Molich [207] state 

that there are at least four methods by which a system may be evaluated: 

1. Formally by an analysis technique; 
2. Automatically with a computer program; 
3. Empirically througii experiments with sample users; and 
4. Heuristically by judging the interface/system based on ones own opinion after 

viewing/using it. 

They explain that there is ongoing extensive research into formal evaluation 

methods, but that they are not yet at the stage where they can be used in real software 

development projects. They also explain that automatic evaluations are totally 

infeasible at present, except for a few very primitive checks. They assert that the 

current practice is to perform empirical evaluations to provide a thorough evaluation. 

They also assert that in most practical situations, developers and designers do not 

perform empirical evaluations due to lack of time, expertise, inclination, or simply a 

tradition of doing so. All of these evaluation methods are designed to take place after 
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systems development is completed, and thus they have the drawback that potential 

ideas garnered from evaluation may be difficult to incorporate back into the completed 

system. This makes them somewhat incompatible with the goals of this research to 

develop an evolutionary prototype iteratively and to involve potential users throughout 

the design and development process. 

Although the literature on evolutionary prototyping suggests iterative 

evaluations, it does not specifically address the evaluation process in detail. Recently 

the area software evaluation through usability testing has received increased attention. 

Dumas and Redish [67] state that people use products to be productive. They assert 

that "people consider a product 'easy to learn and use' in terms of the time it takes to 

do what they want, the number of steps they go through, and the success they have in 

predicting the right action to take." They also assert that people connect productivity 

with usability, because no one is paid for just sitting in front of a computer, rather they 

are paid for accomplishing some task. This is complementary to what Bennett [18] 

asserts about interface design for DSS. Gould and Lewis [92, 93] advocate the use of 

a 'usability design process' that they assert leads to the development of usable 

products. Dumas and Redish [67] suggest that usability is not a last minute surface 

gloss, but rather is deeply affected by all the decisions made during design and 

development, and thus usability should be built into a product from the beginning. 

Usability testing and a usability design process are very compatible with the goals of 
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this research to develop an evolutionary prototype iteratively and to involve potential 

users throughout the design and development process. 

The potential approaches to evaluation of the Web-based GSS prototype 

system include experimentation through lab or field experiments, observation through 

field and case studies, and software evaluation through usability testing. As the 

primary purpose for developing the prototype was requirements definition and 

exploration of the domain, evaluation through lab experimentation with randomized 

subjects is premature at this time. Observation through field studies are used to 

evaluate the prototype system as well but focus more on examining the process and 

the roles of facilitators, leaders, and participants. Usability testing and a usability 

design process for software evaluation are employed to allow intended users to 

evaluate the system iteratively throughout the design and development process. As 

suggested by Kiel and Carmel [145,] user designer/developer communication links are 

used throughout the design and development process to provide for continuous 

heuristic and usability evaluations. Finally a software evaluation process based on a 

model developed by Mathieson and Ryan [168] will be used to evaluate the 

completed prototype system. It is believed this combination of continuous user 

involvement and evaluation, observations of work groups, and a final software 

evaluation through usability testing provides a comprehensive method for evaluating 

the prototype system. 
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Gould and co-authors [92, 93] advocate the use of a usability design process 

that they assert leads to the development of usable products. Their process consists of 

four activities: [92, 93:] focus early and continuously on users; integrate consideration 

of all aspects of usability; test versions with users early and continuously; and iterate 

the design. 

4.4.6.1 Focus Early and Continuously on Users 

Gould and co-authors [92, 93] assert that designers should have direct contact 

with actual or intended users: via interviews, observations, surveys, and/or 

participatory design. They state that the goal is for the designers to understand the 

users' cognitive, behavioral, attitudinal, and anthropomorphic characteristics, as well 

as the characteristics of the tasks that they will undertake with the product to be 

designed. 

4.4.6.2 Integrate Consideration of Ail aspects of Usability 

Gould and co-authors [92, 93] assert that all aspects of usability, including 

user interface, system help, and documentation, should evolve together in a parallel 

fashion and be under a single management, rather than be developed separately or 

serially and then integrated toward the end of implementation. 

4.4.6.3 Test Versions with Users Early and Continuously 

Gould and co-authors [92, 93] assert that presently the only feasible design 

approach is an empirical one that stresses observation of user behavior, careful 
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evaluation of feedback, insightful solutions to uncovered problems, and a strong 

willingness to make design changes. 

4.4.6.4 Iterate the Design 

Gould and co-authors [92, 93] suggest that systems being developed need to be 

modified based on the results of observations of system functions, interface, help 

system, documentation, and training approach. They suggest that the process of 

implementation, testing, feedback, evaluation, and modification needs to be reiterated 

continually to enhance the systems' usability and usefulness. 
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5. PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT 

"The evolutionary approach with its emphasis on learning is quite 
compatible 

with the DSS design strategy often referred to as prototyping or middle-out." 
[4] 

The GSweb prototype development is described in terms of requirements 

identification, architecture development, design specification, and prototype 

environment selection. This process follows an evolutionary prototyping strategy 

described by Alavi and Henderson [4.] Throughout the process new requirements are 

identified based on user feedback and observation. 

5.1 Requirements Identiflcation 

Systems requirements are identified from the literature review, through 

establishing user-designer/developer links [145,] and discussions and meetings with 

GSS researchers, practitioners, developers and users. Following sections describe 

systems requirements in terms of systems architecture, data model, operations model, 

and functionality. 

5.1.1 Literature review 

The literature review of existing face-to-face and distributed GSS offers a good 

starting point for overall high level system requirements. There are four basic high 

level system themes which are incorporated into the initial set of requirements. One, a 

meta-environment or framework within which all tools and resources reside should be 

provided. Two, the system should provide comprehensive yet flexible group support 
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through a suites of tools and resources that provide a large number capabilities. Three, 

the tools and resources should allow users to approach collaborative processes in a 

methodology-independent way. Four, the environment should provide a sense of 

groupness. 

5.1.2 User-Designer/developer Links 

Von Hippel [308] asserts that many of the best ideas for product improvements 

and new products come from end users. Keil and Carmel [145] assert that for software 

development the source of such "gooef end user ideas requires establishing user-

designer/developer links. They suggest that such links may be defined as techniques or 

channels that allow users and designers/developers to communicate. Figure 4.8 shows 

a list of the some links which are used to gather requirements throughout the 

evolutionary prototyping process. 

Figure 4.8 User-Designer/Deveioper Links for Requirements Gathering 

• Interviews 
• Design Meetings 
• Requirements Review Meetings 
• Phone conversations 
• Personal Contacts 
• User-interface prototyping 
• Requirements prototyping 
• Function and System Testing (not bugs) 
• Usability studies 
• E-mail messages 
• Posting of ideas via the System 
• Trade Show and conference Presentations and Discussions 
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5.1.3 Discussions and Interviews 

A large number of face-to-face, telephone, and e-mail discussions and 

interviews are held to gather requirements for a distributed GSS throughout the 

iterative prototyping process. Many of those interviewed are revisited several times 

during the process to allow them opportunities to comment on implemented system 

functionality and to suggest new requirements based on their experiences. Below is a 

list of groups from which interviewees are drawn. 

Groups from which Requirements are Gathered 
• DESCIM Personnel 
• Army Research Lab Personnel 
• CMI Researchers 
• GSS Researchers Worldwide 
• GSS Developers 
• Graduate and Undergraduate Students in MIS 

5.2. Architecture Development 

To design a Web-based GSS systems architecture several components are 

required. First, is the network infrastructure, which Johnson [142] refers to as the 

'Network Utility', which has an overall impact on all other components. Next, both 

client and server protocols and software are developed or selected from pre-existing 

options. Several options are explored and the research found that the Web offers an 

excellent existing communications infrastructure complete with a set of protocols, and 

both client and server applications. The only pieces missing were the GSS application 

programs and the data storage component. These are the two areas where the 

researcher has experience in GSS design and development. Chapter six describes the 

choices made and the details of the systems architecture for GSweb-
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Figure 5.1 illustrates the GSweb system architecture at a high level of 

abstraction from client, server, external applications and Internet server perspectives. 

Users access GSweb and other Web-based Systems and information via Web clients 

(browsers) through the HTML/HTTP/CGI interface. Users access local information 

via Local Application Interfaces. GSweb itself resides on an HTTPD Web Server and 

receives and responds to User requests via the HTTP/CGI Interface. Additional 

Internet servers receive and reply to User requests via various Internet protocol 

interfaces. 

Figure 5.1 GSweb Systems Architecture 
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Figure 5.2 illustrates user details of the GSweb system architecture. Users 

access local information as they normally would through local applications interfaces 

and the operating systems and associated graphical user interface for their personal 

http://WWW.Gopher
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workstation. Users access GSweb and other Internet-based information via the 

HTML/HTTP/CGI Interface. The Web-Client (browser) renders the GSweb interface 

with HTML and JavaScript and thus presents the User with HTML forms and links to 

other Web-based protocols (i.e. HTTP, FTP, Gopher.) User input consists of CGI 

forms Submissions, HTML document requests, and requests for additionally 

supported Intemet-based information. Requests are sent by the Client, via an Internet 

Socket Connection, out through the Web Network Infrastructure, which routes 

requests to the intended Internet addresses. 

Figure 5.2 Detailed User GSweb Systems Architecture 
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Figure 5.3 illustrates Web server details of the GSweb system architecture 

providing database, HTML, and file download back-end support. The Web Server 

accepts CGI forms Submissions, HTML document requests, and requests for 

additionally supported Intemet-based information from Users via the Web Network 
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Infrastructure through the HTTP/CGI Interface. The Web Server handles HTML 

document and file download requests. For GSweb system function executions the Web 

server starts a process for the associated CGI Script. CGI Scripts are written in ANSI 

C and make requests to the GSweb database via the C host language database Interface 

through the DBMS. 

Figure 5.3 Detailed Web Server GSweb Systems Architecture 
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Figure 5.4 illustrates details of the GSweb external Internet and Web server 

system architecture for providing HTML, CGI, FTP, Gopher , etc. back-end support. 
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Figure 5.4 Detailed External Intemet 
and Web Server GSweb Systems Architecture 
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5.3. Design Specification 

GSweb database and User/Database interface design specifications are now 

presented. The initial designs are presented first, then enhancements to support newly 

identified requirements for distributed teamwork are presented. 

5.3.1 Database Design 

The initial and final database designs are presented as logical models, physical 

designs, and database operations. 

5.3.1.1 Logical Model Development 

The initial GSweb logical model is developed and then enhancements to support 

distributed teamwork are added to develop the final logical model. Logical models are 

developed according to the L D R M (LDRM) modeling techniques described in 
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[287.] This model extends the original classes defined by Chen [40] to include degree 

of relationship [287] and categories [72] to represent a generalization hierarchy. 

The LDRM model is used to represent the data objects and relationships for 

GSweb- Objects and their attributes are identified and presented first and then 

relationships among the objects are developed. The final model retains the same set of 

objects as the initial model, however attributes are modified or added to enhance the 

model to support distributed teamwork. 

5.3.1.1.1 Objects and Attributes 

Objects are defined as object classes. Initial attributes are defined and 

modified or new attributes identified zind defined during the evolutionary prototyping. 

Primary keys are underlined. Attributes added or modified have one of the following 

text flags which denotes one of the following reasons: WWW (Web-Based 

implementation); DTW (Distributed TeamWork); MDP (Meta Data Presentation); 

MCZ (Mass Customization). A few attributes were initially added to some objects to 

support the Web-based nature of the system, they also have the WWW text flag. 

• ADMINISTRATOR 
The ADMINISTRATOR creates and manages USER system accounts. 

Original Attributes: 
• UserlD Unique User Identification Number 
• UserName Unique User Login Name 
• Password User defined Password 
• CurrentIP WWWRemote User Internet Protocol address 
• showmaintoolbar On off display preference 
• buttontype User button display preference for entire system 

New/Modified Attributes: 
The following attribute is replaced by the two below 
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• buttontype User button display preference for entire system 
The following attributes replace the one above 
• Mainbuttontype MDP Display Preference for main bar 
• Barbuttontype MDP Display Preference for button bar 
• Show_NS_Menubar MCZ Display preference for Menubar 
• Show_NS_Location MCZ Display preference for Location 
• Show_NS_Toolbar MCZ Display preference for Toolbar 
• Show_NS_Directory_buttons MCZ Display preference for Directory buttons 

USERS 
Users comprise the set of people who collaborate within FOLDERS. 

Original Attributes: 
UserlD 
UserName 
Password 
CurrentlP 
Description 
showmaintoolbar 
buttontype 
FullName 

Unique User Identification Number 
Unique User Login Name 
User defined Password 
WWW Remote User Internet Protocol address 
User's Personal Information 
On off display preference 
User button display preference for entire system 
User's First and L^t Name 

New/Modified Attributes: 
The following attribute is replaced by the two below 
• buttontype User button display preference for entire system 
The following attributes replace the one above 

Mainbuttontype 
Barbuttontype 
Email 
WWWURL 
Position 
Organization 
Address 
City 
State 
Zip 
Country 
fol_showtopicdata MDP 
fol_Show_Owner 
fol_Show_Date 
Show_NS_Menubar 
Show_NS_Location 
Show_NS_Toolbar 
Show_NS_Directory_buttons 

MDP Display Preference for main bar 
MDP Display Preference for button bar 

DTW User's e-mail address 
User's WWW URL 
Position or Job Title 
Organization Name 
Street Address 
DTW City 
DTW State 
Zip 
Country 

Display preference for folder list Topic data 
MDP Display preference for folder list Owner 
MDP Display preference for folder list date 
MCZ Display preference for Menubar 
MCZ Display preference for Location 
MCZ Display preference for Toolbar 
MCZ Display preference for Directory buttons 

DTW 
DTW 
DTW 
DTW 

DTW 
DTW 

• FOLDERS 
FOLDERS have associated ACTIVITIES. REPORTS and HANDOUTS and provide a 
mechanism for hierarchically aggregating FOLDERS as subFOLDERS of a parent FOLDER. 

Original Attributes: 
• FolderlD Unique Folder Identification Number 
• FolderName Folder Name 
• OwnerUserlD Owner's User ID 
• Folder_Creation_DateFolder Creation Date 
• Folder_Objective Folder Objective 
• SubDirectory Location of Folder Sub-directory 
• FoLLocked l=Locked. 0=UnLocked 
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Fol_Edit_Folder 
Fol_Add_Acts 
Fol_Modify_Acts 
Fol_Delete_Acts 
Fol_Agenda_Style 
Fol_View_Objective 

l=Other Users Can. 0 = Other User's Can't 
l=Other Users Can. 0 = Other User's Can't 
l=Other Users Can. 0 = Other User's Can't 
I=Other Users Can. 0 = Other User's Can't 

Graphic = 0. text = 1 
l=Other Users Can. 0 = Other User's Can't 

New/Modified Attributes: 
• Fol_Show_DateTime MDP 
• Fol_Show_Description 
• FoLShow Duration MDP 

Display preference 
MDP Display preference 
Display preference 

• ACTIVITIES 
ACnvrriES involve User Collaboration in a specific time frame. ACTIVITIES are contained 
within a specific FOLDER and have associated LIST-ITEMS. 

Original Attributes: 
ActID 
Act_Name 
Act_Type 
Act_Description 
Act_Instructions 
Act_SubDirectory 
ACT_TimeStamp 
Act_TimeUnits 
Act_Duration 
FolderlD 
Act_Topic_TimeStamp 
Act_Comment_TimeStamp 
Act_Topic_Identified 
Act_Comment_Identified 
Act_Add_Topic 
Can't 
Act_Add_Comment 
Act_Add_Category 
Act_View_Comment 
Act_V ie w_Category 
Act_ColorBars 
Act_Addsubs 
Can't 
Act_N umber_S ubs 
Act_One_Line_Per_Topic 
Act_One_Line_Per_Comment 1= 
Act_Comment_Numbers 
Act_Topic_Numbers 
Act_CastExit 
Act_ViewResults 
Don't 
Act_Bypass 
Can't 
votemode 
votemethod 
6=AD4PT 

Unique Activity identification number 
Activity Name 
Activity Type: GO, TC, CA or VO 
Description of the nature of the activity 
Instructions for Users 

Concatenation of Act_Type and ActID 
Activity Creation Time Stamp 
Units of Duration: Hour. Day, Week, etc. 
Number of time units for the activity 
Unique Folder identification number 

1= Time Stamp, 0= don't 
1= Time Stamp, 0= don' 
1= record creator UserlD, 0 = don't 
1= record creator UserlD, 0 = don't 

l=Other Users Can, 0 = Other User's 

I=Other Users Can, 0 = Other User's Can't 
l=Other Users Can, 0 = Other User's Can't 
I=Other Users Can, 0 = Other User's Can't 
l=Other Users Can, 0 = Other User's Can't 

l=On, 2=Off 
l=Other Users Can, 0 = Other User's 

Max number of sublevels 
l=Limit User Input to One line, 0 = Don't 

:Limit User Input to One line, 0 = Don't 
l=On, 2=Off 
l=On, 2=Off 
l=force cast and exit on vote, 0 = Don't 

l=Limit User Input to One line, 0 = 

l=Other Users Can, 0 = Other User's 

0 = list building, I = voting 
1=R0, 2=TenPT. 3=YN // 4=TF 5=AD5PT, 

New/Modified Attributes: 
The following three attributes are replaced by the nine below 

• Act_Modify_Topic 1= Other Users can Move, edit or delete. 
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• Act_Modify_Comment 

• Act_Modify_Category 

The following nine attributes replace 
• Act_Edit_Topic 
• Act_Edit_Comnient 1 
• Act_Edit_Category 1 
• Act_Move_Topic 
• Act_Move_Comment 1 
• Act_Move_Category 1 
• Act_Delete_Topic 
• Act_Delete_Coniment 1 
• Act_Delete_Category 1 

0= Other User's Can't 
1= Other Users can Move, edit or delete, 

0= Other User's Can't 
1= Other Users can Move, edit or delete, 

0=0ther User's Can't 

the three Modify attributes 
l=Other Users Can, 0 = Other User's Can't 

=Other Users Can, 0 = Other User's Can't 
=Other Users Can, 0 = Other User's Can't 

l=Other Users Can, 0 = Other User's Can't 
=Other Users Can. 0 = Other User's Can't 
=Other Users Can, 0 = Other User's Can't 

l=Other Users Can. 0 = Other User's Can't 
=Other Users Can. 0 = Other User's Can't 
=Other Users Can, 0 = Other User's Can't 

The following attribute is modified from 
• Act_Numbering 1 = on. 0 = off 
to: 
• Act_Numbering, 1 = OL, 2=UL. 3=DL = none 

The following attributes are new; 
• Act_Insert_Topic 
• Act_Insert_Comment 
• Act_Conunent_URL_Link 
• Act_Topic_URL_Link 
• Act_Numbertype 

• Act_Show_Stopped 
• Act_Creator_UserID 
• Act_URL_Address 

I=Other Users Can. 0 = Other User's Can't 
l=Other Users Can. 0 = Other User's Can't 
WWW Allow Comment URL Links 0 = N. 1 =Y 

WWW Allow Comment URL Links 0 = N, 1 = Y 
MCZ OL 1=1, 2=A, 3=a, 4=i. 5=1 UL 6=disc, 

7=circle. 8=square 
DTW Show = 1 Default. Don't show = 0 
MDP UserlD of creator 
WWW Address for custom URL activity link 

LIST-ITEMS 
LIST-ITEMS contain textual input from USERS, and provide a mechanism for hierarchically 
aggregating other LIST-ITEMS as Discussions and comments. 

Original Attributes: 
• List Item ID 

ActID 
FolderlD 
List_Item. 
List Item 

.Level 
ParentlD 

List_Item_String 
Locked 
List_Item_Location 
List_Item_TimeStamp 
List Item Ident 

Unique List Item Identification Number 
Unique Activity identification number 
Unique Folder Identification number 
0 = Topic. 1 = Conmient, 2 = Category 

0 if topic level for TC. CO, VO, or category level for CA if topic 
level ID of category ID of topic if comment level 

Text for the list item 
1 = locked, 0 = unlocked 

Logical Location in List 
Time Stamp 
User ID of Creator, 0 initially = anonymous 

New/Modified Attributes: 
• List_Item_URL_Address WWW 
• List_Item_URL_Description WWW 
• List_Item_URL WWW 
• List_Item_URL_Location WWW 

Address for the URL link 
Description for the URL link 

Is there a URL link? 0=N 1=Y 
0 = encapsulated 
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1 = _Top in a new window 

HANDOUTS 
HANDOUTS are shared reference material associated with a specific FOLDER. 

Original Attributes: 
• Handout Item ID Unique Handout Identification Number 
• FolderlD Unique Folder Identification number 
• Handout_Description Description of Material 
• Handout_TimeStamp Creation Time 
• Handout_Filename_Extension File Type Extension (i.e. DOC) 

New/Modified Attributes: 
• Handout_URL_Address Address for a URL linked Handout 

REPORTS 
REPORTS are the complete set a materials associated with a specific ACTTVITY, AGENDA, or 
member list, in a specific FOLDER. 

Original Attributes: 
• Report Item ID Unique Report Identification Number 
• FolderlD Unique Folder Identification number 
• Report_Description Description of Report 
• Report_TimeStamp Creation Time 

5.3.1.1.2 Object Relationships 

Figure 5.5 shows the complete GSweb logical data model. Object relationships 

are discussed for each object class. Relationship cardinalities are represented by text; a 

1 signifies a "one" and an M signifies '"many." 
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Figure 5.4 GSweb Complete Logical Data Model 
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• ADMINISTRATOR Relationships The ADMINISTRATOR may create many USERS. 
The ADMINISTRATOR may manage many USERS. 

• USERS Relationships Many USERS may be created by the one and only 
ADMINISTRATOR. Many USERS may be managed by the one and only 
ADMINISTRATOR. USERS may own many FOLDERS. Users may participate in many 
FOLDERS. USERS may own many ACTTVIES. USERS participate in many 
ACnvmES. USERS may author many LIST-ITEMS. USERS may work on many LIST-
ITEMS. USERS may reference many HANDOUTS. USERS may reference many 
REPORTS. 

• FOLDERS Relationships A FOLDER may have many FOLDERS as sub-FOLDERS. 
FOLDERS which are sub-FOLDERS may belong to only one FOLDER, which is the sub-
FOLDERS immediate parent. A sub-FOLDER whose parent is a sub-FOLDER belongs 
only indirectly to the parent of its parent, and so on up to the highest level. FOLDERS are 
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owned by only one USER FOLDERS may have many USERS participating in them. 
FOLDERS may have many ACTTVITIES. FOLDERS may have many LIST-ITEMS. 
FOLDERS may have many REPORTS. FOLDERS may have many HANDOUTS. 

• ACTIVITIES Relationships ACTIVITIES are owned by only one USER. ACTIVITIES 
may have many Users. ACllVriltS may belong to only one FOLDER. Information from 
ACTTVmES can be included in many REPORTS. ACilvllltS can have many LIST-
ITEMS. 

• LIST-ITEMS Relationships LIST_ITEMS may belong to only one FOLDER. A LIST-
ITEM may have many LIST-ITEMS as sub-LIST-ITEMS. LIST-ITEMS which are sub-
LIST_n'EMS may belong to only one LIST-ITEM, which is the sub- LIST-ITEMs 
immediate parent. A sub-LIST-ITEM whose parent is a sub-LIST-l lhM belongs only 
indirectly to the parent of its parent, and so on up to the highest level. LIST-ITEMS can 
only be authored by one USER. LIST-ITEMS may be worked on by MANY USERS. 
LIST-ITEMS may belong to only one ACTIVITY. LIST-ITEMS may be included in 
many REPORTS. 

• REPORTS Relationships REPORTS may belong to only one FOLDERS instance. 
REPORTS may be referenced by many USERS. REPORTS may include information from 
many AC'llVlI ltS. REPORTS may include many LIST-ITEMS. 

• HANDOUTS Relationships HANDOUTS may belong to only one FOLDER. 
HANDOUTS may be referenced by many USERS. 

5.3.1.2 Physical Database Design 

Once database content is abstractly defined appropriate storage representation 

must be chosen and specified [46] (pages 40-41.) Four possible models may be used. 

hierarchic, network, relational, and object oriented [46] (pages 753-827 and 683-708.) 

A relational model is selected for several reasons. First, the relational model provides 

greater query flexibility than either the hierarchic or network model [46, 110.] Second, 

the relational model allows for logical and physical data independence that neither the 

hierarchic nor network model provide [46, 110.] Third, relational systems are today 

considered to be the standard choice for most database applications [46, 110;] Fourth, 

research revealed that many more relational database management systems are 

commercially available than object oriented systems [46, 110.] 
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5.3.1.2.1 Data Relations 

Each data object has unique attributes, is non-redundant, and represents a 

relation. Relations that correspond to object relationships within an extended entity 

relationship model are derived as follows: 

• One-to-Many Relationships: The primary key of the object on the one side of the 
relationship is added to the relation corresponding to the many side of the relationship. 

• Many-to-Many Relationships: Relationships of this type require the creation of an 
intersection relation that contains the primary keys of the objects on both sides of the 
relationship. 

• Generalization Hierarchy: As each object at each level in the two hierarchies ( 
FOLDERS and LIST_ITEMS) has the same attributes except for the level in the 
hierarchy and whether is has a parent or not for LIST_ITEMS and a radix position type for 
the FoIder_ID in FOLDERs, a single relation is created to represent the entire hierarchy. 
For Folders, Root level instances will have a FolderlD that is three characters long, and 
first sublevels one that is six, and so on. For LIST_ITEMS each of three levels has a 
specific value associated with it in the List_Item_Level attribute (0 = Category, I = Topic, 
2 = Comment) and if it has no parent there is a zero in the List_Item_ParentID attribute, 
but if it has a parent then the List_Item_ID of the parent in the List_Item_ParentID 
attribute. This method greatly reduces redundancy associated with creating a new relation 
for each sub level in the hierarchy [287.] 

Appendix A lists all object-derived and relationship-derived relations for the 

original model and the enhanced model. For the LIST_ITEM object class, three entity 

levels are created; Categories, Topics, and Comments. Since each of these has 

identical attributes except for the level identifier and the parent identifier separate 

relations are not defined for each. For the FOLDER object class, two entity levels 

were defined: Root FOLDERS and Sub FOLDERS. Here the Folder_ID attribute 

itself is used to determine the level and the parent FOLDERS, if there is one, so only 

one relation is created. This technique eliminates a large amount of redundancy. 
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5.3.1.2.2 Data Operations 

System design specifications are not detailed to avoid the possibility that the 

selected system hardware and software environments cannot meet the requirements for 

the specification [187.] This section defines only some of the general transaction 

classes GSweb supports, and does not include all possible transactions. These 

transactions are for the final data model of the system. See Appendix B for 

diagrammatic representations of data operations. 

• Create New User: This transaction supports the administrator creation of new user 
accounts with a default set of attributes. This includes the creation of an initial 
First_Folder for the new user. 

• Create New Folder/Subfolder: This transaction creates new folders and subfoiders and 
specifies their attributes. 

• View/Edit Folder: This transaction represents how the system determines if a user can 
view and/or edit a folder. Owners can always view and edit the folders they own. Other 
users can view a folder if they are an invited member of that folder and the can edit the 
FolderName if the owner sets the Fol_Edit_Folder attribute is to "1". Normally only the 
owner may edit the FolderName. 

• Enter/Update User Information: This transaction allows the user to enter and update 
their personal user information. This information is displayed to other users on the virtual 
business card. 

• Populate Folder: This transaction allows folder owners to invite other users to be 
members of a specific folder. Once a user is invited to a folder it will appear on their 
folder list and they can then access the resources for that folder, based on the privileges 
specified by the owner. Special flags are set that represent whether the user has opened 
the folder or not and whether they have read the objective or not. if there is one provided 
by the owner. 

• Create New Activity: This transaction creates a new collaborative activity and specifies 
the initial user defined and system default attributes and inserts tuples into the 
ACTIVTnY_USER relation for each member of the folder. 

• Start/Stop Users in Activity: This transaction allows the owner of an activity to 
designate which members can participate and which members cannot participate. This 
allows the user control over who can participate in an activity and when they can 
participate. 

• View/Edit/Delete Activity: This transaction allows the owner or other users, if they are 
started in the activity and have been granted privileges, to view an activity, edit some 
attributes for the activity or delete the activity. 
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5.4. Prototype Environment 

This section describes prototype environment selection and implementation 

including network infrastructure, client and server protocols, standards, technologies, 

and requirements in terms of operating systems, Web browsers, Web servers, 

processors, random access memory, networking, data storage techniques, and code 

development. Alternatives are researched and evaluated and the best solutions 

selected for prototype implementation. 

5.4.1 Network Infrastructure 

Johnson [142] explains that a for a network to function as a network utility, 

"that is. to usefully communicate anything, anytime, anywhere" it must have the 

following four characteristics: connectivity; interoperability; manageability; and 

distributed applications and connective services. For the design and architecture of a 

Web-based distributed GSS there are at least two choices for the network 

infrastructure; develop new client and server applications and protocols or make use of 

existing technology to provide these services. 

The former approach was not selected because the time and technical efforts 

required to build all the components of a new network infrastructure for both client 

and a server applications is impractical within the scope of this dissertation and 

incompatible with an evolutionary prototyping development paradigm. The latter 

approach was chosen and the Web selected as the network infrastructure, based on the 
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strengths suggested by the literature review and the fact that both client and server 

protocols and software already exist to support data transmission across the Internet. 

The WC3 consortium [309] suggests that the Web opens up possibilities for 

global networking. By selecting the Web as the network infrastructure, it provides 

existing and standardized network protocols, both client and server software, and 

interface development languages, all of which make design and development easier 

and faster than by traditional methods, and thus it fits very well within the 

evolutionary prototyping paradigm. One additional advantage is that the Web offers 

cross platform support for both server and client components, and thus eliminates this 

problem often associated with heterogeneous distributed teams. The Web provides all 

four of the characteristics of a 'Network Utility' defined by Johnson [142.] Finally the 

literature review suggests that the Web provides a useful network infrastructure on top of 

which to build a GSS to support distributed teams. 

5.4.1.1 Client and Server Protocois 

The selection of the Web as the network infrastructure provides a number of 

standard protocols which allow effective and efficient client/server communications. 

This section discusses three of the most important protocols: Universal Resource 

Locators (URLs), the Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP), and the HyperText 

Markup Language (HTML.) Together these three protocols provide the ability to 
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create applications that communicate via a standard mechanism which supports 

multiple hardware and software platforms, that was heretofore practically impossible. 

Using these protocols allows for use of existing Web browsers and Web servers to 

support GSweb development and use. 

5.4.1.1.1 Universal Resource Locators (URLs) 

The W3C consortium [309] explains that when a document from the Web is 

rendered in a client window by a browser, behind every hyperlink link there may be an 

Internet-wide address for a document or application to which that link refers. Further 

they explain that the design of these addresses or Universal Resource Locators (URLs) 

is as fundamental to the Web as hypertext itself. URL addresses allow any object 

anywhere on the Internet to be described, even though these objects are accessed using 

a variety of different protocols. This flexibility allows the Web to incorporate all the 

existing data from many different sources which use different protocols including; File 

Transfer protocol (FTP) archives; network news protocol (NNTP) postings; Wide 

Area Internet Search (WAIS); as well as Gopher, Veronica, and Archie servers. The 

advantage of this ability to easily access extemal information is incorporated directly 

into GSweb-

5.4.1.1.2 HyperText Transport Protocol (HTTP) 

The W3C consortium [309] points out that the Web uses a number of 

protocols, but it also has its own Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [125.] They 
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explain that this protocol includes several advantageous facilities for Internet 

networking: speed; statelessness; extensibility; and the ability to surmount the 

problems of different data types using negotiation of the data representation. The 

HTTP protocol enables the connection of Web servers and a client from anywhere in 

the world there is an Internet connection. 

5.4.1.1.3 HyperText Markup Language (HTML) 

The W3C consortium [309] explains that although the Web uses many 

different language formats, HTML [124] is the one basic format which every Web 

client understands to some extent. They state that it is a simple Structured General 

Markup Language (SGML) document type allowing structured text with links. They 

point out that HTML describes a documents' logical structure instead of its formatting, 

allowing it to be displayed optimally on different platforms using different fonts and 

conventions [309.] HTML 3.0 is used to support the application interface for GSweb-

5.4.2 Client/Server Standards and Technologies 

Over the past few years standards for Internet client/server applications and the 

Web have been rapidly changing. Leading the way for information dissemination is 

the HyperText Transport Protocol [125] and the HyperText Markup Language [124.] 

This section catalogs and discusses both client and server standards and technologies 

available for Web-based GSS development. Those selected for incorporation into the 

prototype are discussed in detail. 
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During the beginning of environment selection it became evident that 

standards would change rapidly throughout the process such that traditional methods 

would not work. Software releases are anticipated and responded to immediately. 

Additionally, as HTML evolved developers in the field are invited to participate by 

posting specification suggestions for the evolution of the language and its features for 

application development. 

With this in mind an anticipatory design and development paradigm is defined 

and carried out. This technique designs and builds a system that enables evaluation of 

the newest available technology. The paradigm also requires awareness of new 

technology releases and plans to incorporate and evaluate them. This drives 

evolutionary design and prototyping [4, 32, 194] to a new level. Prototype design and 

development is undertaken in this way, which leads to uncertainty as to the possibility 

of success. 

5.4.2.1 Client Standards and Technologies 

At the start this research the Web is a new phenomena. Few Web Browsers 

were available and HTML version 2.0 was the standard mark up language. This 

standard offered flexibility in terms of document appearance; however little support 

for interactive communication between server and client applications. New features 

had to be anticipated to enable provision for adequate group support. New HTML 3.0 

features were anticipated through reading and posting suggestions to the specification 
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proposals and continually updating client software to maintain the latest version with 

the newest features. 

5.4.2.1.1 Software 

To make effective use of the Web for group support several different types of 

software are needed. First, is the client operating system to support Internet 

connectivity and Web browsing. Nine operating systems support Web Browsing at 

some level [316.] One key advantage of the Web is that the protocols can be 

interpreted by servers and browsers on multiple operating systems platforms. The 

second client component is the Web browser itself and the corresponding object 

hierarchy and scripting languages. Finally, are helper applications to support 

multimedia files and formats other than HTML, which are too numerous to name 

within the scope of this dissertation. 

5.4.2.1.1.1 Operating Systems 

Web Watcher [316] reports that the following nine operating systems have a 

browser that supports HTML documents of some type: 

• Acom RISC 
• Amiga 
• Macintosh, system 7 
• NeXT 
• OS/2 
• Sega Saturn 
• Unix, and all its' flavors 
• VM/CMS 
• Windows, 3.1. For Work Groups, 95, NT 
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While all nine operating systems support some level of Web browsing, only a 

few have large user-bases. The prototype environment supports the three most 

popular operating systems available, Windows (3.1, 95 and NT), UNIX (in various 

Ravors) and Macintosh. The client prototype works well with the various 

technologies and protocols on all three of these operating systems. 

5.4.2.1.1.2 Web Browsers 

A browser, within the context of this dissertation, is a program for reading 

HTML and using additional protocols to upload and download multimedia files and 

interpret additional interface rendering progranmiing languages. Web clients are 

basically HTML readers, so they are called '"browsers." This differs slightly from the 

""browser" concept explained by Conklin [43] in the literature review on hypertext and 

is more what he terms a ""macro-literary system." 

Web Watcher [316] identifies over one-hundred-forty (140) different unique 

browser types, which are either available commercially or as shareware or freeware, 

and when they include various versions and browser agents the number rises to well 

over three-hundred (300). They also report that three browsers, Mozilla (AKA 

Netscape, 57.4%), Microsoft Intemet Explorer (16.5%) and IBM-Web Explorer-DLL 

(11.5%,) account for 82% of browser usage at the time of their survey. 



In this section several specific browsers are discussed in detail due to their 

importance within the scope of this research, which is determined along several 

dimensions, including availability, feature set, popularity in terms of usage, and 

potential for future support and enhancement. They are discussed in chronological 

order of use within the client prototype environment. 

5.4.2.1.1.2.1 NCSA Mosaic 
NCSA [197] states that Mosaic was the first widely available HTML browser. 

They explain that it was developed at the National Center for Supercomputing 

Applications on the campus of the University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign. They 

state that Mosaic is available free to single, educational, and academic users. When 

this research was started Mosaic was the only browser available. 

NCSA [197] states that Mosaic 1.0 and 2.0 Alpha 2 are 16-bit applications 

designed to run in Microsoft Windows 3.0 and Windows For Work Groups 3.11. At 

the time these browsers were developed windows 95 and NT were mere rumors and 

3.1 was the state of the art for Intel based Personal Computer (PC) operating systems. 

NCSA [197] states that Mosaic 2.0 is a 32-bit application which was designed later to 

run in Microsoft Windows 3.0, Windows For Work Groups 3.11, Windows 95 & NT, 

and IBM's OS/2. 

Mosaic was found to be inadequate for robust group support applications 

development. It is a useful Web browser for generic and simple HTML pages. As the 

research progressed, the need arose to use specialized HTML interface features such 
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as tables, frames, and scripting languages, which will be discussed later, and Mosaic 

does not fully support all these features. Additionally Web Watcher's [316] survey 

found that Mosaic accounted for less than 0.10% of all browser usage. The 

importance of Mosaic is that it was the first available HTML browser and it made the 

Web available for initial interface mockup designs. 

5.4.2.1.1.2.2 CeUo 
Cornell's Web site [45] states that Cello is a multipurpose Internet browser 

which allows access to the myriad information resources of the Internet. This was the 

second browser used in the initial stages of this research. Cornell's Web site [45] 

explains that Cello supports World Wide Web, Gopher, FTP, and Usenet News 

retrievals natively, and other protocols (WAIS, Hytelnet, Telnet, and TN3270) through 

external clients and public gateways. They also state that it can be used to view 

hypermedia documents, including inline images, text, and digital sounds and movies. 

Cello was developed by Thomas R. Bruce of the Legal Information Institute at Comell 

Law School. 

Cello was found to be somewhat more useful than Mosaic, but still inadequate 

for robust GSS development. Again the lack of support for tables, frames, and 

scripting languages made Cello less useful than later browsers. Web Watcher's [316] 

survey also found that Cello accounts for less than 0.10% of all browser usage. The 

importance of Cello is that it begins to integrate the various familiar protocols used for 
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Internet access and paves the way for future more sophisticated browsers to follow 

that architectural paradigm. Cello was used in this research for a very short period of 

time until Netscape Navigator became available. Cello would not be recommended as 

a client for Web-based GSS applications, unless it is modified to support HTML 3.0 

standards, a more robust object hierarchy and scripting languages such as JavaScript. 

5.4.2.1.1.2.3 Netscape Navigator 
Netscape Navigator [203] totally changed the playing field and opened up the 

possibility for real Web-based group support. The Netscape extensions and HTML 

3.0 features like tables, frames, JavaScript, and interactive documents provide the 

interface infrastructure needed to build a Web-based GSS. Web Watcher [316] found 

in their survey that Navigator was by far the most popular Web browser, accounting 

for over 57% of total usage. 

Netscape pushes Web browser capabilities well beyond the first two browsers. 

The embedding of JavaScript [136] capabilities into the browser gives it a great 

advantage over other browsers. Today Netscape has plans to integrate Audio, Video, 

Chat, 3D Animation, and other capabilities into its browser. 

Netscape Navigator went through more than ten (10) different Beta and release 

versions during the prototype design and development and this is followed by 

anticipating new features and extensions and incorporating them into the prototype. 
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Every new Beta and release version of Navigator was downloaded as they became 

available and new features were continually evaluated and incorporated where 

appropriate into the prototype system. The evolution of HTML from version 2.0 to 

3.0 enabled development of a more robust prototype for group support. 

5.4.2.1.L2.3.1 Additional advantages of Netscape as a client 
The scripting language JavaScript and the associated Navigator object 

hierarchy provides vital support that enables design and development of an intuitive 

and familiar GUI application interface. Chapter six provides examples to illustrate 

how HTML together with JavaScript is used to present a familiar and intuitive GUI 

interface. 

5.4.2.1.1.2.4 Microsoft Internet Explorer 
MS Internet Explorer (IE) [180] is the late comer that cannot be counted out. 

The 3.0 Release version supports frames, tables, forms, and JavaScript; however the 

support is incomplete and somewhat unstable. Web Watcher [316] found that BE 

accounts for only 16% of total usage, but suggests that is rising as Windows 95 and 

NT gain popularity. IE is free, making it attractive to users, however at the time of 

prototype development it still lacked some features that Navigator users have come to 

expect in browsers and it did not support the interface components necessary to design 

and built a windowing GUI interface. For these reasons IE was not chosen for the 

prototype development environment. 
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5.4.2.1.1.2.5 Helper Applications 
Browsers have built-in capabilities to interpret and display several formats, 

including the HTML format used by HTTP servers. Helper applications are used by 

Browsers to interpret files that they have retrieved but are unable to read and display 

within the browser. Users may specify several actions for a helper application to 

execute when it encounters a file. First, users may want to view the file in a browser, 

which means that the downloaded file is opened in the content area (if the browser 

supports it). Second, users may want to save the file to local disk; Third, users may be 

prompted to specify the action to take for unknown file types. Finally, users may want 

to launch an associated application, which opens the file. 

These helper applications make it easy for users to decide how to handle files 

of various formats and further allow them to launch their favorite application in order 

to view, edit, and/or save the files locally. This capability is exploited within a shared 

reference material resource of the prototype called Handouts. This allows users to 

upload and download files of various formats, and to view them locally in whatever 

application they desire, or to save them directly to disk. This helps to solve many of 

the cross platform and multi-application problems associated with distributed teams 

and intra-organizational teams that need to share information of various format types. 

GSweb takes advantage of this helper application metaphor. 
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5.4.2.2 Hardware 

Client side hardware varies widely and it is practically impossible to make a 

single recommendation for the prototype environment. What is important to note is 

that four factors are the strongest hardware determinants of client performance with 

Web-based GSS: processor speed, random access memory size, hard disk access time, 

and modem speed. All four may impact performance severely and the negative 

impacts are worse when the operating system is 16 Bit as opposed to 32 Bit. During 

the field tests and user evaluations many of the problems encountered are due to 

insufficient resources in one of these four areas. 

The minimum hardware requirements for a client to run the Web-Based 

prototype GSS is a 486 33 MHz processor, 5 Megabytes of random access memory, a 

14.4 baud Modem and a SLIP/PPP or Proxy connection. However this minimum is 

very slow and each of the various components affects the performance differently. 

Note that the hard disk access time is not factored into this minimum requirement as it 

is the one factor over which the purchaser of hardware often has little control. 

The recommended hardware configurations include a 486 66 Megahertz or a 

Pentium 90 Megahertz processor, between 8 and 32 Megabytes of RAM, and a 28.8 

Baud Modem or better yet a 10 MB per second direct Internet connection. 
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5.4.2.2.1 Processors 

The micro-processor plays an important role in the performance of the Web-based 

GSS client. Testing with 286 and 386 PCs and older Macs revealed that they do not 

offer adequate performance for GSS through a browser. The prototype runs fairly 

well on 486 33 and 66 MHz PCs, however 90MHz or faster Pentium machines provide 

more acceptable response times for users. 

On Macintosh and UNIX machines hardware options to test various processors 

for performance comparisons were not available. Overall PCs showed better 

performance than either of these other two processor platforms. Slow performance on 

the Macs may be due more to networking and RAM limitations than to the central 

processor. As the fastest Mac processors were not available a complete assessment of 

their performance was not possible. The UNIX machines tested were all connected to 

time-sharing systems and thus the traffic competing for the processor varied 

significantly and impacted the amount of processor time workstations were given. 

Standalone UNIX machines would most likely perform better than those sharing 

processor time with other machines. It is important to note that many of the users that 

participated in the software evaluations and field studies used these platforms and did 

not report significant problems with transmission speed, even though they were 

scattered across the world. 
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5.4.2.2.2 Random Access Memory 

ElAM for the Web client also turns out to be an important indicator of 

performance. When a machine has a small amount of RAM it tends to use a swap file 

on the hard disk to extend the addressable memory through virtual memory. Although 

this is an excellent way to make more memory addressable, it can be much slower 

when text, images, and other data need to be retrieved from a disk cache. At least 8 

Megabytes of RAM are needed to run a Web-based GSS Client on a PC. Although the 

system will run with smaller amounts of RAM the response times can be multi-second 

in length and this may frustrate users. The amount of RAM required often depends on 

the operating system that is running the machine. For Window 3.1 8 Megabytes of 

RAM may be sufficient. For Window 95 16 Megabytes is required, and for NT 32 

Megabytes is the recommended amount. 

5.4.2.2.3 Hard Disk Access Time 

Hard Disk access time plays a role whenever disk swap files need to be used 

for caching data. Most users do not have a good working knowledge of hard disk 

access times for their machines. Most new machines come with fairly fast hard drives, 

however this should be taken into consideration. Clients should try to use the fastest 

hard disk available and may expect slower performance with slower hard disks. 
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5.4.2.3 Client Networking 

5.4.2.3.1 Accessing the Internet and the Web as a Client 

There are several levels of client side access to the Internet and the Web; 

however they are not all equally well suited for incorporation into the prototype 

environment. It is important to recall that one of the systems requirements is to 

provide fiill featured group support that enables users to do more than simply share 

information. Therefore, exceptionally slow access or text-based only access may be 

considered inadequate for the prototype environment. This section presents three 

Internet access options: email only, shell account or dial up access; and direct 

connect. 

5.4.2.3.1.1 Email Only 

This is a low level of access which only allows users to send and receive email 

to and/or from other users on the Internet. Through special email gateways, one can 

make use of Archie, FTP, Gopher, Web and possibly other Intemet services. These 

gateways, however, are text-based only and non-interactive and can be rather 

cumbersome to use, not to mention very slow at times. Internet email can be gated to 

other types of network services (i.e., FidoNet, Compuserve, etc), so neither you nor 

the service that provides you the Intemet email have direct access to the Intemet. This 

type of access is almost totally inadequate at the present time for Web-based GSS. 
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5.4.2.3.1.2 Shell Account or Dial-up Host Access 

This method of access lets users login to another remote computer system, 

usually via modem and telephone, that is itself connected to the Internet. Normally 

one runs programs on the remote system to gain access to Internet services. Several 

methods of this type of access work quite well. A Dec/VAX was used as the host 

computer to dial in from both Windows 3.1 and Windows 95. This was successful; 

however modem speed for both the host and the client and processor speed of the dial-

in client play a huge role in performance and speed of the connection. A Windows NT 

machine may also serve as a host and other NT or 95 machines can dial in and gain 

access to the Internet. This is another viable alternative to connect to the Internet via 

modem over traditional phone lines. One important aspect of this type of connection 

is the client modem speed. Trial runs with the prototype Web-based GSS found that 

14.4 Modems were most often too slow to be tolerable by users. While 28.8 baud 

modems connecting over standard phone lines, were found to be adequate in terms of 

transmission speed. 

5.4.2.3.1.3 Direct Connect 

This is a form of Internet connection where the computer system is itself 

directly connected to the Internet. This requires that the system be using the Transfer 

Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) to connect to the Internet. This is clearly 

the fastest way to connect to the Internet and the Web. Several different TCP/IP 
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software packages were tested and found that to vary depending upon how the system 

connects to the Web and the operating system used. 

For Windows 3.1 Trumpet Winsock [320] and PCTCP/ONNET [276] were 

used to connect to the Web. Both worked fairly well, but Trumpet is much slower and 

less robust. Trumpet would lock up the machine on occasion and is not very stable. 

PCTCP/ONNET was found to be very stable and very fast. 

For Windows NT and 95 there was little difficulty connecting to the Web and 

the Internet because they both have native TCPIP stacks. Connections were 

successfully established via several LANs around the U.S. without the need to have 

special client software specific to the network nor an account on the LAN. All that 

was required was a local Internet Protocol (IP) address, and the addresses for the 

gateway and domain name server (DNS) for the LAN that was connected to the 

Internet. This made connecting to the Web very fast and very easy. 

5.4.3 Server Standards and Technologies 

5.4.3.1 Software 

The Web Server is an extremely important component of a Web-based GSS. It 

becomes the heart of the system where all the executable scripts and the data reside. 

Additionally the performance of the Web server is a major determinant of the number 

of clients that can log onto the system simultaneously. The HyperText Transport 
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Protocol Daemon HTTPD Web Server is a key component for Web based Group 

Support Applications. It is where all the executable code of the system and the data 

for the system are stored. 

5.4.3.1.1 Operating Systems 

Initial prototyping was done with Windows 3.1. 16 bit Windows servers do not 

support even two simultaneous users. To meet the objective to support lOO's of users, 

a robust 32 bit, multi-tasking, multiprocessing operating system is required. NT was 

not even in beta at this time and there was no experience nor software license for 

UNIX. OS/2 was installed on Lotus Notes servers and offered an environment where 

multiple users could log on to the system for both development and testing. Several 

shareware OS/2 Web servers and a Watcom cross platform C and C++ compiler that 

would build 32 bit code for OS/2, UNIX, and NT were available. The first 32 bit 

version of the prototype was built with the most conveniently accessible resources 

with the intention of migrating from OS/2 to Windows NT. 

5.4.3.1.2 HTTPD Servers 

Web-based Applications require a HyperText Transport Protocol [125] Web 

server, which responds to client requests for HTML documents, executable scripts and 

multimedia files. There are over 100 different Web servers available commercially or 

as shareware/freeware [201.] Five servers (Apache (37.64 %) [10], NCSA (15.97 %) 

[196], Microsoft-Intemet-Information-Server (6.73%) [181,] Netscape-
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Communications (FastTrack) (6.51 %) [203,] and Netscape-Commerce (6.33%) [202]) 

account for over 80% of Web server usage [201.] A number of shareware OS/2 

servers ([91, 235]) are tested and eventually a commercial OS/2 Web server [131] is 

used. After the shift to NT for the server operating system, two servers ([202, 204]) 

were found to be the best candidates for Web-based group support development. The 

following sections discuss three specific servers in detail due to their availability, 

feature set, popularity, and potential for future Web-based GSS development. 

5.4.3.1.2.1 Netscape FastTrack Server 

FastTrack is an easy-to-use entry-level Web server designed to let novices 

create and manage a Web site. It is a complete solution for creating and managing 

Web sites on the Internet or Intranet. FastTrack is an open platform for publishing 

traditional Internet documents as well as developing and deploying live network-

centric and media-rich applications [204.] FastTrack was the first server available for 

NT. It is very fast and very stable. One unique feature is the Web-based server 

administration, which allows one to administer the server from any Web browser. 

Although this is an excellent feature, it is found to be very slow. Toward the end of 

the study Netscape corporation stopped supporting the FastTrack server and the 

prototype is moved to the commerce server described in the next section. 

5.4.3.1.2.2 Netscape Commerce Server 

Commerce server is high-performance server software for conducting secure 

electronic conamerce and communications on TCP/IP-based networks. Commerce 
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server allows publishing of hypermedia documents with HTML and delivery of them 

over TCP/IP networks using the HTTP. Commerce Server provides advanced security 

features such as server authentication, data encryption, data integrity, and user 

authorization. Communications are based on open standards such as HTML, HTTP, 

the Common Gateway Interface (CGI), and the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol. 

Commerce Server's API [209] allows dynamic extension of server functionality and 

easy integration of add-on applications and systems [202.] The Web-based GSS 

Prototype was ported to a Unix environment running the Commerce Server. It is fast 

and reliable. 

5.4.3.1.2.3 Microsoft-Internet-Information-Server 

Internet Information Server (IIS) is integrated into the Windows NT Server 

Operating System. IIS is designed to work with client browsers on any platform, 

however it is optimized for Microsoft Internet Explorer. The Internet Server API 

(ISAPI) [132] is designed for custom server extensions like content indexing, log 

analysis, data input forms, bulletin boards, database access and third-party applications 

such as document management, accounting systems, and Web-site creation and 

management tools [179.] Presently IIS is not running the Web Based GSS Prototype, 

but nS will be a strong candidate for future development of GSS for the Web due to 

its integration with NT Server and the IS API. 
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5.4.3.2 Hardware 

Server side hardware varies as widely as client side hardware and it is difficuh 

to make a specific recommendation. What is important to note is that four factors are 

the strongest determinants of server performance with Web-Based Group Support 

Applications: processor speed, random access memory size, hard disk access time, 

and network connections. All four can impact performance severely and the negative 

impacts are worse when the operating system is 16 Bit. 

The minimum hardware requirements for a Web server to run the Web-based 

GSS prototype is a 486 66MHz processor, 16 Megabytes of Random Access Memory, 

and 10 megabit per second direct TCPDP Intemet connection. However this minimum 

may be very slow and each of the various components will affect the performance 

differently. Hard disk access time is not factored into this minimum requirement as it 

is the one factor over which the purchaser of hardware often has little control. The 

recommended hardware configuration for the Web server is a Pentium 100-200 

Megahertz Processor, between 40 and 64 megabytes of Random Access Memory, and 

at least a 10 megabit per second Intemet connection. 

5.4.3.2.1 Processors 

The Micro-processor plays an important role in the performance of the Web-

based GSS Server. 286 and 386 PCs do not offer adequate performance for GSS 
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Applications. The prototype runs fairly well on 486 66 MHz PCs, 100 MHz Pentium 

machines or faster provide more appropriate response times to server requests. 

5.4.3.2.2 Random Access Memory 

Web server RAM is an extremely important indicator of performance. Not 

only will speed be affected by smaller amounts of RAM but also the number of 

concurrent connections. At least 16 megabytes of RAM is required to run a Web-

Based GSS Server, 

however at this resource level the server is very bogged down when multiple 

connections are established and the response times can be very slow. Therefore 40 

megabytes of RAM are suggested. 

5.4.3.2.3 Hard Disk Access Time 

Hard disk access time plays a role whenever the server must retrieve data to 

send back to a client. Most users do not have a good working knowledge of hard disk 

access times for their machines. Most new machines come with fairly fast hard drives, 

however this should be taken into consideration. Due to hardware limitations hard 

disk access times were not compared; however for older machines hard disk access 

time plays a role in performance. The fastest hard disk available provides best 

performance and slower performance is expected with slower hard disks. 
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5.4.3.2.4 Network Connections 

The Web server must have a fast network connection to the Internet. A direct 

connection is the only logical solution for a GSS Web Server. The Server must have 

enough bandwidth to handle multiple connections simultaneously. We recommend a 

minimum of 10 Megabits Per Second and suggest 100 Megabits per Second if 

possible. As with all our recommendations performance will improve with faster 

connections and fall off with slower ones. 

5.4.3.2.5 Data Storage Design 

At first it seemed logical to store data in ASCII HTML files. The entire HTML 

file was read into memory, searched through for the correct location to 

add/move/delete a new data item, and then written back to storage in pieces, and 

finally sent back to the client browser. This method quickly became much too 

difficult to manage. One of the less than obvious disadvantages was that the entire set 

of HTML tags for both the systems application interface and Common Gateway 

Interface (CGI) forms had to be stored within each data file, and this led to a great 

deal of redundancy which storage space disk space. Another severe disadvantage of 

this approach was that all of the interface components are hard-coded within the 

HTML files, making modification of the interface a cumbersome task. This method 

of data storage was incompatible with the prototyping implementation approach and 

was abandoned. 
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To begin, a database is simulated with structured data files. Specialized scripts 

generated the HTML interface tags on the fly. This greatly improved maintainability 

and vastly improved performance. Later on, to stabilize the system and make it more 

robust, ODBC compliant Structured Query Language (SQL) calls are embedded into 

the code so that any ODBC database can be used for data storage. This will greatly 

improve problems with concurrency and maintainability. Another key advantage is 

that any existing ODBC compliant database, including Sybase, Oracle, Ingress, and 

many others, can be used as the database for our prototype Web-based GSS system. 

This will eliminate the need for the purchase of a specific database management 

system and allow organizations to use their existing database environment with our 

prototype Web-based GSS system. 

5.4.3.2.6 Code Development Design 

Development of a Web-based Group Support System offered some new 

challenges in area of code development. One problem was deciding what 

programming languages to use and how to use them. At the beginning of this task 

Java was not even a rumor, and consequently we did not use it to develop our 

prototype Web-based GSS. There were some new concepts to deal with as we needed 

to use not only languages to support the algorithms and processing at the server, but 

also the rendering of the interface at the client. We had to embed HTML and 

eventually JavaScript within the HTML within the code of the system itself. This was 
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new and at first difficult. Also new languages such as Perl had appeared on the scene 

claming to be easier to use than C and better for Web development. 

5.4.3.2.7 Programming Languages 

We had good experience with C and C-H- from many previous coding projects, 

but did not want to discount the possibilities of using the new language Perl. So we 

decided to explore both initially and weigh the advantages and disadvantages of each 

and make a selection based on our findings. 

5.4.3.2.7.1 Perl 

Perl [242] is an interpreted language optimized for scanning arbitrary text files, 

extracting information from those text files, and printing reports based on that 

information. The language is intended to be practical (easy to use, efficient, complete) 

rather than beautiful (tiny, elegant, minimal). It combines some of the features of C, 

sed , awk , and shell , so people familiar with those languages should have little 

difficulty with it. (Language historians will also note some vestiges of csh , Pascal, 

and even BASIC-PLUS.) 

Attempts were made to use Perl and found that it had many limitations. First it 

is an interpreted language, which makes it much slower than C, which is a compiled 

language. Second, although it is touted to be easy to use we found that very 
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experienced C programmers had a great deal of difficulty using and understanding 

Perl. Finally in terms of portability we found that porting from one platform to 

another would require major rewrites in order for the Perl code to run on the different 

OSs we would like to support. For these reasons we chose not to use Perl for our 

Web-Based GSS prototype. We would not reconmiend using Perl for sophisticated 

multi-user applications like a Web-based GSS. 

5.4.3.2.7.2 C and C-h-
Standard ANSI C is the language most commonly used to develop 

sophisticated applications. We chose to use ANSI C for several reasons, but primarily 

because it is very portable. We have been able to run our prototype on OS/2, Unix, 

and Windows NT with very little modification required. The initial prototype system 

is developed on OS/2 for convenience, with the goal to port the system to windows 

NT and UNIX. Therefore, ANSI C is used with plans to move to C-H- in the future. 

5.4.3.2.8 Interface Languages 

The more interesting and newer decisions to be made are those involving the 

new Markup and Script Languages that enable Browsers to view information. 

5.4.3.2.8.1 HTML 2.0 & 3 .0 

Originally the prototype ran on a number of browsers, including Cello and 

Mosaic with HTML 2.0. Eventually Netscape Navigator arrived and that changed 

everything. Once HTML 3.0 allowed tables and frames to be used we immediately 
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incorporated them into the system and found that we could easily control different 

areas of the screen and virtually eliminate the need for full screen updates. This vastly 

improved both the functioning of the system and the usability. So we started to code 

the system to run with HTML 3.0 and Netscape Navigator. Once again it is 

anticipated that other browsers will eventually support these standards. Especially 

expected is that that Bill Gates and Microsoft will enter the scene. 

Through this intensive period of development proposed features for HTML 3.0 

are monitored and contributions to the specifications for HTML and JavaScript are 

made by submitting several suggestions which are implemented. An example is the 

ability to have text in a multi-line text area wrap at the end of the line is needed, rather 

than just continuing on beyond the width of the text area. There was an HTML 

proposal for this tag and so it is incorporated it into the system. When Netscape 

version 2.01 was released the feature is already in place. 

5.4.3.2.8.2 JavaScript 

JavaScript is a compact, object-based scripting language for developing client 

and server Internet applications. Netscape Navigator, and other browsers, interpret 

JavaScript statements embedded directly in an HTML page. In a client application, 

JavaScript statements embedded in an HTML page can recognize and respond to user 

events such as mouse clicks, mouseovers, form input, and page navigation [136.] 
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Browsers interpret JavaScript statements embedded directly in HTML. In a 

client application JavaScript statements embedded in HTML can recognize and 

respond to user events such as mouse clicks, form input, and page navigation. 

JavaScript was found to be invaluable in developing our user interface. JavaScript is 

used extensively in the prototype application for client side interface interaction. 

5.4.3.2.9 Navigator Object Hierarchy 

The Navigator Object Hierarchy reflects the hierarchical structure of an HTML 

"'page." In the strict object-oriented sense, this type of hierarchy is known as an 

instance hierarchy, since it concerns specific instances of objects rather than object 

classes. In the hierarchy, an object's "descendants" are properties of the object. For 

example, a form named "forml" is an object, but is also a property of a document, and 

is referred to as "document.forml". The Object Hierarchy enabled the development of 

the interface along the lines of familiar windows based GUT applications and thus 

provide an intuitive and familiar application space [136.] 
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6. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION 

"A tool-maker succeeds as, and only as, the users of his tool succeed with his aid. 
However shining the blade, however jeweled the hilt, however perfect the heft, a 

sword is tested only by cuttine. That swordsmith is successful whose clients die of 
old age." 

[32] 

Evolutionary prototyping took place over 20 months from December 1995 to 

September 1997, during which system design and implementation changed and 

matured. This chapter describes the prototype system in terms of the Application 

Interface and the Systems Functionality. 

6.1 Application Interface 

The literature reveals that application interfaces must be familiar and intuitive 

to be easy to use. Marcus [165] asserts that over the last three decades a coalescence 

toward the GUI developed at Xerox Park in the late 1960's has taken place. Marcus 

[165] explains that this metaphor has several familiar features that are found in all 

applications on Windows, Macintosh, X-Windows, and OS/2 operating systems 

including: a titlebar, a commands and function menubar, one or more button bars, and 

one or more information manipulation windows. This interface is the defacto 

standard, yet most Web sites and applications fail to employ its well proven pattern. 

This research designs and implements a Web-based interface that incorporates the 

defacto "windowing" standard as closely as possible. The prototype interface is 

described in terms of familiar application metaphor components, Hyper-Application 

interface architecture, and the GSweb collaborative environment. 
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6.1.1 Familiar Application Metaphor Components 

The literature review [19 97, 98, 268] suggests Web-based GSS applications 

with simple and elegant windowing designs may enable users to easily understand 

them. At the start of this research there were no clearly defined methods for designing 

or building Web-based applications with the features seen in the popular "windowing" 

GUIs. Therefore, methods and objects are invented and developed to replicate these 

features as closely as possible. Alternative methods and objects are now described 

and those selected detailed. 

6.1.1.1 Screen Captures and Image Maps 

Initially interface mock ups based on screen captures from GroupSystems for 

Windows [305] were developed. This provided a nice look and feel, but HTML 2.0 

offered little implementation support. One technique tried and abandoned was the use 

of image maps. Initially button bars and menus employed image maps, however there 

are several problems with this approach. First, the images are very large and static; 

therefore they take a long time to download and require new image maps and point 

coordinate files for every possible screen, even if interface changes are minor. This 

was abandoned in favor of small images for each button and a dynamically generated 

interface in which small changes occur only in the affected area of the screen. 
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6.1.1.2 HTML Tables 

Another interface design problem was correctly lining up items. HTML tables 

support this to some extent, but it became necessary to nest tables several levels deep 

to make the interface function correctly. Several additional techniques are developed 

to ensure tables support the right look and feel. One example is that many HTML tags 

add carriage returns, for example the </FORM> tag which ends a CGI form. If this tag 

is placed within a table row, table header or data element tag the carriage return causes 

the next row to be on the following line. This is not documented and trial an error is 

used to acquire the right appearance. The result is rows of buttons lined up similar to 

those seen in windowing-based applications. Tables also allow for control spacing 

and formatting of many other interface elements. 

6.1.1.3 HTML Frames 

HTML 3.0 frames offer key advantages for GSS interface design. They enable 

partitioning of the screen into separate windows, each of which may be individually 

scrolled and updated. The GSS prototype is based on a special set of integrated frames 

acting in concert to produce a true interactive application space that functions as 

closely as possible to the original GroupSystems environment and the popular 

windowing-based GUIs. Scripts dynamically generate frames into nested layers 

through a technique called "incursive frame nesting." Scripts dynamically generate 

embed framesets that also contain scripts to dynamically generate frames or framesets 

within them. Through this technique sophisticated interface structures are rendered 
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that look and act like windowing-based applications and yet hide their complexity 

from users. 

A button click launches one or several scripts or initiates inter-frame 

communications for error checking and updates. Hierarchical lists are encapsulated 

within the application space. Additional objects are also encapsulated within the 

application space or may be opened in new browser windows. Frames enable a GUI 

interface that functions like traditional windowing-based applications. 

6.1.1.4 JavaScript 

JavaScript enables extension of the windowing application metaphor to 

provide a full featured GUI Interface. JavaScript smoothes functionality by providing 

interframe communications, client side error checking, the ability to launch multiple 

targeted executables simultaneously, and many other features. Some of the most 

useful actions JavaScript enabled are now described 

Each CGI form only allows one script to be launched via a single submit 

button. Worse yet, objects on one form are not easily referenced by objects on other 

forms. This means that users need very large scripts to handle multiple functions, 

such as delete, edit, move, etc. JavaScript enables form buttons to call local functions, 

which may then call any number of scripts, verify form values, and alert users of 

errors without sending a post to the server. These features enable development of an 
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application interface tiiat is controllable, easily updated at the client, and minimizes 

data transfer between the client and the server. 

Another useful feature of JavaScript is the ability to launch additional browser 

windows. This enables extension of the application metaphor to include separate 

browser windows within the GSweb environment, for comments and the main body of 

the system, and the ability to log onto multiple servers simultaneously. Scripted 

windows allow control over the types of interface objects that appear in the windows. 

Two examples that take advantage of this are the login screen and the preference 

controls in the main application window, both of which are described in the next 

section. 

6.1.2 The Hyper-Application Interface Architecture 

GSweb is based on a set of integrated frames that act in concert to produce an 

interactive application within one or more scripted windows. Frames are generated 

dynamically in the main window with HTML and embedded JavaScript through C 

scripts nested in several layers through a technique called "incursive frame nesting."" 

This Hyper-Application metaphor encapsulates the group and project information 

within the application space. 

Rather than appearing as a set of disjointed pages with the screen fully 

refreshing with every user action, GSweb maintains an almost constant set of 

navigational aids and only updates portions of the screen as necessary. Information on 
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the Web may be easily referenced from within a session and other Web-based 

applications may be launched from the agenda. 

GSweb begins to provide anytime, anyplace, any-platform support for 

distributed sessions among large groups with minimal setup required. There is 

nothing for the client to download or install except for a Web browser, saving users 

both time and hard-disk space. Users simply type in the URL for the server and log 

into the system with a usemame and password. Another advantage is that maintenance 

upgrades occur in only one place, at the server; so clients do not have to update 

anything for additional tools or features to be added. Finally, GSweb takes advantage of 

current browser technology to make the interface simple to use and functional enough 

to provide more than adequate group support. 

6.1.2.1 Scripted Login and Main Windows 

The GSweb login screen opens as a separate window (See Figure 6.1,) which is 

created with JavaScript commands and lacks the browser interface features. This 

makes it a simple dialog, in which the user can either login, ask for help, or close the 

window. Once the user has entered their usemame and password, they press the 

""login" button to submit the form and the login window closes. This provides an 

important security feature that ensures that usemames and passwords are not retained 

in a cache on local systems. Once the system verifies the usemame and password , it 

records the Internet Protocol (IP) address of the client machine which is then used to 
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verify all subsequent server calls. When the user logs out this tracking field is cleared. 

This enables users to login from anywhere in the world and does not pass any 

information about the user back to the browser, which could be cached and later used 

to hack into the system. There is no necessity to allow or deny access by IP address 

through server configuration files, however that may be done to limit access to a 

specific set of IP addresses or domains providing a flexible continuum of security. 

Figure 6.1 GSweb Login Screen 
Netscape |GSWcb • Loqin  Screen)  

Nicholas 

GSweb runs in a separate scripted window. The login script verifies the 

usemame and password and then runs a script to build the application space into a 

newly scripted window. The system window has parameters for the features of the 

browser, which allows users to decide which parts of the browser infrastructure are 

present in the interface. Users may turn on or off any combination of the menubar, 

toolbar, location, and directory buttons of the browser interface. New users can focus 
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on GSweb, its features, and the task at hand, rather than being distracted by the 

additional browser menus and buttons. Experienced users may turn on any browser 

features they want. 

6.1.2.2 Nested Frame Architecture 

The GSweb interface is generated through a series of nested frame sets and 

named frames created by "incursive" calls to executable scripts. Figure 6.2-A shows 

the layering of the nested frames one inside another. Each frameset contains at least 

two nested frames and forms one part of the overall interface. Figure 6.2-B shows an 

example of the application interface as it appears on client screens. 

Figure 6.2-A. Nested Frame Architecture 
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Figure 6.2*B. Client Screen Application Interface 

The Navigator Object Hierarchy is used to create this interface and provide a 

unified application. A series of scripts are called from within dynamically generated 

HTML, such that each consecutive layer is generated by a script which also calls 

additional scripts to generate the inner frames, until the innermost level is reached, at 

which point the process stops. This differs from the familiar concept of ""recursion", 

in which the same code calls itself and there are both winding and unwinding phases, 

in that each successive incursive call is to a different script and the end point is a final 

call to a non-incursive script. There may be more than one end point and the incursion 

may break into sections that wind inward and stop independently of one another. 

Figure 6.3 shows a diagram of this incursive process. 
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Figure 6.3 Incursive Frame Building Process 
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6.1.3 The GSweb Client Application Interface 

GSweb has features and an interface designed to make it easy to use and 

familiar to users. First, it follows the metaphor of modem window based applications. 

Some specific examples include a title bar, pull down menus, horizontal button bars, 

multiple windows where appropriate, separately scrollable application segments and 

helpful hints in the status bar. It looks and behaves similar to a windowing application. 

6.2 Systems Functionality 

Systems functionality is described in terms of the collaborative environment. 

This section presents administrator and user functionality and the system resources 

and tools. Further it presents database table update information for each of the 

functions described. 
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6.2.1 The GSweb Collaborative Environment 

GSweb contains a collaborative environment and a suite of collaborative tools. 

The environment builds on the GroupSystems concept described by Valacich et. al. 

[298], which provides a computer for each participant, software for each task, a public 

area to focus attention, a network to share information, and access to external data, and 

then extends that concept to provide support for distributed collaboration. 

6.2.1.1 Administrator Account Management 

An administrator creates and manages user accounts. Administrators create 

new accounts via the "Create Account" screen shown in figure 6.4. Values are 

required for the following fields: Last Name, First Name, Login Name, Password, 

and User Type. Login names must be unique. 

Figure 6.4 "Create User'^ Screen 
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When the Administrator selects the "Create" button, entries are made in the 

following database tables: 

1: USER: UserlD (System Generated Key Field),UserName (Must be Unique),Password, CurrentIP 
(Blank at creation), Description (Blank at creation) showmaintoolbar buttontype, OpenFolder (Set to 
First Folder), FirstName, LastName, Mainbuttontype, Barbuttontype, Email (Blank at 
creation),WWWURL (Blank at creation), Position(Blank at creation). Organization (Blank at 
creation). Address (Blank at creation). City (Blank at creation). State (Blank at creation). Zip (Blank at 
creation). Country (Blank at creation), f6l_showtopicdata, foi_Show_Owner, foI_Show_Date, 
Show_NS_Menubar, Show_NS_Location, Show_NS_Toolbar, and Show_NS_Directory_buttons. 

*Note: Several of the fields are blank at creation so that the user can fill them in 

2: FOLDER: FoIderlD (System Generated Key Field) FolderName, OwnerUserlD (Foreign Key 
UnserlD), Folder_Creation_Date, Fclder_Objective , SubDirectory, Foi_I^cked, 
Fol_Eilit_Folder, Fol_Add_Acts, Fol_Modify_Acts, Fol_Deiete_Acts, Fol_Agenda_Styie, 
Fol_View_Objective, Fol_Show_DateTinie, Fol_Show_Description, and Fol_Show_Duration. 

3: FOLDER USER: FolderlD (Foreign Key from Current folder), UserlD, (Foreign Key ), 
NewFolder ( set to 0 not new for owner), and NewObjective (Set to 0 not new for owner.) 

After the database entries are made the Administrator is returned to the "'Add 

New User" screen with the fields blanked out, enabling creation of several accounts at 

once. When done creating new accounts the Administrator can close this screen and 

return to the ""People Roster" screen, from which the administrator adds, deletes or 

edits user accounts and views all user information. 
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6.2.2 Project Orientation with Folders 

The fundamental organizational unit for information in GSweb is the folder. 

Each folder represents a single project and may have subfolders to represent the sub-

steps of a larger process. GSweb supports three user types, one administrator, multiple 

owners, and multiple members. The administrator creates user accounts and 

passwords and has full system control. Owners can create Folders and invite others to 

participate in them. Members can not create their own Folders, but may join those to 

which they are invited. Thus the system provides for easy creation and modification of 

adhoc teams. When a user logs into the system the first screen they see is their Folders 

screen (see Figure 6.6) Each Folder has associated with it an Agenda and several 
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Folder level resources. A final version of the folder list will be presented and 

discussed in the section on design enhancements. 

Figure 6.6 GSweb Environment with Original ^^Folder Usf^ Screen 
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Users create new Folders, by clicking the ''Add' button (or selecting the Menu 

item Add Folder from the Folder Menu) and the Create Folder" screen shown in 

figure 6.7 appears. The owner is prompted to specify the following parameters: Folder 

Name and Parent. If the parent of the new folder is not the root then the user may opt 

to populate the new Folder with the same people as the parent folder, an enhancement 

added based on user input. When the user selects the "Add"" button, entries are made in 

the following database tables: 

1: FOLDER: FolderlD (System Generated Key Field) FolderName, OwnerUserED (Foreign Key 
UnserlD), Folder_Creation_Date, Folder_Objective , SubDirectory, Fol_Locked, 
Fol_Edit_Folder, Fol_Add_Acts, Fol_Modify_Acts, Fol_Delete_Acts, Fol_Agenda_Style, 
Fol_View_Objective, Fol_Show_DateTiiiie, Fol_Show_Description, and Fol_Show_Duration. 

2: FOLDER USER: FolderlD (Foreign Key from Current folder), UserlD, (Foreign Key ), 
NewFolder ( set to 0 not new for owner), and NewObjective (Set to 0 not new for owner.) 

3: USER: OpenFolder (Set to New Folder) 
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After the database entries are made the "'Folder List" Screen is displayed with 

the new folder open. 
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6.2.3 People Resource Provides a Sense of Community 

The People resource provides tools for populating Folders and inviting users to 

participate in activities. People also interacts with the virtual business cards, discussed 

next, to help users gain awareness of who else is in the environment and avoid feeling 

all alone in cyberspace. Additional people components allow users to see who else is 

logged onto the system, the roster for the current folder, and to send notification 

messages to all the users in a particular activity. 
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When a folder owner or member wants to see which other users are 

participating in the activities within that folder, the people resource is selected by 

clicking on the "People" button, and the "'Folder Members" screen shown in figure 6.8 

is displayed. 

Figure 6.8 "Folder Members" Screen 
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From this screen User's Virtual Business Cards, discussed in the next section, 

can be viewed by clicking on the associated links. The "Active" button displays a list 

of all the members of the folder that are currently logged into the system. Additionally 

the owner may use the '"Populate" button to display the "Available People" screen 

shown in figure 6.9. 
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6.2.4 Virtual Business Cards 

This is an index of personal information cards for GSwcb users to help folder 

owners decide who to invite to a session and to give a sense of having actually met 

others with whom they interact in virtual sessions (See Figure 6.11.) The virtual 

business card includes personal information like the user's full name, phone number, 

clickable mailto e-mail address, and a hyperlink pointer to the users Web site. 

Figure 6.11 ^^Virtual Business CanP^ Screen 
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6.2.5 Agenda 

Agenda provides a structured list of activities representing the process as 

designed and modified on the fly to best conduct a session. Agendas are owned by 

their creators, who can start and stop participants in activities as appropriate. 

Activities can be hidden from those who are members of the folder but are not started 

in a specific activity. This minimizes distractions from thinking about upcoming 
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activities and alienating those not invited to specific activities. To support movement 

through the process and iteration back to earlier steps data is shifted into new 

activities. Data is only shifted when appropriate and helps to give the group a sense of 

transition from one step in the process to the next. If a particular route is unsuccessful 

groups can go back to earlier activities and shift the data to a new one and try an 

alternative method, thus enabling the agenda to be flexibly changed at any time during 

the process. Agenda is used to launch any of the GSweb collaborative tools or any 

Web-based application or net site (see Figure 6.12.) 

Figure 6.12 *^Agenda" Screen 
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To create a new activity the folder owner clicks the "Add'' button (or selects 

the Menu item Add Agenda Item from the Agenda Menu) and the ''Create Activity" 

screen shown in figure 6.13 appears. The owner is prompted to specify the following 
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parameters: Activity Type, Name, Description, Date, Time, Duration, and Custom 

URL (if applicable.) The custom URL feature allows owners to specify a Web-based 

tool or Web-site as an agenda item. 
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When the owner selects the "Create" button , entries are made in the following 

database tables: 

ACTIVITY: ActID (System Generated), Act_Naiiie, Act_Type, Act_Description, 
Act.Instructions, Act_SubDirectory, ACT.TimeStamp, Act.TimeUnits, Act_Duration, Foldern) 
(Foreign Key for Current Folder). Act_Topic_TiineStamp, Act_Comment_TimeStamp, 
Act_Topic_Identified, Act_Coininent_Identifled, Act_Add_Topic, Act_Add_Coinnient, 
Act_Add_Category Act_View_Coiiimcnt, Act_View_Category, Act_Modify_Topic, 
Act_Modify_Conunent, Act_Modify_Category, Act_CoIorBars, Act_Numbering, Act_Addsubs, 
Act_Number_Subs, Act_One_Line_Per_Topic, Act_One_Line_Per_Comment, 
Act_Coiiunent_Numbers, Act_Topic_Numbers, Act_CastExit, Act_ViewResults, Act_Bypass, 
votemode, votemethod, Act_Edit_Topic, Act_Edit_Conunent, Act_Edit_Category, 
Act_Move_Topic, 
Act_Move_Coinment, Act_Move_Category, Act_Delete_Topic, Act_DeIete_Coinment, 
Act_Delete_Category, Act_Iiisert_Topic, Act_Iiisert_Coiiiment, Act_Coiiiinent_URL_Link, 
Act_Topic_URL_Link, Act_Numbertype, Act_Show_Stopped, Act_Creator_UserID, and 
Act_URL_Address 
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To start participants in an activity or from the Agenda the owner clicks ''Start"' 

button (or selects the Start Participants Menu Item from the Group or the Agenda 

Menu) and the "Start Participants" Screen shown in figure 6.14 appears. 

¥imre6A4^^StartPa^^ Screen. 
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The owner selects a subset of users to start. The "Select Air button was added 

based on requests from several facilitators Users selected to be started are highlighted 

with a dark blue background. When the owner presses the "Start" button entries are 

made for each user started to the following tables; 

1: ACTIVITY USER: Started (Set to 1 for Started) 
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After the database entries are made the owner is taken back to either the 

Activity or the Agenda respectively. 

6.2.6 Handouts Folder Resource 

Handouts are a list of shared reference materials in several formats including 

text, audio, video, graphics, and hyperlinks. Folder owners control whether users can 

see, modify, add, or delete handouts. All handouts are read only from the server, 

however the user can save handouts locally. Users may upload files of various data 

formats with the click of a button and a browse feature enables them to select the 

correct file from their local environment. Handouts allow users to make reference 

files available for group viewing. For example, a leader can give participants access 

to reports, mission statements, spreadsheet projections, or visual material such as 

graphs, charts, and diagrams. 

When a handout is viewed, the user's browser helper application settings 

determine what happens. The file may be loaded into a browser window, a helper 

application associated with the file may be launched, or the user may choose to save 

the file to disk for future reference. The handouts are intended for reference only. 

Therefore, users cannot edit them. However a user can save a handout file locally, edit 

that copy and then reload a new handout with the edited version. As with all the group 

resources. Handouts is folder specific. This means that when a user opens a different 

folder, they will have access to a different set of handouts. 
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6.2.7 Reports Folder Resource 

Owners or members may create reports of any activity or resource, which are 

saved on the server as HTML files. When a report is viewed, it appears in the browser 

as a formatted report, which can be saved locally for formatting and printing in several 

ways. Users may print the report directly by clicking in the frame with the report to set 

the focus in that frame, and selecting Print Frame from the Netscape File Menu. 

Additionally the report may be saved locally as either HTML or plain text by selecting 

Frame Save As from the Netscape File Menu. Finally the user can highlight and copy 

all or part of the report and paste it into any local application. This makes the reports 

resource fully platform and application independent and allows users to format and 

print reports locally with their favorite applications. A report may contain data from 

one GSweb activity or resource (See Figure 6.15.) 

Figure 6.15 Sample Agenda Report 
Agenda • TSP Evaluation 
11/27/96 
1:00 PM 

Personal Information for the Group(Topic Commenter) 
We will each add a card for ourselves and enter some personal information. 

2:00 PM 
Code Inspection Tool Features(Vote) 
We will prioritize the features of the code inspection tool. 

3:00 PM 
Code Inspection Tool Requirements(Topic Commenter) 
We will explore Various Requirement Topics 

4:00 PM 
Potential TSP Support Tools(Vote) 
We will vote on the need for various TSP support tools. 

5:00 PM 
TSP Support Issues(Topic Commenter) 
We will discuss various TSP Support Topics. 

6.00 PM 
GSWeb Feedback and Comments(Topic Commenter) 
Please comment on GSWeb and how it worked during this session. 

12/19/96 
2:35 PM 

Potential TSP Support Tools(Topic Commenter) 
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6.2.8 The GSweb Collaborative Engine 

The system uses a common a set of routines and utilities including: callable 

forms based parsing routines, list building modules, HTML interface generation 

routines, list display option routines, and error and warning routines. Developed in 

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) C, with code reuse and portability to 

multiple operating systems in mind, GSweb uses both Object-Based and Object-

Oriented principles in its architecture, design, and implementation. Each resource and 

the collaborative tools use the collaborative engine. 

6.2.9 The GSweb Collaborative Tools 

Collaborative activities in GSwcb may be carried out with four different tools. 

Each tool has unique features that allow the leader to customize it for specific 

activities and all of the tools have a common set of features and controls that help the 

leader guide participant activity. Following is a brief description of each tool, see 

[218] for a more detailed explanation of the GroupSystems tools. The tools provide 

for both divergent and convergent activities. All of the tools have at least two levels, 

one for Ideas, Topics, or Ballot Items, and a second that is an underlying discussion of 

comments. The comments appear in separate windows from the GSweb application 

space, which allows multiple comment windows to be opened for comparison and 

copying and pasting between discussions, and allows one to view the higher level list 

while entering comments (see Figure 6.16.) At both levels hyperlinks to any URL on 

the Web may be associated with list items. This makes extemal information readily 
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accessible and contextually integrated within the session at the appropriate level (See 

Figure 6.17.) All list items are accessed by a direct manipulation method by simply 

selecting the radio button next to the desired item on the list or by double-clicking 

directly on a topic/idea/ballot item to open a discussion or a bucket to open a category. 

This makes the interface very simple to use and understand. 

Figure 6.16 Separate Comment Window 
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Figure 6.17-A. Screen for Adding a URL Link 
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Figure 6.17-B. URL Link in a Topic List 
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6.2.9.1 Categorizer 

A tool for organizing ideas from an idea generation activity into 

categories. It enables a large number of ideas to be classified into meaningful 

aggregations that the group can then manage. Categorizer allows the group to generate 

a list of ideas and supporting comments. Categories are created for the ideas, and 

participants can copy or move the ideas into the desired categories (See Figure 6.18.) 

Figure 6.18 Catesorizer Screen 
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6.2.9.2 Group Outliner 

A tool which allows the group to build a tree-like structured outline 

and comment on the multi-level list of topics. Levels of subordination may be 

represented by bullets or a numbering format (See Figure 6.19.) 

Figure 6.19. Outliner Screen 
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6.2.9.3 Topic Commenter 

A tool that encourages in-depth, detailed exploration of a bounded set 

of key topics (See Figure 6.20.) 
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Figure 6.20 Topic Commenter Screen 
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6.2.9.4 Vote 

A tool which provides a variety of methods with which the group can 

evaluate a list of ballot items. Voting methods available include Rank Order, 

Multiple Selection, 4-point and 5-point Agree/Disagree, 10-Point Scale, Yes/Not, and 

True/False. Vote is used for polling consensus and focusing effort. The tool has both a 

list-building mode and a polling mode. Vote results are displayed in a matrix format 

(See Figure 6.21.) 
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Figure 6.21 Vote List Buildins Screen 
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Figure 6.21-B. Vote Voting Mode Ballot Screen 



Figure 6.21-C. Vote Results Screen 
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7. SYSTEM EVALUATION 

The system evaluation provides multiple sources of evidence for usability, ease 

of use, and usefulness of the system. The usability design process advocated by Gould 

et. al. [92, 93] is employed to involve users as much as possible (see Figure 7.1.) 

Users are involved continuously from the outset of design and development for 

usability evaluations and system testing. User feedback is used to iterate design and 

development through evolutionary prototyping. 

Figure 7.1 Gould et. al. Usability Design Process [92, 93] 
• Focus early and continuously on users 
• Integrate consideration of all aspects of usability 
• Test versions with users early and continuously 

• Iterate the design 

Iterative evaluations are carried out throughout design, development, and 

implementation via lab and field observations Additionally, heuristic evaluations 

[207] are performed throughout the iterative design and development process. The 

results and processes of the iterative evaluations and the survey evaluations are 

described in this chapter. Two facilitation and process evaluation sessions are 

described in detail. Appendix D presents descriptions for additional lab and field 

sessions. 

7.1 Iterative Evaluations 

From initial stages of design users are involved in system evaluation. Users 

continually offer feedback via e-mail, telephone, personal conversations, and through 

the system itself. During evolutionary prototyping two-hundred-fifty (250) user 
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accounts are created on several servers. This group consists of one-hundred-eighty-

five males (185 - 74%) and sixty-five (65 - 26%) females. System evaluators are 

based in at least thirteen (13) different countries, forty-six (46) different cities, twenty-

two (22) different states and provinces, twelve (12) different companies or 

organizations, eleven (11) different goverrmient organizations, and forty-six (46) 

different universities. The evaluators identify themselves as holding forty-three (43) 

different job titles at many different organizational levels (see Appendix C.) They 

also use several operating systems including: UNIX, OS/2, MS Windows 3.1, 

Windows for Work Groups, 95, and NT. 

Users contribute feedback as error reports, suggestions, and affective comments. 

Error reports provide usability and reliability feedback from multiple operating system 

platforms and locations that can not be replicated in the lab. Users offer suggestions 

for system modifications in the areas of additions or changes to system functionality, 

system infrastructure changes and interface changes or enhancements. Additionally 

users offer both positive and negative affective comments in terms of ease of use, 

usability, and usefulness of the system. User/Designer developer links [145] provide 

over five-hundred (500) error reports, affective comments, or suggestions about the 

prototype system. Due to this large number, only substantive (as opposed to minor) 

error reports, affective comments, and suggestions are discussed in the following 
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sections. All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, or 

grammatical errors are those that were made by the evaluators. 

7.1.1 Error Reports 

Evaluators in the field use the system in ways designers do not consider and 

thus provide a wider range of test coverage than may be provided in the lab. All error 

reports are traced to the source, recreated in the lab or field if possible, and fixed as 

appropriate. Although there are a large number or error reports almost all of them are 

corrected to some extent as quickly as possible to ensure users may continue to work 

on tasks. This section presents several types of error reports. These reports and the 

subsequent corrections improved the usability, usefulness, and ease of use of the 

system. Several serious error reports lead to system and interface enhancements and 

modifications. Some error reports are associated with client configuration problems 

and this is a serious area that must be addressed in order to enable remote users to 

successfully access the system and accomplish tasks. The following sections describe 

classes of errors and provide the actual text of the reports as supplied by users in the 

lab or the field. 

7.1.1.1 Login Problems 

Many users experience login problems because they forget or misplace their 

userids and passwords (See Figure 7.2.) Userids and passwords are emailed to users 

and designed to be easy to remember by incorporating their initials (for example 
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Nicholas C. Romano - Password = NCR123.) Invariably some users delete the 

messages, try to use other system ids, mistype information, or do other things which 

prevent system access. These types of problems are only be corrected by the 

administrator and this underscores the importance of system administration in 

distributed collaboration. 

Figure 7.2 Login Error Reports 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were m^e by the evaluators. 

1. Thanks for creating an account for me. I just tried the username/password but 
it did not work. Would you please veri^ it again? 

2. I should have saved the file with my logon name and password. I remember 
the password change however I apparently forsot the logon id (I thought that it 
was but apparently not) 

3. I have tried the combination above numerous time with no access. The error 
message is "invalid logon-id" Any suggestions? 

4. sorry my usemame is invalid, can you fix. 
5. Sorry to bother you, but I forgot my Logon Name and Password. Would you 

please provide them to me ASAP? THanks! Fri, 
6. i have misplaced the original messages and your later ones never remind us 

users how to get ot your system to try it. you need ot understnad a little more 
the infomraiton processing 

7. behavior of users!!! 
8. send it also to as she has lost hers as well and we tend to think the other is 

going to do something, in this case we both did hers is 
9. I tried getting back into the GSS Web discussion but I seem to have forgotten 

my user id and password. Can you send them to me? I promise to write them 
down this time!!! 

10. I apologize, somehow. I lost my login and password. Could you send me one? 
11. I have attempted to log on to group systems all day and it keeps telling me that 

I have an invalid login. 
12. I am logging in with as my usemame, and as my password. 

Please e-mail me back and let me know what is wrong with this. I promise I 
followed ail the rules:) 

13. i have misplaced the original messages and your later ones never remind us 
users how to get ot your system to try it. you need ot understnad a little more 
the infomraiton processing behavior of users!!! send it also to as she 
has lost hers as well and we tend to think the other is going to do something, in 
this case we both did 

14. I have attempted to log on to group systems all day and it keeps telling me that 
I have an invalid login. I am logging in with as my usemame, and 

as my password. Please e-mail me back and let me know what is 
wrong with this. I promise I followed eill the rules:) 

15. sorry my usemame is invalid, can you fix. 
16. I should have saved the file with my logon name and password. I remember 

the password change however I apparently forsot the logon id 
17. When I tried to login the other day, I had a problem with my password. What 

is it set to now? 
18. I was trying to get onto GSWeb but it kept telling me wrong password. 
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What is my GSWeb password? I lost it. 
I have forgotten my login information. Can you e-mail is to me again. 
Hi what is my login and pssword 
I have lost track of my GSWeb password. Can you tell me what it is? 
Hey there. At some time, it seems, I thought it would be a good idea to 

change my GSWeb password. Now my data is safe and secure even from 
me. If you have a chance sometime to reinitialize my password to the default 
I'd appreciate it greatly. 

7.1.1.2 Client-Side Errors and Conflguration Problems 

Since GSweb allows users to employ their own hardware, operating system, and 

browser software, client-side misconfiguration is an extremely frequent cause of 

errors and problems. Users report errors and problems to both facilitators and system 

designers. Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show representative user reports of client-side errors 

and configuration problems. These errors and problems are difficult to diagnose and 

correct, mainly because users may not provide explicit enough information to 

designers. Many of the errors are due to the use of '"beta" versions of operating 

systems and browsers or insufficient system hardware or software resources. Client-

side configuration problems are most often due to down level browser versions or 

operating system specific deficiencies. Most of these problems are corrected through 

designer/user dialogs and trial and error. 

Figure 7.3 Client Side Errors 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were made by the evaluators. 

Okay, so I filled out my business card and saved. Later when I accessed my 
bus card through PEOPLE, I saw that (a) my fax number was blank and (b) 
part of the string in personal info appeared in my title place. The Personal Info 
string was fine. Soooo, I went to Options/Bus Card Update to try to change it, 
managed to do so for fax but got a fatal Netscape error when I tried to save. 
Had to restart. 
I filled tried to fill out my virtual business card but when I clicked on my name 
Netscape crashed and sent me back to my desk top. I relogged in and followed 
your directions and edited the my card without a problem tlie second time. 

19. 
20. 
21.  
22. 
23. 

1 .  

1 
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3. Adkins went into GSWEB and set up a folder. Then I wanted to come out of 
my folder and make a comment into the Report Errors box. I could not click to 
get any of the topics in the Romano folder to open. I tried to log off and 
netscape hung up. I ended up hiting the X in the upper left comer to exit and 
logging back on to write this note, bzb 

4. I was logged into GSWEB and looking at vbc's when netscape crashed and 
sent me back to my desktop. I use Win95 

5. I encountered the same problem with updating the business card too. Netscape 
critical error and had to restart. 

6. In Unix when the comment window was resized and text was in the "add 
comment" box that wa not submined, the text dissappeared. This did NOT 
happen in Windows NT WS 3.51. 

7. I keep getting bumped' out of GSWeb and then my slip account disconnects 
shortly there after, can you help? 

8. I tired three times to log into GS Web from a 28.8 connect in Idaho. I get into 
GS Web alright but when I try to load the session that I am leading I get a 
netscape GPF. Each time I got kicked out I went back in and the same ^ing 
happened to me. On the third time I went into your session first and did not 
have a problem but when I closed out of your session and tried to get into my 
session it kick me out of Netscape with a GPF... 

9. On the second attempt, I had a Netscape bomb. I am using a PowerPC Mac. 
10. I just wanted to let you know that I am having problems—but these are related 

to my machine and not your software. For some reason, Netscape 3.0 crashes 
on my precious Mac (I think it has to do with all the network stuff on here, 
particularly some strange things with the email software). Anyway, I just tried 
submitted a comment (there was no submit button so I just typed the 
comment). Then, it crashed (again). So, if you do not receive many comments 
from me (or any) please be aware that this is not because I haven't tried to 
participate, but because each time I suffer from a crash and have to reboot. 

11. I had login problems. The system did not respond, several attempts were 
futile. Once login attempts were successfully launched, the system froze many 
times i.e., we had to reboot the computer each time i.e., that 

12. was many attempts this AM effecting other screens on the computer. 
13. I could'nt get a session to stick using the Web pass thru from Compuserve 

itself. I had two Netscape errors (GPR that threw Netscape out of the system. 
So, I tried again using Netscape on it's own (just using the Compuserve dialer 
to open the port. Same problem. But at least it held in place long enough for 
me to apparently populate my first folder 

14. I rec'd the same Netscape GPF error as before and lost the connection. I 
15. was doing absolutely nothing at the time (except admiring my efforts !); the 
16. error just appeared when all seemed ok. 
17. Finally I can get into your GSWeb site, but the link will not stay open long 

enough for me to do anything sensible. I get either Java errors to do with the 
button bar, these messages cause the to look as though it has crashed. I get 
navigator transmission errors that do close the link. Or I get Nav 3.0 GPFs — 
these close the link also and crash Nav 3.0 

18. When I closed the comment box to get back to the Topics screen I was given a 
19. "Netscape - Illegal Operation panel" and Netscape crashed. This has happened 

two or three times before whilst in previous sessions of GSWeb - but at NO 
OTHER TIME. 

20. I tried to correct an agenda item description. All was well until I 
21. clicked OK after making the correction. Then the system stopped with an 
22. error. I think all I can do now is to restart. 
23. I'm running Netscape 3.0 on a Mac Performa 6200. I logged in, opened my 

personal folder, clicked on my name in the upper frame. When the VBC 
appeared, I updated the description field and clicked Edit. Then the following 
message appeared in the VBC frame. Server Error - This server has 
encountered an internal error which prevents it from fulfilling your request. 
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The most likely cause is a misconfiguration. Please ask the administrator to 
look for messages in the server's error log. The VBC field was updated after 
reviewing it again. Some of the buttons in other frames did not reappear. I 
was able to select the Folders button and things came back to normal. A 
couple times I did see what looked like Java Script code appear in some firames 
where the buttons normally where. This too would clear up (go away and the 
buttons reappear). 

Figure 7.4 Client Side Configuration Problems 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were m^e by the evaluators. 

1. sorry i now realize why i did not try it i have nto upgraded beyong netscape 2 
and will not be doing that for a while, i will se if i can try it at work next week. 

2. My Navigator 2.0 has expired, and I'm in touch with Tech. Support to get an 
update. Will let you know when I'm up-to-date again. 

3. At the expense of most of the holiday weekend I downloaded Nav 3 and 
deleted Nav 2. This caused me to have to change my access software and to 
load Win 95 Dial Up Networking. 

4. I will as soon as I change my Internet gateway. AOL does not support 
Netscape 3.0 

5. Is the login problem because of Netscape version. I think I was trying in 2.O.? 
6. I tried to download GSWeb over the weekend. I could not. I have AT&T as 

my online carrier. I don't know what's going wrong in my home machine, wht 
kind of software or hardware I should have to successfully download it. I 
have windows 95. I would like to have netscape 3.0 up and running in my 
machine but in the meantime Where else can I find 3.0 to logon? 

7. I ha vent been able to log on because i do not have access to Netscape 3.0. 
8. I finally got Netscape 3.0 installed on my workstation, but our proxy server 

prohibits info transfers, so I can't use it. I have 3.0 at home also, but it cuts out 
within a few minutes of connection every single time. I seem to be able to 
reach other websites without seeing this. 

9. I get JScript errors running under MS Internet Explorer. I dropped 
10. Netscape because I'm out of diskspace on my laptop. Does GSWeb run under 

IE?? 
11. I m sorry that I haven t been able to logon for lack of sufficient hardware but I 

assure you I m working on it. 

7.1.1.3 System Errors 

Users also serve as functional and system testers and report a number of 

system errors. Designers work hard to correct errors as soon as possible. Figure 7.5 

describes two representative dialogs between users and designers to diagnose and 

correct substantiate system errors. This type of user involvement and rapid iterative 

design and development keeps users up and running in their sessions. 



Figure 7.5 System Error User Reports and Designer Responses 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were made by the evaluators or developers. 

User/Designer Conversation 1: (E-mail) 
User 07/25: The bottom frame does not have and up and down arrow and on my 
screen I7inch moniter 800by 600 I can not see the submit buttons. 

Developer 07/26: Not sure why that is. I have not seen that problem here. 
Please tell me what OPTIONS you have set on for the users in that session, if you 
are the owner, if not who is the owner so that I can set up the same scenario and 
see the problem first hand. I need some explicit feedback so I can look at the 
problem and then try to fix it. 

User 07/26: The options set are big bar button bar image and txt and show tool 
bar. The problem is I can not idependendy controll the size of the bottom fram 
which has the submit button in it. If I make the window bigger or resize the 
window it keeps the same ratio between frames. I can not use the buttons 
tosubmit a comment because I can not see it. That is the best explanation I can 
offer. 

Developer 07/26: Thanks for the reply, but I was not explicit enough in my 
request for more details. The display options for you. Image/text/both for the big 
and button bar will not effect how the add topics/comments boxes appear. Sorry I 
did not ask more specifically. I need to now what the Participant Options for the 
particular activity are set to, as the box for adding topics/comments is ( should be 
) sized according to the options that are set by the owners in the participant 
options dialog box. For example if one has the URL links on the box should be 
larger that if one has them off. so if You can tell me that combination of settings 
i can recreate the problem here and make it so that the box is sized correctly. 
Scroll bars can be placed into the box as well, but we are attempdng to make the 
interface as simple as possible and I would therefore prefer to have the box 
appear sized correcdy for each different set of options. I will try to log in as you 
and see if I can see the error as well. 

Are you running Window 95? If so. and you have that weird bar along the 
bottom of the screen it takes up space and can cause things to not fix correctly on 
the screen. You might try pushing that bar ail the way down to the bottom of the 
screen to hide it, or moving it over to the right sode of the screen so that it does 
not rob you of vertical real estate, let me know if that helps you at least get at the 
top of the buttons in the add topic/comment boxes, as that will be useful to know. 

User 07/26: Yes I am using windows 95 and yes your fix worked on the log in. 
No matter what settings I use the resuts are the same so I do not think that is a 
factor. You can try to log in as me and see if you have the same problem. I tried 
to move the windows 95 bar and it had no effect. I think you are going to have to 
provide the scroll because you will not be able to control all of the settings at the 
desktop. It is most likely a desktop setting I am using. I will try to play with this 
to see and let you know. 

Developer 07/26: Thanks for the answers. I did log in as you just now, and I 
do not see any problems with Windows NT. There are actually "TWO" 
solutions. One is to provide a scroll bar, the second is to make the window 
vertically resizable by the client. We could do one, the other, or both. I will look 
into this and see what wold be the best fix. Sorry for any inconvenience, but 
supporting multiple platforms ( even within Windows ) is not an easy trick. 
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Developer 07/26: 
After further investigation I find that there are options that are set that affect the 
size of the box. Namely the Insert and Sub-level options. I need to go into the 
code and re-size the box for these options, so a scroll bar or re-size should not be 
needed. I will test this after I make the changes and let you know what I find. I 
do not think that any desktop setting should affect how things look m the 
browser, but they could. 

Developer 07/29: 
As a short term fix I have made the subbar ( where you add topics and comments 
) resizable, so If you cannot see everything you need to you can move the mouse 
over the horizontal bar between the list and subbar and then pull the subbar up to 
make it larger. I will also plan to make the subbar initially size correctly 
depending on the options that are set by the owner. I did not put a scroll bar just 
yet, as that adds more to the interface and clutters things up. 

Developer 07/29: 
I corrected the problem of the initial window size cutting off the buttons at the 
bottom of the subbar for adding topics/comments. As mentioned in my earlier 
note you can also RESIZE the window by pulling it up. Thanks for finding this 
bug. I think I need to make this resizable so that browser and desktop settings do 
not cause these problems. 

User/Designer Conversation 2: (E-mail) 
User 07/24: I get java errors just trying to log in I must hit ok five or 6 6 times to 
get past it. 

Developer 07/24: Ah. That means that you are using Netscape 3.0 Beta 5.0. 
Sorry about that. It seems that they no longer allow me to use some code that I 
took from one of their examples. I will take that piece out for now so that you do 
not have that problem at login. Sorry, I will fix it now and then you should not 
have those error again. 

Developer 07/26: Did the error of multiple JavaScript error boxes at login in go 
away? I think I fixed it, but would like you to verify that it now works correctly. 

User 07/26: your fix worked on the log in. 

7.1.2 Affective Comments 

Affective comments are collected, analyzed and categorized based on several 

criteria including if they are positive or negative, and with which of any specific area 

of usability, usefulness or ease of use they are concerned. This section presents 

discussions of representative comments of various types. Comments are analyzed and 

considered when iterative system redesign is undertaken. 
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7.1.2.1 General Affective Comments 

Many general affective comments are gathered from email, phone 

conversations, personal contacts, and via the GSweb system itself. These are 

unsolicited and hopefully provide honest and sincere overall heuristic system 

evaluations. The majority of overall affective comments are positive. Figure 7.6 lists 

thirty-seven (37) positive general affective comments and figure 7.7 lists nine (9) 

negative general affective comments. These come from either e-mail or the system 

itself. Some comments refer to specific features and functions and may be repeated in 

the sections to follow. Most negative comments deal with confusion about the 

interface or the process, which is not surprising as many of the distributed users had 

not used GroupSystems prior to their sessions. This suggests that groups and their 

members need to understanding the process and the goals of the session before they 

can work distributed. 

Figure 7.6 Positive General Affective Comments 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were made by the evaluators. 

1. GSWeb works just fine with Netscape 2.02 for OS/2 
2. This is really an interesting system with great potential. 
3. Technically, I think you have achieved much, and should be 

congratulated. 
4. I think this tool is a wonderful advance. 
5. Great effort to put this system on the net with very reasonable 

performance, even here in Hong Kong. 
6. Great work! 
7. Actually. I really like the system thus far! 
8. I'm very impressed by your work!! It works seamlessly. Well done!!!!! 
9. hey. man. This is cool. 
10. I checked it out and it is a very fine tool. Congrats! 
11. Thank you for inviting me in the GSWeb Distributed Discussion! This 

is the best tool I've ever seen! Congratulations!!!!!! 
12. GOOD JOB and CONGRATULATIONS!!!! 
i 3. It looks quite interesting. 
14. Success - No I don't know why! I logged on this morning (my time) 

and had no problems. 
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15. I must congratulate you because the GSWeb worked smooth with no 
problem and it prooves a concept of global collaboration. 

16. Great job & best regards 
17. GSweb was great. The system worked just like the same-time same-

place system. 
18. Congratulations on your system. You really should be commended for 

an outstanding job of software development. 
19. It has been fascinating just watching you develop this system over the 

last couple of years and I remember when it was just in its infancy 
stage. I am impressed!! 

20. The improvements on GSWeb look great. Things are speeding up I see. 
21. Nice improvements since last time I logged in! 
22. Other than the web-delays, this thing is really coming along nicely. 
23. By the way, you're doing a great job with GS/Web. It's going to be H 

OT !!. 
24. The system will begin to look OUTSTANDING as you get it even 

better. 
25. It is looking really fine! Nice work. 
26. Keep up the good work - it's looking very good. 
27. everything I have tried this morning has worked beautifully by the 

way. 
28. Thank's for the new features. It's starting to get polished. 
29. Thanks a lot It is great !! 
30. wireless test with five pc's went very well 
31. I was quite impressed with my initial brief review 
32. I spent about an hour going through GSWeb yesterday. It's looking 

pretty. 
33. I'm using Netscape 2.02 for OS/2 and everything works great even it is 

not version 3 (that's what you claim is the version that supports GS 
Web) 

34. Great job! Very usable! 
35. I'm in Asia and it brings me into a discussion forum as if I was in GS 

Win room. It is much superior to traditioanl Internet discussion because 
it provides thestructure associated with a Group Support System 

36. I liked most some advance disscusion tools like categorizer. This tool 
really add some functionalty if you compare it with disscusion tools for 
the WWW and Usenet groups. It simply helps group to organize their 
thought and ideas. This is often not case in the WWW tools for 
disscusion in I particitate. Well done 

37. the SW is quite good. 

Figure 7.7 Negative General Affective Comments 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were made by the evalualors. 

1. Besides, I still have very little idea how to actually work the software. 
Perhaps it is intuitively obvious to some, but certainly not to me. 

2. The interface is far too busy, complex, and slow. 
3. I often end up in folders or areas that don't seem right, and there's no 

intuitive mental model available to me, or easy help. 
4. While I'm sure I could be trained to learn how to use the system, part of my 

own research argues that if that's necessary, then the user must be highly 
motivated and the system has to require that specialization for some good 
reason. Neither of those is true in this case, I think. I'm interested in the topic 
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in general, but am so busy and overloaded that I can't process one more source 
of frustration. 

5. When I called up the folders I didn't know what to do. It was not obvious 
what should have been going on. Both folders showed 0/0 which I imagine 
means 'zero entered, zero unread'. 

6. Oh. I guess I am really confused, for some reason I thought that the circle 
buttons led you to the links (see what happends when adults forget how to 
read!). 

7. My story is this: I have tried many times, and each time I get a different error 
8. if I do connect and get in. get lost, each time in a completely different way. 
9. My biggest problem was network response. 

7.1.2.2 Affective Comments Concerning Speed 

One concern developers and designers alike expressed is potential for Web-

based GSS to be too slow to be useful or usable. Throughout evaluation and system 

prototyping users provided comments about system speed. Figure 7.8 presents 

representative comments referring to the system as fast or slow. The comments 

suggest that factors other than the system, such as Internet traffic and client side 

configurations, may be the root causes of many slow system response problems. 

Comments which describe the system as fast reveal that users in several countries 

using different speed connections find the system speed acceptable and in some cases 

exceptional. Most negative comments refer to factors other than the system as 

potential causes for slow response times. 

Figure 7.8 Affective Comments Concerning Speed 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were made by the evaluators. 
A: Fast 
• Great effort to put this system on the net with very reasonable performance. 

even here in Hong Kong. 
• I can connect to Internet thru LAN in my office or telephone line at home. If 

this means anything to you - the use and response time of GSWeb in Slovenia 
thru the telephone line (14.4Kbps) is fast enough to work "out-of-office". 

• Did you also improve the code itself since I have a filling that response time is 
is better as well? 

• In the morning (all people asleep in the US), it even has an acceptible speed. We 
can not use it in the afternoon, though. 
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• I do not know if it is my commo link or something you did but my connection 
and response time to the gsweb is outstanding. Was it something you did? 

• Things are speeding up I see. 
• On the up side. The system is definitely faster 
• The combination of what you have done and a fatter pipe has really worked 

wonders. To all intents I was running as though on a LAN. 
• Access is pretty good. I'm using the same Service Provider here in the UK, and 

you seem to have speeded things up somewhat in Tucson 
• The response times were the best I've seen so far. 
• using Internet Explorer 3.0 and was amazed at how fast GSWeb was. Frankly, 

it was faster than I have ever seen GSWin be. 
• It moves along at a pretty good pace at work. 
• I also think there is some improvement on network bandwith since as I 

remember we would have at some demostrations of first versions of GSWeb. 
Usually network bandwith problem. This THX is going to ISPs. 

B: Slow 
• I think that response time was sometimes to long, but I think this is the case 

for Communication - Internet infrastructure and not GSWeb designers 
• I have tried twice to connect and the server is very slow. 
• It is a little slow and I don't think it can be blaimed on the internet. While 

waiting to enter a folder, I was able to access several other web pages and read 
the news while waiting. 

• The only thing I can come up with is that the tranmission speed was so slow that 
the folders either didnt open or took so long that I had given up 

• In the morning (all people asleep in the US), it even has an acceptible speed. We 
can not use it in the afternoon, though. 

• Other than the web-delays, this thing is really coming along nicely. 
• Many people have 14.4's, will it eventually run fast enough with these slower 

modems? 
• Speed on the WWW was variable but good enough to get the point across. 
• It's slow on a 28K dial up (actually 24K right now). 
• I become fnistrated with slow Web access. 

7.1.3 System Modification Suggestions 

Users provide many system modification suggestions, which are evaluated on 

substantiality and feasibility. Although there are a large number of system 

modification suggestions most of them are implemented. This section summarizes 

several substantive (as opposed to minor) suggestions for systems functionality, 

systems infrastructure and systems interface and presents implementation status. 
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7.1.3.1 Systems Functionality Modification Suggestions 

7.1.3.1.1 User Information Status (Implemented) 

Many users complain they feel alone in cyberspace and can't sense the 

presence of others. A typical comment reflecting this lack of sense of group is ""How 

can we tell who else is logged on the system? I feel like no one else is in this session 

but me." Developers design virtual business cards (VBCs), modeled after 

GroupSystems for Windows Participant Sign-in, to provide information about others 

who have system accounts. While this is a partial solution, users demand additional 

features (See Figure 7.9.) 

Several modifications are made to improve VBC usefulness. First, the VBC 

list is changed to display the names alphabetically by surname, instead of by a first 

and last name string as in GroupSystems for Windows. Second, login status (IN or 

OUT) is displayed next to each usemame to show who is currently active. Third, 

complete VBCs have explicit hyperlinks to the information, while empty cards do not 

have links. Each of these new features helps users quickly assess other system users' 

status. Finally an auto logoff procedure is written to ensure user login status is 

faithfully reflected. These modifications suggest that distributed users want and may 

in fact need additional information to replace nonverbal cues and sense of presence 

that are common when groups meet face-to-face. 
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Figure 7.9 User Information Status Conunents 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were made by the evaluators. 

• It would be VERY nice to have vbcs in alphabetical order. 
• How can we tell who else is logged on the system? I feel like no one else is 

in this session but me. 
• Is there a way to know whether a person has filled out a virtual business card 

without clicking all the names in the people list? Maybe an additional 
mark by the names of people who have one? 

• ...and it's too painful to log back in just to log off.:-) Hence, I'm still logged 
in. Sorry. 

• Also you may find a bout 3 of me still logged in. I got out and then had to 
log back on. Can you make a prompt for people to log off? 

7.1.3.1.2 Side Bar Discussions (Not Implemented) 

Users request a method for Internet chat sidebar conversations. This is not 

implemented due to resource and time constraints. Developers believe that chat 

programs, like Microsoft NetMeeting, may need to be integrated into distributed GSS 

environments to provide for this feature. The ability to discuss issues in real time with 

others may often be required in distributed sessions. Users specifically asked for the 

ability to chat with others that are logged not the system. This suggests that users 

want real-time human contact beyond what e-mail and discussion groups offer. 

7.1.3.1.3 System Action Veriflcations (Implemented) 

Several users experience problems when the system fails to verify if they want 

to exit from a dialog in which they make changes or add comments. Figure 7.10 

presents two sample comments and developer responses. When this happens users lose 

data and become frustrated. Developers implemented such action verifications 

throughout the system whenever users close or cancel an edit or add dialog in which 

changes have been made. Developers implement the verifications at the client, so as 
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to avoid an inordinate number of calls back to the server, which might decrease 

response time for users. 

Figure 7.10 System Action Verifications Conunents and Responses 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were made by the evaluators and developers. 

User Comments 
• If you press close VBC before saving it, the contents are lost without the 

system reminding the user of this. Minor inconvenience. I fell for it. 
• I blew it, I hit close when I meant to hit submit and now I am stuck. Can you 

idiot proof this thing...or will the idiots just keep getting better? Sorry... 
Designers Responses 
• When you are editing your VBC if you hit the close button it will ask if you 

want to close without saving. 
• Now the Comment window will ask if you want to close without saving if 

you have typed something into the add comment box. 

7.1.3.1.4 Date and Time Stamp Localization (Not Implemented) 

A number of users are confused by date and time stamps which only reflect the 

creation date and time for the location of the server (See Figure 7.11.) Users want 

date and time stamps localized relative to their specific time zones and further they 

want to customize the date and time display to suit their preferences. These 

suggestions are not implemented due to time and resource constraints. Developers 

consider that this is an important idea that should be incorporated into future 

distributed GSS environments. Time is relative in distributed sessions, therefore for 

date and time stamps to make sense to users they must reflect this and be presented in 

a format that is easy to understand. 
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Figure 7.11 Date and Time Stamp Localization Comments 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were made by the evaluators and. 

• Are you using a 24 hour clock? I hope so since it helps us have some idea when 
comments were generated. 

• The time of the comments seem to be out of sync. Maybe you are allowing to 
use different clocks around the world. 

• OK here is an interesting problem for you. I see the date and time stamps, but 
they make no sense to me. Can you arrange it so that they are translated into my 
time zone? Also, I don't like the month-day-year format - it is not the system i 
use. I prefer day-month-year. Can i switch this around? 

• Make it customisable for individual users - I don\ want to see times based 
upon Tucson time. 

7.1.3.1.5 List Positioning (Implemented) 

Users found that repositioning is a serious problem when discussions are large 

(See Figure 7.12.) With these comments in mind developers implement list 

positioning such that users return to the location where they are browsing or where 

they have added a new list item after they open another window or perform another 

action. In addition the synchronous update feature is modified such that lists are 

reloaded only after a period of inactivity, to avoid the continuous refresh described by 

several users. 

Figure 7.12 List Positioning Comments 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were made by the evaluators and. 

• I keep getting bounced to the top of the file. I can't seem to remain at the bottom. 
• it seems that the scrolling window where I am reading the comments of others 

keeps "repainting" itself on a continuous basis. The result is that if I scroll down 
a few comments, I can only read 5-10 words before it repaints again, and places 
me at the top of the window!! I now need to scroll down again to pick up 
reading where i left off!! This is very annoying while trying to read!!!!! 

• When you click on someones vbc at the bottom of the list you get into it alright 
but when you close you are kicked back up to the top of the list. Please set the 
vbc environment up so that you are in the same position in the list when you exit 
a card as you were when you entered the card. 

• How about new comments at the top instead of at the bottom, so we don't have 
to scroll to the bottom each time? I am a lazy person! 
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7.1.3.1.6 Select All Populate (Implemented) 

Facilitators found that as the roster of potential participants grew large it 

became tedious to invite a large number of them to a folder. On facilitator asked for 

an easier way to populate folders. To simplify this process "Select All" and "Select 

None" buttons were added to the populate screen of the people resource. The 

facilitator responded that they liked the feature. Following is the discussion between 

the facilitator and the designer. 

Facilitator: Develop and easier method to populate a folder. Can there be a select all 
option? 

Designer: Good call. I have the code for a Select All option for the folder population. 
it is just not in place yet. sorry for that inconvenience. In the near future that will be in 
place. 
Designer: For folder populauon there is now a select all and select none option as 

requested. 
Facilitator: i like the populate feature! 

7.1.3.2 System Infrastructure Changes 

Users provide changes that require components of the system infrastructure, such 

as the database tables, to be modified. These suggestions deal with changes related to 

such things as adding new fields, field size, and logical data integrity. Most of these 

suggestions involve the virtual business card resource. The following sections briefly 

describe suggestions which are implemented. 

7.1.3.2.1 Telephone Number Field Change Suggestions 

Users discover two problems with telephone numbers within the VBC. First, 

users note that developers do not initially include a field for fax number. Developers 
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add a field for fax number. Second, international users find that there are not enough 

characters to support their phone and fax numbers. These fields were extended to 

eighteen (18) characters to support international phone numbers. These problems and 

other similar ones suggest that developers must provide longer than expected fields 

and additional fields for user postal addresses, email addresses, Web addresses and 

phone numbers. Designers must provide for flexibility and extensibility to support 

heterogeneous international groups. 

7.1.3.2.2 User Name Logical Integrity Suggestions 

Users suggest that changes to the first or last in the VBC should also be 

reflected in other places where the user's name is displayed, such as in the folder list, 

or on identified comments. The system was modified to allow users to change their 

first and last name within the edit function of the VBC such that this is reflected 

throughout the system. This level of control was important to users, because many 

times administrators get user information from records and may use full first names 

instead of preferred nicknames, misspell unusual names, or use first names when the 

user prefers to use a middle name. This suggests that users want a high level of 

control over their personal information. 

7.1.3.3 Interface Changes or Enhancements 

Users suggest interface changes to improve system usefulness, usability, and 

ease of use. Many suggestions involve display and format of meta-level information 

about users and list items, while others deal with the graphic icons used in the system. 
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The following sections present several substantiate interface changes or enhancements 

and the implementation status for each. 

7.1.3.3.1 List Item Meta-information, Relationships, and, and Markers 

Distributed users suggest a great deal of additional meta-information. Their 

comments reflect a greater desire for summary information at higher levels of 

abstraction than are present in face-to-face sessions. One user suggests provision of a 

"little gauge on the desktop" to show activity in a session that would pop up when 

activity occurs. A number of new interface display and format options are 

implemented. These are discussed in chapter eight in the section on interface lessons 

learned. 

Figure 7.13 Suggestions for Meta-information, Reiationstiips, and, and Markers 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were made by the evaluators and. 

1. List Item Relationship Suggestions 
• The whole process of RE: is also a little clumsy. Any ideas? Part of the problem 

is a single stream of ideas in one topic. I feel that this discussion would work 
better in a categoriser. In terms of customisation, hopefully participants can 
choose whether or not to see comment numbers/time stamps (so long as the 
owner has switched them on) at all (i.e. on/off). I too agree with the name at 
front policy, though turning that on means that you have to have name in a 
different field I suppose. How do we know who Nicholas is? Maybe someone 
would like to impersonate Nicholas. So Nicholas might need a special icon 
(available to session owner only) to indicate his comments. All the rest of us get 
another icon. Danger here of confusing the users I realise. 

• Can you take advantage of ht so as to allow users to set up bookmarks for their 
Re:s that will point back there? Then whoever reads the "Re:" comment can 
easily get back to which the original comment was. This is important in situations 
where people have inserted comments rather than just appending as the comment 
order gets fractured. 

• I would also like to see some features that improve my ability to track the flow of 
comments. I find that dumping comments into a container creates a very 
incoherent form of online discussion. Any plans for threading devices that give 
multiple looks at the online discussions? But, I also want to temper this comment 
until I see how the rest of the tools are used to conduct the online meeting. 

• Does the interface need tweeking or options added to make threaded discussions 
easier? 
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• Discussion threads are way too long for me. so I cannot participate. There has to 
be a summarising function along the way. 

• Enable the comments to be threaded. Enable me to refer to previous comments 
and for these references to be preserved when the comments are switched to 
another tool. 

2. List Item Meta-information and Marker Suggestions 
• when 1 submitted a comment, all the comments wen black so I lost track of those 

that were "new" to me. Not a problem in a small discussion, but confusing in a 
large one....it made me "loose my place" 

• can you enable us to see how many new comments there are at the folder level? 
This will enable people to see at the top-most level if any new ideas have been 
added (i.e. total # of old/new topics and then old/new comments for each topic). 
This would be a very useful way of checking on "are there new things for me to 
look at/comment on", while minimising download times. It should not make 
much overhead difference for the initial download - just a lookup procedure? 

• Add more features for distributed support. For example, I would like a little 
guage on my desktop that shows activity in the meeting. If I saw it shoot up, I 
might go take a look. 

7.1.3.3.2 Changes Graphical Interface 

Users offer suggestions about changes to the system graphical interface. A 

number of users experience lead to changes in colors and image support. The 

cormnents suggest that users and teams want and may need the ability to control the 

graphical content of their personal or group interfaces, such that they can customize 

the colors, fonts, images and text that describe system tools and resources. These 

findings may not have been apparent in lab studies with students and suggest that field 

trials reveal individual and group preferences and cultural norms that need to be 

incorporated into system interfaces. 

7.1.3.3.2.1 Graphical Interface Color Issues (Implemented) 

There are two specific color issues. One user is color blind and cannot see the 

"red" numbers that indicate new comments. While no fix was put in place, the 

facilitator did explain how the user could see the new conrnient numbers and markers. 
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A second user could not see the comments in some windows on a black and white 

monitor. The background color is changed to allow the comments to show up on 

monochrome monitors. These suggestions underscore the heterogeneous nature of 

groups that extends beyond what designers typically think. They also suggest that 

field tests and user involvement help designers to incorporate special interface features 

to support may different types of users. 

Figure 7.14 Comments about Graphical user Interface Colors 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were made by the evaluators and. 

• Thanks for letting me know I will not be able to see RED! 
• I can't see the left screen because my monitor is black and white, can it have 

another background color that doesn't show up as black on monochrome 
monitors? 

7.1.3.3.2.2 Icon Image and Text Suggestions (Partially Implemented) 

Users express a desire to customize the icons and text associated with tools and 

to eliminate the need to download interface graphics (See Figure 7.15.) Designers 

implement text aliases for all graphics so that users may choose not to download 

graphics. Comments suggest that customization of graphical icons and text associated 

with all aspects of GSS may be important in distributed modes. Users and groups 

want to use specialized names for tolls, resources, and list items that reflect either 

existing cultures and practices or those that emerge and mature within heterogeneous 

groups. 
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Figure 7.15 Comments about Non-Image Interface 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were made by the evaluators and. 

• I choose not to autoload images in netscape, can you label the buttons so that I 
do not have to load the images. Thank you. 

• I too don't download any more graphics than I have to - the line is slow enough 
as it is. 

• Good call! This system is overloaded with graphics and can not effectively run 
at 28.8 connections, let alone slower. For it to really be ubiquitous, there needs 
to be an option to use it with significantly less transfer of graphics. 

7.1.3.3.3 Comment Window Size (Implemented) 

Users suggest that the comment window is too small and request that it be 

made larger (See Figure 7.16.) Some of the problems associated with the size of the 

comment window are due to errors that are discussed in section 7.1.1.3 system errors 

and figure 7.5 system error user reports and designer responses. Designers correct 

errors and enlarge the add comment window to four (4) rows (it was only two (2) 

initially.) These changes offer users additional space in which to compose and edit 

conmients. 

Figure 7.16 Add Comment Window Size Comments 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were made by the evaluators and. 

• The add comment window is too small. No matter how I adjust my windows it 
seems to be the same size. This make it difficult to edit my gems. 

• One of my current beefs with GS/Win is that the comment "edit" window can't 
be sized, (the whole comment window can, but the small edit window can't). 
Is there a way to do this with Java? 

7.1.3.3.4 Folder Invitations and Process Communication (Not 
Implemented) 

A number of users are confused by folder invitations and request methods to 

communicate with folder owners (See Figure 7.17.) These coordination problems 
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suggest the need for more explicit and direct process communication channels that are 

separate from data channels. 

Figure 7.17 Folder Invitation Comments 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were made by the evaluators and. 

• Why do I see Rich ORwig's folder and a red colored number of comments, 
when I am not an invited participant? Tom Rodgers 

• Tom If you see Rich's Folder then he has invited you as a member of the 
folder. If you can get to the agenda then you are a member of the folder. He has 
not started you in an activity, but he did invite you to the folder. 

• We need a way to let Orwig know that we have not been stated in his session. 
• Yes several people have noted that Rich Orwig has created a folder and put an 

activity onto the agenda, but has not started anyone. If Rich would fill out his 
VBC then you could click on his name in the title bar when his folder is open 
and use his email address so send him a message via Netscape mail. Not sure 
why he has not started people. This is a very important reason to fill out the 
VBC and especially the e-mail address. 

7.1.3.3.5 Refresh Time and Download Notification 

One problem designers underestimate is the time remote users may have to 

wait for screen refreshes. We leam that it may take some time for remote users to 

receive all the results from a request. This led to the "Trans-Atlantic Problem" which 

is best summed up in the e-mail message a user from London sent: 

" M y  f i n a l  c o m m e n t  t o d a y  i s  t o  d o  w i t h  t i m i n g  o f  a c t i o n s  f r o m  t h e  r e m o t e  u s e r .  /  b e l i e v e  
that some of the errors and occasional Netscape crashes I've experienced are to do with 
me and the system being out of synch. I feel that I need a signal from the system that say's 
"OK, I'm ready for you to input something else. The whole thing feels very fragile when I 
sense that I'm putting my next click or keyboard action when I think I want to - only to 
find that I get a "transfer Interrupted" message or some hang up that seems clearly to be 
caused by my inputs meeting your outputs somewhere in space over the Atlantic ! What 
can be done ? " 

There are actually two problems associated with this situation. First, when a user 

is on a "slow" link often when they move from one tool or resource to another it takes 

more time than they are willing to wait for frames other than the main body of the tool 

to load. This causes two problems. First, users can click on buttons that will no longer 
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make sense, because the second request passes the initial request to update the "other 

frames" somewhere over the Atlantic Ocean. Second, the user has no idea when the 

loading is complete. 

The solution is to provide ^^Refresh Notification." This has two components, 

because there are two problems. Whenever a frame is to be updated it is ""'grayed out" 

at the client. No longer do the wrong buttons appear, rather the area is grayed out and 

then a few seconds later the correct interface appears. Also this gives the user a clear 

indication that loading is complete. Several comment on interface refresh and 

notification (See Figure 7.18.) These comments demonstrate the need for the explicit 

nature of the GSweb interface, that is it provides both a faithful interface (bogus 

buttons and menus are seldom if ever present ) and useful feedback on loading status. 

This type of problem and solution most likely would not have been discovered in a 

local lab setting. 

Figure 7.18 Interface Refresh Speed and Notification Comments 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, 

or grammatical errors are those that were made by the evaluators and. 

• many thanks regarding "the Trans Atlantic problem" I tried the system this 
morning, after finding yet another and faster service provider here. The 
combination of what you have done and a fatter pipe has really worked 
wonders. To all intents I was running as though on a LAN. The system will 
begin to look OUTSTANDING as you get it even better. 

• the present method of signaling the user that they can now work on a GSWEB 
page is a big improvement, but I suggest one step further. Would it be 
possible to put up a nice green "GO" marker when the system is ready to 
accept input. 

• My thought on this is that it would have to appear (the GO marker) somewhere 
in a common denominator space on the desktop. That suggests to me the top 
menu bar. I submit that a neat, green, round, "GO" icon at the right hand end of 
the Top Menu Bar (near the Netscape or M/S Internet Web Browser moving 
icon) would not detract from the system and could help to minimise any 
operational friistrations. 
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• I need to have the netscape icon to know if there is material being downloaded 
or not. THis is significant as we have a slow link and i cannot tell if the system 
has stalled or what. Also I cannot see the bottom bar which indicates how 
much there is left to download - very annoying. 

• i need to see if stuff is being downloaded or not. either a netscape icon or 
something, very irritating not knowing if i am watiing for something or if the 
system has stalled (which it does all the time) or what. 

7.2 User Heuristic Evaluation Surveys 

In addition to freely submitted user comments, heuristic evaluation surveys are 

undertaken. These offer opportunities for users to respond to lickert scale, yes/no and 

open ended questions about what they think of the system from usability, usefulness, 

and ease of use perspectives (See Appendix D.) Survey One is given in the middle of 

prototype development and survey Two is given two thirds of the way through. 

In the first survey twenty-seven (27) participants are given opportunities to use 

an early system version and asked to provide feedback. These are first time users that 

have some familiarity with GroupSystems for Windows. This group consists of upper 

division undergraduate MIS students living and attending school in the U.S. All 

participants used MS Windows 3.1 and were in the same room during the session and 

the survey. 

In Survey Two, fifteen (15) users from around the world respond. These users 

work in several different sessions over weeks or months and see the system 

developing and maturing over time. The group consists of academic, and government 

workers. They are spread across North America and include one individual from Asia 
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and one from Europe. They use personal desktop workstations and work in four 

different operating systems. Sessions include same time and different time tasks and 

processes and are a combination of field and lab environments. 

The survey covered the four following sections: demographics, ease of use, 

usability, and usefulness. Questions and results are presented in the following 

sections. 

7.2.1 Demographic Questions 

Demographic questions include gender, age group, sector, continent, and 

operating system. These questions provide an understanding of the nature of the 

survey groups. 

7.2.1.1 Gender 

Figure 7.19 shows twenty (20 - 74%) males and seven (7 - 26%) females in 

Survey One, twelve (12 - 80%) males and three (3 - 20%) females in Survey Two, 

and combined thirty-two (32 - 76%) males and ten (10 - 24%) females. Males 

dominated the survey samples and the composition of these groups is very similar to 

that of the entire set of two-hundred-fifty (250) system users (74% Male, 26% 

Female.) 
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Figure 7.19 Gender Number by Survey 

• Male • Female 

Survey 1 Survey 2 Combined 

7.2.1.2 Age Group 

Table 7.1 shows that slightly more than half (54%) of users are between the 

ages of nineteen and twenty-five (19-25), eighty-one percent (81%) are age forty (40) 

or below, and only fourteen are over fifty (50.) One factor leading to this high 

percentage of young respondents is that survey One is conducted with undergraduate 

students. No data are collected on age from the total set of cwo-hundred-fifty (250) 

users for comparison. 

Table 7.1 Age Group 
N/n <18 19-25 26-30 31-35 36^ 41-45 46-50 51-55 56-60 >60 

Survey 1 27/27 0 19 4 2 0 I 0 I 0 0 
Survey 2 15/15 0 3 1 2 3 1 1 0 0 4 
Combined 42/42 0 22 5 4 3 2 1 1 0 4 

7.2.1.3 Evaluator Sector 

Table 7.2 shows academics (students and professors - 94%) dominate 

survey samples, while industry is not represented and government accounts for only 

seven percent (7%.) This is not representative of the total set of two-hundred and 

fifty (250) users, which is comprised of seventy-two percent (72%) academic. 
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fourteen percent (14%) industry, and fourteen percent (14%) government. One factor 

leading to this difference is that survey One is conducted with undergraduate students. 

Another possible reason is students and professors may be more willing to respond to 

surveys than industry or govemment workers. In any event the samples are more 

homogeneous than desired in terms of sector. 

Table 7.2 Which Group Best Describes You? 
IN (Industry), GV Govemment), AC (Academia) 

N/n IN GV AC 
Survey 1 27/27 0 0 27 
Survev 2 15/15 0 3 12 
Combined 42/42 0 3 39 

7.2.1.4 Geographic Location 

Table 7.3 shows that North Americans (95%) dominate the survey samples. 

This is not representative of the total set of two-hundred and fifty users, which is 

comprised of sixty-nine percent (69%) North Americans, nineteen percent (19%) 

Europeans, six percent (6%) Australians, six percent (6%) Asians, and no South 

Americans nor Africans. The survey samples are not as representative of the overall 

set of system users. One clear factor leading to this is that the first survey is conducted 

with a class of students at a North American University. Another factor is that the 

survey was an optional task for distributed users in the field studies, and most of them 

opted not to fill it out. 

Table 7.3 Which Continent are You Located On? 
NA ( North America), SA (South America), EU (Europe), 

AS (Asia). AU (Australia). AF(Africa) 
Continent N/n NA SA EU AS AU AF 
Survey 1 27/27 27 0 0 0 0 0 
Survey 2 15/15 13 0 1 1 0 0 
Combined 42/42 40 0 1 1 0 0 
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7.2.1.5 Operating System 

Table 7.4 shows that Windows 3.1 accounts for more than half (65%) of the 

survey samples. This is not representative of the overall set of system users. One clear 

factor leading to this is that the first survey is conducted with twenty-seven Windows 

3.1 machines. Although specific data is not collected, researchers can estimate that the 

majority of users use the Windows 95 or Windows NT operating systems, as many as 

ten use UNIX, and very few use windows 3.1, Apple or OS/2. 

Table 7.4 What Operating System did you use? 
31 (Windows 3.1), WW (Windows for Work Groups), 95 (Windows 95), 

NT (Windows NT). UX (Unix). 02 (OS/2). AP (Macintosh) 
N/n 31 WW 95 NT UX 02 AP 

Survey 1 27/27 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Survey 2 15/15 0 1 12 1 0 1 0 
Combined 42/42 27 1 12 1 0 1 0 

7.2.2 Ease of Use Questions 

These questions are designed to elicit evaluation feedback as to the ease of use 

of the system based on user experiences and opinions. The questions address general 

ease of use, ease of use in adding topics and comments, and cognitive load. 

7.2.2.1 General Usability 

Table 7.5 and Figure 7.24 show that when asked how difficult they found using 

GSWeb, seventy-eight percent (78%) of users in Survey One say easy (63%) or very 

easy (15%,) only four percent (4%) say hard, and none say very hard. In Survey Two 

forty percent (40%) say easy (33%) or very easy (7%,) fifty-three percent (53%) say 

neither easy nor hard, seven percent (7%) say hard, and none say very hard. Combined 
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sixty-four percent (64%) of users say easy (52%) or very easy (12%,) thirty-one 

percent (31%) say neither easy nor hard, four percent (4%) say hard, and none say 

very hard. These results show that the majority of users state that using the system is 

easy or very easy and none state the system is very hard to use. 

Table 7.5 Using GSWeb Was: 
Very Easy (VE), E^y (E), Neither Easy nor Hard (N). Hard (H), Very Hard (VH) 

N/n VE(1) E(2) N(3) H(4) VH(5) Mean STD P - Z (E(2)) 
Survey 1 27/27 4 17 5 1 0 E(2.11) 0.70 0.2040 
Survev 2 15/15 1 5 8 1 0 E(2.60) 0.74 0.0008 
Combined 42/42 5 22 13 2 0 E(2.29) 0.74 0.0063 

Figure 7.24 Using GSWeb Was: 

Combined N 

Survey 2 

0 5 10 15 20 25 

7.2.2.2 Ease of Adding Topics/Comments 

Table 7.6 and Figure 7.25 show that when asked how difficult they found 

adding topics or comments, seventy-eight percent (89%) of users in Survey One say 

easy (48%) or very easy (41%,) eleven percent (11%) say neither hard nor easy, and 

none say hard nor very hard. In Survey Two eighty-five percent (85%) say easy 
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(39%) or very easy (46%,) fifteen percent (15%) say neither easy nor hard, and none 

say hard nor very hard. Combined sixty-four percent (88%) of users say easy (45%) or 

very easy (43%,) twelve percent (12%) say neither easy nor hard, and none say hard 

nor very hard. These results show that over three-fourths of users state that adding 

topics and comments is easy or very easy and that none find this task hard nor very 

hard. 

Table 7.6 
I Found adding Topics or Conunents into Group Systems for tlie Web to be 

N/n VE(1) E(2) N(3) H(4) VH(5) Mean STD P - Z (E(2)) 
Survey 1 27/27 11 13 3 0 0 Ed.70) 0.67 0.9893 
Survey 2 15/13 6 5 2 0 0 01.69) 0.75 0.9302 
Combined 42/40 17 18 5 0 0 Ed.70) 0.69 0.9971 

Figure 7.25 
I Found adding Topics or Comments into Group Systems for the Web to be 

Combined N 

Survey 2 

Survey 1 

0 5 10 15 20 

7.2.2.3 Frequency of High Cognitive Load 

Table 7.7 and Figure 7.26 show that when asked how frequently users had to 

think hard to perform actions seventy-four percent (74%) in Survey One say rarely 
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(52%) or never (22%,) twenty-two percent (22%) say sometimes, four percent (4%) 

say often, and none say always. In Survey Two thirty-six percent (36%) of users say 

rarely, twenty-one percent (21%) say sometimes, forty-three percent (43%) say often, 

and none say always. Combined sixty-one percent (61%) of users say never (15%) or 

rarely (46%,) twenty-two percent (22%) say sometimes, seventeen percent (17%) say 

often, and none say always. The results of this question show that over half of users 

state that only rarely or sometimes did they have to think hard to perform actions, 

while less then one-fifth say often, and none say always. This shows that most users 

do not feel cognitively overloaded by the system. 

Table 7.71 had to think hard to flgure out how to perform an action: 
Always (A). Often (Often). Sometimes (S). Rarely (R), Never (N) 

N/n Ad) 0{2) S(3) R(4) N(5) Mean STD P-Z(R(4)) 
Survey 1 27/27 0 I 6 14 6 R(3.93) 0.78 0.2485 
Survey 2 15/14 0 6 3 5 0 S(2.93) 0.92 0.0003 
Combined 42/41 0 7 9 19 6 R{3.41) 1.26 0.7686 

Figure 7.26 I had to think hard to flgure out how to perform an action: 

Combined s 

Survey 2 

0 5 10 15 20 
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7.2.2.4 Additional Features to make the System Easier 

Table 7.8 and Figure 7.27 show that when given the opportunity to provide 

feedback as to what additional features they feel would make tasks easier overall only 

thirty-eight percent (38%) respond. These comments suggest that users may not yet 

known what new functions they need. For example three comments are nonspecific 

four deal with facilitation, and three concern objectives and tasks. Only six of the 

sixteen comments submitted suggest new features to make the system easier, and all of 

them deal with the interface. Of these six five specifically focus on making the 

interface more explicit so that users can understand or find interface objects to perform 

functions. These comments suggest that users and groups do not fully understand the 

process of distributed collaboration and that both the facilitation and the interface must 

be more explicit. 

Table 7.8 

N/n % 

Survev 1 27/13 48% 
Survey 2 15/3 20% 
Combined 42/16 38% 

Figure 7.27 Comments about additional Features to make Things Easier. 

Survey One Comments: 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, or grammatical errors 
are those that were made by the respondents. 

Nonspecific 
• Undetermined at this time 
• None 
Interface 
• Drop down text to explain what each box stands for. 
• Allow submissions to be made without the mouse. 
• Drop down button descriptions. Ability to modify your question before responses are 

made. In comment bars such as this one. the text should automatically jump vertically 
rather than scrolling horizontally. 

• floating bubble icon identifiers (supposed to be in next version) 
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• Comments on icons, or different procedures, I could not find the categorized results of 
the ^oup 

• Placing optional choices and their code all within the combo box instead of within two 
separate locations across the screen 

Facilitation 
• I wish somebody would explain to me what all this "GroupSystems" stuff is really useful 

for. It seems like we're spending an awfully long time on something that has no real 
applicability to anything I'm interested in. 

• A set of written instructions would be very useful. Had it not been for oral instructions by 
the facilitator, we'd all be lost as far as what bottons to push and when. 

Objectives 
• Depending on what the tasks are? If your objective is to get a number of responces. then 

this is effective. If you really need relevant, usefull information for strategic decisions, 
then I would question this software. 

• knowing what the purpose was would have been nice. 
• Extensive and easy help menu. Really can not comment to much because of the bugs that 

need to be worked out. Would like to spend more time on it to give a better response. 

Survey Two Comments: 
Note: All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, or grammatical errors 
are those that were made by the respondents. 

Nonspecific 
• There isnt much there yet. 
Facilitation 
• More responsiveness from the session moderators to participant requests. 
• My negative responses in Q9 is due to the fact that I was unable to use GSW from IE. 

When I was in the environment from Netscape, it was moderately usable. Regarding this 
question, I felt I needed more focus in order to participate in your discussion. It was all 
over the place and hard to follow. It needed much tighter facilitation via the toolset than 
was provided. However, it might have helped if this had been an existing group working 
on a salient problem. 

7.2.2.5 Summary of Ease of Use Questions 

Results of responses to ease of use questions indicate that most users found the 

system and its main features easy to use. The majority of users found adding 

comments and topics to be easy or very easy. Most users rarely or never felt 

cognitively overloaded by too many choices. When asked what additional features 

users would add to improve ease of use, most did not provide answers and of those 

that did answer only a few gave additional features. This suggests that most users do 

not yet know what the features, tools, and resources are required in distributed 

collaboration to make their tasks easier. 
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7.2.3 Usability Questions 

These questions are designed to elicit evaluation feedback as to the general 

usability of the system. The questions address confusion due to too many choices, 

error recovery, online help access, and overall usability. 

7.2.3.1 Confusion Due to Too Many Options 

Table 7.9 and Figure 7.28 show that when asked how frequently they are 

confused by too many options, seventy-three percent (73%) of users in Survey One 

say rarely (46%) or never (27%,) twenty-seven percent (27%) say sometimes, and 

none say often nor always. In Survey Two forty-six percent (46%) of users say rarely 

(33%) or never (13%,) thirteen percent (13%) say sometimes, forty percent (40%) say 

often, and none say always. Combined sixty-four percent (64%) of users say never 

(22%) or rarely (42%,) twenty-two percent (22%) say sometimes, and fourteen 

percent (14%) say often. These results show that most users state they are never or 

rarely cognitively overloaded by too many choices, only a few state they are often 

overloaded, and none state they are always overloaded. This suggests that the interface 

is usable and does not confuse most users with too many choice very often. 

Table 7.9 I was confused by too many choices: 
Always ( A ) ,  Often (Often). Sometimes (S), Rarely (R), Never (N) 

N/n Ad) 0(2) S(3) R(4) N{5) Mean STD P - Z {4(R)) 
Survey 1 nne 0 0 7 12 7 R(4.00) 0.75 0.5000 
Survey 2 15/15 0 6 2 5 2 S(3.20) I.IS 0.9966 
Combined 42/41 0 6 9 17 9 S(3.700) 0.98 0.9720 
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Figure 7.28 I was confused by too many choices: 
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7.2.3.2 Error Recovery 

Table 7.10 and Figure 7.29 show that when asked about difficulty of 

recovering from errors, thirty-seven percent (37%) of users in Survey One say easy 

(29%) or very easy (8%,) twenty-five percent (25%) say neither hard nor easy, twenty-

five percent (25%) say hard, and thirteen percent (13%) say very hard. In Survey 

Two twenty-three percent (23%) say easy, eight percent (8%) say neither easy nor 

hard, thirty-one percent (31%) say hard, and thirteen percent (39%) say very hard. 

Combined thirty-two percent (32%) of users in Survey One say easy (27%) or very 

easy (5%,) nineteen percent (19%) say neither hard nor easy, twenty-seven percent 

(27%) say hard, and twenty-two percent (22%) say very hard. These results show that 

when users experience errors about one-third state recovery is easy or very easy, while 

over one-half state recovery is hard or very hard. These results are not surprising 

considering that the system is an evolutionary prototype and that users are working 
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individually on heterogeneous hardware and software platforms. These results show 

that error recovery is a critical issue for distributed GSS. 

Table 7.10 Recovering From Errors Was: 

N/n/n* VE(1) E(2) NO) H(4) VH(5) NA(6)» Mean STD P - Z (2(E)) 
Survey 1 27/24 2 7 6 6 3 0« N(3.04) 120 0.00001 
Survey 2 15/14/13 0 3 1 4 5 1* N(3.85) 1.21 0.00000002 
Combined 42/38A37 2 10 7 10 8 1- N(3.32) 1.25 0.0000000001 

NA = Not Applicable - These are not included in statistical calculations. 

Figure 7.29 Recovering From Errors Was: 
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7.2.3.3 Access to Online Help 

Table 7.11 and Figure 7.30 show that when asked about the difficulty of 

accessing online help, thirty percent (30%) of users in Survey One say easy and 

seventy percent (70%) say neither hard nor easy, and none say hard nor very hard. In 

Survey Two fifty percent (50%) say easy, thirty-three percent (33%) say neither easy 

nor hard, seventeen percent (17%) say hard, and none say very hard. Combined thirty-

eight percent (38%) of users say easy, fifty-six percent (56%) say neither easy nor 
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hard, six percent (6%) say hard, and none say very hard. Less than one-half of users 

that fill out the survey answer this question about the ease of accessing online help, 

and further that of those that do answer almost one-third state that the question is not 

applicable. This suggests that at least one-half of the users did not attempt to access 

online help. While no data is gathered is it possible that many users did not need to 

seek online help. Of those that do answer the question all but one user say that 

accessing online help is easy or very easy 

Table 7.11 Accessing on-line Help Was: 
Very Easy (VE). Easy (E). Neither E^y nor Hard (N). Hard (H). Very Hard (VH) Not Applicable (NA) 

N/n/n» VE(1) E(2) N(3) HM) VH(5) NA (6)* Mean STD P-Z(2(E)) 
Survey 1 27/10 0 3 7 0 0 0* N(2.70) 0.48 0.000002 
Survey 2 15/13/6 0 3 2 0 1 7* N(2.91) 0.83 0.0404 
Combined 42/23/16 0 6 9 0 1 7- N(2.75) 0.77 0.00005 

• NA = Not Applicable - These are not included in statistical calculations. 

Figure 7.30 Accessing on-line Help Was: 
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7.2.3.4 General Usability 

Table 7.12 and Figure 7.31 show that when asked an overall assessment of 

usability, fifty percent (50%) of users in Survey One say Good (35%) or Very good 

(15%,) thirty-eight percent (38%) say average, four percent (4%) say fair, and eight 

percent (8%) say Poor. In Survey Two forty-three percent (43%) of users in Survey 

One say Good (14%) or Very good (29%,) seven percent (7%) say average, fifty 

percent (50%) say fair, and none say Poor. Combined forty-eight percent (48%) of 

users in Survey One say Good (20%) or Very good (27%,) twenty-eight percent (28%) 

say average, twenty percent (20%) say fair, and five percent (5%) say Poor. Overall 

almost one-half of surveyed users state that in terms of usability the system is good or 

very good and only five percent (5%) say that it is poor. 

Table 7.12 What was your overall assessment of the usability of GSWeb? 
Very Good (VG). Good (G), Average (A). Fair (F), Poor (P) 

N/n/n» VG(U G(2) A (3) F(4) P(S) Mean STD P - Z (2(E)) 
Survey 1 27/26 4 9 10 1 2 A(2.54) 1.07 0.02275 
Survey 2 15/14 4 2 1 7 0 A(2.79) 1.37 0.01587 
Combined 42/40 8 11 11 8 2 A(2.50) 1.06 0.00180 
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Figure 7.31 What was your overall assessment of the usability of GSWeb? 
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7.2.3.5 Summary of Usability Questions 

Results of responses to usability questions indicate that overall the majority of 

users find the system to be usable and rate it as good or very good in terms of overall 

usability. Only five percent of users state that the system is poor in terms of usability. 

The one area where the system needs work in terms of usability is error recovery. 

This is not surprising due to the evolutionary nature of the prototype and the 

heterogeneous user environments. 

7.2.4 Usefulness Questions 

These questions are designed to elicit evaluation feedback as to the usefulness 

of the system. These questions address perceptual load, resource and tool use, 

complete functionality, willingness to use again and willingness to recommend. 
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7.2.4.1 Perceptual Load 

Table 7.13 and Figure 7.32 show that when asked directly about the difficulty 

of finding what they need to get work done, forty-nine percent (49%) of users in 

Survey One say easy (43%) or very easy (5%,) twenty-four percent (24%) say hard, 

and none say very hard. In Survey Two thirty-eight percent (38%) say easy (31%) or 

very easy (7%,) sixteen percent (16%) say neither easy nor hard, forty-six percent 

(46%) say hard, and none say very hard. Combined forty-nine percent (49%) of users 

say easy (43%) or very easy (6%), twenty-seven percent (27%) say neither easy nor 

hard, and twenty-four percent (24%) say hard, and none say very hard. 

Table 7.13 Finding what I needed to get work done in GSWeb Was: 
Very E^y (VE). Easy (E), Neither Easy nor Hard (N). Hard (H). Very Hard (VH) 

N/n VE(1) E(2) N(3) H(4) VH(5) Mean STD P -Z (E(2)) 
Survey 1 27/24 I 12 8 3 0 N(2.54) 0.78 0.0003 
Survey 2 15/13 1 4 2 6 0 N(3.00) 1.08 0.0004 
Combined 42/37 16 10 9 0 N(2.70) 0.91 0.000001 

Figure 7.32 Finding what I needed to get work done in GSWeb Was: 
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Survey 2 

Survey 1 
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1.2A.2 Resource and Tool Use 

Table 7.14 shows the collaborative resources and tools evaluators use during 

collaborative sessions. In Survey One twenty-five percent (25%) use vote, twenty-

three percent (23%) use agenda, twenty-two percent (22%) use folders, 

fourteen percent (14%) use Topic Commenter, nine percent (9%,) four percent 

(4%) use reports, two percent (2%) use people, and one percent (1%) use Categorizer. 

In Survey Two twenty percent (20%) use vote, twenty percent (20%) use agenda, 

eighteen percent (18%) use folders, sixteen percent (16%) use topic Commenter, 

thirteen percent (13%), nine percent (9%) use reports, three percent (3%) use people, 

and two percent (2%) use Categorizer. Combined twenty-two percent (22%) use vote, 

twenty-two percent (22%) use agenda, twenty-one percent (21%) use folders, fifteen 

percent (15%) use topic Commenter, eleven percent (11%), six percent (6%) use 

reports, three percent (3%) use people, and one percent (1%) use Categorizer. 

Table 7.14 Which of the Following GSWeb Resources and Tools did you Use? 

N/n vo A F TC R GO P CA 
Survey 1 27/27 27 25 24 15 10 4 2 1 
Survey 2 15/15 13 13 12 II 9 6 2 1 
Combined 42/42 40 38 36 26 19 10 4 2 

7.2.4.3 Complete functionality 

Table 7.15 and Figure 7.33 show that when asked about completeness of 

functionality, forty-six percent (46%) of users in Survey One say agree (33%) or 

strongly agree (13%,) thirty-three percent (33%) say neutral, thirteen percent (13%) 

say disagree, and eight percent (8%) say strongly disagree. In Survey Two, thirty-nine 
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percent (39%) of users in Survey One say agree (23%) or strongly agree (15%,) seven 

percent (7%) say neutral, fifteen percent (15%) say disagree, and thirty-nine percent 

(39%) say strongly disagree. Combined forty-four percent (44%) of users in Survey 

One say agree (30%) or strongly agree (14%,) twenty-four percent (24%) say neutral, 

fourteen percent (14%) say disagree, and nineteen percent (19%) say strongly 

disagree. 

Table 7.15 GSWeb allowed me to do everything I needed to complete my tasks: 

N/n SA(5) A(4) N(3) D(2) SD(1) Mean STD 1 P - Z (2(E)) 
Survey 1 27/24 3 8 8 3 2 N(3.29) 1.12 0.999008 
Survey 2 15/13 2 3 1 2 5 N(2.62) 1.61 1 0.999039 
Combined 42A37 5 11 9 5 7 N(3.05) 1.33 1 0.999992 

Figure 7.33 
GSWeb allowed me to do everything I needed to complete my tasks: 
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7.2.4.4 Willingness to use again and Willingness to recommend 
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These questions are designed to elicit evaluation feedback as to the willingness 

to use or recommend the system. These questions willingness to use the system in the 

future for similar tasks, willingness to recommend that others use the system in the 

future for similar tasks, willingness to recommend that their organization buy the 

system, and willingness to use if their organization bought the system. 

Table 7.16 shows that when asked about willingness to use the system in the 

future for similar tasks, in Survey One fifty-nine percent (59%) said yes and forty-one 

percent (41%) said no. For Survey Two forty percent (40%) said yes and sixty percent 

(60%) said no. Combined, fifty-four percent (54%) said yes and forty-six percent 

(46%) said no. 

Table 7.16 Would you use GSWeb for similar tasks in the future? 
Select either Yes or No 

N/n Yes No 
Survey 1 27/27 16 (59%) 11 (41%) 
Survey 2 15/10 4(40%) 6(60%) 
Combined 42/37 20 (54%) 17 (46%) 

Table 7.17 shows that when asked about willingness to recommend that others 

use the system in the future for similar tasks, in Survey One fifty-four percent (54%) 

said yes and forty-six percent (46%) said no. For Survey Two thirty-six percent (36%) 

said yes and sixty-four percent (64%) said no. Combined, forty-three percent (43%) 

said yes and fifty-seven percent (57%) said no. 
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Table 7.17 Would you recommend that others use GSWeb for similar tasks? 
Select either Yes or No 

N/n Yes No 
Survey 1 27/26 14(54%) 12(46%) 
Survey 2 15/11 4 (36%) 7(64%) 
Combined 42AJ7 16(43%) 19 (57%) 

Table 7.18 shows that when asked about willingness to recommend that their 

organization buy the system, in Survey One forty-four percent (44%) said yes and 

fifty-six percent (56%) said no. For Survey Two thirty-eight percent (38%) said yes 

and sixty-two percent (62%) said no. Combined, forty-two percent (42%) said yes and 

fifty-eight percent (58%) said no. 

Table 7.18 Would You Recommend that your organization buy GSWeb? 
Select either Yes or No 

N/n Yes No 
Survey 1 27/25 11 (44%) 14 (56%) 
Survey 2 15/8 3 (38%) 5 (62%) 
Combined 42AJ3 14(42%) 19 (58%) 

Table 7.19 shows that when asked about willingness to use the system if their 

organization brought it, in Survey One eighty-one percent (81%) said yes and nineteen 

percent (19%) said no. For Survey Two sixty-seven percent (67%) said yes and thirty-

three percent (33%) said no. Combined, seventy-six percent (76%) said yes and 

twenty-four percent (24%) said no. 

Table 7.19 Would you use GSWeb if your organization bought it? 
Select either Yes or No 

N/n Yes No 
Survey I 27/26 21 (81%) 5(19%) 
Survey 2 15/12 8 (67%) 4 (33%) 
Combined 42/38 29 (76%) 9 (24%) 
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7.2.4.5 Summary of Usefulness Questions 

Results of responses to usefulness questions are mixed. Almost half of users 

state that finding what they need to get work done is "easy or "'very easy" and none 

state that it is "'very hard." Nearly half of users "agree" or "strongly agree" that the 

system allows them to do everything they need to complete tasks, however more than 

one-third of users "disagree" or "strongly disagree." When asked if they would be 

willing to use the system in the future for similar tasks over half said "yes". When 

asked if they would be willing to recommend that others use the system in the future 

for similar tasks more than one half said "no". When asked about willingness to 

recommend that their organization buy the system over half said "no" however when 

asked if they would use the system if their organization did but it more than three 

fourths said "yes." These mixed results may indicate that users are uncertain as to 

what types of tools and resources would be useful for distributed collaboration. 

7.2.5 Heuristic Usability Questions 

These questions are designed to elicit evaluation feedback on usability in the 

users' own words. These questions address what users like best, what they like least, 

what one change they would suggest designers, how they would describe the interface, 

and offers a last opportunity to comment on the system. Usability feedback in users' 

own words may result in more complete and honest answers than from that obtained 

through predefined lickert scale questions. This provides an additional source of 

usability feedback. 
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7.2.5.1 What Users Like Best 

When asked what they like best about the system users in Survey One submit 

comments in six specific areas: Throughput/Response Time (2); Familiar 

Metaphor/Interface (4;) Access via Internet (4;) Preference/Comparison to GSWin (4;) 

Generic Responses: (5;) and Ease of use (5) (See Figure 7.34.) Users in Survey Two 

submit comments in five specific areas: Preference/Comparison to GSWin (3;) Ease of 

use (2;) Access via Internet (3;) Integration with the Web (2;) and Generic Comments 

(1) (See Figure 7.34.) These comments stress topics from the literature on usability 

and interface design and suggest that users are able to identify the usability 

components designers engineer into the system. 

Figure 7.34 What Did You Like Best About GSWeb? 
Survey One Comments 

Notes: 
• All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, or 

grammatical errors are those that were made by the respondents 
• Comments are grouped according to type and displayed in ascending order 

based on number of comments for each type; 
Negative or Neutral responses (2) 

• undetermined at this time 
• I didn't like anything about it. 

Throughput/Response Time (2) 
• Good refresh rate. 
• Speed 

Familiar VIetaphor/Interface (4) 
• familiar interface, availability to utilize many different apps (incorporated 

www pages, statistics programs, etc) 
• the GUI based system was easy to use. 
• It seems to be well put together. I like the web-based interface, although I 

am concerned that the increased demand of Java ard the complex CGI 
you're using might crash my system at home, which seems to crash if I 
sneeze at it. 

• Interface. 
Access via Internet (4) 

• Runs on the WWW and provides structure beyond that available in other 
applicaitons 

• The base idea of using the internet for this software 
• It's accessable on Netscape. Practically anyone can participate. 
• It sounds like a good idea even better if it becomes compatiable across all 

environments. 
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Preference/Comparison to GSWin (4) 
(Note: participants were debriefed and this blinking was something 
they had observed when using GroupSystems for windows, which they 
stated was very distracting.) 

• Much simpler than the other software use in McClelland and not as 
complicated. 

• The refresh rate was slow enogh to avoid the blinking screen phenomenon 
• The interface and the fact that the refreshing was slow enogh to avoid the 

blinking screen. 
• the screen is not refreshing all the time. 

Generic Responses: (5) 
• Dynamic productivity and discussion. 
• The concept in theory 
• saving trees, speed, anonymity 
• It is another smart tool that is fun, but needs to have several Beta versions 

released before it will score good marks. 
Ease of use (5) 

• The ease of use. It was easy to go back and forth. 
• The ability to easily post comments and to expand on those comments. 
• It was easy to use. A user friendly environment. The icons were easy to 

understand by looking at them. 
• the GUI based system was easy to use. 
• open system to different users and avoid confussions. 

Survey Two Comments 
Notes: 
• All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, or 

grammatical errors are those that were made by the respondents 
• Comments are grouped according to type and displayed in ascending order 

based on number of comments for each type: 
Preference/Comparison to GSWin (3) 

• Similarity to GSWin 
• I very much like the extensions it has over GSW. 
• I like the extra information that guides me to where new comments have been 

added. 
Ease of use (2) 

• the easy way to navigate between the tools 
• the interface 

Access via Internet (3) 
• Anyone, anywhere, with access to the Internet and a browser can use it. 
• The idea of having a group meeting at a central location to conduct business. 
• Distributed, asynchronous or synchronous access 

Integration with the Web (2) 
• I like the URL features. I like being able to tile URLs with discussions. 
• valuable tool to play with and see how difficult it is to write a good gs for the 

web 
Generic Comments (1) 

• It got the job done 

7.2.5.1 What Users Like Least 

When asked what they like least about the system users in Survey One 

submit comments in six (6) specific areas: Reliability/System Crash (9;) 
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Interface Issues (5;) Button Icons and Text (3;) Process Issues (2;) Operating 

System (1) and Undecided/Uncategorizable (2) (See Figure 7.5.) Users in 

Survey Two submit comments in five specific areas: Response Time/Network 

Problems (6;) Reliability (2;) Ease of use (2;) Interface (2;) and Group 

Dynamics (1) (See Figure 7.34.) Most of the things users liked least deal with 

reliability and network response, both of which should be enhanced as the 

system is further developed. A number of comments concern the interface and 

many of them suggest a desire to customize the icons and text or ask for 

additional features. The overall tone of most comments is one that reflects a 

desire to enhance the system to meet user needs. 

Figure 7.35 What Did You Like Least About GSWeb? 
Survey One Comments 
Notes: 

• All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, or 
grammatical errors are those that were made by the respondents 

• Comments are grouped according to type and displayed in ascending order 
based on number of comments for each type 

• During this early task there were two system crashes and loss of data: 

Reliability/System Crash (9) 
• Just the corruption that occured (even though it would not normally happen) 
• It wasn't reliable 
• Reliablilty 
• due to its early stage in its development its lackluster performance and lack of 

database for easy and reliable file movement 
• Buggy. You could benefit by switching to an object oriented approach 

+)/JAVA 
• The systems crash 
• having to start over after the crash was annoying. 
• None except for the bugs! 
• I would be worried about the dependancy on the internet...what if it crashes.. 

Interface Issues (5) 
• It has refreshment problems with respect to having to submit in order to refresh. 

And some unreliability with respect to accessing comment boxexs. I wasn't 
always able to do so. 

• There was no scale for the numbers, i.e., one person may think that one is the 
best and the other thinks that 10 is the best. TTiere should be better instruction 
as to what the scale means. 
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• small fonts used in agenda area, too much info in the agenda area (would like to 
see an icon and a basic explanation in a larger font) 

• I think there should be a button to refresh' the screen apart from the submit 
button. 

• The front-end screen 
Button Icons and Text (3) 

• the buttons do not have logical images. 
• the buttons were a little confusing to understand there function. 
• The icon names were my biggest peve. Names like "agenda" or "folders" do not 

really aid in searching through the application to complete a task. More specific 
titles would be best. 

Undecided/Uncategorizable (2) 
• need to use it more realistically to defme dislikes 
• I didn't have enough chance to play with it to find anything I really didn't like 
• Self Explanitory. 

Process Issues (2) 
• Does 'he facilitator have to start each session? This seems to take awhile and 

can become confusing if not started promptly. 
• i was tempted to play around with it and stray from the task. 

Operating System (1) 
• Running out of Windows 3.1. 

Survey Two Comments 
Notes: 

• All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, or 
grammatical errors are those that were made by the respondents 

• Comments are grouped according to type and displayed in ascending order 
based on number of comments for each type: 

• One comment was actually a paragraph that contained three comments. 

Response Time/Network Problems (6) 
• Response time was sometimes too long (Europe) 
• very slow response time, may not be a feature of GSWeb, but shows that this 

kind of technology will only work well on a geographically restricted basis, or 
if all participants have good line speed connections - we didn't and that caused 
a lot of problems with the Java script. 

• SLOW. 
• networking errors 
• Also, it suffered from considerable slow downs at times. Many Internet 

connections are slow and many machines lack resources, but GSW seemed to 
want to push lots of fancy graphics and stuff through this minimal channel. It 
needs to have a mode where it sends only the most minimal data over the 
Internet in real time. 

Reiiability (2) 
• Granted that GSW is still research software, but the more than occasional bugs 

I hit frustrated me to no end (which is why I indicate above that I would not use 
it nor recommend it — GSW with minimal bugs is something I would use and 
recommend.) 

• Also, I had trouble communicating with others through it. It needs some 
additional unstructured communication channels or maybe simply a way of 
knowing who else is there. 

Ease of use (2) 
• The business card feature, while a good idea, is not at all mature and I found it 

very fhistrating to work with. 
• The difficult use of it. 

Interface (2) 
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• Too busy on the screen. Too many buttons. Too many choices. Great for those 
experienced with GSW or GSWeb, but not for new comers. 

• automatic repositioning of the screen while I was reading, especially annoying 
in long lists of comments 

Group Dynamics (1) 
• information overload in the conversations 

7.2.5.3 Suggest Changes to Designers 

This question is designed to provide evaluators opportunities to suggest one 

system change designers should make. This provides designers a sense of what areas 

are most important to the users. For Survey One, evaluators would tell designers to 

change things related to reliability (2,) interoperability (2,) Process support (3,) and 

interface (7) (See figure 7.36.) For Survey Two, evaluators would ask designers to 

change things related to functionality (2,) facilitation (1,) architecture (1) and 

performance (1) Results show that the interface is the area where most users would 

suggest changes. This matches what was found for the affective comments submitted 

freely by users, wherein the interface was also the most frequently requested area for 

change, and this shows triangulation and confirmation that this is an area of 

importance to users. 

Figure 7.36 What one thing would you tell the designers to change about 
GSWeb? 

Survey One Comments 
Notes: 
• All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, or grammatical 

errors are those that were made by the respondents 
• Comments are grouped according to type and displayed in ascending order based on 

number of comments for each type 

Undecided/Uncategorizable (1) 
• Nothing 
• Keep on going- you have done a good job so far... Designing software is hard. 
Reliability (2) 
• Make the s/w reliable. 
• Remove the bug in file locking so you dont lose all your topics and associated 

comments. 
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Interoperability (2) 
• Open the system for other browsers, adecuate it for new users, do it simpler. 
• Make sure it can be use with other browsers as well. 
Process Support (3) 
• Think more about the distinctive nature of different time - different place support 
• Add more control for the user and fascilitator. 
• Once the IS is fixed, concentrate on developing applications from a business 

perspective to suggest to users. How can this software help them? 
Interface (8) 
• the buttons. 
• But, make sure to test enough to work out all the bugs like the scale reversal 

problem. 
• putting the topic idea on the top of the screen visable for everyone the buttons. 
• The front-end screen 
• Design a more user friendly structure of navigating through the application. 
• It's to easy to get lost trying to decifer what each icon/button does. 
• see answer to #18 (smaller fonts and less extraneous info) 

Survey Two Comments 
Notes: 
• All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, or 

grammatical errors are those that were made by the respondents 
• Comments are grouped according to type and displayed in ascending order 

based on number of comments for each type: 

Functionality (2) 
• need to reduce the number of the options the user has to choose among. But I 

suspect a goal of the test was to demonstrate and test all of the fiinctions. 
• I would say to add features (to contradict the last sentence) that make it possible 

to know who else is there and communicate off line. 
Facilitation (1) 
• nothing you can do to answer my complaint as it is beyond your (and my) 

control, most of my problems relate to what I felt was poor facilitation and I see 
good facilitation as the key to a good meeting. 

Architecture (1) 
• Move toward something other than HTML (Java, ActiveX) 
Performance (1) 
• Lots of this answered in the previous question. I would say to be conscious of 

limited bandwidth and to write from much less bandwidth then seems to be 
written for. I would say, forget extra features until the code is solid and bug fi-ee. 

7.2.5.4 Interface Descriptions 

Evaluators are asked to describe the interface in their own words. For Survey 

One seventeen (17) of twenty (20) comments are positive, two (2) are negative and 

one is neutral. Eight (8) of the positive comments are nonspecific, five (5) refer to a 

familiar metaphor and three (3) refer to ease of use. One negative conmient refers 

specifically to the comment box and the other describes the interface as "poor" (See 
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figure 7.37.) For Survey Two three (3) of five (5) comments are positive. Two 

positive comments refer to user friendliness and the third to ease of use. One negative 

comment describes the interface as "busy" and the second states that it is too much 

like the interface of the face-to-face version of GroupSystems (See figure 7.37.) 

Overall the comments were positive (80%) and they highlight areas that were stressed 

in the literature review; such as familiar metaphor, user friendliness, and ease of use. 

These responses suggest that users do find the interface to be easy to use. 

Figure 7.37 How would you describe the Interface of GSWeb?? 
Survey One Comments 

Notes: 
• All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, or grammatical 

errors are those that were made by the respondents 
• Comments are grouped according to type and displayed in ascending order based on 

number of comments for each type: 
Positive 

Generic: (8) 
• I do like the scripted so you don't mess with netscape 
• Good and very dynamic. 
• good 
• Textual oriented, some kind friendly. 
• it was nice 
• the interface went very well. 
• Understandable. 
• Reasonable 

Familiar Metaphor: (5) 
• Fairly common, which is good. It is nice to be able to understand a program 

without a bunch of jumping around to figure it out. 
• windowesque...like the web browsers 
• netscape-like window, easy to use, easy on the eyes (if window weren't blazing-

white) 
• A very good idea to make it similar to what people are used to so they don't have to 

figure out every single button. 
Easy to Use: (2) 

• I liked its simplicity. All buttons were eaisly understandable. Nothing too 
confusing. 

• All the buttons are very easy to identify. 
Negative (2) 

• i had problems with the comment box, something about it just didn't feel right. 
• Poor 

Neutral/Not Applicable (1) 
• I don't understand the question. 

Survey Two Comments 
Notes: 

• All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, or grammatical 
errors are those that were made by the respondents 
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• Comments are grouped according to type and displayed in ascending order based on 
number of comments for each type: 

Positive: (3) 
• excellent and user friendly 
• very friendly 
• Simple and easy to use for those familiar with GroupSystems and standard Internet 

browser use. 
Negative(2) 

• Too busy. Too many buttons 
• Way too much like GSW. The Internet is a very different environment. GSW s 

interface *may* be appropriate for face-to-face meetings but certainly is not 
appropriate for distributed meetings. I think it was a big mistake to copy that 
interface and buy into lots of overhead, structures, and assumptions when coding for 
the web. 

7.2.5.5 Additional Comments about Usability of the System 

This question offers an additional opportunity for users to express their 

opinions about the usability of the system. This is the most open ended question in the 

survey and allow users to discuss any usability topic they wish, therefore it may 

provide the keenest insights into user perceptions about usability. For Survey One 

there is one (1) positive comment, one (1) negative comment, two (2) neutral 

comments, and two (2) negative conmients about the GroupSystems for windows 

survey tool (See Figure 7.38.) For Survey Two there are three (3) positive comments 

and one (1) negative comment (See Figure 7.38.) One positive comment addresses the 

need for facilitation and the other two the desire for interface customization. The 

negative comment suggests that the system is not for newcomers. These additional 

usability comments, though few in number, point out the need for facilitation, 

interface customization, and that novices may have difficulty. 
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Figure 738 
Please Make any other comments you had about the usability of GSWeb. 
Survey One Comments 
Notes: 

• All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, or grammatical 
errors are those that were made by the respondents 

• Comments are grouped according to type and displayed in ascending order based on 
number of comments for each type: 

Positive (1) 
• Usability is very easy since it is run out of a browser and uses familiar macros. 
Negative (1) 
• The amount of work put into it is obvious. However, a computer novice would have a 

difficult time maneuvering through the application without detailed instructions. 
Neutral (2) 
• I think I've pretty well covered it. see above. 
• An automatic scroll forward 
Dealing with the GroupSystems Survey Itself (2) 
• i also liked the way the survey refreshed. 
• i haten this web survey, there is too much room i hate haveing to scroll down 

every question 
Survey Two Comments 
Notes: 

• All comments are exactly as entered and any typographical, spelling, or grammatical 
errors are those that were made by the respondents 

• Comments are grouped according to type and displayed in ascending order based on 
number of comments for each type: 

Positive (3) 
• Good work, Nicholas. Now if we can just figure out how to better facilitate/coordinate 

these types of sessions. 
• Usability depends primarily on a) training and b)customisation and c) line speed. If I can 

customise the interface to my own personal needs (and language options;, then that will 
help. 

• If I can use my own time zone, that will be more meaningful. 
Negative (1) 

• Not for the newcomer. 

7.2.5.6 Summary of Heuristic Usability Questions 

Results of heuristic usability questions reveal that when asked to describe the 

system in their own words most users are positive and express that the system is 

useful, usable, and easy to use. Some users do find the system difficult to use, 

however they also often suggest ways to make the system better. 
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When asked what they liked best users emphasize usability and interface 

design guidelines from the literature review designers engineer into the system. When 

asked what they liked least the majority of responses concern reliability and response 

times, both of which are often issues with prototypes and usually improve with 

iterations through evolutionary design. Users did emphasize that they did not like 

certain aspects of the interface, however these involve a desire to customize the 

interface to meet their needs. Finally users mention process and group dynamics 

issues as things they liked least, which suggests that they may not yet be comfortable 

with distributed collaboration. 

When asked to describe the interface the majority of the comments were positive 

and stressed interface usability concepts from the literature review that designers 

engineer into the system. This suggests that designers are at least partially successful 

at incorporating these features into the system interface. When asked to make any 

other comments about the usability of GSWeb very few evaluators respond, however 

those that make suggestions specifically request interface customization features. 

7.3 Department of Defense Process and Facilitation Evaluations 

Two Department of Defense (DOD) evaluations are especially fruitful in 

learning lessons about distributed collaboration processes and facilitation. These 

sessions involved DOD personnel in distributed sessions that could not take place 
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face-to-face. The first session supports the P2T2 Pollution Prevention Task Force and 

the second supports Sea Based Battle Lab Crisis Response Scenarios. 

7.3.1 P2T2 Poliution Prevention Evaluation 

This is an asynchronous session lasting over a two week period. Participants 

include twenty-seven (27) DOD P2T2 professionals and eleven (11) others, for a total 

of thirty-eight (38) participants. The Facilitator and Team Leader is Surya Prasad of 

DESCIM. Figure 7.39 shows session goals. The session was very difficult to initiate 

due to incorrect e-mail addresses and a very short start-up time. Participation was very 

limited, with only fifteen (15) invitees providing input via GSweb or e-mail, and most 

input is via e-mail. The following sections discuss the results of the session and 

lessons learned as expressed by the members and the facilitator. 

Figure 7.39 P2T2 Pollution Prevention Session Goals 
1. Design and Develop DENIX format to reflect P2T2 
2. Document Acceptable DENIX Structure 
3. Evaluate GSWeb for use as a distributed collaborative environment 

7.3.1.1 P2T2 Session Results 

Although the P2T2 Pollution Prevention session was not a complete success 

several important lessons about how to facilitate distributed sessions are learned. 

Following are results prepared by facilitator and team leader Surya Prasad of 

DESCIM (See Figure 7.40.) 
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Figure 7.40 P2T2 Session Results 
• DENIX should reflect P2 tiered and orderly presentation 
• Highlight P2 technology as topic under "New Messages" 
• No Currently "approved" DOD P2 Technologies 
• Technology such as bioremediation and phytoremediation are used in cleanup or 

remediation 
• Members thought Web is good for publishing and posts for discussion, but 

cannot replace F-T-F sessions 
• GSWeb software problems arose and were quickly rectified, but they impacted 

the overall results 
• DOD P2 professionals desires and expectations are important and need to be 

viewed to plan for mission accomplishment, the sooner the better 

7.3.1.2 P2T2 Session Lessons Learned 

This section presents lessons learned prepared by the facilitator and team 

leader Surya Prasad of DESCIM and Nicholas Romano based on feedback from users 

and session observation. This session involved department of defense personnel 

working on a very specific task over a two week period. Due to the homogeneous 

nature of the group and the specificity of the task, it should be noted that the lessons 

learned from this session may not be generalizeable nor applicable to other groups, 

tasks, cultures, or settings. However, these lessons learned may still be of value to 

distributed collaboration researchers, as they may be tested with other cultures, tasks, 

and groups and in other settings to determine how general or specific they are to this 

session. 

7.3.1.2.1 Login Lessons Learned 

Approximately forty percent (40%) of invitees actually provided information, 

however much of it was through E-mail and not through the GSweb- This was 

significant, since average participation was less than thirty percent (30%) in some 

other GSweb distributed sessions. Many members simply did not login and participate. 
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while others logged in but merely read others' comments and did not contribute their 

own ideas. 

7.3.1.2.2 Feedback Lessons Learned 

Feedback was much slower than group members anticipated. Users felt alone 

on the system without immediate feedback, and therefore disengaged. Many users had 

difficulty accessing the system, however few users took the initiative to phone or send 

e-mail to ask for help when access problems surfaced. Even fewer users attempted to 

login more than once and work at it until they got on-line. Users may have felt a lack 

of urgency, because they were asked to login at their convenience and participate on 

their own. 

7.3.1.2.3 Motivation Lessons Learned 

Many channels to motivate users were not available at the time users were 

involved. Phone calls, e-mail, personal visits, and faxes were not enough to motivate 

team members to participate. It was difficult to engage users in the first place and then 

even harder to keep them engaged in the task, when they were working distributed 

from their desktops. 

7.3.1.2.4 Electronic Communication Issues 

Invalid e-mail addresses and frequent changes in e-mail address made it 

difficult to invite members and to communicate with them during the session. Of the 
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original thirty-eight (38) members, sixteen (16) did not receive invitations at 

appropriate times due to invalid email addresses. 

This session provided initial lessons learned that served as the foundation for 

some of the technical and procedural interventions used later in the research. 

Observing this session provided valuable feedback from users and the facilitator that 

could not have been gained form a lab session. 

7.3.2 Sea Based Battle Lab Distributed Crisis Response Scenarios 

Over a nine month period six (6) distributed crisis response sessions were run. 

These sessions involved various combinations of land and sea based group members 

connected by voice and GroupSystems data links. All sessions coincided with 

important Navy professional conventions and included live convention floor nodes. 

This made them very high profile and meant that success or failure was immediately 

known to high ranking officials and officers at the conference. Moderators used 

GroupSystems to simulate an unfolding crisis by entering reports of flooding, 

contaminated water, a collapsed hospital, washed out bridges, and the like. Crisis 

action team members at each distributed site used Categorizer to propose and evaluate 

disaster-relief solutions and to allocate resources for disaster relief in real time. The 

first three sessions were less than successful, however a great deal was learned about 

the process and facilitation of distributed collaboration sessions. The second three 

sessions were much more successful and applied a distributed collaboration process 
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and rules of thumb developed from the lessons learned from previous sessions. These 

rules-of-thumb are discussed in Chapter Eight. 

7.3.2.1 AFCEA Conference Distributed Crisis Response Scenarios 

The first three distributed Crisis response scenarios involved decision-makers 

aboard the U.S.S. Coronado Sea Based Battle Lab and experts at other high-profile 

land and sea sites. Other crisis team members included the Commanding General of 

the First Marine Expeditionary Force (CGIMEF), the hospital ship U.S.N.S. MERCY, 

the U.S.S. McKee of COMSECONDFLT, and participants at the Armed Forces 

Communications and Electronics Association (AFCEA) Conference in Washington 

D. C. (See Figure 7.41.) 

Figure 7.41 AFCEA Conference Participant Site Distribution 
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The goals of the AFCEA conference sessions were to Evaluate GroupSystems 

for use as a distributed collaborative environment for crisis response, to explore 

distributed facilitation and participation issues, and to experiment with sea and land 

based GSS connectivity. Although the AFCEA conference scenarios were not very 

successful, a great deal was learned from them about distributed facilitation and 

participation. Figure 7.42 presents some of the distributed facilitation issues raised in 

the AFCEA conference scenarios. 

Figure 7.42 Initial Distributed Facilitation Lessons Learned 

• Matching Views with the facilitator greatly decreased the need for voice 
instructions 

• Lead and follow functions helped to minimize verbal instructions 
• Additional mechanisms for tracking data links helped facilitators maintain 

awareness of participants with data links but without audio links 
• There was a strong need to integrate the audio and data links in such a way that 

the facilitator can track which participants are connected via audio and/or data 
• Protocols for voice and data communications helped to eliminate confusion and 

orientation time wasted at session initiations and when participants exited 
sessions 

7.3.2.2 Navy War College Distributed Crisis Response Scenarios 

The second three sessions were synchronous crisis interventions between the 

Navy League Conference in Washington D. C., the Navy War College, the Marine 

Corps War College, The Coastal Research Station AT Panama City Florida and the 

Commander Third Fleet aboard the U.S.S. Coronado the U.S.N.S. Mercy, the U.S.S. 

McKee, the University of Arizona in Tucson, and CGIMEF at Camp Pendleton. The 

meeting environment; included a GroupSystems server at the University of Arizona, 

Web clients at remote sites, T1 lines at both war colleges and SHF satellite 

connections from the ships at sea. The heterogeneous nature of Internet connections 
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and physical locations made these sessions particularly challenging. None of the 

participants, including the facilitator, had ever met the others face-to-face prior to the 

sessions. The objective of the three sessions was to discuss and develop ways for the 

war colleges to support warfighters in times of crisis fleet reach-back intelligence 

analysis. 

7.3.2.2.1 Collaborative Connectivity Difficulties 

More than a month was initially needed to establish collaborative connectivity 

among the sites. Surprisingly, technical problems only consumed a few of these days. 

The remainder were spent locating the right people, convincing them to get involved, 

getting authorization for them to participate, and diagnosing and solving remote client 

technical problems from a distance. On occasion it took days for the team to connect 

with the right members for a given task. Some prospective users assumed delays were 

due to difficulties setting up and using GroupSystems. However, for the second 

session the network was established in one week, for the third in a single hour. This 

underscored the importance of network infrastructure, client side configurations, the 

need to iterate through processes to perfect them, and the need to manage user 

expectations for this type of globally distributed session 

7.3.2.2.2 Data Links Alone Sufficient for Success 

Satellite channels connected crisis action team members aboard the Coronado 

and other ships with experts at War Colleges and at the Coastal Research Laboratory. 
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Six (6) team members explored how the fleet might use GroupSystems to reach back 

to the War Colleges for expert assistance and advice during actual crises. They also 

explored how the fleet may support the colleges during peaceful times. The Coronado 

was participating in war-game training exercises when the first session began, and 

almost immediately the ship took a simulated hit, and lost the session audio 

connections. Participants continued to work using only the GroupSystems text links. 

The Admiral in charge of the Navy War College sent word back to COMTHIRDFLT 

that the GroupSystems tools produced superb results. This demonstrated that 

GroupSystems text links alone can support distributed synchronous sessions 

effectively for this type of activity and this situation. 

7.3.2.2.3 Earlier Lessons Learned Led to Success 

Participants experienced fewer process and facilitation problems than those in 

earlier ones, chiefly due to the application of lessons learned from prior sessions. In 

addition, facilitator and participant experience led to increased efficiency and 

effectiveness. The success of these sessions was largely built on lessons learned in 

earlier distributed collaboration attempts. None of the participants, nor the facilitator, 

had ever met the others face-to-face. The first project was planned entirely via e-mail. 

The other two were planned via e-mail and voice. Despite these limitations, both were 

overwhelmingly successful. Users that participated in the first set of sessions 

expressed that the second set was much more productive and effective than the first 

set. 
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7.3.3 Summary of Department of Defense Process and Facilitation Evaluations 

The Department of Defense Process and Facilitation Evaluations provided 

evaluative feedback that helped users, facilitators, and designers better understand 

what needs to be done for distributed collaboration to be successful. Participants 

worked in their own environments in the field and performed tasks under real or 

simulated crisis conditions and time pressure. These sessions demonstrated that field 

studies can provide insight that lab experiments cannot. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

Research conclusions are presented as a dissertation summary, lessons learned, 

contributions, limitations, and future research directions. 

8.1 Dissertation Summary 

The primary goal of this dissertation was to discover some of the changes in 

GSS technology and group processes that may required to support collaboration for 

groups distributed along the dimensions of time, space, and computing resources. An 

appropriate research method to accomplish this goal was the systems development 

method. This method was applied via a hierarchy of "sub-methodologies''' including 

Conceptual Framework Development, Requirements Identification, Systems 

Architecture Development, Systems Design, Systems Implementation and Systems 

Evaluation. Outcomes of the method included: a new distributed GSS architecture; a 

systems specification that can be re-implemented into production software; new 

knowledge about distributed GSS interfaces, functionality, facilitation, leadership and 

participation; a prototype for additional research; new knowledge about the processes 

and group dynamics for distributed teams; and generalizeable systems development 

knowledge and experience that can be applied to distributed GSS and other domains. 

A conceptual framework was developed through a literature review of various 

related disciplines. Relevant literature was identified, in two major areas: 
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Conceptual Literature and Systems Engineering Literature. Conceptual Literature was 

further subdivided into three areas: Technical (Including Hypertext, Web, Database, 

and Interfaces); Dynamics (Including Individual {Tasks and Participation} and Group 

{Tasks, Processes, Facilitation, and Participation}); and Collaborative Computing 

(Face-to-face {History, DSS Origins, GDSS and CSCW merging into EMS, and GSS} 

and Distributed GSS {History and Studies}.) Systems Engineering Literature is 

subdivided into four areas: Existing Systems (Earliest GSS, Face-to-Face GSS, and 

Web-Based GSS); B Requirements Definition; C Usability; and D Evolutionary 

Prototyping. 

Systems requirements were derived from the literature review, interviews and 

meetings with dozens of GSS researchers, practitioners and developers and hundreds 

of users from around the world through user-designer/developer links and through data 

modeling. The data modeling perspective was used to identify new data entities, 

attributes, relationships, and operations through analyzing evaluative feedback from 

users. As a result of this analysis a number of modifications were made to the data 

model and the operations model, these are presented in Appendix A and Appendix B. 

These new requirements were incorporated into the prototype through iterative design 

and implementation as they were revealed though user evaluative feedback and 

observations of lab and field sessions. Based on systems requirements a logical data 

model was developed using the LDRM data modeling techniques. The design was 
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developed into physical data relations and implemented as relational database tables. 

Transactions were developed to create, access, update, and delete the data the model 

describes. These requirements addressed the first research question regarding new data 

content and systems functionality for distributed GSS. 

A distributed GSS architecture was developed based on a review of existing 

GSS architectures in terms of both the conceptual framework and the specified system 

requirements. Architecture components included the user/system interface, the 

network infrastructure, the GSS database, and interface protocols to external data 

sources and applications. The user/system interface served as the communications 

channel between the user, the GSS database, the network infrastructure, and external 

data sources and applications. 

A prototype system was designed and developed that ran on a Windows NT 

Server Operating System and used the Netscape Commerce Web Server to connect to 

the Intemet. The user/system interface was rendered through a Web browser using 

HTML and JavaScript pages, which were dynamically generated by server scripts 

written in ANSI C. The GSS database was implemented as a simulated set of 

relational tables stored as structured files on the server. 

The application consisted of a project structure stored in a database in which 

users stored their collaborative projects. Each folder contained an agenda and 
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collaborative activities and resources associated with the project. Folder owners also 

had access to system actions for creating new folders, sub-folders, adding activities to 

an agenda, inviting others to participate in projects and activities, controlling user 

privileges, and tracking the status of users and activities. The prototype satisfied the 

operational functionality portion of the first research question and the ability to create 

a prototype Internet Web-based system addressed in the third research question. 

The evaluation process consisted of a combination of iterative evaluations 

carried out throughout design, development, and implementation via lab and field 

observations, two formal heuristic survey evaluations and two facilitation and process 

field evaluations. Iterative evaluations consisted of a group of two-hundred-fifty (250) 

users continually offering feedback via e-mail, telephone, personal conversations, and 

through the system itself. These users provided over five-hundred (500) error reports, 

affective comments, or suggestions about the prototype system, which were evaluated 

and corrected or implemented as appropriate. 

The heuristic survey evaluations offered opportunities for users to respond to 

lickert scale, yes/no and open ended questions about what they thought of the system 

from usability, usefulness, and ease of use perspectives. Survey One was given to 

twenty-seven users in the middle of prototype development and Survey Two was 

given to fifteen users two-thirds of the way through the prototyping process. Finally, 

two process and facilitation evaluations involved DOD personnel in distributed 
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sessions that could not take place face-to-face. The first session supported the P2T2 

Pollution Prevention Task Force and the second supported Sea Based Battle Lab 

Crisis Response Scenarios. 

Overall, evaluators found the system easy to use, useful and usable. Results 

included suggestions for modifications to systems functionality, systems infrastructure 

and systems interface. Many of the suggestions were implemented and feedback was 

provided by users as to the usefulness, ease of use and usability of the new features. 

Often new features were modified through an iterative evolutionary process with users 

clarifying their needs and preferences. Results of the process and facilitation 

evaluations led to a distributed facilitation process that was successfully implemented 

in three distributed sessions with nulitary crisis intervention teams. A great deal was 

learned about the roles of facilitators, team leaders, and participants in distributed 

collaboration in a military crisis scenario. Additionally, many of the suggestions that 

could not be implemented due to resource and time constraints provided insights into 

modifications that may be required to successfully support users in distributed 

collaboration in similar settings performing similar tasks. The evaluation satisfied 

portions of all four research questions. 

8.2 Lessons Learned 

This section presents lessons learned about aspects of distributed collaboration 

from numerous lab and field sessions (See Section 7.3 for specific session 
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descriptions.) Since the research is exploratory and multi-methodological in nature 

many of the lessons learned are presented in terms of guidelines and suggestions that 

may serve as solutions to obstacles encountered in similar sessions and with similar 

tasks. The heterogeneous nature of these distributed teams, the specificity of the tasks 

they worked on, and the specific processes they followed, made it especially difficult 

to develop ""cookie cutter"' approaches that will work in all cases. 

These lessons learned may not be generalizeable to other tasks, situations, nor 

groups. First, many of the system evaluators and users were academics, and only a 

few were professionals working in the business world. Most of the field studies that 

dealt with process facilitation were with military or government groups, both of which 

may have specific cultures and processes that may not be generalizeable to academic 

nor business corporate settings. These caveats must be kept in mind when considering 

the generalizeability of the lessons learned, and will be emphasized again in specific 

instances where they are applicable within this discussion. 

One overarching lesson is that facilitators, team leaders and team members 

may need flexible and customizable tools and resources that they can adapt to suit 

their changing needs and preferences as they move through collaborative processes to 

complete complex tasks. This is supported by the many requests presented in chapter 

seven, system evaluation, for customization and customizability of features and the 
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interface by many system evaJuators. Examples include users specifically requesting 

the ability to customize time stamps ( See Section 7.1.3.1.5) and icons and their 

associated text ( See section 7.1.3.3.2.2, and Figure 7.24.) 

The following sections discuss answers to the research questions through 

discussions of lessons learned in terms of distributed facilitation, leadership and 

participation, and distributed GSS interface knowledge. 

8.2.1 Distributed Facilitation, Leadership and Participation 

This section presents lessons learned about several areas of distributed 

facilitation, leadership, and participation including: separate process channels; shared 

focus on images or tools, free-riding; and asynchronous session initiation. 

8.2.1.1 Separate Process Channels 

Process communication interruptions mixed in with data conmiunications were 

time consuming and interfered with the getting the task done. It was helpful to provide 

separate process channels initiated prior to the session that were easily monitored by 

the facilitator and other group members. This was done in several of the later sessions 

and shown to help both the facilitator and participants to communicate about process 

without interfering with others that were using the data channels for the task (See 

figure 7.41) 
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8.1.1.2 Shared Focus on Tools 

In synchronous sessions there was often a need for shared focus on a specific 

tool. Group-guidance features such as match views and lead-and-follow helped to 

establish and maintain shared focus during the study sessions. Match Views was a 

means to guide participants to a particular list item or comment in an activity or 

resource by reorienting their screens to match the facilitators'. Users received a 

message and then had the option to match views or not. Lead and Follow allowed 

participants to continuously reorient their screens to match leader navigation through 

an activity or resource. This allowed the leader to give participants a guided tour of 

current work in an activity or resource. This shared focus reduced the need for 

background process communication compared to study sessions in which these 

features were not employed (See Figure 7.41) 

8.2.1.3 Free-riding 

Free-riding is different in distributed than in face-to-face sessions. "Lurking" or 

free-riding is extremely prevalent in distributed sessions. Of the many sessions run the 

highest participation rate is forty percent (40%. See Section 7.3.1.2.1) Many who 

were invited never even logged onto the system at all (See Section 7.3.1.2.) Figure 8.1 

presents some reasons why this happened. 
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Figure 8.1 Possible Causes of Increased Free-riding in Distributed Settings 
• Users did not understand the task or their role, and so they did not act 
• Users' goals were not in hne with those of the team, or they were unaware of the 

team goals 
• Users felt all alone on the system due to no immediate activity nor feedback 
• Users had difficulty accessing the system 
• Users felt a lack of urgency or special purpose associated with the session. 

because they were asked to login at their convenience 
• Peer pressure was missing in distributed sessions 

8.2.1.4 Asynchronous Session Initiation 

Calling asynchronous meetings was quite difficult. During distributed session 

initiations a number of problems arose that made getting things going challenging. 

First, invalid e-mail addresses or frequent changes in addresses made contacting 

individuals difficult (See Sections 7.3.2.2.1 and 7.3.1.2.4). This was especially true 

when a quick start was desired tomorrow or in a few days. Second, users had difficulty 

accessing the system due to problems associated with slow links, local client 

configuration problems such as the wrong version of client software, or lack of access 

to the required client software. Third, some invitees were traveling or just about to 

travel and were not able to participate in ad-hoc meetings. Team leaders and 

facilitators needed to pre-plan with proposed participants and set time horizons that 

match group member schedules in order for sessions to be initiated successfully. (See 

Section 7.3.2.2.1) 

8.2.2 Distributed GSS Interface Lessons Learned 

One of the key research questions deals with how GSS interface presentation 

may need to be adapted for distributed collaboration. This section presents lessons 
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learned about distributed GSS interfaces in terras of general interface guidelines, and 

sense of group or community. 

8.2.2.1 General Distributed GSS Interface Characteristics 

Results of this research suggest that the interface for distributed GSS may need 

to be even more user-seductive" than that required for face-to-face GSS. Figure 8.2 

presents five (5) general interface characteristics that helped make distributed GSS 

interfaces more useful, usable, and easy to use for system evaluators in the field. 

Figure 8.2 General Distributed GSS Interface Characteristics 
• Expiicitness 
• Economy 
• Consistency 
• Flexibility 
• Employ Familiar Metaphors 

Session observation and user feedback led to numerous requests for interface 

enhancements, all of which reflect one or more of the characteristics presented in 

figure 8.4. The following sections describe each of these guidelines and present 

examples from the usability studies to support them. 

8.2.2.1.1 Interface Expiicitness 

Usability results suggest that distributed GSS interfaces must be clear, concise 

and unambiguous. Users request that interface objects communicate information 

explicitly. Examples from among the system evaluation comments in Chapter Seven 

are presented. 
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When asked what they liked ""least" about the system or what one thing they 

would tell designers to change, several evaluators expressed that the icons and text on 

buttons were not explicit enough for them to easily understand their functions (See 

Figure 7.24. and Figure 7.35,) while other evaluators, when asked to describe the 

interface, expressed that the buttons were easy to understand (See Section 7.2.5.4 and 

Figure 7.36.) This underscores the need to develop interface objects that communicate 

functions clearly to different users and to provide varying levels of explicitness to 

ensure that users can correctly interpret what an interface object will do. 

Users request that explicit user status, in terms of completion of virtual 

business card information and login status, be provided (See Section 7.1.3.1.1 and 

Figure 7.9.) In the case of user login status a mark such as an asterisk next the name of 

those users who are logged in was not explicit enough and users requested that the 

explicit status of either "IN" or "OUT" be displayed. Users requested explicit interface 

objects that communicate when the system is finished downloading data from the 

Intemet. Users were not satisfied with the moving icons, such as the "Netscape 

Comets." One user suggests a green "GO" marker when the system is ready for input. 

These features were all implemented and users provided positive feedback that they 

enhanced the explicitness of the interface (See Section 7.1.3.1.1 and Figure 7.9.) 
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These findings support the recommendations for reducing user cognitive load, 

providing an explicit context, and providing an explicit framework described in 

section 3.5 GSS User/System Interface of the literature Review 

8.2.2.1.2 Economy 

Usability results and observations of sessions suggest that distributed GSS 

interfaces need to be "'economicar in terms of the number of objects presented and the 

number of user actions required to carry out system functions. Users request an 

interface that minimizes the effort they must expend to interpret information or to 

complete tasks. Examples from among the system evaluation comments in Chapter 

Seven are presented. 

In terms of economy of interface objects, even though the number of buttons 

shown on the prototype interface was reduced from that in the face-to-face version of 

group systems, several users still expressed that the interface was too busy or had too 

many buttons and options (See Figure 7.24 Survey Two Comments on Interface and 

Figure 7.36 Survey Two Comments - Negative). These users were novices and their 

comments suggest that even further reductions in the number of buttons and options 

may be needed for new users. 

In terms of economy of required users actions, users request simplification of 

procedures. Facilitators specifically asked for a select-all feature to populate folders 
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(See Section 7.1.3.1.7) and when this was implemented they commented that they 

liked it. 

An additional type of economy in terms of "'"data transmission" was revealed. 

Several users requested minimization of the download of interface images to improve 

remote performance (See Section 7.1.3.3.2.2 Figure 7.15.) These users responded that 

this greatly improved their screen refresh times and made the system much more 

usable from slow connections. 

These findings support several of the recommendations for a simple and 

natural dialogue that minimizes input actions and user memory load, described in 

section 3.5 GSS User/System Interface of the literature review. 

8.2.2.1.3 Consistency 

During usability studies users requested two areas of interface 

consistency: first, representation or display; second, valid current system 

state. Additionally, users expressed the need for compatibility between the 

representation and valid current system state. 

8.2.2.1.3.1 Data Representation Consistency 

Users requested that virtual business card names be displayed in alphabetical 

order by last name, so as to be consistent with other systems they use such as 

telephone listings . This suggests that data may need to be displayed in formats that 
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are consistent with the representational schemes of familiar or standard external 

systems (See Section 7.1.3.1.1 and Figure 7.9.) 

8.2.2.1.3.2 Current System State Consistency 

Users expressed the need for display of system state information that 

reflects the current state of the system or its components. 

One area that users requested consistent system state information is in 

user login status. Users specifically requested that the interface display 

information about who else is logged into the system (See Section 7.1.3.1.1 

and Figure 7.9. ) After the user login status information display was 

implemented users that forgot to log off the system were concerned that their 

status would be incorrectly displayed (See Section 7.1.3.1.1 and Figure 7.9.) 

In order to ensure that this did not take place an auto logoff procedure was 

implemented to log users off after one-half hour of inactivity.. 

A second area in which users requested consistency between data display and 

current system status involves the various windows of the interface. Users found that 

at limes some of the windows displaying the button bar and the menu bar had the 

wrong interface objects and when they pushed them the expected functions failed, this 

led to the implementation of the "grayed" interface, to solve the ""Trans-Atlantic 
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Problem" (See 7.1.3.3.4 and Figure 7.18.) This user feedback suggests that it is 

important to consider interface component refreshes carefully for distributed systems, 

so that bogus buttons, menus or other interface objects are not present. 

These findings support recommendations about compatibility among data entry 

and data display, and Internal, external, and metaphoric consistency, described in 

section 3.5 GSS User/System Interface of the literature review. 

8.2.2.1.4 Flexibility 

Many users requested flexibility of interface display during the system 

evaluation. Examples include customization of date and time stamp format 

and location (See Section 7.7.1.3.1.5,) button icons and text (See Section 

7.1.3.3.2.2,) and system refresh and download status (See Section 7.1.3.3.4 

And Figure 7.18.) 

These findings support recommendations about flexibility for user control and 

preferences and to support different group tasks and interaction styles, described in 

section 3.5 GSS User/System Interface of the literature review. 

8.2.2.1.5 Employ Familiar Metaphors 

Usability results reveal that many evaluators conamented that the 

system was easy to use or user friendly because it is familiar and similar to 

other GUI interfaces they have seen before (See Figure 7.33 Survey One 
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Comments - Familiar Metaphor/Interface and Figure 7.3.6 Survey One 

Comments - Familiar Metaphor and Survey Two Comments - Positive.) These 

findings support suggestions, from a number of human factors researchers and 

one GSS researcher presented in Section 3.5.6.1 in the literature review, that 

users may be able to easily interact with familiar metaphors. 

8.2.2.2 Sense of Group or Community 

The sense-of-group or community present in face-to-face sessions was easily 

lost in study distributed sessions and very hard to regain. Many users expressed that 

they felt '^all alone in cyberspace." Users and facilitators asked for richer group 

status feedback (See Section 7.1.3.1.1 User Information Status and Figure 7.9 User 

Information Status Comments.) Users also requested ""back channeF communication 

channels. These results supports suggestions that collaborative interfaces may require 

additional channels for communication, coordination and deliberation, not found in 

single user applications presented in section 3.5.4 of the literature review. 

8.3 Contributions 

Contributions of this dissertation include: Distributed Collaboration Domain 

Knowledge; a Distributed GSS Systems Architecture; Distributed Facilitation 

Knowledge; Distributed GSS Interface Knowledge; Web-based systems Development 

Knowledge; and a Distributed GSS Prototype System. Details of contributions in each 

of these areas are outlined. 
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8.3.1 Distributed Collaboration Domain Knowledge 

This dissertation identifies system requirements for distributed GSS from 

relevant literature, lab and field session observations and evaluations, and hundreds of 

system evaiuators, including GSS researchers, designers, developers, users, and 

facilitators, which serves as the basis for additional Distributed GSS systems design, 

development, enhancement, and evaluation. Many extensions to existing GSS tools 

and resources as well as new GSS functionality specifically requested by actual users 

were identified, implemented within the prototype, and evaluated in both the lab and 

the field (See Sections 6.2. System Functionality.) Lessons learned were identified 

about distributed GSS facilitation, participation, team leadership, and interfaces. The 

research extends knowledge about distributed collaboration and also raises new 

questions for future exploration. 

8.3.2 Distributed GSS Systems Architecture 

This dissertation proposed, designed, and implemented a distributed GSS 

systems architecture, consisting of a Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)/JavaScript 

client interface and a centralized HyperText Transport Protocol (HTTP)/Common 

Graphical Interface (CGI) server. The architecture illustrates methods for integration 

of the network utility and client and server protocols offered by the Web with GSS 

technology (See Section 5.2 and Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.) This architecture serves 

as an exemplar for future research and development into Web-based systems in many 

areas in addition to distributed GSS. 
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8.3.3 Distributed GSS Facilitation Knowledge 

This dissertation extended the knowledge about distributed GSS facilitation by 

involving hundreds of users in tens of sessions (See Chapter 7 and Section 8.2). 

Observations of these sessions by researchers, facilitators, team leaders, and 

participants revealed new insights into distributed GSS facilitation that may improve 

both processes and outcomes. These lessons learned provide a foundation from which 

to continue research to discover the underlying mechanisms that cause them to be 

effective. 

8.3.4 Distributed GSS Interface Knowledge 

This dissertation provided lessons learned about GSS interface presentation 

needs to be adapted for distributed collaboration. The knowledge about general 

interface guidelines and sense of group or community are valuable to GSS researchers, 

designers, and developers. The new interface techniques revealed constructs that can 

be used in theory development and experimentation to discover the underlying 

mechanisms that make them effective. 

8.3.5 Web-based Systems Development Knowledge 

During prototype environment selection, design and development a number of 

lessons were learned about Web-Based Systems Development that may be generalized 

to applications other than GSS. 
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8.3.5.1 Advantages of JavaScript Over Java 

There are advantages to using the JavaScript language instead of Java for Web-

based development. JavaScript is Object-based as opposed to Java, which is Object-

Oriented. In contrast to Java's compiie-time system of classes built by declarations, 

JavaScript supports a run-time system based on a small number of data types 

representing numeric. Boolean, and string values. JavaScript has a simple instance-

based object model that still provides significant capabilities. The JavaScript language 

resembles Java, but without Java's static typing and strong type checking. JavaScript 

supports most of Java's expression syntax and basic control flow constructs. JavaScript 

also supports functions, without any special declarative requirements. Functions can 

be properties of objects, executing as loosely typed methods. While Java applications 

require large executable downloads, JavaScript consists of embedded text within 

HTML that is interpreted by code embedded within the client browser. These features 

enabled the development of a very thin client interface or the prototype (See Section ) 

that transfers the data and the interface together as text, and thus are much faster than 

Java applications. 

8.3.5.2 Incursive Nested Frame Architecture 

The nested frame architecture, described in Section 6.1.2.2 and depicted in 

Figures 6.2 and 6.3, is generated via a special technique called "incursion." Incursion 

enables framesets to be called by executables nested one inside the other. This enables 

a small piece of text based HTML to dynamically generate an interface with multiple 
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frames that presents a GUI metaphor very similar to that of the standard windowing 

interfaces. The result is a "'Hyper-Application Space" (See 6.1.2 - Paragraph 1,) in 

which each frame is dynamically generated and then can be updated either separately 

from the others, or in unison with the other frames in an integrated system interface 

update. Since the framesets are dynamically generated, functions within them can also 

be dynamically generated that allow controlled interframe communication and client 

side error checking and interface updates. 

8.3.5.3 Anticipatory Prototype Development 

Due to the rapidly changing nature of Web Browsers and the selected interface 

languages of HTML and JavaScript during prototyping it was necessary to anticipate 

software releases and language extensions and be ready to respond almost 

immediately. Another new twist was that as HTML evolved developers were invited 

to participate in its development through online suggestion forums. A new paradigm 

of anticipatory development was designed. This technique required developers to 

build the system and at the same time always try to stay aware of what is just about to 

be released and plan to incorporate it as soon as it became available. The entire 

prototyping process was done this way. Through the most intensive periods of 

development designers and developers constantly monitored proposed features for 

HTML extensions. An example is that users wanted the ability to have text in a multi

line textarea wrap at the end of the line, rather than just continuing on beyond the 

width of the textarea. There was an HTML 3.0 proposal for this tag and so developers 
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incorporated it into the system before it was supported in the browser. When Netscape 

version 2.01 was released that feature was already in place. With this type of 

anticipatory development developers were able to add new features to the system 

almost immediately after they were available. 

8.3.6 Distributed GSS Prototype System 

This dissertation develops and iteratively refines a prototype Web-based GSS 

that serves as the foundation for future research in this complex area. The concepts 

illustrated through the design and implementation of this system, as well as portions of 

existing code, will be used in future investigations of distributed collaboration. The 

prototype and the lessons learned through its development serve as important 

components in ongoing efforts to design, implement, evaluate, and enhance distributed 

GSS from both academic and applied perspectives. 

8.4 Limitations 

One limitation is the small number and composition of respondents to the 

usability survey. The sample was not representative of the overall set of system 

evaluators. This may mean that the results of the evaluation are limited in terms of 

generalizeability to and across other populations of users. Similarly, the limited 

number of tasks and sessions may also mean that those results are not generalizeable 

to or across other tasks or projects with additional sessions or that run for a longer 

time period. Future research will need to include larger samples for evaluation 
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surveys, additional task types, and longer projects with lager numbers of sessions, in 

order to over come these limitations. 

A second limitation is lack of experimental study of new features incorporated 

into the prototype and new processes developed for facilitation. While users respond 

that these interventions are effective, specific experimental analyses of the effects 

these features have on collaborative productivity are not undertaken. This makes 

evidence for effectiveness anecdotal, subjective, and qualitative in nature, and thus 

weak in terms of validity and difficult to assess according to magnitude. Additional 

research with experimental components will need to be undertaken to address these 

limitations. 

8.5 Future Research Directions 

Future research planned as a result of this dissertation includes: Prototype 

Revision/Re-evaluation; Additional experimental studies to test the effectiveness of 

system and procedural modifications; and development of meeting productivity 

metrics and a collaboration productivity maturity model;. 

8.5.1 Prototype Revision/Re-evaluation 

The implementation and evaluations processes led to many suggestions for 

revisions, enhancements, and additions to the system and to procedures for facilitation. 
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Due to resource and time constraints all of these suggestions could not be properly 

evaluated nor implemented and tried out with users in the field. The intention is that 

these additional suggestions be evaluated and those that merit consideration be 

implemented and evaluated in a manner similar that done for others within the scope 

of this study. 

8.5.2 Additional Experimental Studies 

Additional research with experimental components is intended to gather 

evidence about the effectiveness of the system modifications and facilitation 

procedures that is objective and quantitative in nature. This research revealed a 

number of user suggested system changes to the interface that are implemented, 

however they are not experimentally tested. Both theory development and 

experimental verification is intended to be undertaken to gain an understanding of the 

underlying constructs and their affects on collaborative productivity. 

8.5.3 Development of Meeting Productivity Metrics, a Collaboration 
Productivity Maturity Model, and Technical and Facilitative 

Interventions to Improve Collaborative Productivity 

GSS has been shown to improve productivity, however the literature review on 

meeting analysis reveals that a set of general collaboration productivity measures has 

not been developed. Metrics are needed to benchmark organizational collaboration 

productivity that allow for comparison among and between organizations and 

organizational units. These measure can ultimately be organized into a collaboration 
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productivity maturity model that will enable organizations to understand their current 

level of productivity. This model will also enable interventions to improve 

collaboradon productivity to be designed and tested against the benchmark measures. 

GSS researchers will be will be able to use the measure of the model to evaluate the 

effectiveness of new and existing tools and procedures. Additionally the metrics may 

lead to a better understanding of collaboration productivity and its underlying 

theoretical constructs and principles. 
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APPENDIX A: DATA RELATIONS 

1. Initial Data Relations Based on GroupSystems for Windows 

(Data Keys are underlined) 
(Candidate Keys have the text flag CKY) 
(Foreign Keys have the text flag FKY) 

A. Object-Derived Relations 

1. ADMINISTRATOR 
• UserlD 
• UserName 
• Password 
• CurrentIP 
• showmaintoolbar 
• buttontype 

2. USER 
• UserlD 
• UserName CKY 
• Password 
• CurrentIP 
• Description 
• showmaintoolbar 
• buttontype 
• FullName 
• OpenFolder 

3. FOLDER 
• FolderlD 
• FolderName 
• OwnerUserlD FKY 
• Folder_Creation_Date 
• Folder_Objective 
• SubDirectory 
• Fol_Locked 
• Fol_Edit_Folder 
• Fol_Add_Acts 
• Fol_Modify_Acts 
• FoLDelete_Acts 
• FoLAgenda_Style 
• Fol_View_Objective 

4. ACTIVITY 
• ActID 
• Act_Name 
• Act_Type 
• Act_Description 
• Act_Instructions 
• Act_SubDirectory 
• ACT_TimeStamp 
• Act_TimeUnits 
• Acl_Duration 
• FolderlD FKY 
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• Act_Topic_TimeStamp 
• Act_Comfnent_TimeStainp 
• Act_Topic_Identified 
• Act_Comment_Identified 
• Act_Add_Topic 
• Act_Add_Comment 
• Act_Add_Category 
• Act_View_Comment 
• Act_View_Category 
• Act_Modify_Topic 
• Act_Modify_Comment 
• Act_Modify_Category 
• Act_ColorBars 
• Act_Numbering 
• Act_Addsubs 
• Act_Number_Subs 
• Act_One_Line_Per_Topic 
• Act_One_Line_Per_Comment 
• Act_Comment_Numbers 
• Act_Topic_Numbers 
• Act_CastExit 
• Act_ViewResults 
• Act_Bypass 
• votemode 
• votemethod 

5. LIST_ITEM 
• List Item ID 
• ActID 
• FolderlD FKY 
• List_Item_Level 
• List_Item_ParentID FKY 
• List_Item_String 
• Locked 
• List_Item_Location 
• List_Item_TimeStamp 
• List_Item_Ident 

6. HANDOUT 
• Handout Item ID 
• FolderlD FKY 
• Handout_Description 
• Handout_TimeStamp 
• Handout_Filename_Extension 

7. REPORT 
• Report Item ID Unique Report Identification Number 
• FolderlD FKY Unique Folder Identification number 
• Report_Description 
• Report_TimeStamp 

B. Relationship-Derived Relations 

I. FOLDER_USER 
• FolderlD 
• UserlD 

2. ACnVITY.USER 
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3. 

• ActlD 
• UserlD 
• FolderlD 
• Started 
• VoteCast 
• NewActivity 

LIST_ITEM_USER 
• List Item ID 
• UserlD 
• ActID 
• FolderlD 
• Read 
• VoteValue 

1 = started, 0 = not started 
1 = vote cast. 0 = not yet cast 
0 = New, 1 = Not New 

Unique List Item Identification Number 

Unique Activity identification number 

1 = Read, 0 = not Read 
Used only for Vote, for other types set to 0 

n. Final Data Relations Based on Research Findings 

(Data Keys are underlined) 
(Candidate Keys have the text flag CKY) 
(Foreign Keys have the text flag FKY) 

A. Object-Derived Relations 

1. ADMINISTRATOR 

Original Attributes: 
• UserlD 
• UserName 
• Password 
• CurrentIP 
• showmaintoolbar 
• buttontype 

New/Modified Attributes: 
• Mainbuttontype 
• Barbuttontype 
• Show_NS_Menubar 
• Show_NS_Location 
• Show_NS_Toolbar 
• Show_NS_Directory_buttons 

2. USER 
Original Attributes: 
• UserlD 
• UserName CKY 
• Password 
• CurrentIP 
• Description 
• showmaintoolbar 
• buttontype 
• FullName 
• OpenFolder 

New/Modified Attributes: 
The following attribute is replaced by the two below 
• Fullname 
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The following two attributes replace the one above 
• FirstName 
• LastName 

• Mainbuttontype 
• Barbuttontype 
• Email 
• WWWURL 
• Position 
• Organization 
• Address 
• City 
• State 
• Zip 
• Country 
• foLshowtopicdata 
• fol_Show_Owner 
• fol_Show_Date 
• Show_NS_Menubar 
• Show_NS_Location 
• Show_NS_Toolbar 
• Show_NS_Directory_buttons 

3. FOLDER 
Original Attributes: 
• FolderlD 
• FolderName 
• OwnerUserlD FKY 
• FoIder_Creation_Date 
• Folder_Objective 
• SubDirectory 
• FoLLocked 
• FoI_Edit_Folder 
• Fol_Add_Acts 
• Fol_Modify_Acts 
• Fol_Delete_Acts 
• Fol_Agenda_Style 
• Fol_View_Objective 

New/Modified Attributes: 
• Fol_Show_DateTime 
• Fol_Show_Description 
• FoLShow_Duration 

4. ACnVITY 
Original Attributes: 
• ActID 
• Act_Name 
• Act_Type 
• Act_Description 
• Act_Instructions 
• Act_SubDirectory 
• ACT_TimeStamp 
• Act_TimeUnits 
• Act_Duration 
• FolderlD FKY 
• Act_Topic_TimeStanip 



• Act_Comment_TimeStainp 
• Act_Topic_Identified 
• Act_Comment_Identified 
• Act_Add_Topic 
• Act_Add_Comment 
• Act_Add_Category 
• Act_View_Comment 
• Act_View_Category 
• Act_Modify_Topic 
• Act_Modi^_Comment 
• Act_Modify_Category 
• Act_ColorBars 
• Act_Numbering 
• Act_Addsubs 
• Act_Number_Subs 
• Act_One_Line_Per_Topic 
• Act_One_Line_Per_Comment 
• Act_Coniinent_Numbers 
• Act_Topic_Nunibers 
• Act_CastExit 
• Act_ViewResults 
• Act_Bypass 
• votemode 
• votemethod 

New/Modified Attributes: 
The following three attributes are replaced by the nine below 
• Act_Modify_Topic 
• Act_Modify_Comment 
• Act_Modify_Category 

The following nine attributes replace the three Modify attributes 
• Act_Edit_Topic 
• Act_Edit_Comment 
• Act_Edit_Category 
• Act_Move_Topic 
• Act_Move_Comment 
• Act_Move_Category 
• Act_Delete_Topic 
• Act_Delete_Comment 
• Act_Delete_Category 

The following attributes are new; 
• Act_Insert_Topic 
• Act_Insert_Comment 
• Act_Comment_URL_Link 
• Act_Topic_URL_Linlc 
• Act_Numbertype 
• Act_Show_Stopped 
• Act_Creator_UserID 
• Act_URL_Address 

LIST_ITEM 
Original Attributes: 
• List Item ID 
• ActID 
• FolderlD FKY 
• List_Item_Level 
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• List_Item_ParentID ETCY 
• List_Item_String 
• Locked 
• List_Item_Location 
• List_Itein_TimeStamp 
• List_Iteni_Ident 

New/Modified Attributes: 
• List_Item_URL_Address 
• Lisi_Uem_URL_Description 
• List_Item_URL 
• List_Item_URL_Location 

6. HANDOUT 
Original Attributes: 
• Handout Item ID 
• FolderlD FKY 
• Handout_Description 
• Handout_TimeStamp 
• Handout_Filename_Extension 

New/Modified Attributes: 
• Handout_URL_Address 

7. REPORT 
• Report Item ID Unique Report Identification Number 
• FolderlD FKY Unique Folder Identification Number 
• Report_Description 
• Report_TimeStamp 

B. Relationship-Derived Relations 
1. FOLDER.USER 

Original Attributes: 
• FolderlD 
• UserlD 

New/Modified Attributes: 
• NewFolder 
• NewObjective 

2. ACnVITY.USER 
Original Attributes: 
• ActID 
• UserlD 
• FolderlD 
• Started 
• VoteCast 
• New Activity 

3. LIST_ITEM_USER 
Original Attributes: 
• List Item ID 
• UserlD 
• ActID 
• FolderlD 
• Read 
• VoteValue 

0 = New, I = Not New 
0 = New, 1 = Not New 

1 = started, 0 = not started 
1 = vote cast. 0 = not yet cast 
0 = New. 1 = Not New 

Unique List Item Identification Number 

Unique Activity identification number 

1 = Read. 0 = not Read 
Used only for Vote, for other types set to 0 
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APPENDIX B: DATA OPERATION REPRESENTATIONS 

Figure B.l. CREATE_USER Transaction 
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1. Create New User (Figure B.l): 
Procedure: 

1. CREATE UserlD involves generating a unique UserlD. 

2. The Administrator is requested to specify a unique user name (UserName). If the 
UserName supplied is unique then it is inserted into a new tuple in the relation. If the 
UserName supplied already exists in a tuple in the USER relation then another request is 
made for a unique UserName. This process continues until a unique UserName is 
supplied or the administrator cancels the operation. Brodie and Ridjanovic's 
representation is expanded here to model an iterative loop. 

3. The Administrator is requested to supply an initial user password, and the first and last 
name of the user and they are inserted into the new user tuple. 

4. Next several attributes are set to default values and inserted. Due to the large number of 
such attributes, Brodie and Ridjanovic's representation is expanded to perform a multi-
attribute insert. The attributes along with their default values are listed below: 

• CurrentIP "NULL" 
• Description "NULL" 
• showmai ntoolbar " 1" 
• Mainbuttontype "2" 
• Barbuttontype "2" 
• Email "NULL" 
• WWWURL "NULL" 
• Position "NULL" 
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• Organization "NULL" 
• Address "l^TULL" 
• City "NULL" 
• State "NULL" 
• Zip "NULL" 
• Country "NULL" 
• foLshowtopicdata "0" 
• foI_Show_Owner "0" 
• fol_Show_Date "0" 
• Show_NS_Menubar "1" 
• Show_NS_Location "0" 
• Show_NS_Toolbar "0" 
• Show_NS_Directory_buttons "0" 

5. Finally the transaction CREATE_FOLDER is invoked to create the default first folder 
for the new user. 

Figure B.2 CREATE_FOLDER Transaction 
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Create New Folder/Subfolder ( Figure B.2.) 
Procedure: 

1. CREATE FolderlD involves generating a unique FolderlD. The FolderlD contains the 
information about where in the hierarchy the folder is located. The system determines if 
this is the first folder for a new user created by the administrator or a new folder created 
by an existing user. If it is the first folder for a new user then the FolderlD is inserted with 
a value that is three digits long and corresponds to one higher than the highest root folder. 
(For example the third folder for a new user would have a FolderlD equal to 003). This is 
the root level and all first folders are created at the root level. If this is a new folder 
created by an existing user, then the user is requested to provide the parent for the folder. 
Either the Root or an existing folder that the user owns can be selected as the parent. If 
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the root is selected as the parent then the FolderlD is inserted with a value that is three 
digits long and corresponds to one higher than the highest root folder. If the parent 
selected is not the root folder then the FolderlD is inserted with a value that is one higher 
that the highest FolderlD for all the subfolders of the parent folder. For example if the 
parent FolderlD is 003, then the first subfolder would have a FolderlD of 003001. and the 
second 003002 and so on. 

2. The OwnerUserlD is inserted next. This is the primary key for one tuple in the User 
Relation. 

3. If it is the first folder for a new user then the FolderName is inserted with a value of "First 
Folder." If this is a new folder created by an existing user, then the user is requested to 
provide a FolderName and the attribute is inserted with that value. 

4. Next several attributes are set to default values and inserted. Due to the large number of 
such attributes, Brodie and Ridjanovic's representation is expanded to perform a multi-
attribute insert. The attributes along with their default values are listed below; 

• Folder_Creation_Date (Tray's Date) 
• Folder_Objective "NULL" 
• SubDirectory (Same as FolderlD) 
• FoLLocked "0" 
• FoLEdit_Folder "0" 
• Fol_Add_Acts "0" 
• Fol_Modi^_Acts "0" 
• Fol_Delete_Acts "0" 
• Fol_Agenda_Style "0" 
• Fol_View_Objective "0" 
• Fol_Show_DateTime "0" 
• Fol_Show_Description "0" 
• Fol_Show_Duration "0" 

Figure B.3. VIEW_EDIT_FOLDER Transaction 
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3. View/Edit Folder: (Figure B.3) 
Procedure: 
1. RETRIEVE The tuple for this FOLDER. 

2. Compare the UserlD for this user to the OwnerUserlD for this FOLDER. If this is the 
OWlteR, they can view the FOLDER and they can edit the FolderName. If this is not the 
owner, find a tuple in the FOLDER_USER Relation for this FOLDER and this USER. If 
a record is not found, then this user is not a member of this FOLDER and cannot view the 
folder on their folder list. If there is a record in the FOLDER_USER relation, then the 
folder will appear on the user's folder list. If the Owner of the folder has set the attribute 
Fol_Edit_Folder to I, then the user can edit the folder name. 

Figure B.4 UPDATE_USER_INFORMATION Transaction 
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4. Enter/Update User Information (Figure B.4) 
Procedure: 
1. Retrieve the tuple for this USER. 
2. The User is requested to edit existing values or provide new values for the following 

attributes: 
• FirstName 
• LastName 
• Email 
• WWWURL 
• Position 
• Organization 
• Address 
• City 
• State 
• Zip 
• Country 
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3. The user is asked to specify an action. If the user chooses SAVE, then the new values are 
inserted into the USER tuple. If the user chooses cancel, the old values are retained in the 
USER tuple. 

Figure B.5 POPULATE_FOLDER Transaction 
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5. Populate Folder (Figure B.5) 
Procedure: 
1. FIND FolderlD retrieves the unique FolderlD for the folder to be populated. 

2. A List of all Users is displayed and the owner of the folder is requested to select each user 
to be a member of this folder. Using the FolderlD and extracted UserlD, a new tuple is 
inserted into the FOLDER_USER relation. 

3. Default values are set for the additional attributes in the new FOLDER_USER tuple as 
follows: 

• NewFolder "0" 
• NewObjective "0" 
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Figure B.6 CREATE_ACTIVITY Transaction 
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6. Create New Activity (Figure B.6) 
Procedure: 

1. CREATE ActED involves generating a unique AciID for the new Activity. 

2. The User is requested to specify the new activity name (Act_Name), the Activity Type 
(Act_Type (CA, GO, TC, VO, CUSTOM}), Activity Description (Act_Description), 
Activity Start Date and time (ACT_TimeStamp), time units for the activity 
(Act_TimeUnits{Days. Weeks, Months}) and the activity duration (Act_Duration.) Each 
of these attribute values in then inserted into the new Activity tuple. 

3. The USER tuple is found and the following attributes inserted into the new ACTIVITY 
tuple with the corresponding values fi-om the USER tuple. 

• FolderlD USER.OpenFolder 
• Act_Creator_UserID USER.UseriD 

4. Default values are set for the additional attributes in the new ACTlVll'Y tuple as follows: 
• Act_Instructions "NULL" 
• Act_SubDirectory 'TYPE + x" 
• Act_Topic_TimeStamp "0" 
• Act_Comment_TimeStamp "0" 
• Act_Topic_Identified "0" 
• Act_Comment_Identified "0" 
• Act_Add_Topic "1" 
• Act_Add_Comment "1" 
• Act_Add_Category "0" 
• Act_View_Comment "1" 
• Act_View_Category "0" 
• Act_Edit_Topic "0" 
• Act_Edit_Comment "0" 
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• Act_Edit_Category "0" 
• Act_Move_Topic "0" 
• Act_Move_Comment "0" 
• Act_Move_Category "0" 
• Act_Delete_Topic "0" 
• Act_Delete_Coniment "0" 
• Act_Delete_Category "0" 
• Act_ColorBars "1" 
• Act_Addsubs "0" 
• Act_Number_Subs "10" 
• Act_One_Line_Per_Topic "0" 
• Act_One_Line_Per_Comment "0" 
• Act_Comment_Numbers "0" 
• Act_Topic_Numbers "0" 
• Act_CastExit "1" 
• Act_ViewResults "0" 
• Act_Bypass "0" 
• votemode "0" 
• votemethod "1" 
• Act_Insert_Topic "0" 
• Act_Insert_Comment "0" 
• Act_Comment_URL_Link "0" 
• Act_Topic_URL_Linlc "0" 
• Act_Numbertype "1" 
• Act_Show_Stopped "1" 
• Act_URL_Address 

5. FIND FOLDER_USER.FoIdern) = USER.OpenFolder. which contains all the 
users that are members of this folder. For each member of the folder INSERT INTO 
ACTrVITY_USER a new tuple with the following attributes with the associated 
values: 
• ActID (ACnVITY.AcdD) 
• UserID.(USER.UserID) 
• FolderlD (USER.UserlD) 
• Started "0" 
• VoteCast "0" 
• NewActivity "0" 
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Figure B,7 START_/STOP_ PARTICIPATNS IN ACTIVITY Transaction 
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7. Start/Stop Participants in Activity (Figure B.7) 
Procedure: 
1. The Owner is requested whether to Start or Stop Participants in the Activity. 

2. FIND FOLDER_USER.FolderID = USEILOpenFolder, which contains all the users 
that are members of this folder. The list of Users is displayed and the Owner is Requested to 
select which users to Start/Stop in the Activity. For each Member selected the Started field in 
the tuple for that member in the ACnVITY_USER relation is updated to "0" for Stop or "1" 
for Start. 
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Figure B.8 VffiW./EDIT./DELETE.ACnVlTY Transaction 
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NO 
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VALUES 
RETAINED 

nw 
GROUP 
PRIV. 

Activtty Not 

Fiftf ̂  Fal.MiMtfy>cla NEW VALUES 

Aa.Ninv 
Aa.Docnpoon 
ACT.TtmeSiainp 
Aa.TuneUmu 
Aa.Dunooo 

8. View/Edit/Delete Activity (Figure B.8) 
Procedure: 
1. FIND ACTIVITY retrieves the tuple for this record from the activity relation. 

2. FIND FOLDER retrieves the tuple for the FOLDER to which this activity belongs from 
the FOLDER relation. 

3. FIND USER retrieves the tuple for this USER from the USER relation. 

4. FIND FOLDER. OwnerUserID=USER.UserID compares the UserlDs. If they are the 
same, then this is the folder owner and therefore the activity owner. The owner may view, 
edit, and delete the activity. If the UserlDs are not equal, then it must be determined if 
this user is a member of the folder that the activity resides in. If the user is not a folder 
member, then the folder will not be viewable on the user's folder list, therefor the activity 
will not be viewable, and the user can neither edit nor delete the activity. If the user is a 
folder member, then it must be determined if the user is started in the activity. If the user 
is not started in the activity then the user cannot view. edit, nor delete the activity. If the 
user is started in the activity then the folder group privileges must be determined. If 
Fol_Modify_Acts is turned on for the group, then the user can edit the activity, if it is 
turned off the user cannot edit the activity. If FoLDelete_Acts is turned on for the group, 
then the user can delete the activity, if it is turned off the user cannot delete the activity. 
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APPENDIX C. EVALUATOR DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

Information on evaluaors that filled out Virtual Business Cards. 
This is a partial listing of evaluators and users of the prototype system. 

Countries 
1. Australia (4) 
2. Finland (5) 
3. Germany (2) 
4. Hong Kong(4) 
5. Mexico (3) 
6. New Zealand 
7. Scotland 
8. Singapore 
9. Slovenia (3) 
10. The Netherlands (2) 
11. United Kingdom(5) 
12. United States (62) 

Cities 
1. Abo (2) 
2. Alexandria (3) 
3. APG (3) 
4. Arlington (2) 
5. Athens (3) 
6. Baton Rouge (2) 
7. Bloomington 
8. Boise 
9. Boulder 
10. Brooks AFB 
11. Delft 
12. Frankfurt/Oder (2) 
13. Glasgow 
14. Hoenheim 
15. Hong Kong 
16. Honolulu 
17. Kowloon (3) 
IS. Kranj 
19. Kranj (2) 
20. Ljubljana 
21. Minneapolis 
22. Monterrey (3) 
23. New Brunswick (2) 
24. Newark (2) 
25. Perth (3) 
26. Pittsburgh 
27. Pocatello 
28. Pullman 
29. Raleigh 
30. Reston 
31. Rock Island 
32. Rotterdam 
33. Singapore 
34. Sydney 
35. Tucson (32) 
36. Turku (2) 

37. Vaasa 
38. Vancouver 
39. Vicksburg 
40. Waco 
41. Washington 
42. Washington 
43. Washington (4) 
44. Wellington 
45. Winona 
46. WPAFB 

States and Provinces 
1. AZ(32) 
2. CO 
3. DC (4) 
4. GA 
5. HI 
6. ID (2) 
7. IL 
8. IN 
9. LA (2) 
10. MD(2) 
11. MN(5) 
12. MS 
13. NC 
14. NJ(3) 
15. NL(3) 
16. NY 
17. OH 
18. PA 
19. SI 
20. TX(2) 
21. VA(6) 
22. WA(5) 

Companies 
1. Andersen Consulting (2) 
2. American Airlines 
3. Alestra (AT&T) 
4. Baan 
5. IBM (3) 
6. Independent Solution Providers Limited 
7. Intel 
8. Krka 
9. TASC Inc. 
10. Ventana Corporation (6) 
11. Verfione 
12. World Bank 
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Government Organizations 
1. Chief of Naval Operations, N45 
2. Defense Environmental Security DESCIM 

PMO (4) 
3. DOD Environmental Security 
4. Health Insurance Institute of Slovenia 
5. Joint Depot Maintenance Analysis Group 
6. Offices of the CNO (Logistics) 
7. Redstone Arsenal (2) 
8. USACHPPM 
9. U. S. Army Environmental Center 
10. U.S. Army HQ Industrial Operations 

Command 
11. WES, ITL.CSD 

Universities/Research Centers 
1. Abo Akademi University/Institute for 

Advanced Management Systems Research 
(3) 

2. Baylor University 
3. Boise state University (2) 
4. Business Information Technology Services, 

University of Arizona 
5. Center for Systems and Planning - ITESM 

(2) 
6. Center for the Management of 

Information/Arizona (7) 
7. City University of Hong Kong (2) 
8. Curtin University of Technology (2) 
9. Duke University 
10. Erasmus University 
11. Europa-Universitaet Viadrina (2) 
12. Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
13. Hong Kong University of Science & 

Technology 
14. HSC/XRE 
15. Idaho State University 
16. Indiana University 
17. Information Systems, Curtin University 
18. ISDSDept 
19. Louisiana State University 
20. Macquarie Grad School of Management 
21. National University of Singapore 
22. New Jersey Institute of Technology (2) 
23. NFESC 
24. North Carolina State University 
25. School of Communication, Information, and 

Library Studies—Rutgers University (2) 
26. The University of Arizona 
27. TU Delft; school of systems engineering, 

policy analysis and management 
28. UAMISAI Group 
29. University of Arizona (18) 
30. University of Colorado 
31. University of Georgia 
32. University of Hoenheim 
33. University of Joensuu 
34. University of Maribor (2) 
35. University of Pittsburgh 
36. University of Strathclyde 

37. University of St. Thomas 
38. University of Turku - CES 
39. University of Vaasa 
40. Victoria University of Wellington 
41. Washington State University (2) 
42. Winona State University 

Identified Positions 
1. Acting Systems Analyst 
2. Adviser to General Director for IS 

Development 
3. Analyst 
4. Assistant Professor (7) 
5. Associate Director 
6. Associate Professor (7) 
7. Chief Computing Officer 
8. Chief Information Engineer 
9. Computer Lab Manager 
10. Computer Manager 
11. Computer Scientist 
12. Consultant 
13. Decision Analyst/Facilitator 
14. Director (2) 
15. Doctoral student (2) 
16. DOME Project Coordinator/Research 

Scientist 
17. Education coordinator 
18. Environmental Engineer (3) 
19. Environmental Protection Specialist 
20. General Engineer 
21. Graduate Research Fellow (2) 
22. Graduate Student (3) 
23. Head, AI Group 
24. Industrial Specialist 
25. IT Consultant 
26. Lecturer (3) 
27. MIS Researcher 
28. Project Facilitator 
29. P2/Compliance Team Leader 
30. Professor (6) 
31. Program Analyst 
32. Project Manager/Environmental Engineer 
33. RA (graduate research assistant) 
34. Regents Professor 
35. Research Assistant (3) 
36. Research Associate (7) 
37. Research Scientist (2) 
38. Senior Lecturer (2) 
39. Sr. Participation Specialist 
40. Student (5) 
41. Team Leader/Civil Engineer 
42. Tech. Team Member 
43. Technical Director 
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APPENDIX D GSWEB USABILITY SURVEY 

1. Gender 
Male/Female 
M F 

2. Age Group 
Age Croup l«I8l 2(19-25), 3(26-30), 4(31-35). 5(36-40), 6(41-45), 7(46-50), 8(51-55), 9(56-60). 
I0(>60) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

3. Which Group Best Describes You? 
IN (Industry), GV (Government), AC (Academia) 

IN GV AC 

4. Which Continent are Located On? 
NA ( North America), SA (South America), EU (Europe), AS (Asia), AU (Austrailia), AF(Africa) 

NA SA EU AS AF 

5. What Operating System did you use? 
31 (Windows 3.1), WW (Windows for Work Groups). 95 (Windows 95), NT (Windows NT), UX (Unix), 
02 (OS/2), AP (Macintosh) 

31 WW 95 NT UX 02 AP 

6. Which of the Following GSWeb Resources and Tools did you Use? 
Choose up to the maximum number of selections. 

{ } Folders 
{ 1 Agenda 
i } People 
{ 1 Reports 
{ I Categorizer 
{ I Group Outliner 
{ 1 Topic Commenter 
{ } Vote 

7. Using GSWeb Was: 
Ver\ Easy (VE), Eas\ (E), Neither Eas\ nor Hard (N), Hard (H), Ver\ Hard (VH) 

VE E N H VH 

8. I Found adding Topics or Comments into Group Systems for the Web to be: 
Very Easy (VE), Easv (E), Neither Easy nor Hard (N), Hard (H), Very Hard (VH) 

VE E N H VH 

9. GSWeb allowed me to do everything I needed to complete my tasks. 
Strongly Agree (SA), Agree (A), Neutral (N), Disagree (D), Strongly Disagree (SD) 

SA A N D SD 

10. Are there any additional functions you feel would make the tasks easier? 
Click in the text box to enter text. 

11. Finding what I needed to get work done in GSWeb Was: 
Ver\ Easy (VE), Easy (E), Neither Easy nor Hard (N), Hard (H), Very Hard (VH) 

VE E N H VH 

12. I was confused by too many choices: 
Always (A), Often (Often), Sometimes (S), Rarely (R), Never (N) 

A O S R N 
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13. I had to think hard to flgure out how to perform an action: 
Always (A). Often (Often), Sometimes (S), Rarely (R). Never (N) 

A O S R N 

14. Recovering From Errors Was: 
Very Easy (VE). Easy (E), Neither Easy nor Hard (N), Hard (H), Very Hard (VH), Not Applicable 

VE'  E N H VH'  NA 

15. Accessing on-line Help Was: 
Very Easy (VE), Easy (E), Neither Easv nor Hard (N), Hard (H), Very Hard (VH). Not Applicable 

VE E N H VH NA 

16. Would you use GSWeb for similar tasks in the future? 
Select either Yes or No. 

Y N 

17. Would you recommend that others use GSWeb for similar tasks? 
Select either Yes or No. 

Y N 

18. Would you recommend that your organization buy GSWeb? 
Select either Yes or No. 

Y N 

19. Would you use GSWeb if your organization bought it? 
Select either Yes or No. 

Y N 

20. What did you like best about GSWeb? 
Click in the box to enter text. 

21. What did you like least about GSWeb? 
Click in the box to enter text. 

22. What one thing would you tell the designers to change about GSWeb? 
Click in the box to enter text. 

23. What was your overall assessment of the usability of GSWeb? 
Very Good (VG), Good (G), Average (A), Fair(F), Poor(P) 

' VG G A F P 

24. How would you describe the Interface of GSWeb? 
Click in the box to enter text. 

25. Please Make any other comments you had about the usability of GSWeb. 
Click in the box to enter text. 
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